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Abstract 

 
Democratic peace theory suggests that democratic states do not engage in covert action 

against one another.1 Academic scholarship, however, indicates that democratic states will 

use covert action against an elected government if national security planners perceive there 

is democratic decay in its national trajectory. However, this does not account for why a state 

would contravene democratic norms and international law. Nor does it account for why a 

state would intervene against another democratic state leading to a more authoritarian 

leader being supported. Based upon a combination of archival research, including media 

files, historiography, and analysis of democratic peace theory, the thesis explains why, in the 

non-European Cold War setting, Britain engaged in covert action against democratically 

elected governments in Indonesia and Cambodia. Moreover, the thesis will contend with 

how Britain continued to interfere in the internal affairs of states despite participating in 

international law conferences designed to bolster international norms including that of non-

interference.  

 

The thesis proffers the hypothesis that perceptions of state trajectory and countering 

communism outweighed obligations to international law and democratic norms, such as 

democratic peace theory. The thesis will argue that between 1950 and 1965 Indonesia and 

Cambodia were emerging democracies and although they were not colonised by Britain, 

they were both considered Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AATs) which posed a threat to 

British interests. This threat was related to increased communist activity which national 

security planners perceived could destabilise former British colonies. Former colonies have 

tended to maintain close relations with the imperial power that colonised it. The retention of 

these relations was a policy objective for Britain. However, this does not account for how 

Britain shaped developments in states that it did not colonise. The research will argue that 

perceptions of security underpinned this decision-making process with AATs assuming 

temporary importance when there was a perception that communism had made advances. 

To counter these advances national security planners targeted AATs, which gained 

temporary importance whilst Britain engaged in covert action leading to examples of what 

this thesis terms zonal foreign policy. When the perceived threat subsided, Britain pivoted to 

soft power regardless of whether the state was more authoritarian. This enables the thesis to 

produce clear findings that demonstrate DPT does not hold as a rationale for British foreign 

policy in the context of Indonesia or Cambodia. Nor does the presumption that international 

 
1 Michael Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace," 
International Studies Quarterly Vo.59, No.4(December 2015). p.815 
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norms dictate foreign policy hold true. Rather a combination of threat perception, security 

concerns and a desire to protect its former colonies shaped British foreign policy and 

trumped obligations to international law and democratic norms. 

                 

Key Words: diplomatic history, intelligence, international relations, international 
law, democracy 
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I  
 

Introduction 
 

 

a. Framing  

 
The aim of this thesis is to critique democratic peace theory (DPT) through an exposition 

of archival material relating to British intelligence activities in Cold War Indonesia and 

Cambodia. The research proffers the hypothesis that perceptions of state security and 

countering communism outweighed obligations to international law and democratic norms, 

such as DPT. In this case, if state trajectory was perceived to be aligning with communism, 

democratic norms and international law did not form a barrier against the use of intelligence 

operations. As DPT does not provide a rationale for British intelligence activities, the thesis 

proposes a new hypothesis, zonal foreign policy, to explain the behaviour of national 

security planners. Zonal foreign policy applies to the continued conscious role colonial-era 

boundaries have played in the demarcation or delineation of European powers’ post-colonial 

foreign policy. Moreover, it provides a rationale for how Britain shaped events in countries 

that it did not colonise, in this context, known as Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AATs).  

 

This thesis engages with two case studies of British covert action in Indonesia and 

Cambodia, both emerging democracies in Cold War Southeast Asia. Advocates of DPT 

argue that democratic states are less likely to engage in covert action against one another.2 

Academic scholarship, however, suggests that democratic states will use covert action 

against an elected government if national security planners perceive there is democratic 

decay, signalled by a pivot toward authoritarianism, or there are concerns about its 

trajectory.3 This, however, does not account for why a state would contravene democratic 

norms and international law. Nor does it account for why a democratic state would support 

an authoritarian leader over a democratically elected one. Based upon a combination of 

archival research, historiography, and analysis of DPT, the thesis explains why, in the non-

European Cold War setting, Britain engaged in covert action against emerging democracies 

and how it continued to interfere in the internal affairs of states despite championing its role 

 
2 Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace." p.815 
3 Ibid. p.815 
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in international law conferences designed to bolster international norms including that of 

non-interference. Questions abound.  

 

• Why did Britain support more authoritarian leaders over their democratically-

elected counterparts? 

• Did national security planners consider international law or democratic norms as 

a barrier to covert action and did the principle of non-intervention apply? 

• What was the role of the Information Research Department in shaping 

developments in Indonesia and Cambodia? 

 

These form the three main research questions posed by the thesis. This is an Anglo-

centric thesis based around a diplomatic history of British foreign policy in its post-

decolonised world. The research will examine Britain’s relationship with Indonesia and 

Cambodia. Both states experienced regime change during the Cold War. Once regime 

change occurred, Indonesia and Cambodia were ruled by authoritarian leaders. Britain 

supported both because of their anti-communist policies. This is evidenced through a 

notable decrease in intelligence activity in both countries. If DPT provided a framework 

for British foreign policy, then national security planners would be less likely to engage in 

covert action against the democratically elected government rather than the authoritarian 

one.  

 

This would suggest that security concerns around communist expansion outweighed 

democratic norms. As hypocrisy and legitimacy costs increased in Europe, zonal foreign 

policy became increasingly prevalent in decision-making processes. This is evident 

during the 1980s when Cambodia became a target for British covert action.4 According 

to Rory Cormac, it became increasingly difficult to operate in Europe as the Cold War 

progressed with covert action revolving around pinprick operations.5 Pinprick operations 

were small scale operations designed to undermine internal divisions.6 Higher hypocrisy 

and legitimacy costs in Europe led national security planners to target other regions. 

Cormac stated that ‘the approach went further in the Far East than it did behind the Iron 

Curtain.’7 The Final Act of the Helsinki Accords reinforced the notion that the risk of 

 
4 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme 
(UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: The National Archives, 
1988). 
5 Rory Cormac, Disrupt and Deny, 1 ed. (Great Britain: Clays Ltd, 2018). p.72 Risk of conventional 
escalation with the Soviet Union was pervasive fear of national security planners. 
6 Ibid. p.59 
7 Ibid. p.71 
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escalation and legitimacy costs were too high in Europe. This chapter will begin by 

outlining where the thesis contributes to our understanding of covert action before 

providing an overview of British covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia. 

  

b. Rationale for Research 

 
Britain’s post-Brexit ambitions have been the centre of political debate in the United 

Kingdom.8 The Indo-Pacific region has been highlighted as a region where Britain should 

increase its diplomatic influence.9 This includes hard and soft power options. In July 2021, 

the Cabinet Office released the United Kingdom’s Integrated Review.10 The review stated 

that Britain must ‘adapt to major changes in the world around us [Britain], including the 

growing importance of the Indo-Pacific region.’11 The so-called ‘pivot’ to the region is, in 

part, an effort to reign in China, the region’s hegemon.  

 

This has been typified by Britain’s entry into the Trans-Pacific Partnership.12  

Moreover, it has been exhibited through Britain’s increasing investment and defence 

commitments in Southeast Asia.13 For example, the Royal Navy has stationed two patrol 

boats in the region and sailed HMS Queen Elizabeth through disputed waters in the 

South China in 2021.14 However, it appears little is understood about Britain’s prior 

intervention in the region. This manifests itself in a belief that a resumption of British 

intervention will be beneficial to the region. It is important for us to understand Britain’s 

relationship with these states as Southeast Asia grows in strategic importance for 

London. For example, Indonesia is one of the fastest growing global economies.15 With a 

considerable population, as of 2024 standing around 280 million16, it also has a 

complicated relationship with Beijing. Most states in the region are finding themselves 

balancing their relationships between Washington and Beijing.  

 
8 HM Government, "Global Britain in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, 
Development and Foreign Policy," ed. Cabinet Office (London: Gov.UK, March 2021). 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Dominic Webb, "The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP)," ed. UK Parliament (London: House of Commons Library, 17 November 2023). Although 
Britain has entered the trade agreement, little is expected in the way of economic gain. 
13 Royal Navy, "UK Military Complete First of Two Major Exercises in East Asia," Royal Navy Wesbite. 
14 Brad Lendon, "UK's HMS Queen Elizabeth Aircraft Carrier Pictured in South China Sea," CNN. 
15 Alec Russell and Mercedes Ruehl, "Is Indonesia finally set to become an economic superpower?," 
Financial Times November 15 2023. 
16 United Nations Population Division, "Population: Total|Data," World Bank Group. 
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And with Cambodia heavily dependent on Chinese trade and investment17 it is 

necessary for Britain to counter Beijing’s influence throughout the region. British foreign 

policy is aligning itself, once again, with Washington in containing Chinese influence 

drawing similarities with the Cold War. This research is, therefore, is in part a response to 

the Integrated Review in that it deals with the history of British intervention in the region. 

Moreover, the Integrated Review provides a timely opportunity to study the impact of 

British intervention on the region. This provides one of the main contributions to academic 

practice and our understanding of Britain’s relationship with Southeast Asia and wider 

Indo-Pacific region. It is hoped this research may lay a foundation for further work in the 

field of British foreign policy and its relationship with Southeast Asia. 

c. Ethical Issues 

This section deals with the moral questions posed by the study of British intelligence 

operations, especially those of the IRD, in Indonesia and Cambodia. Although the causality 

may be opaque, as a researcher, it is important to reflect on the nature of the propaganda. 

Following British intelligence campaigns in both states, there were periods of social unrest 

resulting in crimes against humanity being committed by forces that were seemingly under 

British influence. The mass atrocities in question are the Mass Killings in Indonesia and the 

Cambodian Genocide. Although the thesis is not suggesting that Britain alone caused the 

mass atrocities in either state, nor to overplay its role, it was complicit in destabilising both 

states through concerted intelligence operations.18 Other factors shaped developments in 

Indonesia and Cambodia, such as other state intervention. This included the American 

bombing campaign in Cambodia which was as an extension of its war in Vietnam.19 

Moreover, international and regional powers were involved in shaping developments in 

Indonesia.20 This included former colonial powers, France, and the Netherlands and regional 

powers such as Thailand and Vietnam. Decolonisation and self-determination were also 

components in shaping regional geopolitics. 

 

 
17 Khmer Times, "Cambodia-China Trade Continues to Grow Despite Global Demand Slowdown," 
Khmer Times January 12th 2024. 
18 Aboeprijadi Santoso & Gerry van Klinken, "Genocide Finally Enters Public Discourse: The 
International People's Tribunal 1965," Journal of Genocide Research Volume 19(December 2017). 
19 David Chandler, A History of Cambodia, Second Edition ed. (Chiang Mai, Thailand.: Silkworm 
Books, 1994). p.77 Kissinger’s recent death may reignite debates around American intervention. 
20 This included, but not limited to, Thailand, the Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China, the 
United States, and Vietnam. 
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Britain was complicit in destabilising Indonesia and Cambodia through its intelligence 

operations. This is supported by academics including John Roosa and Paul Lashmar.21 

Britain must reconcile its role in the mass atrocities throughout Indonesia and Cambodia. 

This research has dealt with these issues, highlighting where Britain’s intelligence operations 

were undermining state security connect. That IRD inspired operations undermined 

Indonesian and Cambodian sovereignty and led to instability. Understanding Britain’s 

complicity in the mass atrocities in Indonesia and Cambodia presents challenges for the 

historian.  

d. Definitions 

This thesis operates within these working definitions. The theories of Zonal foreign policy 
and Anglophile Adjacent Territories are unique to this thesis. 

 
• Zonal Foreign Policy – is a hypothesis proposed by this thesis which argues that 

when states were perceived to be pivoting towards communism Britain would use 

intelligence operations to protect its interests. This was at the expense of DPT and 

international law. 
• Anglophile Adjacent Territories – AATs are states which border former British 

colonies. 
• Democratic Peace Theory – democratic peace theory suggests that democratic 

states are less inclined to use intelligence operations against each other. 
• Covert Action – covert action is defined as activities of a state that are designed to 

undermine another state in a plausibly deniable manner. 

e. Contribution  

This thesis will contribute to three areas of under-developed research, outlined 

thematically below. Research on covert action usually revolves around three broad types of 

operation22 - this research is no different. The analysis addresses several themes including 

propaganda, military training, and financial assistance with a focus on the Information 

Research Department (IRD), Counter-Subversion Committee (CSC), and Secret Intelligence 

Service (SIS), who played an active role in supporting British foreign policy. Covert action 

 
21 See John Roosa, Pretext for Mass Murder: the September 30th Movement and Suharto's coup 
d'état in Indonesia  (Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006). And Paul Lashmar, Nicholas 
Gilby, and James Oliver, "Slaughter in Indonesia: Britain's secret propaganda war," The Guardian 
October 17th 2021. 
22 Rory Cormac, Calder Walton, and Damien Van PuyVelde, "What constitutes successful covert 
action? Evaluating unacknowledged interventionism in foreign affairs " Review of International Studies 
(2021). 
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was used to supplement British foreign policy in Southeast Asia. It is not the purpose of the 

thesis to assess the ‘success” of covert action, however. That said, regime change did occur 

in Indonesia and Cambodia resulting in the decline of communist influence. Once this 

influence had declined, Britain pivoted to soft power despite the autocratic nature of new the 

regimes thus diminishing the theory of DPT. The temporary importance granted to Indonesia 

and Cambodia is symptomatic of zonal foreign policy. This section begins with an outline of 

DPT and zonal foreign policy. 

 

Democratic Peace Theory & Zonal Foreign Policy 
 

The thesis is primarily concerned by democratic peace theorists who suggest that 

sociocultural norms reduce the likelihood of democratic states engaging in covert action. 

DPT is a key theory associated with international relations. According to certain academics, 

it provides a model for sustaining peace.23 It is an important theory that has been the subject 

of scholarly attention. This is outlined fully in the literature review. However, it is apt to 

discuss its relationship with zonal foreign policy. Michael Poznansky outlined how 

democratic peace theorists suggest sociocultural norms such as culture, perception and 

practices have produced barriers to stop democracies engaging in covert action against one 

another.24 Of particular importance is selectorate theory which posits that when two 

conditions are met, a democratic state is more likely to engage in covert action against 

another.25 Britain’s interference in Indonesian and Cambodian internal affairs, however, 

suggests this theory lacks application to British foreign policy. Britain’s colonial endeavours 

provide a further layer of complexity as former colonies have tended to maintain close 

relations with the imperial power that colonised it. Although Indonesia and Cambodia were 

not colonised by Britain, they formed countries this thesis has termed AATs. These are 

states which border Anglophile states or former colonies. The retention of close relations 

with former colonies was a cornerstone of British foreign policy. Isolating Anglophile states 

from the threat of communism formed a key foreign policy objective. This thesis argues that 

zonal foreign policy was influenced by three considerations – 

 

• Hypocrisy costs – national security planners will avoid hypocrisy costs so they can 

continue covert operations in a plausibly deniable manner. 

 

 
23 John Owen, "How Liberalism Produces Democratic Peace," International Security vol.19, 
no.2(1994). p.87 
24 Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace." 
25 Ibid. The two conditions are outlined in chapter 2. 
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• Legitimacy costs – these costs are associated with a state’s ability to appear 

legitimate in international institutions.  

 

• Audience costs – these costs are incurred on the domestic political front if a state 

backs down in a foreign policy crisis and are associated with DPT.  

 

If national security planners perceived legitimacy and hypocrisy costs were too high, then 

covert action might be unwarranted. National security planners calculated these costs were 

higher in Europe. One of the key factors in this assessment was the risk of escalation. Given 

the importance of avoiding war on the continent, national security planners explored covert 

action in other regions. Maintenance of close relationships with Britain’s former colonies 

were built around strong bi-lateral ties and threat perception. For example, communist 

advances in AATs were unacceptable to national security planners. The research, therefore, 

will argue that perceptions of security underpinned this decision-making process with AATs 

assuming temporary importance when there was a perception that communism had made 

advances in these territories. When the perceived threat subsided, Britain pivoted to soft 

power regardless of whether the state was more authoritarian. This phenomenon diminishes 

the role of DPT which is fully examined in the literature review. 

 

Democratic peace theorists posit that democratically elected governments are unlikely to 

engage in warfare or threaten one another.26 Cultural norms and perceptions are central to 

this viewpoint.27 Democratic peace theorists argue that democratic states hold positive 

perceptions of other democratic states which establishes a mutual understanding between 

the two.28 According to Christopher Layne DPT has two main schools of thought.29 Firstly, 

democratic states are constrained by institutional barriers such as public opinion and 

domestic legal barriers.30 Secondly, that democratic norms are a barrier to inter-state 

violence between democracies.31 However, in the case of British intervention in Indonesia 

and Cambodia, neither institutional barriers nor democratic norms inhibited covert action. 

International law, moreover, did not induce a pivot away from its use.  

 

 
26 Christopher Layne, "Kant or Cant: The Myth of Democratic Peace," International Security Vol.19, 
No.2(Fall 1994). p.6 
27 Ibid. p.9 
28 Ibid. p.5 
29 Ibid. p.5 
30 Ibid. p.5 
31 Ibid. p.6 
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The thesis will contribute to several areas of diplomatic history including our 

understanding of British foreign policy objectives in the non-European world and enhancing 

our understanding of intelligence gathering in pre-revolutionary Cambodia. The research will 

demonstrate that DPT is a flawed hypothesis by demonstrating Britain’s support of 

authoritarian leaders over those who were democratically elected. In the case of Indonesia, 

for example, Suharto was more authoritarian than his predecessor.32 Likewise in Cambodia, 

regime change led to Lon Nol who displayed authoritarian traits. This would suggest that 

national security planners’ perceptions of national security and communist threat outweighed 

democratic norms and international law. To avoid legitimation issues, national security 

planners sought to interfere in the internal affairs of other states in a plausibly deniable 

manner. This would suggest national security planners were concerned by perceptions of 

self-image and state credibility.  

 

Zonal foreign policy is a new hypothesis. A legacy of colonialism, zonal foreign policy 

has not been applied to the study of covert action. The thesis argues that higher hypocrisy 

and legitimacy costs in Europe influenced British decision-making processes. Zonal foreign 

policy concerns demarcation lines. Demarcations sometimes exist in the consciousness of 

national security planners. These are sometimes displayed in informal or formal dialogue 

with allies. Security underpinned this decision-making process. Democratic peace theorists 

do not account for perceptions of security or zonal foreign policy. This is where the thesis will 

contribute to our understanding of covert action and DPT. The thesis will also consider the 

mental geography of national security planners who sought to protect regional assets and 

former colonies. Britain’s security obligations in Southeast Asia revolved around protecting 

its former colonies from communist subversion.33  By incorporating zonal foreign policy into 

the research, it will augment our knowledge of British covert action in Indonesia and 

Cambodia. Further context to zonal foreign policy is provided in Chapter Three.  

 

Security Perception, State Trajectory & Authoritarian Leaders 
 
Democratic peace theorists posit that national security planners will engage in covert 

action if they perceive a state to be in democratic decay.34 This is limited in application to 

British foreign policy, however. The thesis will argue that it was not the prospect of a state 

 
32 Peter Dale Scott, "The United States and the Overthrow of Sukarno, 1965-1967," Pacific Affairs 
Vol.58, No.2(Summer 1985). p.240 
33 Counter Subversion Committee, "Counter Subversion. DEFE 11/371.," ed. Foreign Office (London: 
The National Archives, 1964-1967). 
34 Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace." p.815 
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becoming more authoritarian that induced covert action. Rather it was security and threat 

perception that underpinned decision-making. For example, in Indonesia, Britain supported 

Suharto despite him exhibiting authoritarian qualities. When members of Suharto’s cabinet 

spoke in favour of communism, Britain responded with intelligence operations.35 Britain’s 

support of authoritarian leaders suggests that DPT does not provide an adequate 

explanation for British foreign policy. If national security planners perceived a leader to be 

anti-communist, even if more autocratic than their predecessor, they would receive support. 

Once an anti-communist was in power there was a shift in British policy to soft power. Soft 

power included the use of the British Council, BBC, and aid. These were used to further 

British foreign policy objectives once the perceived threat of communism had dissipated.  

 
The thesis will argue that when state trajectory was perceived to be aligning with 

communism, Britain engaged in covert action. Where Poznansky credits democratic 

backsliding in the process of policymakers to engage in covert action36, the thesis will 

consider security perception as the primary consideration. According to the Carnegie 

Institute for International Peace there are three main causes of democratic backsliding, 

grievance fuelled illiberalism, opportunistic authoritarianism, and entrenched interest 

revanchism.37 In the case of Indonesia and Cambodia, the research would suggest that both 

Suharto and Lon Nol were opportunistic. London’s support of both leaders, despite their 

authoritarian nature, suggests DPT is limited in application to British foreign policy. 

 
British Case Study 
 
Although subject to extensive scholarship, previous research on covert action has 

focused primarily on American case studies. This thesis provides a nuanced approach by 

using British covert action as a case study. By the 1960s, Britain was in a different political, 

economic, and military position to America. Previous research on British intelligence 

activities conducted by Rory Cormac suggested London used covert action to mask its 

declining power.38 Cormac’s observations are correct. Where this thesis differs, however, is 

the exploration of covert action with zonal foreign policy and democratic norms. 

Declassification of Cold War documents provided the thesis with a novel set of resources 

allowing it to focus on British covert action. Britain provides a nuanced case study as it was 

 
35 Information Research Department, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; 'Voice from the 
Well', Propaganda Tapes. FCO 168/1673," ed. Foreign Office (London: The National Archives, 1965). 
Voice from the Well targeted Subandrio vide chapter four further information. 
36 Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace." p.816 
37 Thomas Carothers, "Understanding and Responding to Global Democratic Backsliding." 
38 Cormac, Disrupt and Deny. p.4 public knowledge of covert action was limited. 
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particularly susceptible to hypocrisy costs in the post-colonial setting which drove its foreign 

policy towards covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia. Striking a realist tone, the thesis 

will support the notion that the international system is in a constant state of conflict as 

neither democratic norms nor international law reduced levels of covert action. When 

policymakers perceived their national security was compromised by communism, it 

responded with covert action at the expense of democratic norms. Indonesia and Cambodia, 

therefore, provide a membrane through which we can discern British attitudes towards 

democratic norms and international law. The thesis, therefore, offers a new perspective of 

British covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia. 

 

f. Covert Action, Democratic Norms & International Law 

 
Sandwiched between the two case studies of British intelligence activities in Indonesia 

and Cambodia was the Helsinki Conference. Although designed to promote peace and 

security in Europe, the Accords codified international norms.39 The European centric nature 

of the conference is linked with the concept of zonal foreign policy as the conference 

increased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs increased. Advancements in the development of 

democratic norms and international law will be used discern whether Helsinki induced a 

pivot in British foreign policy. Covert action in emerging democracies suggests that DPT 

does not provide a model for Britain’s Cold War foreign policy demonstrating that democratic 

norms and international law had a limited impact in shaping British foreign policy in the 

realms of covert action. This would suggest that security perceptions outweighed the norm 

of non-interference. Non-interference is at the core of the UN Charter Article 2 (4) which 

states - 

all Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or 
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any 

state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United 

Nations40 

Following an examination of intelligence papers, however, the materials do not consider 

international law, especially the principle of non-intervention as a consideration viz. covert 

 
39 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE): 
status in international law of the Helsinki Final Act. FCO 28/5971," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office (London: National Archives, 1983). 
40 United Nations Office of Legal Affairs, "United Nations Charter - Article 2 (4)," ed. UN General 
Assembly (San Francisco, Unites States: United Nations, 1945). 
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action. International law does not appear, therefore, to be of hindrance to national security 

planners. Notable international conferences include the 1968 Tehran Conference and the 

Helsinki Conference which codified international law and human rights provisions. British 

objectives at Tehran is an undeveloped area of Cold War history which is addressed in 

Chapter Five. As newly independent states began to join the UN, they began to shape 

democratic norms and international law around anti-colonial policies. To fulfil its foreign 

policy aims and avoid charges of neo-colonialism, Britain engaged in covert action. Covert 

action revolved around the principle of plausible deniability enabling Britain to avoid 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. Covert action in emerging or Asian-style democracies 

demonstrates that DPT does not provide an adequate explanation for Britain’s Cold War 

foreign policy. The next two sections provide brief histories of Britain’s intervention in 

Indonesia and Cambodia. 

 

g. Indonesia 

 

Indonesia provides the first case study. Research conducted on Indonesia will outline 

how Britain intervened in Indonesia’s internal affairs through covert action undermining the 

principle of non-intervention and how zonal foreign policy provides a rationale for its policies. 

Under Sukarno Indonesia established itself as a fledgling democracy under the state’s 

Guided Democracy initiative.41 By the 1960s national security planners began to perceive 

Indonesia as a threat to its former colonies. Communist expansion presented the greatest 

threat to British interests. One of London’s objectives, therefore, was to encourage more 

vigorous action by anti-communist Indonesians against the Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI). 

Following British intelligence operations and regime change London supported the more 

authoritarian Suharto despite clear evidence of democratic backsliding. The research 

suggests that Britain’s support was due, in part, to Suharto’s hostility towards communism. 

Suharto’s suppression of communist forces in Indonesia reduced the threat towards 

Malaysia resulting in a reduction in British intelligence activities suggesting DPT does not 

provide a rationale for Britain’s Cold War foreign policy.  

 

The 1960s saw British influence decline throughout Southeast Asia. This decline was 

compounded by a series of defence papers stripping Britain of its permanent military 

 
41 Justus M. van der Kroef, ""Guided Democracy" in Indonesia," Far Eastern Service Vol.26, 
No.8(August 1957). 
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presence in the region.42 British Chancellor, Denis Healey, described the 1966 Defence 

White Paper as an ‘exercise in political and military realism.’43 Healey’s comments suggest 

that national security planners were aware of Britain’s poor economic outlook. To maintain 

Britain’s influence in Southeast Asia, London engaged in covert action to rebalance the 

geopolitical landscape. By the mid-1960s Sukarno dominated Indonesia’s political, social, 

and economic landscape.44 As Sukarno began to pivot towards socialism, communist 

factions throughout Indonesia began to capitalise on their newfound popularity. However, a 

common misconception that the PKI was dependent on Beijing was, according to Foreign 

Office (FO) files, false.45 FO correspondence determined that the PKI was essentially a 

nationalist communist party.46 This development still concerned policymakers in London who 

perceived the PKI as a threat to Malaysia. Indonesia gained temporary importance whilst 

national security planners dealt with the perceived threat. This included calling for the 

assassination of prominent Indonesian figures.47 

 

To tackle communist expansion Britain looked to the Indonesian Army (TNI) as a counter 

balance.48 Policymakers believed the TNI were the only force capable of countering the 

surging popularity of the PKI.49 This belief was shared across the Atlantic as Washington 

implemented a successful policy of ‘train-the-trainer’ for TNI forces.50 By the 1960s, the TNI 

had become a major political force, amenable to Washington’s influence. It had, moreover, 

demonstrated its ability to deny power to the communists.51 In response Sukarno 

established a ‘fifth force’ whereby he aimed to arm peasant revolutionaries who he believed 

would break the army’s monopoly.52 TNI leadership, on their part, endeavoured to place 

strategic units under the command of the most loyal officers.53 This would enable them to 

control low level communist infiltration. Following an anti-communist propaganda campaign 

 
42 Records of the Ministry of Defence, "Defence White Paper 1966. DEFE 13/505," ed. Ministry of 
Defence (London: National Archives, 1965-1966). 
43 Denis Healy, "Defence Review," (London: Hansards Parliamentary Papers, 22 February 1966). 
44 Peter Polomka, Indonesia Since Sukarno, First Edition ed. (London: Penguin Books, 1971). p. 
45 Foreign Office, "Internal Political Situation: Attempted Coup Against Sukarno. FO 371/180313," ed. 
Foreign Office. Sub-series Within FO 371 - South East Asia (D): Indonesia (DH) (London: National 
Archives, 1965). 
46 Ibid. 
47 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda 
'Radio' Broadcasts Following Attempted Coup. FCO 168/1668," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office (London: National Archives, 1965). 
48 ———, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1642," ed. Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1965). 
49 Richard Hutton, Jakarta Knows Best: US Defence Policies and Security Cooperation in 1950s 
Indonesia, First ed. (Kansas: US Army Command and General Staff College Press, 2019). p.29. 
50 Ibid. p.27 
51 Ibid. p.3. 
52 Polomka, Indonesia Since Sukarno. p.69 
53 Ibid. p.70 
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led by the IRD, the PKI party headquarters were partially destroyed by Muslim arsonists on 

October 9th, 1965.54 Unofficial estimates, according to The Times, suggested ca. 1,500 

suspected communists had been detained as anti-communist sentiment began to suffuse 

Indonesia.55 Although it is not possible to assess the true impact of the intelligence 

campaign, it is evident national security planners were willing to engage in this form 

propaganda. 

 

Sukarno’s pivot towards communism forms an important chapter Anglo-Indonesian 

relations. To negate communist influence in Indonesia, British intelligence began a 

concerted campaign to discredit the PKI.56 Following the 1965 British records predicted that 

future violence was likely to occur in Indonesia.57 By February 1966, Sukarno had 

reorganised the Indonesian government by limiting the influence of the TNI, although they 

were not excluded from decision making.58 Cabinet Office reports suggested that this move 

had strengthened Sukarno’s position.59 As Sukarno pivoted towards Beijing and Moscow, 

London engaged in a series of covert operations to manipulate public opinion back towards 

the West.60 Disseminated propaganda highlighted Indonesia’s precarious economic position 

and targeted superstitions.61 Sukarno was stripped of his presidency in March 1967.62 Once 

regime change occurred in Indonesia, the country experienced democratic decay under 

Suharto. Despite this, Britain supported the Suharto regime. Britain’s support of the 

authoritarian demonstrates the limitations of DPT and offers a potential example of zonal 

foreign policy. Chapters Four and Five will outline these events in greater detail. 

 

h. Cambodia 

 
Research on Cambodia concentrates on two periods of regime change in the country. 

The first concerns British covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia, an under-researched 

 
54 From Our Correspondent, "Mass Arrests in Jakarta Anti-Communist Drive," The Times October 
11th 1965. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. 
FCO 168/1645," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1965). 
57 Cabinet Conclusions 1-16 (64) (Harold Wilson), "Conclusion Former Reference "Oversea Affairs - 
Indonesia" CAB 128/39/66," ed. Cabinet Office (London: National Archives, 07 October 1965). 
58 Cabinet Office, "Conclusions of Cabinet Meetings. Indonesia. CAB 128/41/13," ed. Cabinet Office 
(London: National Archives, 24th February 1966). 
59 Ibid. 
60 Office, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda 'Radio' Broadcasts Following 
Attempted Coup. FCO 168/1668." 
61 Ibid. 
62 Polomka, Indonesia Since Sukarno. p.69 
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area, the second during the Vietnamese occupation. The thesis aims to link British 

intelligence activities to zonal foreign policy. By the 1960s, Cambodia had undergone a 

democratic shift with the establishment of parliamentary elections and increased public 

participation in politics.63 DPT would suggest that Britain would be less inclined to engage in 

covert action in Cambodia, however by the 1960s it had proliferated.64 The research on 

Cambodia begins by examining intelligence gathering in pre-revolutionary Cambodia from 

1962 when anthropologist, Dick Noone, visited Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand.65 Noone’s 

reports on Cambodian hill tribes was sent to the FO noting that the tribes were susceptible to 

communist influence and recommending a series of propaganda campaigns to counter 

communist subversion.66 These developments concerned national security planners as 

communist advances in AATs were inimical to British interests.  

 

Cambodia can be classed as an AAT due to its proximity to Malaysia and Singapore. In 

keeping with Indonesia, if it fell to communist forces, it would pose a threat to Britain’s 

interests and security. Moreover, with a deteriorating situation in Vietnam, the risk of 

continental Southeast Asia being overrun by communist forces was a very real prospect for 

national security planners. By the mid-1960s, these concerns manifested themselves in the 

form of IRD country assessment briefs which were disseminated to diplomats.67 Although 

Cambodia arguably posed fewer security risks to Britain’s former colonies, the IRD explored 

ways to influence Cambodia’s internal affairs.68 IRD officers shared intelligence reports with 

Cambodian officials in Phnom Penh as Sihanouk became a liability to British national 

security planners.69 By the late 1960s Sihanouk became a target of covert action.70 IRD 

reports on Sihanouk focused on his temperament and Cambodian affairs.71 Following a 

bloodless coup in 1970, Lon Nol succeeded Sihanouk as prime minister. Lon Nol exhibited 

more authoritarian traits than his predecessor leading to democratic backsliding.72 Despite 

 
63 Roger M. Smith, "Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia," Asian Survey, University of California 
Press Vol.7, No.6(June 1967). 
64 Foreign Office, "Intelligence Gathering Visits Within Cambodia. FO 1119/1," ed. Foreign Office 
(London: National Archives, 1968-1969). 
65 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Information Research Department: 'Countering Communist 
Subversion of Backward Ethnic Minorities in South East Asia', paper by Captain Dick Noone, 
Anthropologist and Adviser on Aborigines in Malaya (Malaysia). FCO 168/608," ed. Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (Malaysia: National Archives, 1962). 
66 Ibid. 
67 ———, "Information Research Department: Cambodia; Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 
168/3639," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1969). 
68 ———, "Visits by Mr Ashworth, IRD Hong Kong, to Burma and Cambodia, 2-9 October 1968. FCO 
95/447," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1968). IRD methods are 
explored further in Chapter 6. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Derek Wilson, "General Lon Nol asked to form new Government," The Times April 22nd 1971. 
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democratic decay, Britain supported Lon Nol demonstrated by a noticeable decrease it IRD 

output in Cambodia. This would suggest that Britain was more concerned by security risks 

than democratic norms or international law.  

 

To support British foreign policy in the region, national security planners used soft power 

including the planned introduction of a BBC Khmer service.73 Despite this, Lon Nol’s 

government was toppled by the Khmer Rouge in 1975 leading to mass atrocities.74 Khmer 

Rouge cadres ruled over Cambodia through a system of forced labour, the elimination of 

unwanted elements, summary justice and a disregard for Khmer traditions.75 The resulting 

genocide has been the subject of extensive scholarship. Therefore, this thesis does not 

engage with the genocide, rather it focuses on events in 1980s Cambodia. By the 1980s, the 

Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia provided an opportunity for Britain to counter 

communist expansion through the UKMTAS supporting the hypothesis of zonal foreign 

policy.76 Once the Vietnamese-backed government had collapsed, Britain supported the UN 

transitionary government. DPT would suggest that democratic and international norms would 

have inhibited Britain’s response to the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia. However, there 

were fewer hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Cambodia which provided an opportunity to 

target one of the Soviet Union’s closest allies. Although the state of Cambodia underwent 

numerous name changes, including the Khmer Republic and Democratic Kampuchea, for 

clarity it will be referred to as ‘Cambodia’ throughout the thesis unless directly quoted. 

Similarly, ‘Southeast Asia’ will be used throughout the thesis when referring to the region, 

unless the original ‘South East Asia’ is used in the original documents. Moreover, all 

modern-day spellings of cities and countries will be used unless directly quoted. Chapters 6 

and 7 examine British covert action in Cambodia further.  

 

i. A Note on Methodology 

 

The research seeks to augment our knowledge of British covert action and its 

relationship with democratic norms and international law. The task is a daunting one. For 

example, several methodological issues have arisen whilst researching British intelligence 

 
73 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Proposal for a BBC Service in Khmer Republic. FCO 
15/1565," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office & BBC (London: National Archives, 1972). Plans 
were dropped by 1975 – this will be examined further in chapter 6. 
74 ———, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229," ed. Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1977). 
75 Ibid. Vide David Chandler for further reading on the Cambodian Genocide 
76 Office, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289." 
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operations as sensitivity shrouds the activities of intelligence gathering and covert action. 

This is reflected in the accessibility of archival materials. Several Freedom of Information Act 

requests were submitted to the FO, National Archives and Cabinet Office. Overall, twenty 

FOI requests were submitted to these departments with limited success. One success, 

however, came in January 2022 when the FO approved files previously held under the 

Public Records Act. The thesis, therefore, had unprecedented access to Propaganda 

Warfare Against Indonesia (FO 1101/4) which had not previously been viewed by 

researchers. This enabled the research to expose new material allowing it to contribute to 

the debate on British intelligence activities during the Cold War.  

 

The thesis is a primary research project of a qualitative nature and will draw upon multi-

archival research. Research has been conducted through the National Archives in London, 

the University of Cambridge, the Diplomatic Oral History Programme, various newspaper 

archives and the personal archival material of politicians and diplomats. A further resource, 

provided by the FCDO, is the UK Treaties Online platform. This combination of archival 

material will allow the historian to assess Britain’s intelligence activities and discern that DPT 

does not provide an explanation for its interventionist policies. This will aid our 

understanding of the relationship between covert action, democratic norms, and international 

law. Indeed, covert action is an under-theorised subject.77 According to recent research on 

the success of covert action, however, there is a growing body of literature dedicated to 

researching the relationship between covert action and democratic norms.78 A further 

methodological issue concerns the as the full narrative of their activities is still widely 

unknown. According to Paul Lashmar, Hanslope Park, the FO site near Milton Keynes, holds 

2.9 million files pertaining to the IRD.79 The implications of this are vast and limits the scope 

of the research. 

j. Conclusion 

 

Despite recent contributions from intelligence scholars, there is a lacuna in our 

understanding of British covert action and its relationship with DPT. The aim of the research 

is to demonstrate that DPT does not provide a framework for British foreign policy in its post-

decolonised world. The thesis explores how perceptions of state trajectory and security 

 
77 Cormac, Walton, and Van PuyVelde, "What constitutes successful covert action? Evaluating 
unacknowledged interventionism in foreign affairs ". p.111 
78 Ibid. p.113 
79 Paul Lashmar, Spies, Spin and the Fourth Estate: British Intelligence and the Media  (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2020). pp.118-119 
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concerns around communist activity outweighed obligations to international law and 

democratic norms assessing whether zonal foreign policy may provide a rationale for its 

actions in Indonesia and Cambodia. A further facet of the research is the inclusion of 

international law. For example, covert action in Cambodia occurred either side of the 

Helsinki Accords suggesting that the European centric nature of the conference reinforced 

the perception that legitimacy and hypocrisy costs were too high in Europe. Despite signing 

the accords, Britain still engaged in covert action and interfered in the internal affairs of 

Cambodia. One of the main contributions of the research, therefore, is to increase our 

understanding of British attitudes towards international law at key conferences including the 

1975 Helsinki Accords.  

 

 As hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe increased due to democratic norms and 

international law treaties, zonal foreign policy became an increasingly important 

consideration. Asian-style and emerging democracies were targeted by Britain due to 

perceived security threats relating to communist expansion. This suggests that DPT does 

not provide an adequate explanation for British foreign policy. Furthermore, the research will 

develop our understanding of the IRD and its role in Indonesia and pre-revolutionary 

Cambodia. This will contribute to the wider knowledge of Cold War history. Although human 

rights abuses occurred in both states following regime change the thesis does not engage in 

them as this is a British case study. It is worth noting, however, that the International 

People’s Tribunal found British intelligence activities in Indonesia contributed to the mass 

killings and unlawful detention of suspected communists.80  

 

Through a diplomatic history, the thesis will demonstrate that outside of Europe, Britain 

contravened international law and democratic norms when it perceived its security was 

threatened by communism or perceived the state trajectory to be pivoting towards 

communism.  The thesis is composed of thematic chapters with the following chapter 

providing a review of the key literature. The third chapter will explore the role of zonal foreign 

policy in British foreign policy and outline how international law conferences shifted Britain’s 

approach to diplomacy. The following chapters will introduce research on Britain’s covert 

activities in Indonesia and Cambodia demonstrating that DPT does not provide an adequate 

explanation for Britain’s Cold War foreign policy. The final research chapter will provide an 

assessment of Britain’s covert operations in 1980s Cambodia. 

 

 

 
80 Klinken, "Genocide Finally Enters Public Discourse: The International People's Tribunal 1965." 
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II 
 

Literature Review 
 

a. Framing  

 
The aim of this chapter is to outline scholarly debate on several core themes including, 

British foreign policy, democratic peace theory (DPT), Asian-Style democracy, democratic 

norms, and international law. As outlined in the introduction the thesis will critique DPT 

through an exposition of archival material. A systematic review of secondary material will 

highlight where the thesis sits within the historiography of covert action and DPT. Although 

the research privileges Indonesia and Cambodia as case studies, Britain remains the central 

actor. The chapter does not consult broad histories of either country, therefore. The thesis 

will argue that when Britain perceived its security was threatened by communist activity in 

Southeast Asia, it used covert action to fulfil its foreign policy objectives despite its 

obligations to democratic norms and international law. The principle of non-intervention 

underpinned post-war international law. Readings on international law, therefore, will focus 

on this principle. Further scholarship centres around democracy in Asia.81 The thesis argues 

that universal democratic principles exist and that both Indonesia and Cambodia moved 

towards democratisation by the 1950s.  

 

Zonal foreign policy is an under theorised concept which has not been the subject of 

scholarly debate. This does not preclude it from the literature review, however. The subject 

will be incorporated into readings on British foreign policy. This will be tied in with the East of 

Suez section which contends with British foreign policy in Southeast Asia during the Cold 

War. This line of enquiry raises questions about how London pursued its foreign policy 

objectives outside of its former colonies, known in this context as Anglophile Adjacent 

Territories (AATs). State trajectory is a key indicator in the rationale of national security 

planners. The thesis will argue that when national security planners perceived Indonesia and 

Cambodia to pose a security risk, they used covert action to fulfil policy objectives despite 

democratisation. Several case studies concerning American covert action and its 

relationship with democratic norms have been published.82 To date there has been scant 

 
81 Clark D. Neher, "Asian Style Democracy," Asian Survey Vol.34, No.11(November 1994). 
Scholarship on Asian-style democracies is contentious. 
82 Poznansky, "Stasis or Decay? Reconciling Covert War and the Democratic Peace." 
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research conducted by diplomatic historians on British intelligence and its relationship with 

international law and democratic norms. 

 

A further area where the thesis contributes to our understanding of covert action 

concerns British intelligence activities in pre-revolutionary Cambodia. To date, the subject 

has received limited academic attention. Britain’s operations in Indonesia and Cambodia 

raise questions as to their compatibility with legal norms and possible obligations espoused 

at those very conferences. Through a diplomatic history of British foreign policy, the 

research will demonstrate that when Britain perceived its security was threatened by 

communism it engaged in intelligence activities. Although the scope of the research 

incorporates aspects of decolonisation, it is not the purpose of the thesis to engage in 

decolonisation debates. To do so would distract from the overarching aim of the thesis. It is 

worth noting the impact of decolonisation on the post-colonial world, however. Indeed, how 

intelligence and decolonisation interacted in the Cold War is a potential further area of 

research. What follows is a detailed exposition of secondary materials. The review begins 

with literature pertaining to British foreign policy and diplomatic histories before outlining 

debates on democratic norms and Asian-style democracies. The review will conclude with 

readings on the principle of non-intervention. 

 

b. East of Suez  

 

Britain’s military withdrawal from the Far East has been the subject of scholarly debate. 

Although it is not the purpose of the thesis to ascertain whether there was a correlation 

between the withdrawal and a proliferation of covert action, it is worth noting the impact of 

the withdrawal on British foreign policy. One of the findings of the research suggests that 

national security planners attempted to maintain a global posture into the 1970s83 countering 

the orthodox narrative. The orthodox narrative around British foreign policy frames the era 

as one of decline and managing expectations. Saki Dockrill, for example, published a paper 

on British foreign policy in the Far East in 2002.84 Where other historians privileged the 

November 1967 devaluation of the pound as the trigger for the withdrawal, Dockrill 

suggested that political necessity also played a role.85 According to review by Kevin Ruane, 

 
83 Information Research Department, "Future of the Information Research Department. FCO 79/183.," 
ed. Foreign Office (London: The National Archives, 1970). 
84 Kevin Ruane, "Reviewed Work(s): Britain's Retreat from East of Suez: The Choice between Europe 
and the World? by Saki Dockrill," Journal of Cold War Studies Vol.6, No.4(2004). 
85 Michael. F Hopkins, "Reviewed Work(s): Britain's Retreat from East of Suez by Saki Dockrill," 
International Affairs 1944- Vol. 79, No.1(January 2003). 
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Saki suggested that Britain replaced its military commitments east of Suez with diplomacy 

and military assistance schemes.86 Britain, moreover, would not maintain its defence posture 

in the Far East on borrowed Allied or American finance.87 There is, however, no suggestion 

that intelligence played a role in supplementing British foreign policy. Failing to acknowledge 

the role of intelligence in sustaining British foreign policy, fails to acknowledge an aspect of 

Britain’s Cold War arsenal.  

 

Jeffrey Pickering suggested that the withdrawal of Britain’s mission East of Suez was not 

the result of a gradual policy shift, rather an abrupt change bought about by the Sterling 

Crisis and a change of personality inside the cabinet, notably Roy Jenkins.88 Jenkins, a 

Europhile, was instrumental in the decision-making process behind Britain’s withdrawal from 

the region. Pickering also suggested that the Labour government under Clement Atlee and 

Ernest Bevin supported the continuation of the British empire.89 However, this viewpoint is 

not shared amongst other academics. Matthew Jones, for example, suggested that Britain’s 

support of Malaysia, combined with its desire to maintain its ‘special relationship’ with 

Washington, shaped its foreign policy East of Suez. 90 Jones suggested that maintaining 

these relationships was more influential than the misplaced imperial sentiment of national 

security planners.91 This is supported by John Dumbrell, who researched Anglo-American 

relations during the 1960s. Dumbrell explored the supposed existence of deals struck 

between London and Washington to maintain Britain’s military commitments east of Suez.92 

According to the article, Washington would support the British economy if it continued to 

assist America’s war effort in Vietnam and maintain its military commitments in the region.93 

On balance, it is likely that British foreign policy was shaped by combination of these factors. 

Research on British foreign policy, however, has been limited by the focus on Anglo-

American relations and the personalities of the Labour government. What is missing from 

the historiography is a detailed discussion concerning security perception, intelligence, and 

the role of norms. 
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November 2004 saw Ross Christie’s exposition of British foreign policy in the extra-

European world from 1959-1968.94 Christie sought to outline how Britain’s withdrawal from 

the extra-European world was a cross-departmental process.95 This was a departure from 

the previous held assumption that national security planners were guided by an outdated 

imperial sentiment drawing parallels with readings on East of Suez.96 Chapter Five, 

dedicated to British foreign policy in the Far East, was of interest. Christie’s focus on 

economic policies, however, made no room for discussion concerning intelligence activities 

in the region. A further contribution to the East of Suez debate was provided by Helen Parr 

in 2006. Parr argued that as Britain retreated from East of Suez, London’s priorities 

gravitated towards Europe.97 Parr’s central argument revolved around the notion that Britain 

had ‘lost an empire and not yet found a role.’98 David Sanders, however, suggested that 

British foreign policy was of sound judgement based around a proactive defence posture.99 

IRD documents, moreover, suggest that Parr’s argument does not account for intelligence 

operations. For example, the IRD, despite successive policy reviews, maintained its 

presence in every region.100 Moreover, up until the 1970s, it undertook a systematic 

approach to projecting British influence throughout the world.101 

 

Donald Weatherbee and Milton Osbourne provide expertise on the wider Southeast 

Asian region.102 Although Weatherbee does not attempt to bring anything new to the debate 

viz. theoretical insight, he managed to provide an insightful read into the inner workings of 

Southeast Asia.103 For example, according to Mark Beeson at the School of Political Science 

and International Studies in Queensland Australia, there is a distinct absence of any 

‘substantive discussion of the region’s underlying economic structures.’104 Therefore, if the 
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reader is searching for new theories or paradigms in the context of Southeast Asian 

geopolitics, they may be best suited to searching alternative avenues. Of particular 

importance were the chapters dedicated to the study of international relations in Southeast 

Asia coupled with the region’s human rights record and Cold War topics. This provided the 

thesis with a firm understating of the region’s complex relationship with the Cold War and 

decolonisation. 

 

2009 saw David McCourt contribute to the debate by arguing that Britain’s role East of 

Suez was a rhetorical construction and had not been challenged by historians.105 The 

publication sought to challenge the predominant theories of Britain’s withdrawal from East of 

Suez. McCourt, whilst acknowledging the significance of economic and political factors, 

suggested that Britain’s “role” has never been fully outlined.106 By focusing on roles in 

international affairs, McCourt argued, the publication offered a more complete account of 

Britain’s withdrawal from East of Suez. McCourt argued that Britain was dependent on its 

continued ability to define its own role and other important states to “cast” Britain into it.107 

McCourt suggested that once the Confrontation with Indonesia had ended, the argument for 

committing forces in the Far East lost much of its force.108 Moreover, McCourt’s analysis of 

British foreign policy pivots away from the traditional explanations of economic or political 

factors alone.109 McCourt concluded that the importance of the term “role” was so strong that 

historians never questioned the actual definition. Saki Dockrill, who was noted by McCourt, 

as one notable exception to the trend.110 As the thesis will demonstrate, intelligence has 

often been overlooked in the study of British foreign policy. The thesis will shift away from 

the phenomenon of strategic overstretch towards an intelligence-based analysis of British 

foreign policy in Southeast Asia privileging security perceptions. The next section outlines 

scholarship on diplomatic histories. 

 

c. Helsinki and Pivot to Europe  

 

Diplomatic histories have been the subject of extensive debate as seen with debates on 

the Helsinki Accords. In 2014 Yoshitaka Okamoto explored Britain’s relationship with 
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European security under the Callaghan government. Okamoto’s research covered a 

transitional period in British foreign policy following the promises of the Helsinki Accords and 

détente. Okamoto’s clearly defined timeframe (1976-1979) spanned the Belgrade 

conference in 1977. Okamoto argued that throughout this timeframe, London prioritised its 

relationship with Washington and increased its contribution to NATO.111 Within this 

framework Britain exploited inconsistencies in Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy.112 This would 

suggest that by the 1970s, Britain was pivoting towards Europe and North America. This is 

supported by IRD documents which discuss how North America and Western Europe had 

become increasingly important for British security.113 However, as IRD documents discuss, 

this did not come at the detriment of other regions including Southeast Asia.114 

 

In 2013 Ki-Joon Hong set out to examine the unintended consequences of the Final 

Act.115 More specifically, Hong examined the role of ‘path emergence’, which he argued 

presented a ‘conceptual apparatus to explain the emergent properties exhibited with a 

complex adaptive system.’116 This theory highlights four explanatory methods which serve as 

conceptual lynchpins for the case analysis of the CSCE. These methods provide a tool to 

analyse the unintended consequences of the Helsinki Accords, which Hong argued, 

contributed to the end of the Cold War. Hong suggested that the Accords had far reaching 

consequences despite initial doubt that the conference would reinforce the status quo in 

Europe.117 Concluding his article, Hong discussed the development of path emergence 

theories and how they can be used in future studies. Hong’s observations are correct. The 

increased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe combined with cultural norms 

established at Helsinki may have bought about the end of the Cold War. In the context of 

zonal foreign policy, these increased costs shaped British foreign policy as it sought to 

combat communist advances outside of Europe. Coupled with Okamoto’s work, the 

publications strengthened our understanding of British foreign policy in the Cold War. 

Neither, however, addressed the role of the intelligence services in supporting national 

security planners. This is a gap the thesis will exploit.  
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Catherine Cosman’s Helsinki Review outlined the provisions of the Accords and 

discussed the implications of human rights clauses. Although the human rights elements 

provided a blueprint for the future, Cosman claimed that the content of the Final Act would 

take years to implement.118 The Final Act, Cosman argued, promoted a general European 

political consciousness with the aim of the conference to undermine ideological and political 

blocs that had formed in the post-war era.119 In the context of international relations, 

therefore, this would suggest the extra-European world were not afforded the same rights. 

One of the overarching aims of the thesis is to provide a through exposition of diplomatic 

papers relating to the conference to ascertain British views on the matter. 

 

Further research on Helsinki and wider CSCE was provided by Angela Romano in 2009. 

Romano traced the relationship between the Soviet Union and America in the build-up to the 

CSCE. More specifically, Romano examined how American foreign policy began to realign 

to mirror western European attitudes towards regional security.120 This included the 

acknowledgment of the Soviet Union’s role as a pillar of the international community.121 This 

provided Washington with extra flexibility to cope with the challenges of Vietnam and 

spiralling military expenditure. Nixon and Kissinger, moreover, accepted the CSCE to 

appease their more favourable European allies.122 According to Romano, Basket III on 

human rights issues became an instrument the West used to punish Soviet aggression. This 

extended to the non-European world.123 This would suggest that although the conference 

was designed to maintain peace and security in Europe, there were concerns that Soviet 

activities outside of Europe could destabilise the international order.  

 

Dominic McGoldrick’s 1990 Human Rights Development in the Helsinki Process 

explored the impact of the Accords on human rights.124 According to McGoldrick, Britain, 

along with other states, was instrumental in drafting the human rights elements of the 

Helsinki Accords.125 Britain, moreover, was central to the human rights debate amongst 

CSCE members throughout the 1980s culminating in the 1990 Conference in the Human 
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Dimension of the CSCE held in Copenhagen.126 McGoldrick’s research would suggest that 

Britain was central to human rights pledges espoused by the CSCE. However, this does not 

account for its intelligence activities which arguably undermined human rights in Indonesia 

and Cambodia. Nor does it address the anti-pluralist nature of the CSCE, which as the 

research will demonstrate, did not extend to non-European states.127  

 

1982 saw the publication of The Concept of Human Rights in International Law by 

Anthony D’Amato. D’Amato’s research suggested that many human rights laws have 

adopted customary international law status.128 If true, then Britain would be obligated by 

customary international law to act in lawful manner towards all states regardless of 

geographic location. As previously stated, however, Britain did not extend certain provisions 

of the Helsinki Accords to non-European states. Intelligence activities, therefore, 

contravened customary international law whilst allowing Britain to maintain plausible 

deniability. According to D’Amato, law ‘has an internal dynamism that promotes, if not 

requires, equality, its prescriptions, in nearly every legal system including the international, 

apply to all its addresses equally.’129 Moreover, D’Amato argued that many human rights 

laws have become part of customary international law.130 Although the Helsinki Accords 

were designed to bring peace and security to Europe, the conventions had a larger impact 

on international law.131 This would suggest Britain was bound by the Accords, meaning the 

interreference in Cambodia’s internal affairs was in violation of the conference. Examining 

secondary materials relating to Helsinki exposes a tendency for historians to focus on 

American attitudes towards the Accords and wider détente. Various other publications, 

moreover, focus specifically on Soviet perceptions.132 This leaves a lacuna in the narrative of 

British foreign policy and attitudes towards extra-European international law.  
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d. Democratic Norms  

 

There has been a spate of recent academic works aimed at understanding the 

relationship between covert action and democratic norms. According to Michael Poznansky, 

DPT has been the subject of sustained scholarship for the past twenty years.133 Democratic 

peace theorists posit that democratic states are less likely to engage in covert action against 

one another due to cultural norms.134 The thesis posits that DPT does not provide an 

adequate explanation for British foreign policy and its use of covert action in the mid to latter 

stages of the Cold War. The thesis will specifically critique selectorate theory. According to 

Poznansky, selectorate theory suggests that a democratic state would use covert action 

against another for two reasons. Firstly, if state A is substantially stronger than state B or 

secondly, if the chance of success is particularly high.135 In Indonesia and Cambodia, the 

chance of success was not particularly high as both states were sensitive to foreign 

intervention, especially at the hands of a former colonial power. If Britain was caught 

interfering in the domestic affairs of either state, there was a high chance of escalation. 

Moreover, as this thesis will suggest, there are further reasons why a democratic state would 

use covert action against another revolving around perceptions of security and communist 

threats. Democratic peace theorists suggest that norms and shared values should reduce 

democratic countries propensity to engage in covert action.136 Indeed, Bruce Russett lauded 

the role of institutional barriers and cultural norms to international stability.137 This may be 

true, especially in the realm of European relations, but it does not engage with the use of 

intelligence apparatus to shape foreign policy developments. Moreover, Russett’s work, 

published in 1993, was not privy to archival materials. Indeed, historians only became aware 

of the IRD’s existence in the mid-1990s.138 It is possible, therefore, that newer archival 

materials will allow the historian to critique DPT. 

 

A 2021 study by Michael Poznansky explored why, in some circumstances, national 

security planners opt for overt action rather than covert.139 Poznansky proposes that this 
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decision will be affected by whether a state is attempting to overthrow a regime or prop one 

up.140 Poznansky linked this to international relations theory of loss aversion. Poznansky 

posits that a state is more likely to use overt action to support a regime and covert action 

when deposing one.141 The thesis will support this assessment and Britain used covert 

action against Suharto and Sihanouk with both leaders being facing regime change. 

According to Cormac, Calder, and van PuyVelde, there has been extensive scholarship 

devoted to the relationship between covert action and democratic norms.142 A recent 

publication by Michael Poznansky titled In the Shadow of International Law and a previous 

title, Feigning Compliance: Covert Action and International Law, provided an American-

centric focus on the relationship between covert action and international law.143 This is an 

area where the thesis will differ from Poznansky’s research through a British case study. As 

discussed by Poznansky, overt regime change has a higher degree of success.144 

Legitimising overt methods through international law, however, cannot always be achieved. 

According to Poznansky, this is when a state will engage in covert action.145 A further area of 

contribution concerns right-leaning governments. Research by Poznansky suggested that 

research had not been conducted on covert action targeting right leaning governments.146 In 

this case Sihanouk’s Sangkum party, although socialist in name, it contained elements of 

conservatism and right-wing thinking. Research on British covert action in pre-revolutionary 

Cambodia will aid our understanding of this phenomenon.  

 

Research concerning DPT posits that democratic states will not engage in covert action 

against one another.147 Poznansky’s Stasis or Decay, however, suggested that if a state 

perceives another is in democratic decay, it will act against it to instigate regime change.148 

A state perceived to be in democratic stasis is usually perceived as stable, however, this 

does not always guarantee non-interference.149 Poznansky’s publication established that 

democratic states will use covert action against another based upon its perception of its 

trajectory but not why a state would derogate from its international law obligations as well. 

Britain was concerned by democratic decay in the sense that it could lead to communist 
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penetration in Indonesia and Cambodia. This would suggest that policymakers were 

predominantly concerned by states perceived to be pivoting towards communism. The 

theory posits that a democratic state may use covert action against another when two 

circumstances are met. Firstly, when the target is weaker than the challenger and secondly 

the ability to maintain plausible deniability high.150 Although Indonesia and Cambodia were 

weaker democracies, supporting selectorate theory, there was not a high chance of success 

in either. Moreover, the more daring covert operations were at risk of being exposed. Britain 

was wary of audience and hypocrisy costs. 

 

Poznansky outlined how a state will assess another state’s trajectory to discern whether 

there is an indication of democratic decay.151 This suggests that a democratic state will use 

covert action against another democratic state if it perceives there is democratic decay.152 

There is also an argument that a state would resort to using covert action to avoid audience 

costs.153 In the case of Indonesia and Cambodia, however, there was no significant sign that 

either were in a state of democratic decay. Democratic decay, moreover, was not the sole 

reason for Britain engaging in covert action against either state. Perceptions of security was 

a factor in national security planning. A further critique of DPT was provided by Sebastian 

Rosato in 2003. Rosato claimed that DPT is based around imperial peace and restricted to 

the Americas and Europe.154 Moreover, democracies are capable of quick military 

mobilisations.155 This, according to Rosato, suggests that democracies are willing to bypass 

democratic norms when needed.156 Rosato concluded that democracies can undertake 

decisive military action. In 1994, Christopher Layne published an article on the competing 

international relations theories of DPT and realism.157 Layne suggested DPT is not a theory, 

rather it is a hypothesis that does not stand up to scrutiny.158 Moreover, he suggested that 

some democratic peace theorists claim that if the critical mass of states are democratic, then 

the risk of conflict reduces.159 In the context of this debate, the thesis will support the realist 

position as Britain engaged in covert activities against Indonesia and Cambodia despite their 

status as Asian-style democracies.  
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Poznansky and Scroggs published an article in 2016 concerning coercive democracy 

and democratic peace.160 Ballots and Blackmail argued that academics still know 

comparatively little about how democracies might coerce or use force against one 

another.161 Poznansky cited the Fashoda Crisis as an example of where DPT does not 

provide a framework for how states interact.162 According to their research, datasets 

studying militarised coercive threats, suggest that blackmail and coercion are less likely to 

occur between two democracies. However, this does not account for perceptions of security. 

This thesis suggests that threat perception outweighs democratic norms. Feigning 

Compliance, outlined why, in some circumstances, leaders use covert action to instigate 

regime change. Non-intervention, according to Poznansky, sits at an intersection of a formal 

agreement and a moral principle.163 He identified the principle of non-intervention as the 

‘main determinant’ of covert action regime change.164 Poznansky is correct in claiming that 

there are credibility and hypocrisy costs associated with acting outside of legal 

exemptions.165 In the case of Europe, these costs were considerably higher, especially with 

the codification of non-intervention in the Helsinki Accords.166 Outside of Europe, these costs 

were less acute. This thesis will demonstrate that covert action was a more plausible method 

in these regions and suggest that zonal foreign policy played a role in national security 

planning. 

 

Poznansky stated that American politicians publicly stated their opposition to 

communism.167 Similarly, politicians in Britain publicly denounced the spread of 

communism.168 Meanwhile, overt methods became politically risky. Poznansky’s publication 

was tested against two case studies of American backed regime change during the Cold 

War.169 In the case of Britain, it is not evident from archival files that Britain sought regime 

change in Cambodia. Its actions, however, did contribute to political instability. Poznansky 

argued that decision makers turned to covert action when there was a lack a legal 

exemption to the non-intervention principle.170 Gaining authorisation from an internationally 

recognised body is important when preparing to intervene. Seeking legal exemptions, 
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however, is time consuming and can open a state up to unnecessary criticism. If 

international recognition is not granted, then a state can find itself in a predicament drawing 

comparisons with the Anglo-American invasion of Iraq in 2003.171 This poses the question of 

whether international law posed a barrier to covert action at all. In the case of Indonesia and 

Cambodia, Britain engaged in covert action despite democratic norms and international law. 

Poznansky’s work is an American-centric study. Britain, therefore, provides a nuanced case 

study as Britain’s military was not as capable as its American counterparts. Moreover, Britain 

was also in relative decline compared to America especially in economic terms.  

 

Drawing comparisons with covert action, most scholarly attention granted to democratic 

norms is American centric. For example, David Forsythe’s publication on covert action and 

democratic norms focused on American case studies.172 Britain provides a certain nuance to 

the research as a former colonial power with declining international power. British foreign 

policy in the mid to latter stages of the Cold War focused on maintaining close economic and 

diplomatic ties with its former colonies. Maintaining these ties had implications for Britain’s 

security perceptions. There has been a lack of research into British covert action and its 

relationship with international law and democratic norms. Where America had greater 

geopolitical movement, Britain became increasingly reliant on covert action to achieve its 

foreign policy goals. A study of British covert action and its relationship with international law 

is where the thesis will contribute to our understanding of covert action. As this thesis 

demonstrates, DPT does not provide an adequate model for British foreign policy or covert 

action during the mid to latter stages of the Cold War. 

 

e. Asian-Style Democracy 

 
Alongside debates on democratic norms, contentious debates surround perceptions of 

Asian-style democracies. The thesis will argue that Indonesia and Cambodia both developed 

democratic institutions and benefitted from universal principles of democracy. Although 

some academics suggest that cultural differences preclude Asian-style democracies from 

being classed as true democracies, this thesis will argue that cultural differences do not 

inhibit a state’s ability to democratise. This viewpoint is shared by numerous academics who 

have critiqued Asian-style democracies suggesting that they are far removed from western 
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liberal democracies.173 The central argument revolves around the claim that ‘Asia is a 

different place from the West and therefore must construct political regimes that suit the 

unique conditions of its cultures.’174 Another school of thought promoted the idea that Asian-

style democracies were just as democratic as their western counterparts but styled in a 

different manner. This was, in part, due to their cultural and economic structures.175 That the 

economic performance of Asian democracies became the focal point of the debate is 

interesting. Advocates of Asian-style democracies, such as Clark Neher, argue that the high-

growth rates experienced in Asia were due to their style of democracy.176  

 

Outlining what defines a democratic state is a difficult task.177 Democracy is often viewed 

through the lens of western liberal democracy, one which held communism at bay. As 

suggested by Anders Uhlin, however, there are basic democratic values of a universal 

nature.178 Furthermore, recent academia has suggested that Indonesia was governed by a 

democratically elected government.179 Asian-style democracy differs from its western 

counterpart in that it is traditionally based around respect for hierarchy and authority.180 

Moreover, it was commonplace for Southeast Asian democracies to be ruled by large 

personalities like Sukarno, Suharto, and Sihanouk.181 The personalist nature of Asian-style 

democracy is also a key distinction between the two systems.182 One of the main arguments 

concerning Asian-style democracies revolves around culture. According to the former 

Singaporean prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew, Asian societies are unable to fully embrace 

democracy because of its family centred nature. However, Kim Dae Jung argued that 

Cultural norms do not determine a society’s fate.183 Moreover, according to the article, Asia 

has long heritage of democratic traditions. From the mid-1950s, attempts at democratisation 

had occurred in Indonesia and Cambodia.184 Jung argued that Asian states have a greater 

capacity to engage in democratic practices then their western counterparts.185 Culture was 
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not a barrier to democratisation, rather it was the grip of authoritarian leaders which inhibited 

its progress.186 

 

Yusufu Turaki argued that democracy has assumed acceptance across all cultures and 

is a self-generating political norm.187 The publication also asserted that democracy is an 

evolving political norm.188 According to Turaki all human cultures aspire to democratise.189 In 

the post-colonial setting, Indonesia, and Cambodia both developed democratic institutions 

and increased public participation in government affairs.190 This would suggest that Britain 

would be less likely to engage in covert action against them. Democratic processes in 

Indonesia have been the subject of scholarly attention.191 For example, Amitav Acharya’s 

1997 publication outlined how Southeast Asian states transitioned towards democracy.192 A 

sign of democratisation in Southeast Asia, for example, concerns the smooth leadership 

transitions which occurred throughout Southeast Asia in the 1990s.193  

 

A facet of Asian-style democracies is high economic growth.194 This has led to debates 

around Asian-style democracies focusing on economics over the rights of the individual. For 

example, Yung-Myung Kim explored the relationship between economic development and 

regime type in 1997.195 Moreover, Kim studied how Confucian teachings underpin Asian-

style democracies. Leaders of Asian-style democracies have critiqued western-style 

democracies. For example, one critique concerns moral decay. Moral decay occurs in 

western democracies when too much emphasis is placed on the role of the individual over 

the community.196 Neher suggested that Asian-style democracies are built around a patron-

client communitarianism relationship which stresses the value of the individual as a part of a 

group rather than the individual alone.197 These relationships, he argued, form the 

foundations of Asian-style democracies.198  
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The suggestion that part-authoritarian, part-democratic systems were superior to their 

western counterparts was analysed by Steven Hood in 1998.199 According to Hood, some 

academics term Asian-style democracy as ‘soft authoritarianism’, throughout the 1990s.200 

Hood suggested that advocates of Asian-style democracy focus too heavily on 

Confucianism, which is at its very core anti-democratic.201 This then, does not account for 

the different democratic styles between the two regions. Hood suggested that Asian 

democracies followed a similar path to democratisation as their western counterparts with 

the caveat that there were unique Asian characteristics to the process.202 Ultimately, Hood 

argued, there is only one true model of democracy, liberal democracy.203 All other models 

and variants are not full democracies. However, Hood does not account for universal 

principles of democracy, nor does he address the parliamentary elections and attempts to 

democratise Indonesia and Cambodia in the 1950s and 1960s. There was a belief amongst 

some Southeast Asian leaders that democratisation would inhibit economic growth.204 

Indeed, advocates of Asian-style democracies suggest that the state prioritises the group 

over the individual.205 This, they argued, facilitated economic growth in East Asia.206 This 

standpoint suggests that Asian-style democracies are inherently different to their western 

counterparts.207 This thesis will argue that universal principles of democracy still 

underpinned Asian-style democracy, however. Western states’ perceptions of democracy in 

Asia are, therefore, viewed through a lens of western-style democracy.  

 

The thesis will argue that both Indonesia and Cambodia were emerging democracies. 

For example, by the mid-1950s Cambodia possessed a national assembly and held 

elections.208 Moreover, there are universal principles of democracy that underpin Asian-style 

democracies. Indeed, according to Roger Smith, Cambodia underwent a political revolution 

in the 1950s which aimed at establishing the country as an equal amongst nations.209 This 

involved elections and the direct involvement of Cambodian citizens in political life.210 

Britain’s intervention in the internal affairs of both countries, therefore, demonstrates the 

limitations of DPT. Asian democracies, moreover, critiqued the nature of western liberal 
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democracy.211 For example, some academics suggested the high growth rates witnessed in 

Asia were achieved through their system of democracy.212 Moreover, the monolithic nature 

of some Asian political parties such as the Partai Nasional Indonesia and Golkar distorts 

western perceptions of democracy. Dominant political parties are commonplace in 

Southeast Asia. They often are factionalised, and individuals compete for power within the 

party.213 The research suggests that both Indonesia and Cambodia began to democratise in 

the post-war era. Universal principles of democracy underpinned this momentum towards 

democratisation. The thesis will argue that Asian-style democracies were democratic in 

nature and that DPT does not provide a framework for British foreign policy in Indonesia and 

Cambodia during the Cold War. The next section outlines debates on covert action. 

 

f. Covert Action in Southeast Asia 

 

Covert action has been the subject of excellent scholarship which is outlined in the 

literature review. One of the main contributions to our understanding of covert action and 

democratic norms in the British-centric nature of the research.  British intelligence operations 

during the Cold War have received less attention than its American counterparts. Therefore, 

a case study of British covert action and its relationship with democratic norms is novel. 

Often British intelligence activities have been viewed through a wider NATO or Anglo-

American lens. The term ‘covert action’, for example, is synonymous with American 

intelligence activities during the Cold War.214 Building on the work of Rory Cormac, Richard 

Aldrich, Dan Lomas, and other intelligence historians the thesis seeks to remedy this 

neglect. The thesis will specifically examine British covert action in Southeast Asia and its 

relationship with international law obligations between 1960 and 1990.  

 

The thesis will contribute to our understanding of British covert action and its relationship 

with DPT. Previous research on intelligence has often been presented in a linear fashion by 

providing broad histories of an institution or event. For example, Rory Cormac published 

Disrupt and Deny in 2018. Cormac outlined British covert action from the end of the Second 

World War to the Arab Spring in 2011. Broader histories of covert action, provided by 

Cormac have been followed by research on the relationship between covert action and the 

Royal Family. It is important, however, to narrow the scope of the research to Indonesia and 
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Cambodia. An area, to date, which has received limited attention. For example, Cormac did 

not covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia. Covert action in 1980s Cambodia, 

moreover, was confined to a few pages. Cormac outlined how Britain used the audible 

channels of diplomacy and trade deals to pursue its foreign policy, but also utilised quieter, 

covert methods.215 Covert action revolved around plausible deniability.216 Cormac, moreover, 

addressed British covert action in Southeast Asia, specifically in Indonesia, Malaya, and 

Cambodia. He outlined the unattributable propaganda disseminated in Indonesia and 

military training provided to pro-Sihanoukist factions in Cambodia.217 Likewise, covert action 

in Indonesia has received less academic attention than  

 

Covert action, according to Cormac, was inherently controversial, much mythologised 

and a magnet for conspiracy theories.218 For London, however, it became an increasingly 

potent tool throughout the Cold War. Cormac utilised a mixture of archival materials from the 

National Archives, the Eisenhower Archives and Churchill College, Cambridge. Similarly, 

this thesis has just a range of material from archives across Britain. Cormac concluded his 

publication by attempting to distil British covert action. Cormac viewed British covert action 

as a defensive mechanism in an increasingly volatile world.219 This is an accurate 

assessment. Where the thesis differs from Cormac is that the research studies the 

relationship between covert action and Britain’s obligations to international law and 

democratic norms. Moreover, the research will outline covert action in pre-revolutionary 

Cambodia and add weight to research on covert action in 1980s Cambodia. Recent 

historiography on covert action has attempted to define success. Defining success is an 

unenviable task. For example, under-theorisation of covert action, according to Cormac, 

poses a ‘significant intellectual and policy problem.’220   

 

Further research on British intelligence was compiled by former investigative journalist, 

Paul Lashmar, who published Spies, Spin, and the Fourth Estate in 2020. Lashmar sought 

to examine the relationship between the media and intelligence identifying a political contract 

that exists between the public and the intelligence services.221 In return for a security, the 
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public surrender certain rights.222 According to Lashmar, although the relationship has been 

long-standing, there had not been a systematic analysis. The first two chapters outlined the 

world of British intelligence and its origins. Lashmar set out to explore the personal 

relationships between journalists and intelligence officers and how journalists have kept the 

intelligence community honest. Lashmar deduced that the relationship between the media 

and intelligence had always been intertwined, sometimes in an intimate but often 

confrontational manner.223 In 2008 Christopher Moran published Never to be Disclosed: 

Government Secrecy in Britain 1945-1975. The publication argued that British censorship of 

government material was often defensible and legitimate in the context of national 

security.224 Moran discussed the roles of investigative journalists in exposing security 

matters which became increasingly acute during the 1960s and 1970s.225 The research, 

therefore, overlaps with Lashmar. Moran’s research, moreover, shares a similar temporal 

scope to the thesis. Lashmar’s and Moran’s research provided the thesis with an example of 

how intelligence history can be multifaceted, reaffirming the validity of this research. 

 

Lashmar has also written extensively on covert action in Indonesia having recorded an 

interview with Norman Reddaway in 1998.226 Having published two articles in 2021 on British 

covert action in Indonesia, he adds considerable weight to the study of intelligence history 

and investigative journalism. Lashmar’s publication suggested that the IRD was responsible 

for crushing the Konfrontasi within six months and with limited financial strain.227 Where this 

thesis differs is in its ability to gauge the success of an intelligence operation. Although 

Lashmar revealed that Ed Wynne and Norman Reddaway claimed their operation was 

successful228, it does not account for other factors. This poses several challenges as 

historians find it harder to discern direct causality between an intelligence operation and the 

outcome for myriad reasons. 

 

 In line with Lashmar’s research, the thesis consulted John Roosa’s Pretext for Mass 

Murder and Buried Histories: the anti-communist massacres of 1965-1966 in Indonesia. The 
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works provide new historiography of the Mass Killings in Indonesia.229 Pretext for Mass 

Murder begins by characterising the historiography of the Mass Killings as one of 

complexity.230 Central to the work is Roosa’s new eye witness testimonies from those 

present at the Mass Killings. 231 ‘Roosa’s construction of his evidence is convincing’ adding 

‘new complexity to the historiography of the New Order.’232 Roosa described how the Mass 

Killings had been repackaged by Suharto as a national myth to place him as a national hero. 

Roosa dismantles this narrative through his eye-witness testimonies. 

 

Although Britain and foreign intervention is not central to the narrative of the work there 

is some evidence provided to suggest there was intervention. Britain is only mentioned ten 

times throughout the work and is mainly consigned to Roosa’s sixth chapter on the 

Indonesian Army in the context of the Konfrontasi and a cursory mention of colonial activity 

in Southeast Asia in the introduction.233 This work, therefore, does not add anything new to 

British intelligence activities in Indonesia. However, it does reshape our understanding of 

Suharto and the Mass Killings in Indonesia. 

 

In 1997, Philip Davies published an extensive history of the Secret Intelligence Service 

(SIS) titled Organisational Development of Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service 1909-

1979.234 Davies argued SIS was built around ‘pull architecture’ where their activities were 

determined by the consumer.235 Of relevance was chapter seven (1956-1979) titled, Reform, 

Redesign and Retrenchment, which outlined a turbulent period for SIS as the organisation 

adjusted to a changing world.236 Following the independence of Singapore, for example, the 

Far East Controller was relieved of his command.237 Davies’ research contributed to our 

understanding of the composition of SIS and activities in Southeast Asia. 2016 saw a further 

contribution to intelligence history by Nikita Shah. Shah’s work titled ‘Secret Towns’ 
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challenged the conventional understanding of British intelligence operations in Asia during 

the Cold War.238 A section of Shah’s research is dedicated to individual case studies of 

British intelligence activities in Asia highlighting the relatively unknown history of SIS.239 This 

observation overlaps with Cormac. Shah’s focus on Anglo-American relations in intelligence 

sharing in Indonesia is where the research diverges, however. As such, Shah’s bibliography 

features myriad files from American archives.240 This thesis, however, provides an Anglo-

centric examination of covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia.  

 

A further contribution came from Christopher Andrew in 1998 with research pertaining to 

intelligence and international relations in the early Cold War.241 Although published in 1998, 

Andrew observed that intelligence history was underdeveloped.242 He claimed, therefore, his 

work would change our understanding of the early Cold War positing that intelligence was 

the missing dimension of diplomatic history.243 Furthermore, there had been a failure to 

understand Signals Intelligence and an over reliance on Human Intelligence in the early Cold 

War era.244 With the release of the VENONA files in 1995, Andrew suggested that a 

renewed effort to understand Cold War intelligence was necessary.245 As the thesis attempts 

to provide a diplomatic history of Britain’s Cold War activities in relation to international law, 

this is an area where the research will contribute to our understanding of the era. With the 

release of new archival material from the mid and late Cold War, moreover, the thesis will 

provide a further contribution to diplomatic history.  

 

Michael Hopkins’ Continuing Debate and New Approaches in Cold War History had three 

aims.246 Firstly, to locate the main historiographical debates in the Cold War. Secondly, to 

analyse the growing body of literature. Finally, to look beyond geographical issues to explore 

various aspects of espionage and intelligence.247 Hopkins, although noting the growing 

literature on intelligence, argued that research on the Soviet Union and China was thin.248 
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Similarly, Britain had received less academic attention.249 Through a diplomatic history of 

Britain’s Cold War intelligence activities, the thesis aims to remedy this neglect. 

 

Anglo-American cooperation in intelligence operations against Indonesia in the 1960s 

has been the subject of historical attention. Richard Aldrich shed light on Anglo-American 

intelligence cooperation between 1941 and 1963.250 According to a review by Jerome Elie, 

Aldrich sought to outline elements of conflict between the two allies rather than portray an 

illusory compatible image.251 Aldrich stressed that intelligence practices were driven by inter-

departmental competition rather than being controlled by diplomatic services.252 Aldrich’s 

research overlaps with the contribution of Thomas Maguire who explored British and 

American intelligence and propaganda in early Cold War Southeast Asia.253 Maguire argued 

that cooperation in intelligence and propaganda operations was uncharted.254 1998 saw a 

further publication by Aldrich on Anglo-American intelligence cooperation during the Cold 

War. Aldrich suggested the idea of a ‘western intelligence community’ was flawed as 

countries sought to protect any advantages.255 This led to the establishment of parallel 

organisations and increased cooperation. Although Britain maintained links with its American 

counterparts, there are examples of national security planners acting unilaterally.  

 

In 2014, Christopher Murphy and Daniel Lomas assessed the viability of using Freedom 

of Information (FOI) requests to further our understanding of British intelligence.256 The pair 

outlined how the security services are not bound by the same laws as other government 

departments.257 By filing FOI requests, the publication argued, it would allow intelligence 

historians to move beyond the material released by the security services.258 Concluding their 

research, Murphy and Lomas stated that FOI requests can be beneficial to furthering our 

understanding of British intelligence.259 A further contribution to intelligence history was 
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provided by Lomas in 2021 with a study on the relationship between the Labour Party and 

intelligence (1979-1994). Lomas set out to explain how Labour pushed for reform and 

accountability of British intelligence.260 During Labour’s near twenty years in opposition, it 

broke the long-held bipartisan consensus that debates concerning intelligence were 

dangerous. 

 In response to growing concerns about the behaviour of security services, Labour 

performed a volte-face with the party pledging to establish a new Security Act.261 According 

to Lomas, the Act would define the powers and remit of the security services whilst 

introducing parliamentary accountability.262 Lomas’ research transcended British covert 

operations in Cambodia in the 1980s. Similar concerns over covert action did not materialise 

under Thatcher. According to Cormac, Thatcher was an advocate of covert 

action.263Although the readings have provided the thesis with a foundation, the thesis 

required a narrower vision. That vision explores the relationship between democratic norms 

and covert action in Southeast Asia. The next section outlines debates on the principle of 

non-intervention. 

g. Principle of Non-Intervention 

 

Although there has been research on the effectiveness of the CSCE, little attention has 

been paid to British aims throughout the conference. This is where the thesis contributes to 

our understanding of British foreign policy and its relationship with international law. The 

research will examine archival material to draw inferences about Britain’s obligations to 

international law through preparatory committee (PrepCom) material. Although previous 

research has addressed British foreign policy during the Cold War and there is a growing 

weight of intelligence literature, there has been no study of its relationship with international 

law or how Britain perceived its obligations to international law and pluralism. 

 

It is worth noting that although the thesis incorporates aspects of international law, the 

research does not provide an analysis of the legal implications of international law. 

Moreover, although the state is not a unitary actor when engaged in international law 

conferences, it acts as one. To maintain a narrow scope, the thesis is principally concerned 

with the principle of non-intervention. The principle of non-intervention was a pillar of post-
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war international law. Debates on the principle have intensified in recent years.264 This has 

mainly derived from debates around the ‘traditional’ Westphalian notion of state sovereignty 

which has been challenged in recent years.265 Contingent sovereignty, for example, asserts 

that states can intervene militarily on humanitarian grounds critiquing the traditional 

viewpoint. Stuart Elden recognised the profound effect contingent sovereignty had on the 

territorial integrity of states.266 In terms of this research, contingent sovereignty might explain 

why Vietnam violated Cambodian sovereignty in 1978, which ended the genocide. Neither 

traditional nor contingent explanations of state sovereignty account for why Britain interfered 

in the internal affairs of Indonesia or Cambodia, however. For example, Britain pivoted to 

soft power in Indonesia despite human rights violations. Similarly, Britain contravened the 

principle of non-intervention in Cambodia following the Vietnamese invasion on security 

grounds.  

 

A further facet of non-intervention concerns how it is framed. In 2013 Christian Reus-

Smit published an article titled The Concept of Intervention.267 Research into non-

intervention was predominantly viewed through a ‘sovereignty frame.’268 Reus-Smit claimed 

that the sovereignty frame has been defined by the state centric nature of intervention.269 In 

this instance, the thesis will be using a sovereignty frame as all parties involved were 

sovereign states. Included amongst the ten declarations on Principles Guiding Relations 

between Participating States were ‘sovereign equality’ and ‘non-intervention in the internal 

affairs of another state’.270 Due to the European centric nature of the Accords, it reaffirmed 

the higher legitimacy and hypocrisy costs associated with covert action. This links with 

discussions around zonal foreign policy which is outlined in Chapter Three. Britain long 

championed itself as a pioneer and enforcer of international law.271 Covert action, however, 

is viewed as subversive, underhand and contravenes the principle of non-intervention. This 

created credibility costs on national security planners who strove to maintain the perception 

that Britain was upholding democratic norms and international law. The thesis will argue that 

international law conferences had no profound effect on covert action.  
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h. Pluralism 

 

International relations (IR) theories have played a role in the development of the thesis, 

in particular themes of anti-pluralism and neorealism. The rise of nationalism in the twentieth 

century led certain states to re-evaluate the pluralist nature of the international system in 

favour of a non-pluralist movement based around the civilised European states.272  Liberal 

pluralist movements in international law operated in stark contrast to anti-pluralist 

movements. The liberal pluralist movement promoted the practice of an inclusive 

international system whereas the anti-pluralist scholars believed that the international 

community should be built up of states with ideological similarities.273 Anti-pluralist 

movements promote the idea the international system is anarchic, defined by states 

competing against one another. When conventional options began to become politically or 

financially unviable, Britain engaged in covert action to achieve its foreign policy goals. 

 

Increased scholarship on the relationship between international politics and international 

law occurred in the early 2000s.274 In 2004 Gerry Simpson published Great Powers and 

Outlaw States. Simpson made an important contribution to our understanding of the 

international order since 1815 by outlining the competing systems of sovereign 

equality/legalised hegemony and anti-pluralism.275 Simpson’s discussions are directly 

attributable to the research. For example, Helsinki was designed to promote peace and 

security in Europe and was the culmination of the Conference on Security and Co-operation 

in Europe (CSCE). However, the European-centric conference did not promote peace and 

security in other regions. This would suggest that states outside of Europe were not afforded 

sovereign equality or the same rights as their European counterparts. Anti-pluralist 

movement would suggest that those outside of the Accords were not granted the same 

treatment as those who were party to the declaration. Through an exposition of archival 

materials, it is possible to discern that Britain pursued an anti-pluralist international system 

as its intelligence activities contravened international law. Moreover, it did not invite 
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countries from outside of Europe to the conference276 highlighting the European-centric 

nature of the conference. 

 

In chapter nine, Simpson noted a pivot towards anti-pluralism and outlined two emerging 

regimes, the criminal law regime, and the democratic governance regime. Both regimes 

undermined the system of equal sovereigns.277 Simpson also discussed the notion of state 

‘crime’. The traditional view of international law was that inter-state relations were regulated 

by private law. Therefore, the idea of a state ‘crime’ is anomalous as there was no judicial 

body to adjudicate and no enforcement body capable of upholding penal sanctions.278 

Simpson’s observations are correct. As this thesis will demonstrate, when Britain perceived 

its national security was at risk, it prescribed to an anti-pluralist international system. This is 

epitomised by London’s attitudes towards international law and use of covert action against 

democratically elected states. Although espousing the virtues of political pluralism, it did not 

consult non-European States.279 This links directly with the notion of zonal foreign policy and 

demarcation lines in the consciousness of national security planners. Moreover, national 

security planners were concerned that a non-European presence at the Accords would 

prove inimical to British foreign policy.280 For example, the research would suggest that 

covert action is akin to neo-realism and that international law shares similarities with 

neoliberalism. Academics who champion neoliberalism posit that cooperation between 

states through international systems is possible as every state benefits.281 International 

systems such as the UN are examples of such organisations. In the context of covert action, 

however, certain states are not afforded the same rights as others. This requires further 

attention and is worthy of further research.  

 

The IR theories of realism and liberalism are contrasted in their approaches to the 

international order. Kenneth Waltz provided an outline for neorealism critiquing classical 

realism citing that it lacked structure. Classical realism, therefore, was considered 
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reductionist. To atone for this, Waltz proposed a structural theory, neo-realism.282 Waltz 

posited that leaders are not the central actors in the international system. Moreover, Waltz 

critiqued the IR theory of classical realism, suggesting that it was too simplistic, otherwise 

known as reductionism. Neorealism suggests that states are the central actors in the 

international system and seek power to ensure self-preservation.283 Waltz suggested that 

nation states are the same in their approach to securing themselves against external threat. 

However, some states have larger, better equipped armies, which can project influence and 

defend against hostile events. Waltz proposed that the international system is built on 

anarchy because states are unequal in size and natural resources. 284 States, therefore, will 

compete for these resources with those not providing sufficient resources failing.285 In terms 

of covert action, the interference in the internal affairs of another state would suggest that 

neorealism was a feature of British Cold War strategy. A positivist approach to IR involves a 

nature-led theoretical model that scholars use to interpret real world events. Waltz, for 

example, attempted to derive laws of international politics. Meanwhile, he argued that 

concepts such as anarchy are observable.286 As the Cold War concluded, it became 

apparent that neo-realism was an outdated IR model. As the century turned, however, it was 

re-established as a potent force.287 

 

Building on the work of Walt and Waltz, Mearsheimer published The Tragedy of Great 

Power Politics.288 Mearsheimer proposed the theory of ‘offensive realism’ which pertains to a 

state’s offensive capability.289 According to Mearsheimer, states will maximise their power 

relative to its competitor rather than simply obtain enough power to maintain preponderance.  

Defensive realism, a structural theory proposed by Waltz, would suggest that the 

international system is based around states pursuing moderate policies to ensure national 

security.290 Similarly, the thesis will explore notions of realism. A further IR theory, 

hegemonic stability theory, first proposed by Robert Keohane, was based on neoliberalism 

but limited to economic modelling.291 It is not, therefore, fit for purpose for the thesis. Robert 

Kohane published After Hegemony in 1984. Alongside realism and liberalism, the thesis will 

consider the pluralist and anti-pluralist movements of the twentieth century. The international 
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pluralist movement espoused the virtues of inclusivity in the international system whereas 

anti-pluralism is selective. In the context of the 1975 Helsinki Conference, Britain continued 

to interfere in the internal affairs of other states. This suggests that countries outside of 

Europe were not afforded the same rights as other states. Anti-pluralist values, therefore, 

were a facet of British foreign policy. The chapter has outlined how international law, covert 

action, and IR theories interrelate.  

 

i. Conclusion 

 
The chapter has outlined contemporary debates on DPT, Asian-style democracy, non-

intervention, and covert action. A thorough exposition of secondary material reveals a lacuna 

in our knowledge of British foreign policy and covert action. The American-centric nature of 

previous research has also left a gap in our understanding of how a declining power may 

use covert action to fulfil its foreign policy objectives. Moreover, this links with the concept of 

zonal foreign policy. This thesis will demonstrate that security concerns surrounding a state’s 

trajectory outweighed Britain’s obligations to international law and democratic norms. 

Competing theories on how the international system operates formed the foundations of the 

research. This includes DPT and pluralist and anti-pluralist movements.  

 

Previous academic attention has been directed toward broad histories of covert action. 

This has left the historiography bereft of valuable insight into regional complexities. For 

instance, covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia has not been examined. Moreover, no 

attempt has been made to study the relationship between intelligence and international law. 

This is an area where diplomatic historians can contribute to intelligence history. A 

diplomatic inquiry of Britain’s relationship with international law, therefore, is necessary. This 

will be achieved through an analysis of archival material to assess Britain’s obligations to 

and contraventions of international law through two case studies of mass atrocities in 

Southeast Asia. Over the next chapters, the thesis will outline Britain’s international law 

obligations and covert activities in Southeast Asia. Previous research on the CSCE and 

Helsinki Accords has been dominated by Soviet-American relations, often overlooking British 

attitudes towards the conference. By researching the relationship between international law 

and intelligence, the thesis contributes to our understanding of British foreign policy in the 

Cold War. Moreover, none of the readings address how Britain shaped developments in 

states which threatened its former colonies.  
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The aim of the thesis is to critique DPT through a case study of British foreign policy. The 

thesis is principally concerned by selectorate theory and will argue that Indonesia and 

Cambodia were democratising. This suggests that democratic states did engage in covert 

action against other elected governments. Moreover, the research will demonstrate that 

security perception outweighed obligations to international law and democratic norms. This 

is where the thesis contributes to the wider historiography of intelligence history and 

international law. The next chapter will address this by introducing the concept of zonal 

foreign policy and outlining covert action in Southeast Asia. 
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Chapter III 
 

Zonal Foreign Policy 
 

British Covert Action in Southeast Asia 
 

 

a. Framing 

 

So far, the thesis has addressed how national security planner’s perceptions of state 

trajectory, specifically towards communism, emboldened Britain to engage in covert action 

against emerging democracies. Where the thesis diverges from previous scholarship on 

democratic peace theory (DPT), is the inclusion of international law and democratic norms. It 

was inevitable London found the post-war period one of acute strain. Undeterred, national 

security planners embarked on a policy of providing an alternative to the superpower rivalry 

acting as a ‘third force’ built around the Commonwealth.292 It was clear by the 1950s, 

however, that British power was in decline. Coupled with new international norms, such as 

the principle of non-intervention, it left London with little room for geopolitical manoeuvring. 

To mask the decline and to maintain its disproportionate power, London engaged in covert 

action to achieve its foreign policy goals in emerging and Asian-style democracies. Here, the 

thesis will introduce the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy and its relationship with covert 

action. Zonal foreign policy concerns demarcation lines and provides an explanation for why 

Britain engaged in covert action in countries it did not colonise. Demarcations exist in the 

consciousness of national security planners and are displayed in informal or formal dialogue 

with allies. 

 

 In the Cold War context, zonal foreign policy manifests itself as a repercussion of 

decolonisation. Former colonies have tended to maintain close relations with the imperial 

power that colonised it. The retention of these relations was a policy objective for Britain. 

However, this does not account for how Britain shaped developments in states that it did not 

colonise. This chapter is principally concerned by the distinctions the London government 

made between Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AATs) and former colonies. As a former 

British colony, Malaysia is central to the narrative of Chapter 3. The research will argue that 

perceptions of security underpinned this decision-making process with AATs assuming 

temporary importance. When the perceived threat subsided, Britain pivoted to soft power 
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regardless of whether the state was more authoritarian diminishing the role of DPT. The 

chapter will include a discussion concerning Britain’s ‘behaviour’ viz. democratic norms. This 

includes the predispositions of national security planners. Barbara Farnham argued that 

democratic norms affect the predispositions of national security planners.293 The threat 

perception of national security planners revolved around the notion that communist 

advances were inimical to British interests. A pivot towards communism would, therefore, 

trigger a response through covert action.  

 

This chapter has two aims. Firstly, the chapter will add further weight to research 

scrutinising DPT through a British case study. Britain’s non-compliance with democratic 

norms was signified by its intervention in the internal affairs of Indonesia and Cambodia. 

One of the components of Britain’s intervention was propaganda.294 The chapter will provide 

an overview of the Information Research Department’s (IRD) composition and activities in 

Southeast Asia. Secondly, to demonstrate that international law conferences such as the 

1975 Helsinki Accords reinforced the perception that covert action in Europe was an 

unviable option due to increased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. National security planners 

tasked with suppressing communist advances in Europe were limited in scope. Likewise, 

engaging in intelligence operations in a former colony would also carry higher legitimacy 

costs and was prohibited by the Foreign Office (FO).295 Southeast Asia, however, was a 

region which carried fewer hypocrisy and legitimacy costs with covert action providing a 

viable option to stymie communist advances. Indeed, there was a proliferation of intelligence 

activities when British interests were at risk. This would suggest that democratic norms and 

international law shaped British objectives in Europe but less so in Asia. Moreover, this 

demonstrates that the high credibility costs associated with covert action in Europe were not 

as acute in Asia. This is where the concept of zonal foreign policy is most apparent. Even 

though Indonesia and Cambodia were emerging democracies, Britain engaged in covert 

action against them. State trajectory and security concerns outweighed Britain’s obligations 

to international law and democratic norms. This suggests that neither international law nor 

democratic norms inhibited British foreign policy as it continued to engage in covert action in 

Cambodia into the 1980s. As noted, there has been scant research on the relationship 

between DPT and covert action in the British context. The chapter will begin by outlining the 

limitations of DPT before exploring the proliferation of covert action. 
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b. Evidence of Democratic Peace Theory Limitations 

 

This section will critically outline the limitations of DPT in the context of Britain’s Cold 

War foreign policy. DPT suggests that democratic states will not engage in covert action 

against one another.296 The thesis is principally concerned by those who advocate 

selectorate theory. Selectorate theorists suggest that when two conditions are met, a 

democratic state may be emboldened to engage in covert action against another.297 Despite 

becoming increasingly democratised, Britain perceived communist activity in Indonesia and 

Cambodia as a threat to its former colonies leading to a proliferation of covert action. By 

1970 both states had undergone regime change. Under Suharto Indonesia experienced 

democratic backsliding and was arguably a weaker democracy than it was under Sukarno. 

Similarly, under Lon Nol, Cambodia experienced democratic backsliding. If DPT provided a 

framework for British foreign policy, then Britain would be emboldened to engage in covert 

action. However, under Suharto and Lon Nol, national security planners perceived the risk of 

communist expansion to be reduced and pivoted to soft power.  

 

Although Britain was not the colonial power in Indonesia or Cambodia, it was a major 

regional power. Both Indonesia and Cambodia were AATs which posed security risks to 

Britain’s former colonies. A theory proposed by Daniel Thomas suggests that states will 

agree to be bound by international law to legitimise themselves without substantial 

compliance.298 This chapter supports Daniel Thomas’ notion that ‘a state’s formal 

acceptance of international human rights norms does not necessarily guarantee significant 

changes in its behaviour, much less its identity and interests.’299 This is demonstrated by 

Britain’s behaviour in Indonesia and Cambodia. According to Mike Bowker, Western 

European security was based around containment of Soviet influence.300 Both countries 

provided an opportunity to stymie communist advances in Southeast Asia, and in the case of 

the Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia, deal a blow to one of the Soviet Union’s closest allies.  

 

By the early 1960s, communist advances in Indonesia concerned national security 

planners. According to an IRD report, the only barrier to a communist take-over in Indonesia 
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was the army, the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI). The report stated that communist 

factions had not penetrated the upper echelons of the TNI due to the actions of senior 

military officers.301 By 1965 Indonesia was ruled through a combination of religious, political, 

and communist forces. However, the report stated that in practice communist elements had 

taken precedence.302 Sukarno’s actions led the IRD to believe Indonesia would become a 

communist state within two years.303 National security planners’ perception of Indonesia’s 

state trajectory a series of intelligence operations in an emerging democracy. As Chapter 5 

will demonstrate, once this threat was perceived to be neutralised, Britain supported the 

more authoritarian Suharto. This suggests that DPT does not provide an adequate 

explanation for British foreign policy and supports the notion that countries perceived to be 

susceptible to communism assumed temporary importance.  

 

In the realm of international norms, non-interference was a key component of the post-

war world.304 Pursuant with the Final Act of the Helsinki Accords, Britain curtailed its 

intelligence operations in Europe as hypocrisy and legitimacy costs increased. Instead, it 

engaged in covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia.305 Although the thesis classifies 

Cambodia as an emerging democracy in the 1960s, by the 1980s, Cambodia was under 

Vietnamese occupation. Cambodia was still a target for covert action, however. This 

suggests that Britain, despite espousing political pluralism, did not support a pluralist system 

outside of Europe when it perceived its interests were threatened by communism. Moreover, 

this allowed Britain to avoid heightened hypocrisy and legitimacy costs supporting the notion 

of zonal foreign policy. Finally, it would suggest the Helsinki Accords had little effect on 

Britain’s ability to pursue intelligence operations. In fact, FO legal advisers discerned that the 

Accords were not legally binding.306 As the chapter will demonstrate, legal advisers 

suggested the language and nature of the Helsinki Final Act did not create international legal 

obligations.  

 

 By the 1960s, the use of conventional force became an increasingly unviable option for 

national security planners. Intelligence operations provided an alternative method to pursue 

Britain’s foreign policy. To add a further layer of complexity, national security planners had to 
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account for how an intervention would be perceived by the international community. Self-

perception, therefore, was a consideration for policymakers who strove to maintain Britain’s 

image as a democratic state which abided by democratic norms. By engaging in covert 

action against Asian-style democracies, however, Britain violated democratic norms and 

international law. DPT, therefore, does not provide an adequate explanation for Britain’s 

Cold War foreign policy. This will be demonstrated throughout the following sections as the 

chapter outlines the expansion of covert action into Southeast Asia where legitimacy and 

hypocrisy costs were perceived to be lower. 

 

c. Context to Intelligence Activities 

 

The aim of this section is to outline why Britain expanded the geographic scope of covert 

action and link it with zonal foreign policy. Indeed, Ernest Bevin warned against operations 

behind the Iron Curtain.307 Bevin’s hesitancy suggests that cold warriors, prominent 

politicians during the Cold War, were aware of the risks associated with operating in Europe. 

Following setbacks to their intelligence operations in 1950s Europe, national security 

planners scaled up their efforts to combat communism in the Global South.308 To protect its 

former colonies and check communist gains, Britain engaged in intelligence operations in 

Indonesia and Cambodia. Not only does this link with zonal foreign policy it also highlights 

Britain’s continued post-war global ambitions. This is reflected in IRD material which claimed 

the IRD would continue to meet its objectives despite a drawdown in conventional forces into 

the 1970s.309 The pivot towards the Global South was not only the repercussion of failed 

intelligence operations. Advancements in international law and democratic norms also led 

national security planners to explore covert operations outside of Europe where they 

perceived hypocrisy and legitimacy costs were lower. This is supported by Rory Cormac 

who suggested that once national security planners recognised the high-risk nature of covert 

action in Europe, they switched their attention to other regions.310 

 

Disputes between the FO and intelligence community were common as Hawkish military 

chiefs and SIS officers were balanced out by more cautious FO diplomats. On several 

occasions, the FO’s cautious approach won out. Riskier options, therefore, narrowed 
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significantly as Whitehall wished to avoid a potential horizontal escalation and reduce 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs.311 This trend was bucked by some overzealous diplomats, 

however. For example, Britain’s ambassador to Indonesia, Andrew Gilchrist, often drew 

criticism from IRD officers for his ‘over imaginative’ plans.312 Gilchrist’s machinations are 

outlined fully in following chapter. By the 1960s, covert action provided Britain with an 

instrument to maintain its global obligations and be viewed as an advocate of non-

intervention and democratic norms.  

 

As the Cold War drew on, national security planners adopted a cautious approach to 

covert action compared to their American counterparts.313 Pre-empting American hegemony, 

Stalin attempted to bolster the communist parties of France and Italy; Britain played its role 

in countering the Soviet threat propaganda.314 Propaganda was disseminated in Eastern 

Europe by the IRD to provide a foundation to exploit rifts behind the Iron Curtain. In the 

concluding chapter of Disrupt and Deny, Cormac addressed the efficacy of covert action and 

concluded that due to myriad factors, it is difficult to assess any direct consequence of the 

policy and important not to overplay the role of covert action over local factors.315 

Throughout 1957, the development of Anglo-American intelligence sharing began to 

coalesce under the Information Policy Working Group, including joint planning policies.316 

Meanwhile, intelligence agencies improved their cooperation. As with covert action, London 

and Washington strove to maintain secrecy.317 Maintaining secrecy, however, was 

problematic. It was suggested, therefore, that the Working Groups expand their operations 

to include officials believed to contribute to the groups.318 To negate a potential diplomatic 

row allied capitals were kept informed of Anglo-American cooperation.319 This would avoid 

allies from perceiving that Britain and America had established an ‘exclusive’ directorate.320  

 

It was not just Europe where Britain and America sought to cooperate. Indonesia 

became a target of intelligence operations during the 1960s. Anglo-American cooperation in 
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Indonesia was facilitated, in part, through the ‘Indonesia Working Group’ based in 

Washington.321 British policymakers used the Working Group to influence American policy 

towards Indonesia. However, key decisions on policy were made through higher diplomatic 

channels.322 Britain nurtured its relationship with America throughout the Cold War.323 

Following Harold Macmillan’s trip to Washington in October 1957, eight ‘working groups’ 

were established facilitating closer Anglo-American cooperation.324 Notably, Indonesia was 

highlighted as a country of concern.325 Alongside their British and American counterparts, 

Australian national security planners were involved in the work from the outset.326 By the 

1960s, following the disappointment of failed operations, the era of working groups ended.327 

Meanwhile, national security planners were busy supporting pro-British leaders in newly 

independent states.328 As the Cold War rumbled on Britain faced a series of threats to key 

strategic locations in Southeast Asia. Whitehall pursued a policy of covert action to shore up 

its position in the region.329 It is possible to liken covert action to informal empire which 

established spheres of influence without the financial implications of administrating the 

territory. This link is a further line of inquiry for future research projects.  

 

This section provided context to why Britain expanded its intelligence footprint in 

Southeast Asia during the 1960s. Failed intelligence operations and higher hypocrisy costs 

in Europe led national security planners to explore intelligence operations in the Global 

South. The section also highlighted how London and Washington cooperated on intelligence 

operations against Indonesia and to a lesser extent, Cambodia. One of the core components 

of Britain’s intelligence apparatus was propaganda. The next section of the chapter, 

therefore, outlines the organisation of the IRD, the propaganda arm of the Foreign Office. 

This will enable the chapter to demonstrate how zonal foreign policy manifested itself in 

Indonesia and Cambodia. 
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d. Organisation of IRD 

 
The aim of this section is to outline the organisation and modus operandi of the IRD. 

Labour politician, Christopher Mayhew, linked the creation of the IRD to an anti-communist 

policy, vital for London to project itself as a ‘third force’ in geopolitics.330 The IRD was 

established under the Labour Party’s Future Foreign Publicity policy.331 Throughout the late 

1940s, the IRD paved the way for propaganda to be utilised to further British interests and 

increase its cooperation with Washington on key issues, usually facilitated through the 

British Embassy.332 At the height of its operations throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the 

department employed 300 staff.333 According to Hugh Wilford the original mission of the IRD 

was to not only disseminate anti-communist propaganda but to ‘publicise a positive set of 

social democratic political ideals, such as social justice and the planned economy.’334 The 

IRD’s modus operandi was established early on in its inception.335 Material for anti-

communist dissemination was collected from a variety of sources with the raw data 

channelled through to the relevant geographic locations from a central system of research 

staff at the Foreign Office.336 By the 1950s, the IRD had a considerable network of 

permanent channels to disseminate propaganda.337 

 

To facilitate its operations, the IRD established regional headquarters, known as RIOs, 

where permanent lines of communication would facilitate the dissemination of intelligence. 

Southeast Asia was supported through a RIO in Singapore, the South East Asian Monitoring 

Unit (SEAMU) and the political adviser’s office (POLAD).338 According to FO files, research 

collated by the IRD was not ‘pure’ as its objective was to provide counter-propaganda 

material.339 The task of providing comprehensive material for IRD publications was onerous. 

For example, voluminous files were stored from anti-communist material to foreign 

delegations visiting China.340 IRD routine work consisted of providing two types of reports. 

‘Category A’, which comprised of intelligence analysis distributed amongst cabinet ministers 
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and high-ranking civil servants and ‘Category B’ which had intelligence references redacted 

and disseminated amongst journalists and academics.341 The research collected by the IRD 

fell into four categories.342 

 

a. Monitoring reports 

b. Newspapers and periodicals from around the world 

c. Published works, including official documents and statistics 

d. Reports from diplomatic missions  

 

As the US began to take up the Soviet challenge it became publicly acknowledged by 

Washington that psychological warfare and propaganda were being used to combat the 

Soviet threat.343 London, in contrast, did not acknowledge any operations publicly. To 

achieve this, the IRD increasingly turned to ‘black propaganda’ to fulfil its policy goals.344 

According to Cormac, most of the unattributable propaganda was ‘grey’ material. 

Dissemination of ‘black’ material was viewed as far more ‘devious and dangerous.’345 

Documents, however, show that London was actively disseminating black propaganda 

throughout Indonesia by the early 1960s.346 To do so, the IRD kept files on key personalities 

throughout Southeast Asia.347 The files indicated any links to extreme nationalism, including 

communist sympathies.348 This would allow the IRD to monitor key players and movements 

throughout the Global South. Although it is not possible to assess any IRD successes, the 

dissemination of black propaganda against AATs does demonstrate Britain’s complicity in 

intervening in the internal affairs of other states. The IRD was drawn down throughout the 

1970s, with its eventual closure in 1977 under the James Callaghan’s Labour government.349 

The next section outlines these developments and its links with zonal foreign policy.  
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e. IRD and the Proliferation of Covert Action  

 

Following limited success in Eastern Europe, the remit of the IRD expanded to include, 

amongst other regions, Southeast Asia.350 As the process of decolonisation began to gather 

pace, covert action was used to deter Indonesian aggression and prevent Cambodia from 

pivoting to communism making the case for zonal foreign policy.351 Zonal foreign policy is 

linked to demarcation lines in national security planners’ rationale. For example, military 

planners used a three-tier system to assess the importance of overseas territories.352 

Category I were countries deemed vital to British policymaking. Category II were countries 

where a loss of rights and/or facilities would endanger Britain’s ability to meet one or more of 

its commitments. Category III countries were important but if a loss of facilities occurred, it 

would not significantly weaken London’s ability to uphold its commitments.353 The 

categorisation of Britain’s overseas commitments is evidence of zonal foreign policy.  

 

Included in the list of Category I countries was Malaysia.354 The defence of Malaysia, an 

Anglophile state, was vital. Acknowledging British military limitations, Counter-Subversion 

Committee (CSC) documents revealed a reliance on local goodwill was key.355 By 

maintaining friendly relations with local governments, it allowed London to retain its overseas 

bases which were vital to protecting British interests. The CSC was not an executive body, 

rather it acted as a stimulator and co-ordinator. Any operation undertaken, therefore, 

remained the responsibility of the Overseas Department.356 The committee, however, was 

elevated to Cabinet Committee status in 1964 and would be furnished with two permanent 

staff members.357  By the mid-1960s, CSC operations played an important role in 

supplementing British foreign policy.358 A CSC document stated that the  
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ultimate cure for an insurrection is the removal of the causes of unrest and 

dissatisfaction on which it is based; therefore, the defeat of an insurgency 

movement is fundamentally a political problem.359 

 
According to Cormac, propaganda was often used to provide a foundation for future 

intelligence operations.360 In the months preceding the establishment of Malaysia, the CSC 

aided the co-ordination of ‘open and unattributable’ propaganda in Indonesia.361 Alongside 

the CSC, the IRD were active in Indonesia and Cambodia. According to an IRD report, the 

Diplomatic Wireless Service (DWS) was approached by IRD officials concerning the type of 

transmitter thought best to disseminate propaganda in Indonesia.362 Harold Robin of the 

DWS informed the IRD that a medium wave transmitter to cover the entirety of Indonesia 

would have to be around 100 kilowatts. A short-wave transmitter would need to be around 

four to five kilowatts.363 Issues, however, arose over the practicalities and location of 

disseminating the propaganda. Malaysian officials informed the DWS that they planned to 

reacquire the site in Singapore in a few years making it a priority for the DWS to maintain 

good relations with the Malaysians.364 DWS activities in the Global South provides an area of 

potential study. 

 

Throughout the 1960s London adopted strategies to isolate insurgencies in Malaysia.365 

This, according to FO papers, led to a reduction in propaganda and intelligence sharing 

between the insurgencies.366 A report on deception campaigns run in Malaysia suggested 

the IRD was disseminating black propaganda throughout the region.367 FO files reveal that 

London viewed its defence commitments to Malaysia as akin to the defence commitments of 

America to South Vietnam.368 In 1964 Britain’s Foreign Secretary, Rab Butler, claimed that 

London was as committed to Malaysia as it was to Berlin.369 Differences, however, arose 

over the type of defence commitments Britain and America became embroiled in throughout 

Southeast Asia. For Britain, the confrontation with Indonesia was a low-intensity conflict 

centring around the jungles of Sarawak and Borneo. Consequently, British forces were only 
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permitted to repulse and deter any attempted infringement by the Indonesians.370 To 

undermine Indonesia’s broader war efforts Britain used covert action. 

 

Moreover, London sought to assist Malaysia and Cambodia in counterinsurgency 

propaganda.371 Policymakers in London identified four vital areas where foreign military 

assistance groups could assist both countries.372 Firstly, Britain developed a persuasive anti-

communist campaign to deter citizens from attempting to join a communist party and 

demonstrate that communism was not the answer to their economic, social, or political 

problems. Secondly, friendly foreign assistance groups were to develop a sense of national 

pride, especially important in the nascent Malaysia, and loyalty towards the host 

government. A unified Malaysia, with strong institutions would act as a bulwark against 

communist influence and support British foreign policy. This would assist pro-British officials. 

Moreover, it was important for Britain to reach marginalised societies especially refugees 

who may not have been assimilated. Thirdly, London increased the presence and reputation 

of the government’s village, district and national police and military forces.373 Lastly, London 

sought to increase the potency of Malaysia intelligence to disseminate propaganda through 

its press, radio, and posters.374 If Malaysia had strong intelligence services it would reduce 

the burden on Britain and provide national security planners with platform to disseminate 

propaganda.  

 

 Meanwhile, the RIO in Singapore acted as a springboard into the region.375 According to 

Alexander Shaw, the RIO’s remit included generating intelligence to guide propaganda and, 

moreover, the analysis of enemy propaganda.376 Through the RIO, the IRD disseminated 

propaganda targeting Indonesia and Cambodia when they posed a threat to Anglophile 

territories. Elsewhere in the region, escalating violence in Vietnam threatened Britain’s 

security interests. Concurrent communist activity in Indonesia exacerbated the issue further. 

Accordingly, London began to engage in intelligence operations in Vietnam reaffirming its 

commitment to American foreign policy.377 These operations revolved around BBC and IRD 
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radio programmes and publications.378 British intelligence operations in Vietnam provide 

further opportunities to explore covert action in Southeast Asia and discern whether zonal 

foreign policy provides a rationale for its actions.  

 

It is worth noting at this point that IRD operations in Indonesia and Cambodia differed in 

intensity. In keeping with zonal foreign policy, national security planner’s threat perception 

was key to policymaking. For example, the intensity of IRD operations in Cambodia did not 

match those in Indonesia. Although a neutral, western-leaning Cambodia was strategically 

important, its population size and geographic proximity to Malaysia meant it did not pose a 

greater risk than Indonesia.379 Moreover, as a former French colony, national security 

planners may have been wary of infringing on a key ally’s interests. This was not the case in 

Indonesia, where the Dutch has less influence.  If Cambodia were to fall to communist forces 

at the same time as Indonesia, however, Malaysia would be surrounded by communist 

states. Such an eventuality would be disastrous for Britain.  

 

To support British interests in the region in January 1965 two Deception Committees 

were established.380 Due to the sensitive nature of the committees, the groups were 

provided cover names, the Forward Plans Committee (FPC) (Far East) and the Forward 

Plans Working Group (Far East). The composition of FPC (FE), the senior body, included 

the Chief of Staff Far East Command and the Chief of SIS, Dick White. Committee meetings 

were held once a month unless operational necessities required otherwise.381 On January 

29th, 1965, a report titled the Intensification of War of Nerves against Indonesia was 

published by the CSC.382 The report suggested potential areas where Britain could 

strengthen its intelligence operations against Jakarta. The establishment and complexion of 

the Deception Committees demonstrates Britain’s commitment to protecting its interests in 

the region. This section outlined the organisation of the IRD linked its activities with zonal 

foreign policy. What follows are examples of how zonal foreign policy manifested itself in 

Indonesia and Cambodia. 
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f. Zonal Foreign Policy in Southeast Asia 

 
This aim of this section is to outline specific examples of zonal foreign policy and 

examine how Britain pursued its foreign policy objectives in AATs through covert action. The 

research suggests that AATs gained temporary importance to national security planners 

when they perceived the AAT was pivoting towards communism. This is demonstrated 

through the proliferation of covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia. As covert action in 

Europe returned diminished gains, Britain turned its attention to its colonies. The Colonial 

Office, however, were not supportive of the plans and balked at the thought of using 

subversive actions against British colonies.383 According to a Cabinet Office paper, the 

collection of covert intelligence within British colonies was prohibited during the 1960s.384 

This adds a further layer of complexity to British foreign policy. With hypocrisy and legitimacy 

costs perceived to be too high in Europe, it left national security planners with limited 

options. Targeting emerging and Asian-style democracies became an increasingly viable 

option. Moreover, the section will demonstrate non-compliance with democratic norms 

through the intervention in the internal affairs of Asian-style democracies. DPT would 

suggest that Britain would not engage in covert action against democratically- elected 

governments because of international and cultural norms.  

 

IRD officers such as Hans Welser, Norman Reddaway, Leslie Sheridan, were 

instrumental in shaping Britain’s Cold War foreign policy. Welser, for example, ran the 

‘special operations’ desk at the IRD, which, according to Lashmar, provided a space for the 

organisations to liaise.385 The South and South East Asia Section of the IRD covered 

seventeen countries between Pakistan and Indonesia.386 In 1965 a Joint Research 

Department was formed in the region.387  By 1970 the complement of the department 

comprised of four full-time researchers made up of two A.R.O.s supplemented by one grade 

nine and grade ten researchers. The section was bolstered by two part-time academics.388 

One A.R.O was responsible for Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. The other A.R.O covered the 
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rest of Southeast Asia.389 One of the main threats to Malaysian unification was Indonesian 

intransigence.390 British forces were involved in counter-insurgency operations against 

Indonesian forces who attempted to infiltrate areas of Sabah and Sarawak.391 The nature of 

this intervention was conventional. As Britain began to target communist subversion in 

Indonesia it used covert action. Exploiting local superstitions in Indonesia, especially in Java 

was one policy the IRD pursued.392 Targeting emerging democracies carried fewer hypocrisy 

and legitimacy costs than their western counterparts. 

 

Andrew Shonfield suggested that Western European and North American states had 

created a ‘security community’.393 Zonal foreign policy would suggest that engaging in covert 

action against this community would demonstrate non-compliance with democratic norms. A 

crude interpretation of the Duncan Report, a report on Britain’s post-decolonisation policy, 

would suggest that the IRD should pivot away from Southeast Asia.394 Indeed, there was a 

renewed focus on an ‘Area of Concentration’ which consisted of Western Europe and North 

America. Southeast Asia was in the ‘Outer Area’.395 This demarcation in national security 

planner’s consciousness is symptomatic of zonal foreign policy. Moreover, Britain’s 

intervention in Indonesia and Cambodia, both emerging democracies, would suggest 

Southeast Asia remained an integral region. Following an ‘Inspection of the IRD’ in 1967, 

there was a suggestion the IRD and Research Department amalgamate into a ‘Centralised 

Overseas Research Department’.396 What the FO report indicates is that throughout the 

1960s, the British attempted to engage in a world-wide anti-communist campaign.397 By the 

early 1970s, it was suggested the IRD and Research Department may shift focus to 

countries of importance in the ‘Outer Area’.398 This supports the notion of zonal foreign policy 

which argues that countries gained temporary importance. Moreover, it suggests that 

national security planners intended to continue shaping world events following 

decolonisation in Asia and Africa. Events in Cambodia throughout the 1980s supports the 
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notion that Britain still shaped events in Southeast Asia beyond the end of decolonisation. 

Furthermore, this counters the narrative that Britain retreated from its international 

obligations in the post-war world and is a potential area of further research.  

 

Indeed, changes were afoot in Southeast Asia. It was thought as America ‘disentangled’ 

itself from its commitments in Vietnam, one of the IRD’s part-time academics could be 

relieved of their duties.399 Although London did not commit combat forces to Vietnam, covert 

action did extend to supporting the American war effort. According to FO files, in early 1966, 

the IRD were tasked with disseminating material highlighting Viet Cong ‘atrocities’ whilst 

contrasting positive American actions.400 Supporting American foreign policy was key for 

Britain’s strategic interests. Moreover, a communist victory in Vietnam would have security 

implications for Britain’s interests. This suggests that Britain was guided by perceptions of 

security and protecting its former colonies from communist threats. A potential overspill of 

violence had the potential to destabilise the region further. This may have led national 

security planners to the assumption that covert action provided the best means to protect 

British interests, even at the expense of democratic norms. Moreover, the IRD wanted to 

project a better image of Nguyễn Cao Kỳ, the South Vietnamese premier, who had been 

described as a pistol-packing Hitler worshipper.401 Furthermore, the IRD reported in 1975, 

following the visit of Nguyễn Duc Quy, a Vietnamese national and former programme 

assistant for the BBC, that BBC news bulletins were listened to widely in Vietnam following 

the unification.402 The BBC’s perceived impartiality allowed national security planners to 

disseminate propaganda through official channels without the legitimacy costs. 

 

Events in Vietnam also contributed to the destabilisation of Cambodia in the 1960s and 

1970s. This had implications for British security. Covert action in Cambodia followed a 

familiar pattern of anti-communist propaganda which was disseminated in a methodical way 

to avoid “abstract and random actions”.403 Interestingly, it appears to be a common trait of 

government files and parliamentary debates to view Cambodia through a Thai or 

Vietnamese lens. Cambodia, moreover, is often discussed in terms of British policy towards 

to Vietnam or Thailand. It is evident that a direct policy towards Cambodia was often lacking. 

Similarly, when discussing Cambodian anti-Vietnamese resistance movements in the 1980s, 

many government files address it through their Vietnam or Thailand policies. Moreover, 
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numerous documents pertaining to Cambodia in the 1960s are contained within SEATO and 

Burmese files. Alongside propaganda, the IRD produced lists of international communist 

front organisations404demonstrating British concern of communist activity in AATs supporting 

the concept of zonal foreign policy as Cambodia gained temporary importance when it was 

perceived it was susceptible to communism. 

 

On May 29th, 1964, SEATO published a report on psychological warfare.405 The report 

stated that political propaganda programs could not be underestimated.406 Developing 

states, moreover, required technical assistance in developing their apparatus. Known as 

psychological warfare or psyops, London disseminated propaganda in a variety of forms, to 

reinforce positive opinions of Britain and the West.407 Psyops usually target groups or 

individuals with a specific message and is sometimes used to pursue political objectives.408 

Psychological operations at “hut level” were crucial to London’s foreign policy.409 An 

indigenous military had the potential to provide London with the ability to reach rural and 

insecure areas through psychological operations.410 Indigenous personnel, therefore, were 

trained in psychological operations techniques. The training extended to include the writing 

of radio scripts, the use of face-to-face persuasion and graphic presentations.411 Psywar 

objectives included ensuring the loyalty of the armed forces and maintaining the internal 

security of the state. Secondly, London sought to convince remote populations that the 

policies of the host government were aligned with their own as national security planners 

wished to deter villagers from turning to communism, foster national cohesion and 

discourage neutralism.412 Psychological operations, therefore, were used throughout 

Sarawak and Sabah.413 The utilisation of indigenous military units allowed London to 

maintain plausible deniability. Despite this, Indonesian officials reported that intelligence 

service had caught two British “spies”.414 Psychological warfare, therefore, was a further 
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facet of covert action and acted as a force multiplier especially when combatting 

insurgencies.  

 

Propaganda operations, when circumstances permitted, were split into three phases.415 It 

was essential that all psychological operations work within the prescribed limits of policy. 

The first phase of a psychological operation was labelled ‘planning and training’. The second 

phase of psychological operations involved a test of the pilot program.416 A rehearsal of the 

propaganda program, designed for typical villages with diverse ethnicities, was tested and 

evaluated in the process. If the test evaluation was successful, the psychological operation 

entered the final stage. Step three, therefore, involved the operational phase of the 

propaganda campaign.417 According to the CSC report, its material was not based on 

coercive appeals as ‘propaganda is successful if it reflects the hopes and aspirations of the 

people.’418 Moreover, the CSC report stated that ‘propaganda and foreign policy are 

interrelated.’419 This demonstrates that propaganda was a key component of British foreign 

policy designed to interfere in emerging and Asian-style democracies. 

 

 In the short-term London sought to end the Konfrontasi and force Jakarta to recognise 

Malaysia as a state.420 A regional system was thought best by the CSC. The committee 

explored every political avenue to demonstrate to Indonesians that the policy of 

‘confrontation’ was detrimental, and Jakarta should abandon, or at least, modify the policy.421 

FO files reveal that London pursued covert operations to sway public opinion. Covert 

operations included a plan to convince Indonesians that the ‘confrontation’ could not 

succeed and was responsible for the deteriorating economic situation in the country.422 The 

operations would avoid attacking Sukarno directly and concentrate on the potential Chinese 

threat to Indonesia. Chinese regional infiltration into Indonesia was a concern for national 

security planners.423 Communist advances from China could impact Malaysian stability. 

Moreover, there was concern amongst officials in London that residual British property and 

citizens may become targets of retaliation if Sukarno suspected British involvement in 
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subversion. According to FO correspondence, the plans enunciated in the document 

pertaining to covert action should be modified in that eventuality.424  

 

Further intelligence operations in Indonesia centred around undermining the 

Indonesian’s resolve to attack Malaysian targets across the border. This would be achieved 

by presenting their real enemy as the Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI).425 Alongside 

propaganda, the British state tried to discredit any potential successor who had displayed 

communist sympathies. It was thought, however, that any attempt to promote an anti-

communist successor would be counterproductive.426 An effort was made to encourage 

dissident movements inside Indonesia with a short-term goal of undermining Indonesia’s 

military campaign.427 Manila was also encouraged to increase its propaganda and counter-

subversion campaigns against Indonesia.428 Alongside covert action, London used its 

military to deter Indonesia and deprive Jakarta of new supplies of armaments and aircraft. 

Britain, moreover, was keen for Manila to be at the forefront of peace negotiations. This 

would suggest that London did not want to be viewed as a tertius gaudens but as a facilitator 

of peace.429 All British commercial and diplomatic channels were kept open to demonstrate 

London’s resolve to finding a peaceful settlement.430 This would suggest perception was at 

the heart of British policymaking.  

 

By the 1960s Indonesia became an ideological battleground. An IRD report claimed that 

Sukarno was ‘constantly striving to maintain a fanatically anti-imperialist atmosphere in 

Djakarta.’431 Furthermore, the report outlined how Sukarno had been flirting with the PKI 

which, by 1965, boasted three million members.432 As early as June 1957 Britain met with 

representatives from the Anglosphere to establish a platform to share intelligence in 

Southeast Asia.433 According to the IRD, the PKI was influenced heavily by Beijing. As the 

PKI increased its influence throughout Indonesia, Sukarno pondered a policy of arming 

volunteers against the wishes of Dipa Aidit, the PKI General Secretary.434 Chinese 

policymakers suggested the volunteers could form the nucleus of the Indonesian Armed 
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Forces.435 The volunteers, moreover, would be able to resist any attempt to crush the 

Konfrontasi and PKI. The IRD suggested that Aidit believed the policy was inflammatory.  

 

To exacerbate British concerns, Indonesia had accumulated significant debt to the Soviet 

Union, which in 1964, amounted to over $100,000,000.436 Indonesian debt was accrued as 

the state struggled to pay off the loans for armaments.437 This concerned Whitehall as 

national security planners believed it might entrap Jakarta.438 Furthermore, Sukarno 

announced in June 1965 that Indonesia was seeking to establish diplomatic relations with 

Albania.439 Many political circles in London viewed the move as a pivot towards 

communism.440 A further IRD report following the move predicted that unless Sukarno died 

or an anti-communist coup was launched, Indonesia would become a communist state 

within a year to eighteen months.441 Sukarno stated that there was an imperialist plot to 

assassinate him.442 The IRD believed the claim was fabricated. A source from the 

Indonesian Interior Ministry claimed that if the assassination attempt failed, Sukarno 

predicted that a foreign smear campaign against himself, Subandrio, and General Jani 

would follow.443 

 

To counter Indonesia’s pivot towards communism, the IRD published articles in foreign 

press outlets denouncing Sukarno.444 In early June 1965, for example, IRD officers floated 

an article in an Austrian newspaper discussing the communist threat in Indonesia.445 The 

article resurfaced in the Basler Nachrichten, a Swiss newspaper, by the end of the month. 

IRD material sought to highlight Indonesia’s vulnerability to communism and Sukarno’s 

flirtation with ‘Red China’.446 McCann, au courant with Southeast Asian affairs, was 

instrumental in decision making. Alongside IRD operations, JAC officials had drawn up 

further plans against Sukarno in Indonesia. However, the risk of exposure was too great 

leading to the plans being shelved. This supports the research of Cormac who suggested 

that London wished to keep maximum distance between policy and output.447 Deception 

plans, therefore, were always held in a fine balance. 
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The section demonstrated how Britain shaped developments in AATs to protect its 

former colonies. Events in Indonesia and Cambodia alarmed national security planners in 

London who perceived the communist threat to endanger their former colonies. British 

intelligence engaged in covert action against two emerging democracies at the expense of 

democratic norms. British actions undermined democratic norms including the rule of law 

and the representation of people in civic participation. Moreover, no one individual or 

institution should have disproportionate amount of power in a democracy. Britain’s support of 

authoritarian figures in Indonesia and Cambodia directly undermined this democratic norm. 

The expansion of covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia was signified by increased levels 

of propaganda and military training schemes. Covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia 

carried fewer legitimacy and hypocrisy costs. Meanwhile, British delegates attended 

international conferences designed to outline state behaviour. The next section outlines how 

the European-centric Helsinki Preparatory Committee reinforced non-compliance with 

democratic norms. 

 

g. The Helsinki Accords and the Reinforcement of Zonal Foreign Policy 

 

This section will demonstrate that the European-centric nature of the Helsinki Final Act 

reinforced perceptions of zonal foreign policy in London. To understand Britain’s perceptions 

of democratic norms and international law, the research examined PrepCom material from 

the Helsinki Conference. There is a consensus amongst historians that most international 

law is soft law.448 The Final Act of the Helsinki Conference is no different. Britain sought to 

balance its obligations under international law against its national interests at Helsinki.449 

When it perceived its security was threatened, it used covert action to achieve its foreign 

policy objectives against Asian-style democracies. Hard law, Kenneth Abbott argued, 

restricts a state’s behaviour and sovereignty.450 Although London was initially hesitant 

towards the Helsinki Conference, Britain contributed to the realm of human rights.451 This is 

where Britain sought to influence proceedings. This section studies the correspondence of 

Foreign Office (FO) legal advisers in relation to the Final Act and international law. For 
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example, Henry Darwin, the Deputy Legal Adviser for the FO was instrumental in shaping 

Britain’s foreign policy approach to the Helsinki Accords and CSCE.  

 

According to the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe, following the 

Cuban Missile Crisis, Warsaw Pact countries sought a thawing of relations with NATO 

member states.452 This was exemplified in a 1966 joint declaration in Bucharest where 

Eastern European States proposed a pan-European conference.453 Between 1966 and 1979 

the CSCE convened to further the prospect of peace in Europe. Helsinki provided 

delegations with an opportunity to secure peace in Europe and reduce tensions between the 

two blocs.454 Although the Accords were primarily associated with European peace and 

security, an argument can be made that the convention set a precedent for inter-state 

relations. British delegates sought to exclude non-aligned states from influencing the 

conference as it believed the countries would pursue policies that would run counter to 

British interests.  

 

Although Britain did not consider the Final Act as a binding treaty, it did codify the 

behaviour of states.455 This, in turn, made it harder for national security planners to operate 

in Europe. One of the key concepts of the conference was the promotion of Confidence 

Building Measures (CBM).456 Basket One contained ten declarations guiding the moral-

political dimension of the CSCE.457 For example, Article VI of the Basket One stipulated that 

a State should not interfere in the internal affairs of another state. Although the Final Act was 

not legally binding, it was deemed politically binding by national security planners in 

London.458 For example, Henry Darwin suggested the phrase ‘politically binding’ in the 

context of the Helsinki Conference indicated that the commitment to the measures would 

have the same degree of political force as other commitments resulting from the Helsinki 

process.459 British intelligence organs were also involved in international law conferences. 

For example, the IRD were involved with the CSCE.460 IRD officers were responsible for 
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disseminating pro-British material in North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) magazines 

and countering Soviet propaganda.461 

 

 Britain’s delegation to NATO (UKDEL NATO) corresponded with the FO and IRD 

representatives over the implications of the Final Act.462 Although the IRD ceased operations 

in 1977, the department took an active role in shaping public opinion throughout the early 

CSCE process.463 IRD policy planners, moreover, produced a background paper entitled 

“Proposals for a Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe”.464 IRD material was 

used to supplement British policy briefs. For example, prior to the multilateral preparatory 

talks (MPTs) on Mutual and Balance Force Reduction, IRD guidance was sought on how to 

brief journalists.465 Furthermore, the IRD followed the Soviet proposal, under Andrei 

Gromyko’s initiative, concerning the use of direct broadcasting satellites. According to T 

Barker, the IRD circulated unattributable material to suitable recipients outlining the 

implications of Gromyko’s policy.466 PrepCom material reveal Britain’s aims of the Accords: 

 

• Concrete results on concrete issues of East-West relations in the political, 

economic and security fields 

• CSCE should not serve to perpetuate the post-war division of Europe but rather 

contribute to reconciliation and co-operation, by initiating a process of reducing 

still existing barriers 

• No substitute for a peace deal467 

 

Reducing political and cultural barriers between East and West increased hypocrisy and 

legitimacy costs of covert action. According to Daniel Thomas, Western European states 

perceived the CSCE as a tool to overcome division on the continent and were less willing to 
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antagonise the Soviets.468 The British Helsinki Review Group, according to Thomas, was 

composed of leading private citizens and diplomatic experts.469 Western European states 

generally placed more emphasis on the CSCE than their American counterparts.470 

Negotiations between the delegations would not be divided between the two defence 

alliances.471 Neutral and non-aligned countries in Europe would also be included in the 

negotiations.472 Meanwhile, British documents highlighted several caveats of the Accords. It 

was believed that the Accords would not lead to improved European security.473 This was 

due to what the IRD’s Eastern European and Soviet Department termed the ‘totally 

uncompromising stance’ of the Eastern bloc.474 This would suggest that targeting communist 

advances in other regions would allow Britain to pursue its foreign policy objectives without 

the higher hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. This relates directly to Indonesia and Cambodia 

where Britain used covert action to stymie communist advances. 

 

Prior to the CSCE, IRD representatives from the Eastern European and Soviet 

Department held meetings with their French counterparts.475 Preparatory work began 

following the Davignon Report.476 Diplomats in Paris feared the Final Act would turn into a 

US-Soviet dominated publication which would isolate Europe.477 French fears were justified 

as archival material revealed Washington and Moscow wished to avoid any agitation caused 

by the CSCE which could hamper bi-lateral relations.478 For European capitals, however, the 

conference provided a real chance for change.  Britain was keen to admit non-European 

states to the conference.479 This would suggest an imbalance in the approach of Western 

European nations towards the Final Act. Perceptions of European security reinforced the 

concept of zonal foreign policy and non-compliance of democratic norms. 
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An August 1975 FO report titled ‘The CSCE Summit: Finland’s Place in the Sun’ outlined 

Britain’s position heading into the conference.480 British delegates, according to the report, 

would not accept a pan-European security system or coordination with the Brezhnev 

Doctrine.481 David Hildyard, the Permanent UK Representative to the Office of the UN, 

suggested that London had been modest in its achievements at the CSCE.482 British 

delegates had, however, been instrumental in the later stages of the conference, 

contributing in every sector.483 Hildyard suggested that Britain had played a “major” role in 

drafting the Final Act proper. For example, the delegation was tough on Basket I Principles, 

but contributed with “helpful” compromises.484 Britain, moreover, took a leading role in 

implementing the CBMs. Basket III was where British delegates contributed the most.485 The 

report stated that London proposed a package deal to breakthrough an impasse.486 

Meanwhile, British delegates exploited time-pressured Russian delegates into compromising 

on a series of polices.487 This had a significant impact on proceedings at the conference. 

 

h. The use of Media at the CSCE 

 

This section will demonstrate Britain’s ability to influence European states through media 

campaigns to maintain the perception that London’s behaviour was pursuant with its 

international law obligations. Britain, however, still engaged in covert action in the Global 

South. On cultural and human relations, London was keen to formulate a policy that was 

open but explicit enough to allow national security planners to avoid scrutiny from Eastern 

European delegations.488 To avoid confrontation at the MPTs, the UKDEL NATO proposed 

that only one commission should convene.489 Moscow, they believed, would object to two 

commissions.490 To further cultural links, the British delegation proposed a joint east-west 

magazine. The British proposal did not conjure much support from Washington or Ottawa. 

Moreover, under the freedom of information agenda, the magazine drew criticism from 
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Moscow.491 It was thought, however, that if the Russian delegation scuppered the magazine, 

the West would score a propaganda victory.492 In coordination with the Guidance and 

Information Policy Department, IRD discussed the proposal. It was thought the magazine 

would take time to prepare and print and would, moreover, require treasury approval. This, 

correspondence between IRD staff discussed, would be difficult to achieve.493 Mr King 

suggested the magazine be titled East-West Review and be published either monthly or bi-

monthly.494 Editorship would be organised under three people, one from NATO, one from a 

Warsaw Pact State and one neutral.495  

 

Foreign affairs provided the area in which the West could exploit the joint magazine as it 

was thought the Soviets purposefully neglected the issue.496 Moscow, the paper argued, 

would be concerned about its image.497 Alongside the magazine, the Italians also suggested 

an internationally linked TV discussion programme.498 Britain had several reservations 

concerning the proposal, including the right to retaining cultural autonomy.499 Meanwhile, 

Edward Heath held bilateral talk with Giulio Andreotti over freer movement of people. The 

two leaders discussed bilateral cooperation on the issue. There was little appetite in Rome 

for the British for the proposal, however.500 Eastern European countries, moreover, viewed 

the policy as an attempt to interfere in their internal affairs.501 The Guidance and Information 

Policy Department believed a proposed television link up on foreign affairs between East 

and West lacked practicality.502 Eurovision and InterVision, the report argued, were already 

fulfilling the criteria. Moreover, the Soviets were likely to reject any such proposal and the 

propaganda value would not be great.503 The pivot towards the freer movement of people 

increased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. 

 

 NATO provided a further platform for member states to express their opinions and 

policies at the CSCE. For example, a PrepCom sat in September 1972 to discuss cultural 

relations. All NATO members except Portugal and Turkey bought cultural experts to the 

committee. Invitations extended to Greece and Spain caused concern amongst other 
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delegations, who believed their track records on human rights should exclude them from 

participating in the prep committee.504 Concerned by potential communist subversion, NATO 

sought cohesion amongst its ranks. Turkish delegates were particularly concerned about 

subversion and warned they could not risk “ideological penetration” from the Soviet Union.505 

According to Layne, cultural norms are intrinsically linked with democratic norms.506 As 

cultural norms extended between member states of the CSCE, it heightened hypocrisy and 

legitimacy costs of covert action in Europe.  

 

According to a FO report, the press in Britain and western Europe were largely on the 

‘right lines.’507 The report outlined how the West was in a strong propaganda position and 

sought practical results from the Accords. To cement their position, the BBC and other 

‘serious’ newspapers would be admitted to the MPTs.508 Coverages of the MPTs would be 

aired on the BBC’s “Tonight” programme and a FO spokesperson would be interviewed.509 

Alongside the media coverage, British journalists were offered a ‘teach-in’ session which 

would provide them with the necessary details. Journalists were also provided unattributable 

briefs by government officials. For example, Edward Peck, a member of the FO Western 

Organisation Department, met with Roger Berthoud of The Times. The meeting took place in 

August 1972 to discuss how NATO was unified in relation to the CSCE. Berthoud informed 

Peck that his articles would emphasise the unit of the alliance.510 Peck believed Berthoud 

was a reliable journalist and would produce a positive article. Meanwhile, selected 

academics were briefed on the government’s policies so that they could participate 

constructively in television and radio programmes.511 The use of the BBC and journalists to 

portray Britain as liberal democracy which adhered to the principle of non-intervention. This 

highlights how self-perception was a concern for national security planners.  

 

The FO’s Western Organisation Department (WOD) pondered how national security 

planners could outline British policies at the CSCE.512 Policymakers were concerned that 

non-aligned countries would begin lobbying London to safeguard their interests and demand 
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full knowledge of Britain’s policies.513 It was of importance, therefore, that London trickled 

information to non-aligned states. This was highlighted during a Political Committee meeting 

in late 1972. Meanwhile, according to a further FO report, non-aligned countries were 

concerned that their Eastern Bloc allies were not informed of CSCE developments.514 

However, the report added, non-aligned countries were almost exclusively receiving their 

information from the Soviet Union.515 A fine balancing act, therefore, was sought. Although 

Cambodia was devoid of diplomatic relations with the west, it did have representation with 

several Warsaw Pact countries. This would suggest that British concerns rested with non-

aligned activity in the global south. 

 

Journalists were invited to a briefing to clear up potential misconceptions of British 

foreign policy before the PrepCom meetings in late 1972. According to a report by the WOD, 

the journalists would be provided a full statement of London’s full aims at the CSCE.516 

Meanwhile, the report argued, the journalists should be taken into the department’s 

confidence.517 This would entail going beyond the general brief and into specifics. This 

approach would provide London with favourable publicity as delegates arrived for the 

PrepCom. Moreover, the plan would negate any negative publicity from the conference. 

National security planners were concerned that a perceived lack of NATO unity would 

provide the papers with ammunition. Meanwhile, NATO delegations discussed a common 

publicity line to avoid scrutiny. As the CSCE was not a “sexy” topic, the WOD worried 

journalists would sensationalise such stories with talk of “shocks” and “rows”.518  Prior to the 

CSCE PrepCom, Britain adopted a cautious attitude to avoid appearing defensive in the face 

of Soviet vagueness. London’s courtship of journalists and the wider media highlights how 

national security planners wished to be perceived. 

 

Meanwhile, according to correspondence between Brinson and Gadon, Norman 

Reddaway published a steering brief in preparation for the CSCE in mid-1972.519 Reddaway 

met with the PUS in late July to brief him on IRD activities. Alongside the FO News 

Department, it was thought the IRD would deal with publicity in Britain and in some cases, 

abroad.520 Gaydon informed Brinson that the BBC External Service had been fully briefed on 
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British policies in preparation for the conference.521 This would enable the BBC to counteract 

Russian propaganda effectively. Reddaway held meetings with BBC representatives to 

outline the government’s viewpoint. In July 1972, national security planners in the FO 

prepared a draft declaration of principles for the CSCE. The draft included outcomes that 

were acceptable to the British delegation.522 It was thought the draft would provide steady 

publicity throughout the conference. 

 

A further IRD publication titled ‘CSCE Reaches Critical Point’ was circulated to support 

British policy at the conference.523 Despatched in July 1974, the paper was received in 

destinations throughout Europe and the Middle East. The publication was critical of Warsaw 

Pact governments citing their initial enthusiasm compared to their reluctance to 

compromise.524 According to the publication, Soviet states entered the CSCE with the belief 

that they could exploit the West.525 Soviet States, moreover, insisted that the conference 

conclude at an earlier date to pressure western delegations into compromising.526 

Unsurprisingly, the IRD stressed the rigidity in the Soviet approach to the CSC compared to 

the good-natured approach of the West. NATO cohesion, therefore, was fundamental. As 

such, any divergencies in approach to the CSCE amongst member States would be 

addressed through the Information Committee.  

 

There was a collective effort to prepare for the CSCE including the IRD, BBC and 

NATO.527 Norman Reddaway, for example, published an IRD steering brief for the CSCE. 

Britain had a significant impact on proceedings at the Helsinki Accords. British delegates, 

according to FO correspondence, played a key role in formulating Basket III where a 

deadlock was broken through ingenuity.528 Meanwhile, London challenged aspects of Basket 

I whilst providing constructive alternatives.529 IRD officers met with members of the UKDEL 

NATO in preparation for the CSCE.530 According to correspondence between Wilberforce, a 

defence attaché and Whitney, an IRD officer, discussed publishing an article in the NATO 
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review. The pair approached David Abshire. Abshire, founder of the Center for Strategic and 

International Studies, was believed to be a good fit for the role. Moreover, he served as 

Chairman of the Board for International Broadcasting, who were responsible for Radio Free 

Europe and Radio Liberty.531 IRD officers liaised with Washington over the publication which 

was designed to espouse NATO’s contribution to Basket III provisions. The publication of the 

article was eventually blocked by the Information Office citing potential “political 

consequences”.532 Instead the article appeared in The Times. Whitney bemoaned the 

decision stating that the publication was not a heavy-handed diatribe against the Soviets.533 

The article, in Whitney’s view, should have been published, therefore.534 

 

British delegates approached the CSCE PrepCom with caution with London priming the 

press to negate any negative press in the build-up. In 1977, the CSCE established a 

“Follow-Up” committee to be held in Belgrade.535 According to a FO report, the committee 

convened to implement the Final Act of the conference and to facilitate the détente.536 

According to a report on the CSCE, British delegates attended plenary sessions and five 

subsidiary meeting groups in preparation for the conference.537 David Owen stated that the 

Accords were designed to bring about peaceful change and to minimise the risk of 

miscalculation.538 This highlights the cost of risk of escalation in Europe. 

 

Throughout 1977, Britain held preparatory meetings with ‘friendly democracies’ to attain 

common policy goals.539 British delegates at Belgrade were prepared to discuss any 

criticisms levelled against their record.540 Fresh proposals were also considered. In 

September 1977, Owen bemoaned the “narrow sightedness” of some national security 

planners arguing that Britain still had interests in the Far East.541 September 1977 saw Owen 

address a FO seminar on human rights.542 When discussing human rights, Owen suggested 

the most effective policy of the government when pursuing human rights violations was to 
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lean on private organisations and confidential contacts.543 In the case of Cambodia, Britain 

pursued a policy of covert action to achieve its foreign policy goals. Moreover, in Indonesia, 

human rights were a continuing issue with political prisoners being detained illegally.544 FO 

files reveal that several human rights advocacy groups operated inside Eastern Europe 

auditing the progress of the Accords.545 

 

An article titled ‘Views of Détente’ outlined British attitudes towards the Accords.546 

According to the article, concerns emerged amongst national security planners over possible 

“seeds of confrontation” within the Final Act.547 Writing in 1978, Michael Palliser, the head of 

the Britain’s diplomatic service, wrote of the need of western delegations to maintain a 

consistent moral balance between safeguarding international law and their national 

interests.548 This encapsulates the perception that communist states posed a threat to British 

security and suggests that national interests and security concerns outweighed Britain’s 

obligations under international law. PrepCom material provides the historian with an 

understanding of British policy goals at Helsinki. Moreover, the Final Act increased the 

perception that hypocrisy and legitimacy costs were higher in Europe. To influence events 

and deliver a blow to Soviet ambitions, Britain used covert action in the global south, 

including Cambodia and Indonesia. The Final Act clearly articulated measures designed to 

influence how states should interact with one another. To discern whether the Final Act 

influenced Britain’s ability to engage in intelligence operations, however, the thesis 

examined law office papers to gauge the Final Act’s status in international law. 

 

i. Helsinki’s Effect on Britain’s Intelligence Activities in the Global South  

 
This section will explore the status of the Final Act in international law and its relationship 

with zonal foreign policy. Although legal advisers did not perceive the Final Act as a binding 

international treaty, it increased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe. To demonstrate 

this, the thesis consulted archival material pertaining to the FO’s legal advisers. Legal 
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advisers provided support to the FO throughout the Helsinki Accords and CSCE follow up 

meetings. Thus, their records are useful for assessing the status of the Helsinki Final Act in 

international law. Although it is now considered the Accords were not legally binding, there 

was significant ambiguity surrounding its nature in the early 1980s. For example, in 1983, 

FO correspondence reveal that legal advisers believed the Helsinki Accords were not legally 

binding.549 An official from the Soviet department stated that ‘there is no mention in any of 

the files that I have looked through, which date back to 1975, that any part of the Final Act 

was made legally binding by the UK.’550 Writing in 1985, Mike Bowker suggested the Final 

Act was a ‘hybrid document’ which sought to promote European security.551 This fits in within 

the wider historiography of the conference. In the days following the Helsinki Accords, Soviet 

leaders waxed lyrical about the success of the CSCE.552 Gustav Husak, the Czechoslovak 

premier, lauded the CSCE as the foundations of a new international system where different 

social systems could coexist peacefully.553 This would suggest that the Final Act reinforced 

the perception of high legitimacy and hypocrisy costs as violations of this new coexistence in 

Europe would endanger the détente and regional peace. To tackle communism in Europe, 

therefore, national security planners targeted communist expansion in AATs. 

 

Following a request by UKDEL NATO to understand the term “politically binding” legal 

advisers at the FO began to consider the implications of the Helsinki Accords. For example, 

the FO Deputy Legal Adviser, Henry Darwin, suggested that the term “politically binding” did 

not constitute a legally binding obligation to international law.554 According to policy papers, 

‘the Helsinki Final Act sets a standard of conduct.’555 Moreover, the ‘measures will be carried 

forward on the political rather than the legal basis which has been characteristic of other 

documents emerging from the Helsinki negotiations.’556 This would suggest that Britain 

sought a non-binding agreement along political lines. 
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The British embassy in Berne suggested that the Ambassador ascertain the true nature 

of the Final Act on international law. Legal advisers suggested an FO contact, Professor 

Georges Perrin at the University of Lausanne, to assess the status of the Final Act in 

international law.557 Perrin suggested that the terminology in the Final Act meant that the 

Accords were non-legally binding.558 Moreover, Perrin suggested that the terminology of 

‘participating states’ rather than ‘high contracting parties’ meant that nature of the Final Act 

depended on the ‘wishes or intentions’ of the states which took part in the conference, rather 

than legally binding.559 This would suggest that the non-binding nature of the Accords meant 

Britain was under no obligation to refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of another 

state. This was particularly true in the case of the global south. 

 

FO adviser, Mr Blaker, suggested that the Final Act committed Britain to a ‘framework’ 

outlining the conduct of international relations and acted as a stimulus to creating 

intergovernmental cooperation.560 Blaker was quick to state that the wording of the Final Act 

was not in accordance with Article 102 of the UN Charter which meant it lacked a legal 

obligation.561 Correspondence stated that the Final Act was ‘clearly not international 

agreement since its closing paragraphs include wording which makes clear that it is not 

registrable under Article 102 of the UN Charter.’562 Other legal advisers argued, however, 

that the status of the Final Act would hold binding status within international law by claiming 

the very nature of the Final Act created legal obligations to international law.563 Note the 

emphasis on ‘international’ and not ‘European’. This would suggest the public-facing portion 

of British foreign policy promoted itself as a champion of political pluralism. The timing of the 

correspondence is telling as Britain was about to engage in intelligence operations in 

Cambodia. This supports the concept of zonal foreign policy demonstrating how Britain 

engaged with countries that it did not colonise. 

 

Despite the non-binding nature of the Final Act, Britain would routinely intervene in 

political and human rights abuses by the Soviet Union. For example, Anatoly Shcharansky, a 

human rights activist, and political prisoner was detained unlawfully by the Soviet Union for 

nine years after he tried to leave the country for Israel.564 British delegates preparing for the 
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Madrid Conference sought to bring focus to his plight citing Moscow’s ‘default’ on the Final 

Act.565 Correspondence reveal that diplomats believed Britain should intervene in his case. 

Despite the Final Act not being legally binding and Britain interfering in the internal affairs of 

Cambodia, it was ready to highlight Soviet breaches of the Accords. As ever, self-perception 

was crucial to London. In parliamentary questions pertaining to a CSCE conference in 

Madrid, 1983, diplomats posited that ‘to abandon the CSCE process would be to forego the 

opportunity to draw attention to Soviet and East European failure to fulfil their commitments 

undertaken at Helsinki.’566 

 

Throughout the 1980s a series of follow-up conferences were held by the CSCE. FO 

legal advisers concluded that the Final Act was not legally binding.567. These were designed 

to assess the progress of the Helsinki Accords and CSCE. The CSCE as a pan-European 

movement and non-binding to international law. CSCE follow up meetings did not induce a 

pivot in British foreign policy in the 1980s, however. CSCE follow-up meetings reinforced the 

perception that hypocrisy and legitimacy costs were too high in Europe. This led to an 

expansion in covert action into Asian-style democracies. This section has demonstrated that 

although national security planners did not perceive the Final Act as legally binding, it 

increased legitimacy and hypocrisy costs in Europe leading to covert action in Cambodia to 

discredit the Soviet Union. This section has demonstrated that Britain sought the advice of 

academics and legal professionals over the status of the Final Act in international law. 

Despite the non-binding nature of the Accords, it still increased hypocrisy and legitimacy 

costs on intelligence operations on the continent.  

j. Conclusion   

 
This chapter had two intended aims. Firstly, to demonstrate that international law 

conferences such as the 1975 Helsinki Accords reinforced the notion that Europe was too 

hazardous to operate within. To counter communist advances national security planners 

targeted AATs, which gained temporary importance whilst Britain engaged in covert action 

leading to examples of zonal foreign policy. The chapter outlined how the IRD responded to 

the Duncan Report. Although national security planners were prepared to focus their 

attention on Western Europe and North America, they still planned to shape events in the 
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global south suggesting Britain sought a world role following decolonisation. This is 

demonstrated by its actions in Cambodia during the 1980s. 

 

Secondly, the chapter argued that DPT does not provide an adequate explanation for 

Britain’s Cold War foreign policy. This was achieved through an exposition of archival 

material pertaining to intelligence operations. Indonesia and Cambodia gained temporary 

importance as they struggled to contain communism. Zonal foreign policy provides an 

explanation as to why Britain shaped events in countries it did not colonise. This chapter has 

demonstrated that international law reinforced the perception that Europe was too 

hazardous for covert action. By the 1960s acting unliterally became an unviable option for 

Britain. This led to an expansion of covert action and for Britain to engage in covert action in 

Asian-style democracies. A combination of globalisation, democratic norms and international 

law made it increasingly difficult for national security planners to advocate covert action in 

Europe as zonal foreign policy became a pillar of Britain’s Cold War policy.  

 

Despite actively participating in conferences, Britain continued to engage in covert action 

in emerging democracies. DPT, therefore, does not provide an adequate explanation for 

British covert action in Southeast Asia in the mid to latter stages of the Cold War. British 

covert action was utilised throughout Southeast Asia in the wake of failed operations in 

Eastern Europe despite both Indonesia and Cambodia being ruled by democratic 

governments. London sought to increase its influence where conventional force would lead 

to an escalation or international pressure would oppose such action. According to Cormac, it 

is hard to truly assess the effectiveness of covert action for myriad reasons, including local 

factors and other forces.568 Due to the secretive nature of British covert action and its need 

for flexibility, there was a striking lack of regulation and structure.569 IRD files pertaining to 

covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia reveal the machinations of the intelligence 

services. Military training, a further facet of covert action, was used by the British in 

Cambodia during the Vietnamese occupation. British foreign policy towards Cambodia 

blocked humanitarian progress and prolonged a sanguinary civil war. Cambodia almost feels 

overlooked as British foreign policy towards Cambodia was usually viewed as a subsidiary of 

wider regional, Vietnamese, or Thai policy. Covert action by the IRD had dried up over the 

course of the late 1960s in Cambodia.  
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Covert action was utilised by the CSC to counter communist threats. This included 

intelligence sharing, propaganda, and the BBC.570 For example, Edith Temple Roberts, the 

Tropical Talks writer for the BBC’s Far Eastern Service, was provided intelligence for her 

shows.571 By the mid-1980s, the Tropical Talks show comprised of four permanent members 

of staff.572 CSC policymakers believed propaganda and foreign policy were interrelated.573  

 

The chapter also demonstrated that Britain pursued a strategically selective international 

system outside of Europe despite espousing the values of political pluralism inside the 

CSCE. This supports the theory of zonal foreign policy. International law norms prior to the 

Helsinki Conference were premised on the principle of non-intervention.574 The Final Act 

codified the international law axiom of non-interference in Europe reinforcing the perception 

of high hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. Archival material revealed that Britain viewed the 

Helsinki Accords and CSCE as non-binding and essentially a pan-European conference.575 

This is demonstrated through correspondence to members of the public.576 This highlights 

the role of increased legitimacy costs in shaping British foreign policy. Follow-up CSCE 

meetings reinforced the perception that Europe was too hazardous to operate within. This 

came at a time when Britain was stymying communist influence following the Vietnamese 

invasion of Cambodia. Intelligence operations in Cambodia, therefore, were part of a wider 

attempt to curtail Soviet advances in Southeast Asia. Follow up CSCE meetings throughout 

the 1980s provide the historian with archival material relating to FO legal advisers.  

 

The status of international law within the Helsinki Accords was studied by legal advisers 

and academics. Archival materials reveal that FO legal advisers believed the Final Act did 

not create obligations to international law.577  European capitals were concerned by the 

prospect of the CSCE becoming dominated by the Americans and Soviets.578 This would 

suggest that political pluralism was preserved for members of the conference. During CSCE 
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PrepCom meetings, national security planners discussed the implications of non-aligned 

countries participating in the conference. FO officials were concerned the non-aligned states 

would lobby Britain to safeguard their interests.579 It was thought non-aligned countries 

would lobby Britain to ensure the norms established at Helsinki were universal. 

This would suggest that London pursued an anti-pluralist international system. This suggests 

that zonal foreign policy was a consideration for national security planners.  

 

PrepCom meetings, moreover, were held between NATO members. The meetings 

transcended freedom of movement, cultural links, and potential publications heightening 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe. Alongside the CSCE, the IRD kept abreast of 

developments. Meanwhile, officers kept a close watch on developments and spread 

unattributable material against Soviet proposals.580 For example, IRD proposed a Penguin 

Special dedicated to the CSCE to counter increasing Soviet military strength. Moreover, a 

proposed East-West magazine would exploit Soviet shortfalls in foreign affairs. It was 

thought the Soviets did not inform their populations of events outside the union, or at the 

very least a spin was put on them. The thesis will now analyse Britain’s non-compliance with 

democratic norms through two case studies of covert action. The next chapter will outline 

Britain’s non-compliance with democratic norms in Indonesia, an emerging democracy. 
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Chapter IV 
 

Propaganda & Confrontation 
 

Covert Action in Indonesia 
 

 

a. Framing 

  
Democratic peace theorists would argue that Britain would not have engaged in covert 

action in Indonesia as it was an emerging Asian-style democracy. As this chapter will 

demonstrate, however, Britain interfered in the internal affairs of Indonesia through covert 

action despite international norms, such as democratic peace theory (DPT), demonstrating 

that the international law principle of non-interference did not induce a pivot away from the 

use of covert action. A thorough exposition of archival materials will enable the thesis to 

determine British intelligence operations and explore their relationship with international law. 

This will be achieved through an exposition of Information Research Department (IRD) 

archival material. This chapter will also account for strategic diplomacy. Strategic diplomacy 

is, according to Jochen Prantl, ‘the process by which state and non-state actors socially 

construct and frame their view of the world; set their agendas, and communicate, contest 

and negotiate diverging core interests and goals.’581 In the case of zonal foreign policy, the 

global south had fewer hypocrisy and legitimacy costs than Europe. Demonstrating a central 

theme in British covert operations, Indonesia became a hotbed of deception, subversion, 

and propaganda. Despite not being the colonial power in Indonesia, Britain shaped 

developments in the country throughout the 1960s. London used covert action, inter alia, to 

supress communist forces in Indonesia when it perceived its security was at risk. When 

Britain perceived Sukarno to be susceptible to communist factions it widened its approach. 

This included attempts to discredit the government and capitalise on national disasters. This 

sets the thesis up to examine British covert action and its relationship with democratic peace 

theory.  

 

The chapter contains research obtained under the Freedom of Information requests. 

Propaganda Warfare Against Indonesia, for example, contained transcripts of British 
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propaganda disseminated in Indonesian press outlets.582 The documents will introduce 

several uncovered IRD operations, including Operation Scrabble and an IRD inspired 

publication titled Kenjataan. This newly released material enabled the research to expose 

new links between covert action and DPT. This chapter will provide new insights into the role 

of the IRD, South East Asian Monitoring Unit (SEAMU) and BBC in the interference in 

Indonesia’s internal affairs. The following chapter will demonstrate that under the more 

authoritarian Suharto, Britain pivoted to soft power enabling the thesis to undermine DPT 

further. 

 

b. Democratic Pace Theory  

 

The aim of this section is to demonstrate that DPT does not stand up to scrutiny when 

researching Britain’s Cold War foreign policy. 1960s Indonesia witnessed the proliferation of 

British intelligence activities with covert action centring around the containment of 

communism and ending Indonesia’s confrontation with Malaysia.583 Although it is difficult for 

the historian to discern the success of covert action, there was regime change in Indonesia 

in 1967.584 According to Paul Lashmar, Norman Reddaway led the propaganda campaign 

against Sukarno in 1965 and possessed a £100,000 budget.585 Reddaway claimed in a 1998 

interview with Lashmar and James Oliver, that the British campaign in Indonesia was one of 

the most successful plans in countering communism launched by the Foreign Office (FO).586 

Throughout the 1960s, national security planners prepared detailed assessments on the 

internal situation in Indonesia. This allowed London to monitor communist factions in 

Indonesia and the activities of influential politicians. Amongst the reports were transcripts of 

speeches and events.587 For example, in April 1965, British correspondence revealed that 

diplomats suspected civil war would occur in Indonesia within the next two years as the 

political situation was likely to deteriorate.588 By Spring 1965, FO reports concluded that only 

Sukarno’s early death would provide the catalyst for the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI) to 

reverse Indonesia’s pivot towards neo-communism.589   
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585 Lashmar, Spies, Spin and the Fourth Estate: British Intelligence and the Media. p.107 see also 
Lashmar and Oliver, "How we destroyed Sukarno." 
586 Lashmar, Spies, Spin and the Fourth Estate: British Intelligence and the Media. p.108 It is always 
difficult to assess the true impact of covert action. 
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Although this chapter predominantly focuses on propaganda it does not neglect other 

facets of covert action including special forces operations, such as Operation Claret. 

Following the Radfan Campaign in 1964, the MOD published a series of reports on lessons 

learnt from military operations.590 Covert action, in the form of special forces operations, 

were part of the British military’s strategy in Aden. Copies of the report were sent to 

diplomats inside the FO. Alongside the report, a separate briefing paper on the Indonesian 

Confrontation was present. This paper discussed the use of raiding parties, special forces 

operations and subversive techniques to alter the outcome in the Confrontation.591 Another 

facet of covert action included police training. For example, Malaysian police benefited from 

a British Police Training Programme to bolster the government’s apparatus in combating 

subversion.592  Alongside the IRD, SEAMU operated within Indonesia. The unit, organised 

by Ed Wynne, was an offshoot of the IRD and was established in January 1965.593 Andrew 

Gilchrist wrote in October 1965 that any activities SEAMU embarked on would not be easy 

to plan nor decisive in their results, however.594 

 

 The dissemination of mendacious propaganda in Indonesia, for example, faced several 

hurdles from geographic barriers to the composition and content. Covert action was used to 

supplement political and military commitments in Indonesia and establish Malaysia as an 

independent state.595 Throughout the Konfrontasi, the intelligence services and IRD 

developed close connections with Malaysian intelligence. This allowed Britain to disseminate 

propaganda through their Malaysian counterparts. The efficacy of covert action, however, 

has been questioned by academics.596  

 

Plausible deniability was key to London’s intelligence operations. For example, Patrick 

Dean denied any British involvement in covert action to the UN.597 Back in London, 

policymakers formulated plans to spread Western ideas through unofficial channels to non-
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aligned countries such as Indonesia specifically designed to target those who were 

sympathetic to British foreign policy.598 Moreover, documents disclosed plans proposed by 

British diplomats and IRD officers to exploit the political division in the months following the 

coup. IRD officers operated throughout Southeast Asia, often providing reports on how best 

to pursue British foreign policy in Indonesia.599 In the months preceding the coup numerous 

plans devised by Gilchrist were rejected by the IRD for their callousness.600  The research 

suggests that in some cases the intelligence operations of the department contrasted in 

approach to Gilchrist.601 Gilchrist’s background in intelligence highlights its incestuous 

relationship with diplomacy. 

 

As far back as 1948 national security planners were concerned by communist 

propaganda being disseminated throughout Indonesia.602 An IRD report titled ‘Republican 

Hogwash’ outlined the growing volumes of Russian literature in Indonesian libraries.603 The 

report outlined how in the wake of the unsuccessful Renville Agreement there was a 

significant ‘swing’ away from western liberal ideology in Indonesia.604 Russia, the report 

added, had taken advantage of the political landscape and assumed the role of Indonesia’s 

guarantor.605 According to a further FO report, Russian literature began to fill libraries and 

bookshops throughout Indonesia during the 1950s. Examples of the literature included Life 

in Russia Today and the Life of Lenin.606 A prominent Indonesian businessman and 

publisher, Bassa, reported that ca. seventy per cent of his sales were Soviet.607 

Furthermore, Russian film and revolutionary styled posters were seen throughout the 

archipelago.608 Increases in Soviet propaganda concerned London who feared Jakarta was 

pivoting towards Moscow. This perception led to an increase in intelligence operations. 

National security planner’s perceptions of communist advances were well founded. For 

example, following Indonesian independence, PKI membership outstripped any other 
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political party.609 Meanwhile, tension mounted in Malaya as British, Malayan and 

Commonwealth forces battled an Indonesian insurgency.610 Jakarta perceived Malaysia as a 

threat to Indonesian security. London, however, perceived Indonesia as a threat to Malaysia 

and regional security. Securing Malaysia from communism, therefore, was of paramount 

importance. London, after all, had considerable import markets in Malaysia. This would 

suggest that security considerations outweighed international norms undermining DPT. 

 

National security planners faced similar communist threats in Burma. In response, the 

IRD disseminated small pamphlets printed in the vernacular decrying the virtues of 

communism.611 IRD official R.A. Vining pondered whether British propaganda could be 

disseminated throughout Indonesia. Distribution in Indonesia, Vining argued, would be 

easier than in Burma.612 The central theme of the pamphlets would be to espouse the virtues 

of British socialism and its achievements compared to Marxist-Leninist communism.613 Mr 

Clibborn, another IRD officer, pondered whether it was necessary for the pamphlets to 

discuss the ‘evils that beset any country which gives itself up to the Communist doctrine.’614 

Dissemination of such pamphlets would be either targeted towards the Dutch or pro-western 

Indonesians.615 This is an example of Britain engaging in covert action against an Asian-

style democracy.   

 

Meanwhile, propaganda campaigns against Indonesia became more acute. According to 

a report in The Times, Sukarno refused to recognise the nascent Malaysia and threatened to 

withdraw from the UN inflaming tensions with London.616 Sukarno responded by establishing 

the Conference of the New Emerging Forces (CONEFO).617 Members of CONEFO were 

predominantly communist and posed a risk to Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AAT). 

Sukarno wished to house CONEFO conferences in a new-build construction project in 

Jakarta. Sukarno had undertaken a series of vanity projects funded through loans amounting 

to billions of dollars. Sukarno hoped the projects would provide a base of unity for 

nationalism and economic success. On July 21st, 1965, Sukarno held meetings with the 

Chinese Ambassador to Indonesia, Yao Chung-Ming, as he attempted to build bi-lateral 
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relations. FO officials believed Sukarno did not have the resources to complete the project, 

however.618 In 1965, the Indonesian Herald published an article alluding to the benefits of 

CONEFO stating that it provided the only system to replace the UN and stop Indonesia from 

gravitating towards Beijing.619 This had security risks for Britain. SEAMU exploited the saga 

in their November 1965 issue of Kenjataan. Kenjataan, which roughly translates as ‘reality’ 

in English, was a propaganda magazine created by Ed Wynne and his associates. The 

publication adopted an anti-government stance. For instance, an article titled While Rome 

Burns discussed the implications of the coup and CONEFO.620 While Rome Burns, attacked 

the Indonesian Herald’s article supporting Sukarno’s policy and denouncement of neo-

colonialism. The article stated that 

 

there is a new world outside the twisted ideas of hatred which Peking has 
fostered in its support for CONEFO, and all the other myriad slogans 

invented to deflect the people from their real problems.621 

 
According to the same FO report, Indonesians possessed little knowledge of Britain and 

did not exhibit any lingering colonial resentment like the Dutch.622 In the context of zonal 

foreign policy this reduced hypocrisy and legitimacy costs for national security planners. This 

perception emboldened national security planners to engage in covert action in Indonesia. 

 

c. British Intelligence Operations 

 

 On July 21st, 1965, Ibrahim Mohammad, chief representative of the Malayan National 

Liberation Front in Indonesia, spoke at the seventeenth anniversary of the Malayan 

Emergency.623 During his speech Mohammad claimed that the peoples of Indonesia, 

Singapore and Malaya were fighting colonialism as ‘comrades-in-arms.’624 IRD officers were 

particularly interested in the Indonesian officials who attended the meeting including the 

Minister of Justice, Astrawinata, State Minister, Oei Tjoe Tat and Air Marshal Suryadharma. 

The report suggested all three of the high-ranking individuals were communist 
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sympathisers.625 The conception of a unified Malaysia had been explored for many years as 

early as May 1961.626 Countering Indonesian subversion in Malaysia was key for British 

intelligence. According to Jakarta, a unified Malaysia would threaten its security.627  

 

According to a FO report, the IRD took a ‘very active’ role in ‘feeding’ material to 

Malaysian contacts, who in turn, disseminated the material over the radio.628 A report titled 

‘Indonesian Disturbances – Unattributable Propaganda Exploitation’ was drafted in early 

October 1965.629 According to the report, non-imperialist countries provided a good platform 

for the propaganda to originate from.630 Alongside the BBC, Voice of America (VOA) was 

also utilised for propaganda. Radio Australia, moreover, was fed similar information as it had 

a wide following in Indonesia. Chosen IRD ‘contacts’ were encouraged to disseminate as 

much of the material as safely possible.631 IRD plans to disseminate a British news sheet 

would ‘supply accurate information accurate to effective opinion all over the country and help 

to spread dissension and uncertainty among the ruling classes.’632 John Drinkall was 

involved in the organisation of the IRD inspired ‘black propaganda’ publication.633 According 

to Drinkall, the nascent publication would need time to earn the trust of the Indonesian 

population. Ed Wynne also suggested that it was essential the IRD publication had 

established itself as a reliable and informative publication.634 Drinkall suggested, therefore, 

that Malaysian “black radio” stations would be a better fit.635 

 

The report stated that there were three main issues with publishing a British newspaper 

in Indonesia. Firstly, complications arose over the composition of the paper, specifically 

around issue of language. McCann suggested the use of ‘fractured’ English or Dutch in the 

publication instead of the local Bahasa dialect.636 Dutch would be received by a wider 

audience outside of Jakarta and the publication’s English provenance would be harder to 

detect.637 Using Dutch, moreover, would avoid the necessity for using local vernaculars. 

Secondly, the logistics and composition of the proposed paper concerned McCann, who 
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believed a daily or weekly publication would be dependent on a far larger team than was 

available. McCann suggested a monthly periodical, which would give the illusion of an up-to-

date publication.638 The report stated that the newspaper should have a green header 

replete with white writing as the colours are synonymous with Islam and, therefore, anti-

communism.639 Moreover, to avoid suspicion McCann suggested the paper should be of 

poor quality in context and print.640  

 

Although publicly British politicians advocated a peaceful settlement to the confrontation, 

the IRD undermined Jakarta with propaganda. For example, P.R. Oliver, wrote to British 

diplomat John Nicholls informing him of a paper prepared by Max McCann, regarding the 

‘publication of an ostensibly Indonesian news sheet, to be circulated in Indonesia as a 

vehicle to introduce to the educated reader a viewpoint calculated to further our own 

policies.’641 The correspondence stated that the Indonesian government exercised tight 

control of public opinion and that the British embassy was assessing ways of putting across 

views more acceptable to British policy. The report stated that in 1964 no significant 

authorised source of information existed for the Indonesian press. This phenomenon 

resulted in an over reliance on Antara news agency, disseminated in Bahasa and English.642 

Other Indonesian newspapers, who often lacked finances, repeated Antara’s line. According 

to the report, most newspapers followed the government line in daily articles.643 There was 

only one exception to the rule, the paper of the PKI, the Harian Rakyat.  

 
Use of Media 
 

According to McCann, one of the defects of Sukarno’s government concerned corruption 

amongst senior politicians and officials.644 Corruption often filtered down into the lower ranks 

of the army. The report stated that the IRD would feed material of such nature into its 

publication even if the news was fabricated.645 McCann claimed that ‘examples of this 

[corruption] could be readily invented if genuine subjects of reporting were difficult to 

unearth.’646 The IRD noted that Malaysian intelligence services frequently used Indonesian 

corruption in their clandestine broadcasts and that the British version should consult the 
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material to avoid inconsistencies.647 However, in later correspondence it was agreed that the 

operation should remain a solely British endeavour but those concerned should be 

physically close to the Malaysians.648 Neil Pritchard of the CRO would only inform Ghazali of 

British plans.649 Under the proposals, local gossip and information would be utilised by the 

IRD to maintain the appearance of Indonesian origin.650 McCann visited Singapore’s R.I.O in 

August 1964 in a consultation role for the IRD.651 

 

In a letter dated November 5th, 1964, McCann informed his contacts at the FO that the 

MOD were interested in the proposal and that the Chief of the Defence Staff had personally 

endorsed the operation.652 The political administrator (POLAD) and defence staff were 

copied in on the developments and asked if they would assist the project including 

accommodation and office space.653 A discussion was held concerning the possibility of 

using office space at RAF Changi in Singapore, which would provide ample security.654 

However, it was later decided that the air base did not have sufficient room to offer the unit 

accommodation or office space. This would suggest that the operation was significant in 

size. Following extensive deliberation, Singapore was chosen as the destination to launch 

the operation as it was felt ‘operators will not get the feel of the situation they are supposed 

to exploit unless they are physically situated in an area where the said situation is.’655 The 

publications, moreover, would be sent from different locations and in different style 

envelopes as to confuse any Indonesian censorship.656 As with many intelligence operations 

it is difficult to assess whether the McCann newspaper was effective but does demonstrate 

the nature of the propaganda. 

 

Away from the IRD newspaper, countering propaganda encompassed other NATO 

members.657 In 1965, for example, NATO convened an Information Committee dedicated to 

intelligence acquisition and promoting Western ideas. Discussions were held viz. 
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disseminating favourable propaganda to Western ideas in non-aligned countries.658 In 

February 1965, the British delegation to NATO proposed that experts in public relations and 

propaganda were present at further meetings.659 In response, the American delegation 

announced that Vincent Joyce, an expert in propaganda, would speak at the next 

meeting.660 According to David Goodchild, a British diplomat, the Dutch, Portuguese, and 

Italian delegations were unable to send experts but were keen to hear the British plans.661 

FO correspondence reveal that London’s top priority was to target people of influence 

including leaders of opinion and those in a position to disseminate ideological material. 

Journalists, teachers, and senior officials were all targeted by London as well as unofficial 

entities such as youth organisations, political bodies, and religious sites.662 

 

According to Goodchild, those who were in opposition to Western ideology were not 

treated as primary targets but could still be considered secondary targets.663 Material 

disseminated under the programme would have official origins - but the true sources would 

be entirely concealed. If the target audience were aware of the source, they were advised 

not to reveal the source.664 Moreover, the report noted that British media, specifically the 

Guardian and Observer, were influential in non-aligned countries.665 Articles selected for 

dissemination inside non-aligned countries would purport to be from international figures and 

easily adaptable to be indigenously produced.  

 

The IRD aimed to spread alarm in Indonesia following the coup. Gilchrist for example 

sought to aggravate and prolong the crisis to delay the re-emergence of the Sukarno 

government.666 FO officials believed this could be achieved through a two-pronged 

approach. Firstly, overt radio broadcasting programs from the BBC and Radio Australia 

would provide up to date broadcasts. Indonesian radio stations were not fully operational 

and the local population, it was thought, would turn to reliable news outlets for information on 

the coup. It was important, however, that broadcasts from “non-imperialist” states should be 

broadcast too.667 Secondly, black propaganda would be disseminated through the IRD’s 
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regular newsletter. According to the report, the IRD were in control of the broadcasts.668 This 

formed part of the IRD’s propaganda campaign against Sukarno. 

 

By 1965, however, tension arose between the IRD and diplomats over inaction in 

Indonesia. In correspondence with POLAD, Gilchrist lamented that London had not exploited 

the Indonesian Naval Mutiny.669 Gilchrist pondered whether Britain could potentially divert 

Indonesian oil tankers and ‘generally cause confusion.’670 This, he argued, would mount 

pressure on Jakarta. Moreover, he asked if the Indonesian Air Force were to rebel, what 

actions could the IRD, and military, take to exploit the situation. Gilchrist’s correspondence 

revealed that in the week following the coup British diplomats were exploring the possibility 

of disseminating black propaganda in Indonesia.671  Preparing an effective launch pad for 

covert action was prioritised by Gilchrist. The launchpad included installing a series of 

transmitters throughout the region. The transmitters would be able to disseminate pre-

recorded messages.672 Gilchrist, moreover, proposed a seaborne transmitter system too. 

According to the correspondence, propaganda would be operated intensively against 

chosen targets. London, however, did not possess the equipment to carry out the 

operations.673  

 

In early October 1965, an IRD radio broadcast titled “Radio 30 September” was due to 

air for the first time.674 According to a FO report, the aim of the broadcast was to incite 

supporters of the PKI to assassinate TNI officers and religious leaders.675 Broadcasts, 

around ten minutes in length, were to be transmitted three times a day throughout Java.676 

Meanwhile, discussions were held between Gilchrist and the Chiefs of Staff over the safety 

of the generals.677 Correspondence between the MOD and FO reveal that London reassured 

the generals who were targeted in the coup that they need not look over their shoulders at 

western activity whilst they were ‘bashing the PKI’.678 Safeguarding the generals whilst they 

dealt with the PKI, therefore, was a priority for the IRD. However, the destruction of the PKI 

was of greater importance - 
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Note of course that nothing in the above is intended to stand in the way of 

such unattributable measures as we can in fact take now, not so much in 

favour of the generals as against the PKI679 

 

Meanwhile, London corresponded with Washington and Canberra over the fate of the 

generals with the American Ambassador suggesting Britain suspend all its provocative naval 

patrols in the region to allow the generals space to counter the PKI.680 Moreover, 

Washington proposed that London cease all cross-border military activity.681 Gilchrist stated 

that without internal change psywar operations would be limited in its effectiveness to bring 

about political strife.682 Targeting the PKI, therefore, was necessary to fulfil Britain’s foreign 

policy objectives. The correspondence raised several key questions. Who would be 

protected? And how long would the protection last? This operation demonstrates Britain’s 

complicity in inciting violence against the TNI whilst actively reassuring their safety. 

According to Gilchrist, the most effective way of deciding who required protection was to 

approach Suharto and Abdul Haris Nasution directly.683 IRD involvement in the radio 

publication was extensive. Ed Wynne informed John Drinkall that ‘PG’ was an expert in radio 

scripts and would bring his talents to the Radio 30 September program.684 Moreover, 

Norman Reddaway was sought by Gilchrist to assist in the development of the publication.685 

According to the report, the main obstacle facing the broadcast were technical issues 

leading to one of the more elaborate British plans of using Royal Navy submarines. 

d. Use of Submarines 

 

A further report issued on October 25th, 1965, suggested Royal Navy submarines 

operating in the vicinity south of Java would be able to fit the broadcasting equipment into 

their radio rooms.686 Accommodating a small team comprising of a linguist, engineer and 

case officer would be easily achieved. Maintaining plausible deniability was, as ever, an 

essential component of the plan. Therefore, all correspondence to the team embarked on 

the submarine would be sent from Singapore in cypher form to avoid creating a ‘attributable 
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pattern on the air.’687 There were, however, implications of using submarines. For example, 

the slow speed of submarines would leave the vessel vulnerable to direction finding 

tactics.688 The submarine would not be able to travel long distances between broadcasts 

making it easier for the Indonesians to track its location. A submerged submarine, however, 

would be harder to track but would have to operate within thirty miles of the coastline to 

transmit a coherent broadcast. According to the report, the duration of deployment would be 

limited to three weeks to allow transit time from Singapore.689 An IRD document stated that 

the issue of tracking would be offset if two submarines were used, however, due to a lack of 

equipment and programming teams, it was not viewed as a viable option.690 Distressingly, 

there are no further documents held at the National Archives pertaining to the proposed 

submarine operation. It is not possible to ascertain whether submarines were ever used, 

therefore.  

 

Alongside Sukarno and Subandrio, Nasution was targeted by the IRD.691 Nasution 

served as the former head of the TNI and was a former member of the disbanded 

Generation of 1945 group. According to a FO report, the 1945 Group served as an 

embarrassment to Sukarno.692 Nasution, who survived the kidnap attempt in 1965, began 

espousing the benefits of pivoting towards the west, predominantly through financial and 

diplomatic links, whilst still promoting the old Indonesian policy of ‘confrontation’.693 

Reddaway suggested that British officials should pursue a policy whereby the press 

released, through informal channels, highlighted the incompatibility of mixing the two 

policies.694 By December 1965, London was offering material produced in Singapore to 

Malaysian black radio stations.695 Throughout the 1960s, Nasution would become the target 

of IRD propaganda in the form of radio broadcasts and a fortnightly newsletter.696 A policy 

document titled ‘Getting at Nasution’ was written by Reddaway on Christmas Eve, 1965.697 

Alongside radio broadcasts IRD officers used Indonesian newspapers such as Antara to 
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gain insights into Indonesian domestic affairs.698 Antara would also become a tool of the IRD 

in the late 1960s to counter Chinese subversion in Indonesia.699 

 

Nasution claimed that London and Washington were encircling Indonesia using 

Commonwealth forces to fulfil the policy.700 Nasution was alluding to the string of British and 

American military bases situated on the islands of Diego Garcia and Maldives. Indonesian 

officials believed the islands were being militarised by the west to entrap Indonesia.701 

Nasution, moreover, charged London of stationing long range bombers in Darwin, Northern 

Australia.702 Nasution’s anxiety was not ill-judged as British intelligence began to target him 

and military advisers had previously discussed the use of long-range radio transmitters, 

stationed in Darwin, to broadcast propaganda into Indonesia.703 To prevent the supposed 

encirclement, Nasution pursued a continuation of the confrontation policy with Malaysia.704 

According to Reddaway’s report, it was commonplace for publicists to approach embassies 

and official missions for guidance on which topics to promote. Informal meetings, therefore, 

were held by embassy staff and publicists.705 Reddaway stated in his correspondence that 

what the publicists in London reported would generally find its way into Indonesia.706 

 

By late 1965, political and economic instability in Indonesia led Nasution to approach 

western governments for aid. Reddaway reported that Indonesia’s dalliance with 

communism had ended but some politicians wished to retain the policy of confrontation.707 

Reddaway suggested that during bilateral talks, British diplomats should highlight the 

incompatibility of pursuing both paths. As the PKI were dismantled by the new military 

government, diplomats in London were hopeful that the confrontation was over.708 Whilst the 

Indonesian embassies in Paris and Canberra were approached for financial aid, reports of 

French and Australian aircraft being targeted were circulating in the press.709 IRD officers 

welcomed the news reports. The reports, they argued, could do no harm, and fortify the 
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inclination of Jakarta to abandon the old policy of confrontation.710 The reports would also 

harm Indonesia’s prestige. IRD officers felt that the diplomatic staff may have held contrary 

views but if the facts suited the IRD, then the secretive meetings would continue. Discreet 

briefings, moreover, had benefitted the IRD and had led to the right sort of publicity.711 

 

IRD officers believed Nasution would become more favourable to the west when 

Washington cut its aid budget to Jakarta.712 In a written statement to the Armed Forces 

Bulletin, Nasution called upon Indonesia and other ‘like-minded’ countries to unite against 

colonialism and neo-colonialism.713 Nasution, moreover, publicly celebrated Singapore’s 

withdrawal from Malaysia. Nasution expressed his wishes for other parts of Malaysia to 

follow suit and stated that Singapore’s withdrawal signalled the end of colonialism and neo-

colonialism in Africa and Asia.714 Meanwhile, Nasution accused London and Washington of 

supplying arms to rebel factions in the 1958 Indonesian Rebellion.715 Further agitation with 

Indonesia occurred when a Qantas flight, bound for London, made a scheduled stopover in 

Singapore.716 According to reports from the flight crew, the aircraft came under fire from 

Indonesian positions around the border areas with Malaysia. British diplomats were quick to 

approach the Indonesian authorities in protest at their actions.717 An internal memorandum 

suggested that Reddaway held a meeting with Partono, an Indonesian pilot and the Minister 

for Air Communications, over the incident. Partono informed Reddaway that he would speak 

with Suharto over the incident. Although the incident provided the IRD with a further 

opportunity to embarrass Jakarta, on this occasion, British authorities planned to keep the 

incident from the newspapers to avoid an escalation.718  

 

Following the coup, London positioned itself as the guardian of the TNI Generals who 

were targeted in the coup whilst disseminating propaganda calling for their murder.719 

Propaganda formed one pillar of covert action in Indonesia during Sukarno’s rule. There 

were, however, various other methods employed by London such as counter subversion 

operations. Counter-subversion in Suharto’s Indonesia formed a core component of British 

intervention in Indonesian internal affairs and highlights how national security planners 
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responded to perceived threats of communism. These threats outweighed obligations to 

international norms, such as the principle of non-intervention. 

 
e. British Propaganda & SEAMU  

 
The aim of this section is to outline the role of SEAMU in Indonesia. According to Paul 

Lashmar, SEAMU was the brainchild of Andrew Gilchrist.720 Moreover, in a 2021 Guardian 

report, Lashmar described how the ‘blandly named’ unit was at the centre of ending the 

Confrontation.721  Britain readily used propaganda to exploit a series of national emergencies 

and shortcomings in Indonesia. The aim of such propaganda was to weaken Sukarno and 

communism. According to IRD files, it was thought that reaching a political settlement with 

Jakarta was unlikely.722 British national security planners, moreover, were concerned about 

Indonesia’s perceived pivot towards communism. Accordingly, London disseminated ‘black 

propaganda’ throughout Indonesia.723 By 1969, the IRD had amassed ca. 7,000 contacts in 

Southeast Asia.724 Alongside the IRD, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) were 

involved in disseminating propaganda inside Indonesia. IRD officers believed the greatest 

threat to the federalisation of Malaysia was Indonesian subversion.725 In late May 1963, L.C. 

Glass, an IRD officer, proposed a series of measures to aid the establishment of Malaysia 

and counter Indonesian subversion.726 Glass identified that the BBC had no permanent 

correspondent in Malaysia and did not have the funds to employ one.727 It would, according 

to the report, cost around £2,500 to keep a reporter in Malaysia over a three-month 

period.728 The cost would include the reporter’s keep and daily circuits to London. In a CSC 

meeting, Glass proposed that the funds be deducted from a counter subversion fund which 

consisted of funds from the FO, Commonwealth Relations Office (CRO), and the Colonial 

Office (CO) with the FO donating £1,500 and the two other departments £500 
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respectively.729 Once the proposal was made to the BBC, Glass intended to tell them “to get 

on with it”.730 Back in Jakarta, Gilchrist, in correspondence with his Whitehall contacts, stated 

that the BBC enjoyed a “very valuable” reputation in Indonesia.731 However, as noted by 

Gilchrist, using the BBC in shaping certain events and campaigns would not be 

acceptable.732 This would suggest that London had parameters around using the BBC. 

Correspondence pertaining to the BBC was also circulated around ‘representatives of the 

Security Services.’733  

 

To support BBC operations, a series of relay stations were proposed throughout the 

1960s. For example, in 1964, the CRO proposed the establishment of a BBC relay station in 

Sarawak.734 London and Kuala Lumpur would keep the BBC license confidential.735 This 

would support the wider policy of establishing a global network of BBC Relay Stations.736 A 

further Relay Station was proposed in the Maldives to boost the signals to Southeast Asia 

and the Far East.737 By 1971, the BBC established the English language programme, 

‘English by Radio’, to Indonesia.738 Popularity grew quickly, and listeners began to request 

transcripts of the recordings. Meanwhile, the IAD (Information A Department) explored plans 

to expand its printing services.739 According to an IAD report, the target was 10,000 

copies.740 Education provided soft power opportunities in Indonesia. By the early 1970s, the 

BBC still enjoyed a reputation for independence and impartiality throughout Indonesia. 

Correspondence between the FO and the BBC Far Eastern Service reveal that the service 

had a research file dedicated to Suharto.741 Moreover, material provided by the Far Eastern 

Service on the results on Indonesia’s election were published widely throughout the 

archipelago and was frequently quoted by Indonesian newspapers.742 It was suggested that 

high-profile publications such as Kompas, Sinar Harapan, and the national news agency, 
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Antara, all used BBC material.743 In July 1971, BBC material was used forty times 

throughout Jakarta’s newspapers.744 Copies of BBC material used in the Indonesian press 

were passed back to the IRD in London for examination.745 The BBC directly employed 

Indonesians residing in London, on a three-year contract, to read transcripts for the 

Indonesian Service.746 Any Indonesian wishing to serve with the BBC again would have to 

spend one year in Indonesia to avoid becoming too stiff and sharpen their accent.747 

Meanwhile, Indonesian nationals served with the VOA. Indonesians, contracted by the VOA, 

enjoyed a larger salary than their counterparts in London, however.748  

 

 POLAD, located at Phoenix Park in Singapore, received regular updates on IRD 

operations in Indonesia.749 BBC broadcasts provided the IRD with cover to feed material into 

Indonesia. Perceived impartiality from the government provided the intelligence community 

with plausible deniability. Maintaining the BBC’s reputation for impartiality was key. In July 

1971, the BBC reported a false news story pertaining the death sentence of ten generals 

who were implicated with 1965 Abortive Coup.750 FO representatives approached the BBC 

to correct the misleading article.751 The BBC provided the IRD with a vessel to disseminate 

propaganda throughout Indonesia. As in Cambodia and Vietnam, the BBC enjoyed an 

enviable reputation. Using BBC broadcasts, therefore, could be described as a ‘trojan 

horse’.  

 

Counter-subversion operations were key to supplementing British foreign policy in the 

region. To counter Malaysian nationalism Jakarta published a document titled “The Problem 

of Malaysia” in 1963.752 The document was akin to a White Paper in Britain. By late 1963, 

IRD were preparing responses to the paper along with plans to counter these Indonesian 

efforts. According to FO files, countering Indonesian psyops in Malaysia was of paramount 

importance to the stability of the region.753 Once Malayo-Indonesian relations were 

normalised, London focused on countering Sukarno and the PKI. To facilitate this, Andrew 
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Gilchrist proposed a series of unattributable publications, written in English, for “open-

minded intellectuals”.754 Gilchrist hoped the publication would highlight the deleterious effect 

of the “Konfrontasi” on Indonesia’s prestige abroad and political and economic development 

at home.755 Gilchrist recommended the publications be posted at intervals to allow time for 

new, “effective”, material, and new propaganda themes to trickle out of Jakarta. Publications 

would also benefit from unpredictable dissemination dates to avoid censorship.756 

Unattributable publications would be directed away from the island of Java as it was deemed 

the population were unable to be influenced. Material for the publication, moreover, would be 

collected in the Philippines to avoid suspicion.757 The inclusion of the Philippines 

demonstrates the far-reaching nature of the operation. 

 

FO files discussed the implications of ‘The Problem of Malaysia’. London perceived the 

publication as inimical to British foreign policy interests.758 “The Problem of Malaysia” was 

published by the organ of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Indonesian Herald. A copy of 

the publication is held amongst IRD documents at the National Archives.759 The rhetorical 

propaganda is ca. fifty pages long. The publication branded the federalisation of Malaysia, a 

‘cunning and evil scheme’ concocted by London.760 Moreover, the paper argued, London’s 

true intentions throughout Southeast Asia were masked by a supposedly generous 

decolonisation programme.761 Jakarta placed the blame for the confrontation squarely at 

Malaysia’s door. The publication branded Tengku Abdul Rahman’s behaviour as 

provocative, as Kuala Lumpur descended into a shameless conspiracy with London.762 

Moreover, the notion of creating a federalised Malaysia was a ploy by London to exert its will 

on the people of Sarawak, Brunei, and Sabah.763 The “Problem of Malaysia” stated that 

British plans in Malaysia was an example of ‘sugar-coated’ neo-colonialism.764 Gilchrist 

stated that the publication was a natural asset in the Indonesia campaign.765  
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Moreover, he proposed three ways to counter the narrative of the publication: 

 

a. Publication of a British White Paper 

b. Publication of something of equal status to the Indonesian pamphlet giving the British 

case 

c. The issue to foreign governments of official commentary  

 

Gilchrist believed that ‘Option B’ would not be practical, as a non-attributable IRD 

publication would not serve the purpose.766 Likewise, ‘Option A’ would not be practical as it 

would require permission and prior assessment from London. ‘Option C’, therefore, was the 

preferred route for Gilchrist.767 On this occasion, Gilchrist resorted to diplomacy rather than 

covert action.  

 

Meanwhile, Stanley Budd invited Anthony Bottrall, an IRD officer, to Kuala Lumpur in 

1963 to attend a seminar run by Malaysian academic Mohammed Sopiee.768 Sopiee ran a 

seminar on the threat of psychological warfare emanating from Indonesia. Bottrall was 

provided details of the seminar and asked to prepare materials Sopiee could use against the 

PKI.769 In correspondence with John Drinkall, Bottrall suggested that any direct attack on 

Sukarno was considered counterproductive.770 Although the TNI were not an attractive 

alternative to the PKI, it provided the IRD with a platform to leverage British influence and 

exploit anti-communist sentiments. It was important, moreover, to remove the Indonesian 

preoccupation with Malaysia. Therefore, according to Drinkall, the IRD must ‘attempt to 

break the “monolithic” front in which the army and PKI are united in opposing Malaysia.’771 

Drinkall believed that exploiting the distrust between the TNI and PKI was crucial. Explicit 

exposés, claiming the PKI were the main beneficiaries of the confrontation, were key.772 

Other groups in Indonesia who opposed communist ideology, including religious and former 

members of the banned Masyumi, were to be ‘stimulated’ by IRD material.773  
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Radio broadcasts, ideally from outside of Indonesia, was thought to provide the greatest 

chance of success.774 Printed material, purportedly from inside Indonesia, would also be 

pivotal.775 The material would promote the idea that the “confrontation” was in the 

communists’ interests, not in the national. Meanwhile, Sopiee was to be provided IRD 

material. He had his own translating unit, replete with Indonesian nationals, who were given 

free rein over the way they presented the material.776 Bottrall believed that having two 

Indonesian translators would provide the material with authenticity. FO files outlined the 

policy Bottrall pursued in Indonesia. According to Bottrall, the 1948 Czechoslovak coup and 

National Front tactics had garnered attention throughout Indonesia. Although there was no 

direct comparison between Czechoslovak leader, Edvard Beneš, and Sukarno, the IRD 

sought to highlight parallels between them.777 The material highlighted how the potent 

nationalism espoused by the PKI was not in the national interest. Moreover, Beijing’s 

influence over Jakarta and the PKI was highlighted by IRD material. Jakarta, for example, 

had supported Beijing at Afro-Asian meetings. China had also provided financial support for 

GANEFO.  

 

More broadly, Chinese subversion in Southeast Asia was a concern for British 

policymakers.778 For example, in early 1966, IRD officers met to discuss British propaganda 

aimed at North Vietnam and China.779 A document discussing the IRD meeting reveals the 

lengths London was prepared to go to in the fight against Chinese subversion. According to 

J. Nicholls, in 1965, the IRD information effort against communism was most acute in 

Vietnam.780 Propaganda output in Vietnam had region wide consequences for Indonesia and 

Cambodia. The efforts were in keeping with propaganda campaigns in Indonesia which 

sought to highlight the deleterious effect of Chinese communism on the archipelago.781 A 

further section of the document outlined the agreed subjects and themes for exploitation the 

IRD proposed. The material would suggest that Beijing was willing to fight to the last 

Vietnamese and offered little practical support to the communists. Beijing, moreover, did not 

want a reasonable solution to the conflict.782 Bottrall also suggested publishing material on 

the communist manipulation of information and propaganda. Anti-Chinese sentiment was 

prevalent throughout the Indonesian population, which the IRD sought to exploit. IRD 
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material sought to expose the contrasting lifestyles of those who lived in the “free-world” and 

those who lived under communist rule. The objective was to lead some minds to believe 

there was a similar contrast between Indonesia and Malaysia.783 Following his ‘evacuation’ 

from Indonesia, Bottrall was sent to Singapore to join the R.I.O alongside Douglas Rivett-

Carnac.784  

 

In September 1963, MOD officials questioned whether there were enough resources in 

Malaysia to counter Indonesian subversion.785 Following a meeting, the CSC recommended 

that the machinery in Malaysia was not adequate and required additional funding to cope 

with subversion.786 It was thought an immediate subvention of £50,000 would suffice.787 

Furthermore, it was deemed necessary for enhanced cooperation between the Forward 

Planning Staff and the Malaysian Federal Government.788 The Chiefs of Staff were involved 

in counter subversion operations in Indonesia. According to a FO brief, military commanders 

in London had approved a paper on meeting the threats to the Borneo territories.789 The 

Royal Air Force had drawn up contingency plans for the air defence of Malaysia. It would be 

politically impossible for London to extend the conflict itself, however. It was thought the 

confrontation in Sarawak and Sabah would likely continue. Interestingly, the report stated 

that without Central Intelligence Agency backing, any covert action undertaken by London 

would be ineffective.790 Washington’s policy towards Jakarta in 1963, however, did not 

include covert action. FO files stated that due to previous failures, Washington was reluctant 

to pursue this policy.791 This demonstrates that credibility costs implicated American foreign 

policy. Britain, however, still engaged in covert action against an Asian-style democracy. 

 

According to defence papers, to maintain pressure on Jakarta, intelligence operations by 

British forces in the jungles of Borneo, would continue at an increased pace.792 The Joint 

Intelligence Committee were heavily involved in operational planning in Indonesia.  
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According to minutes from a CSC meeting, Kuala Lumpur had experience in handling 

psychological operations.793 This experience was built around countering the communist 

insurgency during the Malayan Crisis. The onus, therefore, was placed on the Federal 

Government to absorb Indonesian subversion. London, however, had to be careful not to 

appear as if it were still controlling the Borneo territories. Numerous IRD officers, including 

Drinkall, Rivett-Carnac and Major General Bishop were all in attendance at the CSC 

meeting.794 Interestingly, documents pertaining to the Manila Accords and UN Resolutions 

on Malayan-Indonesian relations are also kept amongst its files.795 The Manila Accords were 

a trilateral agreement between Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines over the status of 

North Borneo and Sarawak. Although Britain was not involved in the Accords, the retention 

of files suggests national security planners were concerned by disputes over a former 

colonies’ territory. 

 

One of London’s main objectives in Indonesia following the coup was to encourage more 

vigorous action by anti-communist Indonesians against the PKI.796 This would be achieved 

through a concerted propaganda campaign. Dissemination of black propaganda throughout 

Indonesia was well documented.797 Norman Reddaway stated in December 1965 that ‘we 

are now offering material produced in Singapore to our friends in Malaysia’.798 Ed Wynne 

was designated head of the Regional Information Office (RIO) and left for Singapore in 

November 1964.799 Channelling propaganda through unofficial channels became a priority 

for the IRD. One scheme, for example, involved the exploitation of a food shortage.800  When 

the opportunity arose, the IRD would exploit Jakarta’s poor response to myriad events 

including natural disasters and economic decline. For example, the IRD targeted a rice 

shortage in Indonesia.801 According to Suwidjana, rice is the most important staple in 

Indonesia, accounting for sixty per cent of an average Indonesian’s food intake.802 

Throughout the period 1959-1968, Indonesian rice production faced three major restrictions. 

Firstly, there was a low and declining consumption per capita due to poor harvests. 

Secondly, there were major fluctuations in prices and lastly, foreign competition was 
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increasing.803 The IRD was approached by Gilchrist with a proposal to exploit the situation, 

thus the aim of the propaganda was to destabilise the Sukarno government.804 For IRD 

officers, it provided an opportunity to disseminate unattributable propaganda. For example, 

in early 1964 a discussion was held between officials of the IRD viz. black propaganda and 

the Indonesian ‘rice shortage’.805 Meanwhile, Gilchrist suggested sharing intelligence with 

the Malaysians to exploit the situation. Gilchrist and the RIO pursued an action plan 

throughout early 1964 to cajole the Malaysians to into spreading propaganda.806 Gilchrist, 

moreover, suggested the Malaysians exploit Sukarno’s appeals to the UN for assistance.807  

 

Gilchrist attached great importance to the rice shortage plan. In correspondence with the 

IRD he stated that ‘so much of the story is not, of course, based on facts. We must not, 

however, do this sort of thing too often’.808 Gilchrist’s statement highlights the nature of his 

own personal perceptions of propaganda and the links between diplomacy and intelligence. 

Moreover, the documents suggest Gilchrist was prepared to use black propaganda to fulfil 

policy goals in Indonesia, however, this was not representative of wider departmental policy. 

For example, Hans Welser made amendments to Gilchrist’s proposals.809 Welser suggested 

that propaganda should be channelled through British newspapers as Washington would 

view Malaysian attempts to destabilise Indonesia negatively.810 Drinkall suggested that the 

operation was well thought out and planned but wondered whether the operation would 

attract much publicity outside of Indonesia.811 Furthermore, two IRD officers, along with 

Pilcher, and Cable, discussed curtailing Gilchrist’s plans citing the ambassador’s more ‘over 

imaginative proposals’ as damaging.812 In this case, the IRD did not inform the ambassador 

of their motivations and discreetly altered the proposals.813 According to Max McCann, 

Indonesian newspapers were rather fond of using tailpieces on the back pages of their 

newspapers.814 This was highlighted as an area where the IRD publications could exploit this 

penchant with a ‘small box story’.815 A small box story would provide adequate room for 

propaganda without garnering too much attention from the Indonesian intelligence services.  
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Careful exploitation of Indonesia’s rice shortage provided London with an opportunity to 

capitalise on Jakarta’s derisory response. Sukarno used the Bahasa term, Berdikari, which 

translates as ‘self-reliance’, as the centre piece of guided democracy.816 IRD 

correspondence in 1965 revealed that Jakarta had been forced to resume rice imports from 

other Southeast Asian states.817 One consignment, for example, had been imported from 

Thailand into the capital of West Sumatra, Padang. Plans for Indonesian self-sufficiency had 

failed.818 A visit of an Indonesian official to Bangkok was to be used by the IRD as evidence 

of Indonesian incompetence. 819  Although IRD officials did not go to the full extent of 

Gilchrist’s proposals, the department continued to disseminate black propaganda throughout 

Indonesia.820 Further opportunity for exploitation arose when Nasution, the Indonesian 

Defence Minister, refused to accept a new posting as Famine Relief Administrator. Sukarno 

believed Nasution was best placed to combat the growing famine in the country. An official 

IRD report on Indonesia, however, predicted a showdown between the PKI and the TNI and 

stated that Nasution did not want to abandon his post as Defence Minister at such a critical 

juncture.821  

 

The exploitation of Indonesia’s rice shortage fell within Britain’s strategic framework. This 

provided national security planners with leverage over Sukarno who wished to maintain the 

illusion that his government could sustain rice levels. National security planners, moreover, 

sought to curtail communist influence by directly attacking Jakarta’s response to national 

emergencies. For example, in February 1963, the Balinese volcano, Gunung Agung, erupted 

causing widespread destruction and fatalities.822 In a continuation of strategic diplomacy, the 

IRD exploited the natural disaster to tarnish the reputation of Sukarno’s administration.823 By 

February 1964, ca. 200,000 Indonesians were still displaced and receiving vital supplies 

through the World Food Programme.824 The eruption had exacerbated food shortages 

plaguing the country. In February 1964, UNICEF donated 600,000 pounds of skimmed milk 

powder to Indonesia in response to the widespread famine.825 A press statement released 

by UNICEF was a cause celebre in the Indonesian press. Indonesian reports suggested that 
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UNICEF were deliberately attempting to undermine the Indonesian government.826 

According to a FO report, central Java was the worst affected area. The Director-General of 

Radio Indonesia informed British diplomats in Indonesia that there was a suspected 1.4 

million Indonesians in central Java suffering from starvation.827 

 

Hurustiati Subandrio, the Foreign Relations Minister to the Ministry of Health, caused 

further agitation with the UN in 1964.828 Hurustiati Subandrio verbally attacked UNICEF’s 

efforts to provide aid to Indonesia and had made derogatory comments towards Brian 

Jones, the South Asia Regional Director for UNICEF.829 Jones was a British citizen, and it 

was suspected the comments were made in support of wider anti-British sentiment in 

Indonesia.830 Jefferey Petersen, a diplomat serving in the British Embassy in Jakarta, wrote 

to London explaining that Subandrio’s comments were an example of her ‘impulsive temper 

and pathological hatred of anything British.’831 FO correspondence reported that Subandrio’s 

comments were likely to lead to a further deterioration in Indonesian-UN relations.832 

Gilchrist, aware of the tensions, suggested on February 7th, that London should exploit the 

‘gaffe’.833  

 

Further IRD propaganda efforts in Indonesia included an attempt to exploit a national 

scandal. In February 1965, it was reported that an Indonesian machine operator had stolen 

a vast quantity of bank notes set for circulation.834 Officials feared that the duplicated notes 

would enter circulation if the official notes were released. Consequently, officials in Jakarta 

decided to delay the release of twenty-five thousand Rupiah notes.835 Gilchrist, in response, 

proposed exploiting the situation to the IRD. He proposed that a propaganda publication 

would state that the stolen notes had already been distributed amongst various 

businessmen and the remnants were being stored in Surabaya and Medan.836 This was pure 

fabrication. According to Gilchrist, the story would serve as an embarrassment for the 

Indonesian government suggesting Jakarta could not provide adequate security for state 

money.837 Further plans by IRD officers discussed the possibility of exploiting Indonesian 
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superstitions. For example, the propaganda would suggest that subversive organisations 

were behind the disappearance of the bank notes.838 A further report indicated the owner of 

a stand in the People’s Entertainment Park in Surabaya, Tjong K.J, had been arrested for 

assisting in the circulation of counterfeit dollar bills.839 According to the FO report, the 

Indonesian National Police had already captured the ringleader of the operation.840 London 

attempted to deceive the Indonesian intelligence service, Badan Koordinasi Intelijen Negara 

(BAKIN), by leaving coded messages in Malaysian radio broadcasts. According to the 

documents, numbers read out during the message would be coded but easy to decipher. 

BAKIN operatives, therefore, would be able to break the code.841 This amounted to attempts 

by the IRD to deliberately mis-lead BAKIN842 demonstrating further attempts to interfere in 

the internal affairs of an Asian-style democracy. 

 

Meanwhile, British, and Malaysian officials attempted to discourage Indonesians from 

engaging in cross border military activity. To combat the Indonesian policy of ‘confrontation’ 

in early January 1965 a further IRD plan was developed. Indonesian prisoners of war being 

held in Malaysia were to be ‘strongly encouraged’ to record a statement denouncing 

Jakarta.843 Prisoners were to read out a pre-arranged statement which would be broadcast 

through the radio station ‘Suara Malaysia’. Soldier’s confessions would end with the 

following statement, “so, you see, I am rather disillusioned about all this talk of ‘Crush 

Malaysia’ and so-called ‘confrontation’.”844 According to Max McCann, the plan was to 

induce Indonesians into listening to Suara Malaysia. Correspondence dated June 1965 

stated that efforts such as this were fruitful. Attacks on Sukarno, however, were 

counterproductive.845 By 1965, Indonesian soldiers based along the Malaysian frontier in 

Eastern were beginning to listen to Suara Malaysia. It was hoped the broadcasts would 

diminish the soldiers’ morale.846 IRD officers believed all radio stations inside Malaysia 

should have a similar slant to their reports and bulletins.847 IRD planning was a continuation 

of British foreign policy in Indonesia whereby the intelligence services tried to stymie 

communist advances. The message of the propaganda sat within the framework of previous 
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propaganda operations. British intervention in an Asian-style democracy suggests that DPT 

does not provide an adequate explanation for British Cold War foreign policy. 

 

f. Kenjataan 

 

In February 2022, the FO released a file called Propaganda Warfare Against Indonesia 

following an FOI request. The contents of the document revealed correspondence between 

IRD officers about several SEAMU publications. SEAMU, was responsible for propaganda 

output in Indonesia. Norman Reddaway oversaw IRD operations in Indonesia from 

Singapore as the ‘Coordinator of Political Warfare’.848 In correspondence between Edmonds 

and Reddaway at the end of 1965, Wynne was asked to clarify the unit’s output and 

contribution to Britain’s campaign against Sukarno. Edmonds, underwhelmed by the initial 

response, suggested that Hans Welser and Peter Hewitt prepare a briefing paper under the 

title “SEAMU - The First Twelve Months and Prospects of the Future”.849 In response to the 

request, Wynne confirmed that SEAMU would use an anti-neo-colonialist book by President 

Nkrumah of Ghana to counter Indonesian subversion.850  

 

 Alongside Nkrumah’s literature, SEAMU published anti-government articles in Kenjataan 

throughout 1965. To gauge the Indonesian’s perspective of the coup, the IRD relied on 

several local translators.851 The editorial blamed the Chinese Communist Party for the coup 

claiming that ‘the hand of the Chinese Communists in the affair is now quite clear.’852 

Kenjataan was designed to appear slightly untidy creating the impression that amateur 

journalists were the editors.853 The publication would express the views of Indonesian 

emigres. FO papers reveal how the IRD collated and disseminated their publications 

throughout Indonesia. According to Wynne, copies of Kenyataan were sent to eleven posting 

points, thought to be SIS stations, throughout the world.854 This would allow the ten-page 

publication to maintain the appearance that the contents were the views of Indonesian 

emigres. For example, the publication enclosed copies of articles entitled “a correspondent 

from India”.855 Around 1,400 addresses received copies of the publication.856 To complete 
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their task, the IRD produced ca. 1,500 words per day. The files suggest that Kenjataan 

contained one or two “journalistic gimmicks”.857 For example, the publication introduced 

readers to “Pak Pandir” (Uncle Pandir) who would comment on Indonesian affairs in a 

melancholiac manner. Alongside Pak Pandir, the publication featured two “students” named 

Mat and Dibjo. According to Welser, their inclusion would keep the readers entertained.858 

The last copy of Kenjataan was published in August 1966.859 To maintain authenticity, 

Wynne employed a local translator to check the consistency of the language. According to 

the document, the translator would read most Indonesian newspapers and listen to Antara 

broadcasts.860 Max McCann commented that Gilchrist thought the publication of Kenjataan 

was magnificent.861 Kenjataan highlights a shift in policy as national security planners 

adjusted their calculations to appeal to the widest audience possible. 

 

Edmonds, however, was less enthusiastic about Wynne’s publications. For example, in 

October 1965 he claimed that Kenjataan was outdated and the attacks on Sukarno, too 

direct.862 Given the publication made no mention of the coup, Edmonds pondered why the 

issue had gone to press. Although a heavily redacted document, the files reveal that IRD 

officers did not receive specific guidance from London over the content of their 

publications.863 Ed Wynne confirmed in correspondence with Reddaway that by November 

1st, 1965, SEAMU had disseminated ca. 89,250,000 words of anti-confrontation, anti-red 

China, and anti-regime propaganda into Indonesia.864 On October 20th, however, 

correspondence between Edmonds and Reddaway reveal that they believed the journalistic 

gimmicks, in particular the Mat-Dibjo dialogue, to be counter-productive.865 Gilchrist 

commented that articles were hard-hitting and effective. Gilchrist had full knowledge of the 

publication and supplied intelligence material.866 According to Wynne, ‘we attacked David 

Cheng on the personal request of Sir Andrew Gilchrist, who says he is a “baddie”’.867 This 

highlights the links between covert action and diplomacy.  

 

Sukarno was aware of the anti-government publications. According to government 

documents, the IRD linked Sukarno with communism by claiming he was a victim of Chinese 
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flattery. Sukarno’s poor health, moreover, meant he pursued “insane policies”.868 Beijing, it 

was argued, preyed on the poor health of Sukarno. According to Wynne, moreover, the 

Indonesian Public Prosecutor was aware of the IRD publication Sedar. Although not aware 

of its origins, he recognised the propaganda elements running through it and linked it to 

NECOLIM. The prosecutor demanded that all recipients hand their publications to the state. 

Moreover, he instructed Antara to run radio adverts calling for vigilance against subversive 

propaganda.869 Alongside Kenjataan, SEAMU disseminated propaganda into Indonesian 

media. The publication of Kenjataan fitted in with wider attempts to destabilise Sukarno and 

strategic diplomacy. Moreover, Gilchrist was briefed on the publication and believed it to be 

a well thought out plan. Meanwhile, SEAMU planned a separate operation to disseminate 

propaganda inside Indonesia. 

g. Operation Scrabble 

 
Operation Scrabble was a SEAMU plan to insert propaganda into the Perwarta-

Surabaia.870 Scrabble highlighted the trauma facing Indonesian soldiers fighting against 

British and Malaysian forces in British Sabah.871 Transcripts included several themes, 

including discrediting the confrontation. Transcripts included casualty lists and information 

on the anguish of mothers searching for news on their sons. The transcripts attempted to 

dissuade soldiers from fighting and highlight the deleterious effect the Confrontation was 

inflicting on Indonesia and their families. An extract from the newspaper revealed how two 

men, who preyed on the loneliness and poverty of the servicemen, were jailed.872 According 

to the transcript, three women had been forced into prostitution to feed and clothe their 

families.873 Inevitably, the inclusion of this story would cause TNI servicemen to fear for their 

families, distracting them from the Konfrontasi. Although the archival trail dries up on 

Operation Scrabble, the implications of the propaganda are clear; when Britain perceived its 

security was compromised by perceived communist activity, it engaged it covert action 

against Asian-style democracies. 
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h. “The Voice from the Well (Suara Lobang Buaja)” 

 

Indonesia became a further testing ground for the IRD in the months following the coup.  

This is epitomised by the curious case of Subandrio, the Indonesian foreign minister, who 

became the target of a propaganda campaign. On November 8th, 1965, Gilchrist proposed 

an IRD propaganda operation targeting Sukarno, Subandrio and communism.874 Gilchrist 

suggested a series of leaflets be disseminated inside Indonesia titled ‘the voice from the 

well’.875 Newly released IRD files contain a transcript of “from the well’. According to previous 

reports, Subandrio had been courting favour with the communist party.876 Subandrio, 

moreover, was viewed by many inside Indonesia as a China sympathiser and favoured 

increased trade favourable rates for Chinese merchants.877 The IRD planned to label 

“Subandrio, the Greatest Mis-leader of the Revolution” and highlight his communist 

sympathies Indonesians.878 Targeting Subandrio formed part of a wider propaganda 

campaign to blacken the reputation of the PKI and communism in the aftermath of the coup. 

Appealing for Indonesian unity in the face of external threats, especially from those posed by 

China, was also a priority for British intelligence.879 Richard Allen held a meeting with 

Subandrio in the weeks leading up to the coup880 as the IRD tapped into public anger 

towards him. Reports from The Times suggest that an effigy of hanged Subandrio was 

paraded through Jakarta in March 1966.881  

 

In keeping with previous propaganda, the IRD sought to exploit Indonesian superstitions. 

Reddaway, for example, was an advocate of exploiting the superstitions of the Javanese.882 

Transcripts reveal how the IRD highlighted Subandrio’s role in the coup. The language 

employed in the text was highly provocative and is addressed to Subandrio from the victims 

of the coup.883 According to IRD documents, the transcript would fade in with the phrase “the 

voice from the well’; the voice would be sepulchral and begin in a weak, moaning manner, 
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gradually growing in strength.884 Subandrio’s name would be mentioned as the transcript 

read ‘the voices you tried to smother in the well, the voices of us the dead. Those voices will 

always ring in your ears, calling you traitor and murderer’.885 Moreover, the recording would 

claim Subandrio would be unable to silence the voices from the well.886 Taped recordings of 

deranged laughter purporting to be Sukarno would accompany the recordings.887 The IRD 

file contained a copy of the Indonesian translation for authenticity, in keeping with previous 

IRD propaganda. According to the same document, there was concern that the translations 

may not sound authentic.888 Europe, for instance, was an area where the IRD could count on 

‘high class traitors and emigres’ for competent translations, Indonesia was not.889 The letter 

claimed that the IRD relied on a ‘tame’ Indonesian translator.890 Moreover, the translations 

were not idiomatic.  

 

By November 11th, it was thought leaflets would be a more suitable medium in the short 

term as a drafting a leaflet was time consuming.891 IRD officers believed the leaflets may 

lose authenticity if published from outside Indonesia. Gilchrist, however, stated that the 

planned broadcast was a better idea than the leaflets.892 Two days later, Gilchrist proposed 

that the propaganda broadcast use a real voice.893 The broadcast would be incorporated at 

the tag end of the Indonesian programme and broadcast in the Jakarta area. IRD officers 

believed the plan to broadcast would prove effective.894 The finalised broadcast was titled 

‘the voice from the well’. According to the report, “from beyond the well” suggests that the 

voice comes from beyond the grave.895  

 

Confusion over the translations arose as the project began to coalesce, however. 

Correspondence highlighted the idiosyncrasies of translating. For example, the literal 

translations for the word “to be cut up’ translates as “diptong” in Bahasa. This term was used 

in the original transcript. However, according to a local interpreter, the term would not be 

used by Indonesians who would instead use “desembelih’, which translates into English as 

“hacked up”.896 To add to the confusion another translator stated that “diptong” was correct 
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and that “desembelih” would only be used in the context of throat cutting.897 IRD officers 

utilised a further translator who was a professor of Malay Languages.898 Policymakers in the 

IRD strove to obtain the correct vernacular to showcase the greatest degree of competency 

and increase the likelihood of success.899 In the context of ‘from the well’ there were 

concerns that spirits would not be able to communicate in writing and would lose 

authenticity. A broadcast using a native Indonesian speaker, therefore, was viewed as a 

more viable option.900 Edmonds was also keen to avoid the impression that there was a 

concerted NEKOLIM inspired campaign against Indonesia.901 

 

By November 15th, 1965, the IRD had finalised the text for the leaflet. Gilchrist discussed 

plans for the originators to purport to be “the exiled sons of Allah”.902 One such extract read 

“when Allah brings my broken body together, Subandrio, he will break yours in the pit of 

hell”.903 Concerns mounted amongst IRD officers over the use of the term ‘Allah’ as devote 

Muslims would view the term ‘sons of Allah’ as blasphemous.904 Moreover, serious 

implications would arise if the readers thought the author was speaking on behalf of Allah.905 

Whilst it is not possible to determine the outcome of the concerns, the draft copies contained 

references to Allah. To add to the effect of the broadcasts, leaflets disseminated by the IRD 

would contain pictures of the dead generals who fell victim to the attempted coup.906 Once 

finalised, dissemination of the leaflets became a priority. Gilchrist pursued the plan with 

vigour by suggesting an Indonesian citizen travel to Bangkok with dozens of tapes 

addressed to the Antara News Agency and the editor of the Duta Masjarakat. A bribe of US 

dollars would be issued to the carriers and newspapers.907 By December 10th, 1965, 

Reddaway confirmed in his correspondence with Edmonds that the tapes had been offered 

to Malaysian black radio stations. According to Reddaway, the Malaysians were “happy” with 

the output.908 The text of the final translation was similar to Gilchrist’s original phrasing and 

two days later ten tapes left Jakarta.909  Reddaway, whilst stationed in Phoenix Park, 

Singapore, wrote to John Edmonds at the FO on November 17th, 1965, claiming that 
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Gilchrist’s idea was “first class”.910 Edmonds, moreover, proposed that a newsletter or leaflet 

from Indonesia, addressed to fellow Muslims or exiled Indonesians, be disseminated 

throughout the archipelago.911 On November 20th, Reddaway informed Edmonds that 

Gilchrist had disseminated copies of ‘The Voice’ to his contacts inside Jakarta.912 Reddaway 

believed the tapes would become an excellent regular feature. Moreover, according to 

Reddaway, the publication ‘hammered the right people, who in my view merit the hardest 

hammering that can be administered.’913 In late 1965, Edmonds suggested a separate plan 

involving a leaflet purporting to be of Indonesian origin. The leaflet, addressed primarily to 

Indonesian exiles and the Muslim diaspora, would stir Indonesian nationalism against the 

Chinese and inform citizens of the battle against the PKI.914  

 

Further propaganda in Indonesia would exploit the mental and physical health of 

Sukarno.915 According to correspondence between Gilchrist and Reddaway, there was an 

increasing tendency amongst Indonesian intellectual circles to believe Sukarno’s health was 

declining and his behaviour increasingly erratic and dictatorial. Furthermore, the drugs 

prescribed to Sukarno by Chinese doctors were exacerbating his declining mental health.916 

This links with the wider theme of countering Chinese subversion in Indonesia and formed 

an increasingly important pillar of covert action.917 Edmonds, however, believed that 

targeting Sukarno’s deteriorating mental health was not ‘black’ activity.918 Moreover, it was 

noted on November 11th, 1965 that attacking Sukarno’s mental health may have been 

premature.919 Correspondence between Reddaway and Edmonds discussed Sukarno’s 

mental health and possible IRD output, 

 

If and when the time is ripe for an attack of this kind, it seems to us the 

best method might be for us to place a story in the foreign press, which 

could subsequently be requoted at your discretion920 
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As discussed by Cormac, it is difficult to draw inferences on the effectiveness of the 

propaganda.921 However, it does highlight the nature of covert action in Indonesia and 

disregard towards international law. Subandrio was sentenced to death by a military tribunal 

in October 1966.922 On September 29th, 1967, coup plotters were shot dead by firing squad 

in Bandung, with one notable exception, Subandrio.923 British diplomats, on behalf of the 

royal family, suggested that the sentence be reduced to imprisonment. According to a report 

in The Times, Subandrio had served as Indonesia’s first ambassador to Britain in 1950 and 

was viewed favourably in Britain.924 By the end of Sukarno’s rule, British intelligence had 

interfered in Indonesia’s internal affairs for over a decade. This chapter has demonstrated 

DPT does not provide an adequate explanation for British foreign policy. This is epitomised 

by British intervention in Indonesia, an Asian-style democracy. Once Suharto replaced 

Sukarno, Britain began to pivot towards soft power. 

 

i. Conclusion 

 

Despite being an emerging democracy, Indonesia became a target for British covert 

action. This chapter has demonstrated that when Britain perceived its national interests were 

threatened by communism, it engaged in covert action. Operations included the use of black 

propaganda, radio programmes and publications. Although the archival trail dries up on 

some of the specific operations, the plans illustrate how far national security planners were 

willing to go to protect British interests. British fears were compounded by the growing 

influence of the PKI which threatened the stability of AATs. Furthermore, British reports 

highlighted, with alarm, the increasing growing Russian literature including Soviet style 

posters.925 Meanwhile, countering Indonesian subversion in Malaysia was a core component 

of IRD policy. Removing Malaysia as a catalyst of PKI and TNI cohesion, therefore, was 

paramount. Once Malaysia was dislodged from the minds of Indonesian, British intelligence 

could begin a propaganda campaign against the PKI and exploit divisions between the two 

organisations. Material produced by IRD, through Indonesian translators, began to target the 

intellectual elite and those who resided outside of Java to question the effect of the 

‘confrontation’ on Indonesia’s international status and economic development. Contrasting 

the lifestyle of those in the free world against those in communist countries would sow 
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further division. Moreover, British plans included the dissemination of black propaganda to 

exploit internal embarrassments. By December 1965, IRD files state that black propaganda 

had been actively utilised against Jakarta. 926 Radio broadcasts, moreover, were transmitted 

throughout Java inciting violence against TNI officers whilst plans were drawn up on how 

best to protect the officers including.927 

 

 Andrew Gilchrist was instrumental in formulating British foreign policy towards 

Indonesia. Moreover, SEAMU directly attacked targets on the request of Gilchrist.928 

Gilchrist, however, was wary of using the BBC which suggests there were limits to its use in 

Indonesia. On several occasions, however, Gilchrist’s extravagant plans were curtailed by 

anxious IRD officers. Malaysia, although not directly linked with the Mass Killings, forms part 

of the narrative of British covert action in Indonesia and Southeast Asia. One successful 

operation involved a radio broadcast designed to decrease the morale of Indonesian 

insurgents. The insurgents began to listen to Malaysian radio stations once they had 

infiltrated across the border. London hoped the broadcasts would lead the Indonesians to 

question the policy of confrontation. Captured soldiers, moreover, were encouraged to read 

out pre-arranged scripts denouncing Sukarno and the Confrontation.929 These confessions 

were broadcast on Malaysian radio stations. Further operational planning included the 

exploitation of a political embarrassment which involved a staff member at an Indonesian 

minting facility stealing printed notes.930 Moreover, the IRD exploited a rice shortage which 

plagued Indonesia. Throughout the mid-1960s Jakarta resorted to importing rice from 

Thailand, despite Sukarno’s policy of self-sufficiency. Of note is the amount of room needed 

for the intelligence operations. This is best demonstrated by the hiring of Malaysian staff and 

a lack of space at RAF Changi. 

 

The chapter has benefited from research from obtained under freedom of information 

requests. This enabled the research to uncover IRD operations in Indonesia. Research on 

SEAMU, Operation Scrabble, and Kenjataan2 has provided further knowledge. Meanwhile, 

as London began to restructure its defence commitments, intelligence operations in the 

global south became a more viable option. This was compounded by increased hypocrisy 

and legitimacy costs in Europe. DPT would suggest that a democracy would be less inclined 

to engage in intelligence activities against another democracy. However, as this research 
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suggests, Britain pivoted to soft power despite Suharto’s authoritarian leadership. The 

following chapter, therefore, will examine this pivot to soft power in Suharto’s Indonesia. 
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Chapter V 
 

Britain’s Pivot to Soft Power 
 

Britain’s Intelligence Operations in Post-Coup Indonesia 
 

a. Framing 

 

The previous chapter outlined how Britain engaged in intelligence operations against 

Indonesia, an Asian-style democracy, despite democratic norms such as democratic peace 

theory (DPT). Under Suharto Indonesia experienced democratic decay and could no longer 

be classed as an Asian-style or emerging democracy. If democratic peace theorists’ 

assumptions are correct, then Britain would be more inclined to engage in covert action once 

Suharto was president. Conversely, however, Britain pivoted away from covert action 

towards a policy of soft power. Democratic decay is signalled by a pivot towards 

authoritarian policies such as reductions in free speech and elections.931 The chapter also 

contends with selectorate theory which posits that if state A is substantially stronger than 

state B or if the chance of success is particularly high then state A is likelier to engage in 

covert action.932 By 1966 Indonesia was in the grips of an internal crisis degrading its 

integrity and stability making the state weaker. If selectorate theory held true, then Britain 

would be more inclined to use intelligence operations to fulfil its foreign policy objectives in 

this scenario. 

 

This poses the question as to why Britain did not pursue regime change. This chapter 

will demonstrate that Britain stopped pursuing regime change in Indonesia due to the 

diminished security threat posed by communist forces under Suharto. Central to British 

foreign policy was the protection of its interests and former colonies. Any communist 

advances in Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AATs), therefore, were unacceptable. This is 

demonstrated by Britain’s disregard of democratic norms and support of authoritarian 

leaders linking its behaviour to the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy. This chapter will 

demonstrate that Britain sought positive engagement with Indonesia. This is emphasised by 

its pivot to soft power. It is important to note, however, that soft power can still be used to 

undermine an adversary.  
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The chapter has two aims. Firstly, the chapter will critique democratic peace theory 

(DPT) by demonstrating that when the threat of communism had subsided, Britain pivoted to 

soft power despite Suharto’s authoritarian traits. That Suharto was a more authoritarian 

leader is supported by academics including Amitav Acharya.933 This will be demonstrated 

through the human rights abuses, restrictions of free speech and fair elections under 

Suharto. Following the coup, Indonesia was still geopolitically significant. For example, to 

promote Anglo-Indonesian relations London decided to re-establish its British Council 

operations in Jakarta in 1968 despite financial cutbacks.934 The British Council provided a 

form of soft power designed to promote the English language and British culture.935 This was 

a departure from covert action and propaganda of the IRD and supports the theory that once 

the perceived threat of communism had subsided, Britain used soft power to achieve its 

foreign policy objectives. This would suggest that DPT does not stand up to scrutiny in the 

context of Britain’s Cold War foreign policy as it supported Suharto despite evidence of 

democratic decay. This is not to discount other factors including America’s drawdown in 

Vietnam or rising tensions in Northern Ireland.936 Britain’s foreign policy in Indonesia was 

fluid in that it reverted to covert action when it perceived communist expansion was likely. 

This was usually reflected in counter-subversion operations demonstrating that democracies 

are quick to react to perceived threats – something that had been questioned by 

academics.937 

 

The second aim is to propose the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy as an explanation for 

British intelligence activities and foreign policy in Indonesia. Zonal foreign policy provides a 

rationale for British foreign policy as AATs assumed temporary importance for national 

security planners. British intelligence activities in Indonesia subsided when power was 

transferred to authoritarian figures who denounced communism. If Indonesia’s state 

trajectory was perceived to be leaning towards communism, it would threaten Malaysia, 

Hong Kong, and Singapore. To negate this, national security planners turned to a policy of 

covert action. Democratic peace theorists would argue that the likelihood of war decreases 

due to cultural norms developed between democracies.938 In the case of Indonesia, 

however, covert action subsided when the more authoritarian figure of Suharto came to 
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power as he was perceived to be less of a threat to national security planners. This would 

suggest that threat perception superseded international norms and international law. A 

reduction in intelligence operations and pivot towards soft power despite democratic 

backsliding is symptomatic of zonal foreign policy.  

 

Britain’s pivot to soft power under Suharto suggests that security concerns outweighed 

democratic norms. The chapter will provide evidence of soft power intervention in Indonesia, 

including British Council intervention, collusion between the BBC and IRD and British human 

rights proposals at Tehran. This chapter outlines the treatment of political prisoners as 

human rights abuses extended into the 1970s. It is important to note that the chapter is not 

claiming all intelligence operations ended in Indonesia under Suharto. For example, 

Indonesian soldiers received military training from the United Kingdom Military Training 

Assistance Scheme into the 1980s.939 The chapter begins by outlining social unrest in 

Suharto’s Indonesia. 

 

b. Social Unrest in Suharto’s Indonesia 

 
This section will demonstrate that under Suharto, despite the regime normalising 

relations with the UN940, Indonesia experienced democratic backsliding. National security 

planners in London hoped Suharto would be pliant and push back against communist 

advances.941 Despite his more authoritarian nature, Suharto was perceived to be an anti-

communist force in Indonesia. Perceptions of security were at the forefront of British national 

consciousness. For example, one of the most noticeable changes under Suharto was the 

reversal of Sukarno’s ‘guided democracy’.942 National security planners were concerned by 

potential ties to the Chinese Communist Party, however.943 This led to periods of renewed 

counter subversion effort in Indonesia.944 Under Suharto, moreover, human rights abuses 

continued as the regime began to persecute suspected communists.945 Prisoners were given 
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a designated name, tahanan politik (political prisoner), abbreviated to TAPOL.946 The ethnic 

stratification of suspected communists amounted to violations of international law.  

 

Cold War Indonesia became an ideological battleground as communist and western 

states fought for influence. Once Suharto was perceived to take a stronger line on 

communism, Britain did not pursue regime change. This section will also outline the growing 

social unrest in Suharto’s Indonesia. Social unrest was often met with police brutality and a 

curtailment of social mobility.947 These are symptomatic of democratic decay. Despite this, 

however, Britain engaged with Suharto and pivoted to a soft power policy. Suharto inherited 

democratic institutions when he came to power in 1967. However, Suharto also inherited a 

largely flawed and corrupt system.948 To compound this, vast swathes of Indonesia 

experienced famine and poverty in the late 1960s.949 These areas were referred to by the 

Indonesian government as ‘minus areas.’950 On occasion, areas which faced severe poverty 

only found their living standards improved as the government attempted to stem the 

popularity of the PKI. Suharto emphasised the dire economic position his cabinet inherited. 

This, Suharto hoped, would remind Indonesians of his calamitous predecessor and the 

bright future.951 The Indonesian government had secured numerous financial guarantees, 

including the relaxations of debt and suitable repayment plans without interest. Several 

western governments, moreover, had endorsed assisting Indonesia in its economic plight.952 

By 1971, London offered Jakarta an interest-free loan for economic development despite 

democratic backsliding.953 

 

The largest military threat to Jakarta did not come from resurgent PKI elements. It did, 

however, materialise in the form of Sarawakian Chinese dissidents and student movements. 

Following the coup, student groups formed a major support network for Suharto and 

Indonesian army.954 Following the murder of a student by the Presidential Guard, the student 

movement gained national sympathy and the student became a martyr of the movement.955 
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The student movement commanded respect until their behaviour began to run counter to the 

peaceful nature of traditional Indonesian values.956 The suppression of the student 

movement was a sign of democratic decay. Meanwhile, an estimated one thousand Chinese 

separatists crossed the Sarawak border into Indonesia and offered their assistance in the 

‘Crush Malaysia’ campaign.957 The Chinese dissidents had been heavily influenced by the 

Sarawak Communist Organisation and the Sarawak People’s Guerrilla Movement (PGRS). 

When the dissidents discovered that Suharto had reversed Indonesia’s policy towards 

Malaysia, the group began to organise with the intention of attacking targets in Sarawak.958 

This led to all Chinese citizens being forcibly removed from the Tebedu area of Sarawak.959 

Not only was this a further sign of democratic backsliding it demonstrates that as British 

foreign policy began to align with Indonesian interests, London pivoted to a policy of soft 

power. 

 

Further agitation occurred when TNI forces clashed with the PGRS in July 1967. In the 

ensuing armed conflict, reinforced TNI units began to slowly degrade PGRS supply lines. By 

1969, TNI commanders stated that they had driven the PGRS from Indonesian territory.960 

PGRS forces had received training from guerrilla forces in North Vietnam.961 London was 

aware of this arrangement, as noted by MP Denis Healey. Healey stated in June 1964 that a 

‘very formidable’ clandestine communist force, formed from tribal communities from Sabah 

and Sarawak, were being trained by the Vietnamese.962 The numbers ranged from ca. 800-

1000 and some had received training in Hanoi. According to Healey, this was an attempt by 

the Chinese to subvert Indonesians against Malaysian rule. Healey stated that he believed, 

in what he termed a British duty, to defend Sabah and Sarawak from communist 

incursions.963 British and Commonwealth forces, although spread thinly, had the border 

region under control.964 

 

A concern for Indonesian officials was the province of West Kalimantan on Borneo.965 

The province, part of the wider Kalimantan region, was viewed suspiciously by the 
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Indonesian hierarchy due to large ethnic Chinese population.966 It was believed, moreover, 

that the ethnic Chinese population had close links to communism and Beijing.967 Numerous 

accounts of foiled ‘communist plots’ emerged from the region, but there was a significant 

lack of substantial evidence to prove the existence of these claims. Sino-Indonesian 

relations soured drastically in the wake of the coup after the Chinese embassy in Jakarta 

refused to observe the mourning period for the murdered generals. Although Beijing and 

Jakarta never officially broke diplomatic relations, their diplomatic missions were gutted. 

Jakarta’s foreign policy under Suharto pivoted towards Washington. Moreover, a return to an 

outward looking foreign policy reversed the isolationist policy of Sukarno.968 However, this 

did not fix Indonesian relations with the West. According to a FO report, Suharto exploited 

the communist ‘bogey’ to cover up serious deficiencies relating to poverty and famine.969  

Moreover, a cultural rift had developed in Indonesian society. According to the FO, student 

groups had deviated from the tradition of “Eastern good manners”.970 In turn, student groups 

charged the government with intransigence. Moreover, Suharto’s regime had come under 

fire from the press which charged Jakarta with corruption and critiqued Jakarta’s derisory 

response to the student protesters.971 This suggests that Indonesia was no longer as Asian-

style democracy. This section has outlined social unrest in Suharto’s Indonesia. A state’s 

response to social unrest is a key marker in democratic freedoms. It is evident that under 

Suharto, Indonesia experienced democratic decay. Despite this, however, Britain pivoted 

towards soft power policies. This pivot is outlined further in the next section. 

 

c. Britain’s Pivot Away from Covert Action  

 
This section will demonstrate that once Indonesia was under Suharto, national security 

planners in London pivoted away from covert action. This was signalled by a decline in IRD 

and SIS output and is reflected in the number of IRD files held at the National Archives. 

Despite Suharto pursuing an anti-communist agenda, Chinese subversion was an ever-

present threat. When national security planners perceived Indonesia was at risk of potential 

communist expansion they reverted to covert action. One of the main organisations 
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designed to combat communism was the Counter Subversion Committee (CSC), an informal 

arm of the Foreign Office (FO).972 Cabinet Office files reveal that the committee could not 

work without an adequate supply of intelligence.973 The CSC, therefore, worked closely with 

the Joint Intelligence Committee (J.I.C) to provide policy analysis and guidance to the 

government. The CSC also worked alongside the Colonial Office and Cultural Relations 

Office.974 For example, in 1964, the CSC set up an independent working group called the 

Joint Malaysia Indonesia Department.975 The working group was established to negate 

communist subversion from the Konfrontasi. CSC activity occurred in both Indonesia and 

Cambodia which were perceived to be vulnerable to communist subversion.976 If 

communism prevailed in either country, the likelihood of military engagement increased. 

Countersubversion, therefore, was key.977 Countersubversion came in a variety of forms 

including soft power and covert methods. Kevin Ruane supports this argument suggesting 

that Britain replaced its military commitments with diplomacy and military assistance 

schemes.978 David Sanders characterises British foreign policy in the 1960s as an attempt to 

form a proactive defence posture.979  

 

 The CSC were primarily concerned by Chinese and Soviet attempts to subvert 

Indonesia.980 When Indonesia was perceived to be under threat from Chinese subversion, 

the CSC used covert action to intervene. The CSC also shared close links with the IRD. 

Between the Information Research Department (IRD) and Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), 

the intelligence community engaged in a concerted effort to stymie Chinese influence at the 

expense of democratic norms and international law obligations. IRD officers fed threat 

assessment papers to the committee through the J.I.C.981 Throughout Southeast Asia, most 

diplomatic missions had been sent ‘indicators of subversion’.982 According to a CO report, 

the IRD produced a biannual assessment of communist priorities for subversion.983 

Countering subversion in foreign and AATs, as outlined in the introduction, was a delicate 

task.  
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There were three principal tactics used by the CSC to counter subversion. The first 

method included the collection of intelligence on clandestine subversion and dissemination 

to the government it threatened. Secondly, the CSC adopted a more overt approach to 

combating and pre-empting subversion through the ‘activities of the overseas information 

services.’984 Services included the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), the British 

Council and technical assistance schemes.985 Technical assistance and aid were features of 

Britain’s post-coup foreign policy towards Indonesia.986 It was believed these methods would 

create conditions where subversion could not proliferate. Thirdly, the CSC countered 

subversion through covert activities, including propaganda and the training of local police.987 

Although the CSC lacked the apparatus of an executive body it provided intelligence 

assessments and policy guidance. Moreover, it was predominantly concerned with counter-

subversion measures and lacked direct control over individual operations.988 This, however, 

does not diminish the role it played in countering subversion in Asian-style democracies and 

undermining the principle of non-intervention.  

 

After an initial slump in IRD output in 1967, mainly due to staff shortages, officers 

concentrated on creating contacts through other members of the Indonesian mission.989 Staff 

shortages are evident when assessing IRD papers from 1967 onwards. For example, the 

information officer, who coordinated the IRD effort in Indonesia, had to split his time between 

Indonesia and Medan resulting in a reduction of new contacts for the department.990 Staff 

shortages may have been a hangover from budget cuts and changing priorities. Gilchrist, 

concerned by developments, wrote to the Parliamentary Under Secretary stating that the 

IRD would have to be ‘selective’ over the material it disseminated.991 Moreover, Gilchrist was 

obliged to provide the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with selected extracts from the monthly Intel 

Communist Policy and Tactics.992 He sought IRD assistance with providing the material in 

Bahasa. Copies would be made in London. Ian Sutherland was marked as a potential 

candidate to take a leading role in the IRD mission in Indonesia. According to a FO report, 

Sutherland had been transferred from the Northern Department and possessed an intimate 
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knowledge of developments in the region.993 Interestingly, as Suharto began his presidency, 

Mr. Ashworth, an IRD officer, was touring other Southeast Asian states determining 

Jakarta’s vulnerabilities to communism.994 Ashworth’s activities demonstrate that security 

threats posed by communism were central to planning. If Indonesia was perceived to be 

susceptible to communism, national security planners would revert to covert action. Britain’s 

pivot away from covert action was supported by diplomats including Paul Gore-Booth in 

Jakarta. Gore-Booth noted the overwhelming anti-communist sentiment in Indonesia and the 

vehement opposition to Chinese influence,  

 

Given the still ferocious hostility to communism in this country, it is 
tempting for us to suppose that there is an open market here for 

indiscriminate anti-communist doctrine and propaganda. But there is 

not.995 

 

Gore-Booth noted three reasons why Britain could not continue with covert action. 

Firstly, that Jakarta would resent any foreign intervention in its own suppression of 

communism. Secondly, Britain could not intervene due to Indonesia’s desire to maintain its 

non-alignment foreign policy. Lastly, Indonesia was trying to maintain friendly relations with 

Moscow. Indiscriminate propaganda, therefore, might destabilise Indonesia.996 Any attempts 

to undermine these Indonesian susceptibilities would be counterproductive. With covert 

action becoming an unpalatable option, soft power became an increasingly attractive 

method. A pivot away from covert action was noted by IRD officer H Philipps who, in 

correspondence with Valery Gibson, stated that ‘with the ending of confrontation and the 

gradual emergence of a new regime I have already rationalised and streamlined this 

distribution.’997 The distribution Philipps referred to was of IRD propaganda. This would 

suggest that once communist influence had been degraded in an AAT, national security 

planners decreased their propaganda output. This was matched by a pivot t soft power. 

 

IRD material, disseminated in Indonesia, was channelled through Malaysia.998 Although 

Malaysia had been selected as a destination for IRD material, there were some officers who 
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believed the Malaysians lacked the apparatus to disseminate the materials correctly. For 

example, Stanley Budd suggested that all material should be kept in “our own hands”.999 

According to FO correspondence, Rounthwaite was keen to supply material in both radio 

and television formats. For example, when the British Council library opened in Jakarta, IRD 

officers planned to plant selected books amongst its shelves.1000  IRD material was 

transported by the Armed Forces Mail team. The head of the Armed Forces Public Relations 

Office, Commander J Sofan, was a close contact of the IRD.1001 Sofan, according to IRD 

documents, was also responsible for psywar operations in Indonesia.1002 Sofan’s role 

highlights the incestuous relationship between the intelligence services and diplomats.  

 

Meanwhile, Gilchrist provided extracts from Communist Tactics to the Malaysians.1003 

Alongside propaganda campaigns, the British Council provided the IRD with a platform to 

intervene in the internal affairs of Indonesia. Chris Rounthwaite, in correspondence with Mr 

P Joy, stated that ‘since the ending of confrontation, we have slowly been re-building our 

[council] organisation.’1004 Moreover, Rounthwaite suggested that swamping his “contacts” 

with IRD material was inadvisable.1005 By mid-1967, Rounthwaite had ca. forty contacts in 

Indonesia receiving copies of Forum Asia. Countering Chinese communist subversion in 

Indonesia was a key policy of the IRD following the removal of the PKI and Sukarno. For 

example, the IRD produced a newsletter called the State Committee for Formulating Policy 

for Settling the Chinese Issue. Originally produced for Hong Kong, it was suggested the 

material may be of use for Indonesia.1006 In late December 1967, Antara reported that 

Chinese language publications, destined to be imported into Indonesia, were to be 

suspended.1007 This would suggest that following the coup, British intelligence sought to 

prevent a communist resurgence. 

 

Despite a pivot towards soft power, national security planners always sought 

opportunities to curtail communist influence using propaganda. For example, 

correspondence between J. O’Connor Howe and Chris Rounthwaite reveal that copies of 
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IRD materials including, Asian Analyst, China Topics, briefs on Vietnam and Chinese 

subversion were disseminated to “friends” in Jakarta.1008 Further plans included a larger 

distribution of the Economist, which was believed to be a useful and indirect way of reaching 

a wider audience with IRD material. Further correspondence between Rounthwaite and 

Valery Gibson reveal details of a bilateral Indonesian-Pakistani organisation. In March 1968, 

Gibson informed Rounthwaite of a so-called television body called the Ministerial Council of 

the Indonesian-Pakistan Economic and Cultural Cooperation Organisation had recently 

convened in Jakarta.1009 A previous meeting of the organisation in Dacca, East Pakistan, in 

December 1966 established radio collaboration between the two countries.1010 

Rounthwaite’s response corrected Gibson, stating the organisation went far beyond 

television into cultural and economic spheres.  

 

By April 1968, a periodical review of Pakistani-Indonesian cooperation in economic and 

cultural fields was brought to the attention of the Southeast Asian R.I.O. According to the 

report, the meeting garnered very little attention in either country.1011 This occurred at the 

same time delegates were preparing to meet in Tehran. Cultural links extended to increasing 

cooperation between Associated Press of Pakistan (APP) and Antara News Agency. IRD 

officers pondered whether there was an opportunity to channel anti-communist, especially 

anti-Mao propaganda through Antara.1012 H. J. Spence believed, however, there would be 

limited opportunities to disseminate propaganda through the APP.1013 Although the threat of 

the PKI and Sukarno had been negated, Indonesia, especially its national news agency, 

became a potential tool for the IRD. This suggests that although there was a pivot towards 

soft power, despite Suharto’s authoritarian nature, national security planners were prepared 

to use covert action to stymie communist infringements. The next section examines Britain’s 

pivot to soft power further using the British Council as a case study. 

 

d.  British Council Intervention  

 

This section will provide evidence of British Council intervention in Indonesian affairs 

from its reopening in 1968. By 1967 Anglo-Indonesian relations were at the forefront of 
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British foreign policy in Southeast Asia as several national security planners believed that 

the threat of a further confrontation had dissipated.1014 This presented an opportunity to 

improve bi-lateral relations through soft power. For example, during a House of Commons 

debate on July 20th, 1966, Tam Dalyell stated that Britain should strengthen its relations with 

Indonesia.1015 Dalyell, moreover, believed that the British presence in the region should be 

founded upon a non-military approach by focusing on education, medical care, and 

engineering.1016 This would involve the use of soft power instruments such as the British 

Council suggesting that there was a policy shift in Britain despite evidence of democratic 

backsliding under Suharto. 

 

Suharto, like his predecessor, faced domestic pressure from anti-communist student 

movements. One such movement was known as Action Fronts.1017 According to the British 

Council, throughout the student population there was genuine desire to learn English as a 

second language and gain qualifications in the English language.1018 Student 

representatives, moreover, had obtained a foothold in the Indonesian parliament. British 

diplomats in Jakarta thought a new TNI-dominated government would be propped up by pro-

western student movements.1019 It was important, therefore, that the British Council 

discreetly influence the student body and provide a sympathetic and friendly organisation.1020 

It was vital for national security planners, therefore, that a strong programme of English 

language courses was provided to the country.1021 English language programmes would 

provide Indonesian’s access to a wider range of literature, including science and technology. 

It was hoped that the language training would build links between Britain and Indonesia.1022  

 

As Britain pivoted to soft power tactics in Indonesia, the British Council became a focal 

point. The British Council is a form of soft power. By 1968, for example, Whitehall began 

contemplating a revival of the British Council in Indonesia.1023 British Council outposts are 

designed to promote the English language, knowledge about Britain, and foster economic 
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and scientific ties with the host country.1024 Following independence from the Netherlands, 

English had supplanted Dutch as the language of commerce and science.1025 This provided 

an opportunity for Britain to expand its influence by providing English language courses and 

expanding its cultural significance. According to British Council reports, up until 1964, the 

Council had been an influential organisation in Indonesia.1026 Sukarno, however, had 

expelled all representation from the country during the Konfrontasi.1027 British officials sought 

compensation from the Indonesian government for the destruction.1028 It was hoped in the 

1967/1968 budget the Indonesian government may pay a partial dividend, however, the 

report stated that the Indonesians were not keen on the proposal.1029 Following 

reconnaissance it was decided the British Council offices would support libraries which 

would supplement local university English faculties.1030 As Jakarta sought rapprochement 

with London, it admitted fault for the damages caused to the British Embassy. According to a 

British Council report, the embassy would be rebuilt and financed by the Indonesians.1031 

This suggests that once the perceived threat of communism had dissipated, national security 

planners began to pursue soft power policies.  

 

 Soft power avoided the high credibility and hypocrisy costs associated with covert 

action. Once the perceived threat of Sukarno and communism had been eliminated, British 

intelligence began assisting Jakarta in certain areas.1032 For example, in 1968, IRD officials 

took advantage of an FO reception by approaching Indonesian delegates visiting London.1033 

The delegation included senior education ministers from Jakarta. IRD officer, J. C. 

McMinnies, spoke at length with minister Sunardjo Kolopaking about the challenges facing 

Suharto’s administration.1034 For example, universities and schools across the archipelago 

were struggling to provide textbooks to their students.1035 Although the IRD could not directly 

assist Jakarta with this, it offered the Indonesians assistance. Correspondence between 

McMinnies and Rounthwaite reveal that Stanley Budd could potentially assist the 

Indonesians with local publishing techniques. By aiding Jakarta through education, it allowed 
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the IRD to intervene in the internal affairs of Indonesia without the hypocrisy or legitimacy 

costs associated with covert action.1036  

 

London used soft power, such as language training and education, to pursue its 

objective of containing communism and increasing British influence in Indonesia. In April 

1968, the education secretary, Edward Short, approved the British Council offices in Jakarta 

to reopen.1037 The British Embassy in Jakarta agreed to help the British Council with 

administrative assistance in its early months.1038 British Council operations may not have 

been facilitated under the anti-imperialist policies of Sukarno and the PKI, but in 1968 the 

Indonesian government, now under Suharto, approved the reopening of the offices.1039 An 

extract from a Steering Committee Paper, dated June 18th, 1968, explored the idea of 

increasing the annual budget for the British Council from £60,000 to £100,000 p.a.1040 

Increases in the annual budget formed part of a non-military effort in the Persian Gulf, 

Southeast Asia and Australasia.1041 Education provided through the British Council was a 

form of soft power and supplemented British foreign policy.  

 

 In Southeast Asia, the Council was represented in Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand, and 

Vietnam. By 1966, operations in Burma and Laos had ceased, however.1042 In the 

1967/1968 financial year, discussions were held over the possibility of closing the 

Vietnamese and Cambodian offices to open an office in the Philippines.1043 This would 

suggest Cambodia was not as important as other states in the region. IRD liaison with British 

Council representatives reported that the funds could not be found from anywhere else, 

especially with the re-establishment of operations in the UAE.1044 Representation was also 

sought in Manila, however, finances did not stretch far enough. As with most post-war 

operations, British Council schemes were subject to stringent financial obligations. Multiple 

discussions were held between the treasury and the Overseas Department of State 

concerning the finances for the re-establishment of the Indonesian office. Teacher’s pay 

rates were also debated. A figure of £470,000 was proposed by Council officials to offset 

financial cuts from the previous year.1045   
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In October 1967, the Information Departments prepared a paper on Overseas 

Information Expenditure.1046 The report discussed the financial implications of British Council 

activities in Southeast Asia as a best, intermediate, or worst-case scenario.1047 An 

intermediate scenario would see a scaled back budget but not vulnerable to cuts whereas a 

worst-case scenario would involve cuts to the Council.1048 Indonesian provisions were 

deemed best or intermediate scenarios meaning the budget would not be cut. This 

demonstrates Indonesia’s importance as an AAT. A British Council representative, Mr J 

Fowells, toured Indonesia from September 26th to October 6th, 1967.1049 Fowells’ findings 

were instrumental in re-establishing a British Council presence in Indonesia recommending 

the presence of two offices, one in Jakarta and one in Bandung.1050 A letter from Iain 

Sutherland to Robert Cecil at the Cultural Relations Department stated that in the context of 

British military withdrawal from the region it was important for Britain to maintain a “cultural 

presence” in Indonesia.1051 From Indonesia, Sutherland argued, it would be possible to 

extend British influence across the region, especially now the confrontation with Malaysia 

had concluded.1052 Military withdrawal from the region, moreover, was seen by Sutherland as 

a potential flashpoint in relations with Britain’s former colonies, the British Council, he 

argued, could negate this.1053  

 

Not all national security planners shared the belief that soft power was a preferential 

option. For example, in a House of Commons debate in July 1967 John Peel argued British 

foreign and defence policy was inadequate. Peel’s comments followed the 1966 Defence 

White Paper which outlined the planned withdrawal of British forces from Southeast Asia by 

mid-1970.1054 This, however, was dependent on the stability of the region. According to Peel, 

the Malaysian regions of Sabah and Sarawak were ‘very much out on a limb’ and Indonesia 

was not yet stable. A further confrontation with Malaysia was also a possibility. Peel called 

for the strengthening of SEATO and for London to remain in the region until stability 

returned.1055 This demonstrates that not all national security planners were content with 
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British foreign policy and sought a hard power presence alongside soft power in Southeast 

Asia.  

 

Education and language training were not just a form of soft power, rather they 

symbolised a shift towards positive engagement. This is demonstrated through the 

insistence of national security planners to reopen the British Council in Indonesia. Although 

Indonesia ceased to be an emerging democracy and had been weakened by domestic 

events, Britain did not seek regime change as it was perceived communism was less of a 

threat suggesting perceptions of security underpinned decision-making processes. Soft 

power, in the form of the British Council, was a more effective tool by the late 1960s. 

Alongside the British Council, Britain also used the BBC and ITV as soft power platforms. 

BBC collusion with the IRD will be explored in the next section.  

 

e. BBC as a Soft Power Platform 

 

The aim of this section is to highlight how the IRD used the BBC as a soft power tool to 

influence events in Indonesia. National security planners pivoted towards soft power when 

they perceived the threat of communism had subsided despite the more authoritarian nature 

of Suharto. The 1950s saw increased collusion between the IRD and BBC. According to 

Lashmar, the IRD had a permanent representative to the BBC.1056 Of particular importance 

was the relationship between the IRD and Edith Temple Roberts. Temple Roberts, the 

Topical Talks writer in the BBC’s Far Eastern Service, which covered Southeast Asia, 

received all IRD material on Asia.1057 Temple-Roberts received briefing papers on London’s 

policies in the region along with reports on SEATO. According to FO documents, Temple 

Roberts had a particular interest in minority peoples including ethnic minorities in Cambodia 

and Indonesia. In Cambodia it was ethnic minorities, particularly from the Northeast, who 

formed the bedrock of support for the Khmer Rouge.1058 Dick Noone and Peter Moss, both 

involved with IRD activities, were earmarked to work with Temple-Roberts.1059 Events in 

Cambodia are explored further in Chapter Six. 
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To bolster IRD and SIS operations, the BBC was also utilised by national security 

planners to advance British interests in the region. The BBC was viewed as an impartial 

broadcaster, independent of the government.1060 Correspondence argued that the BBC 

would provide a platform to disseminate propaganda in support of British and American 

foreign policy in Southeast Asia.1061 It was thought Vietnamese citizens would trust BBC 

news bulletins over the Voice of America. In 1964, the Commonwealth Relations Office 

proposed the establishment of a new relay service for the BBC in Malaya.1062 This would 

enable to the BBC to project itself further into Southeast Asia. In 1963, moreover, the BBC 

had no permanent reporter in Malaysia. The IRD sought to rectify this by allocating money 

from a counter-subversion fund to finance a reporter to send daily telegrams to Britain.1063  

 

Throughout the early Cold War period, the relationship between the BBC and IRD was 

predominantly based around radio broadcasts. By the 1970s, however, television presented 

a further source for cooperation. IRD were keen to enlist the help of ITV (Independent 

Television) and discussed ways in which the BBC and ITV could cooperate on projecting 

Britain’s image abroad.1064 Norman Reddaway stressed that any liaison between the two 

organisations would not impact the statutory independence of either.1065 Reddaway, 

moreover, hoped the liaison would extend to include the FO and British Council.1066  

Examples of IRD cooperation with the BBC and ITV form elements of soft power in 

projecting a positive image of Britain abroad. BBC involvement in Southeast Asia, however, 

did have a more covert dimension. For example, in 1963, the CSC discussed the possibility 

of employing a full-time BBC correspondent in Malaysia to espouse the virtues of 

federalisation.1067  

 

 Throughout 1971 discussions were held in the IRD pertaining to the potential posting of 

a permanent FO liaison to the BBC.1068 The IRD, moreover, were keen to understand the 
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inner workings of the TV industry.1069 Minutes from a 1971 meeting reveal that the IRD 

believed certain BBC/ITV programmes would benefit from their material.1070 According to 

correspondence between Reddaway and Brinson, however, the IRD might struggle to 

ascertain the decision-making processes of the BBC as it was often ‘concealed in fog.’1071 It 

was important for the IRD to gain second rights for film and television programmes. For 

example, IRD had negotiated second rights for television programmes such as Remember 

Czechoslovakia.1072 Moreover, it was common practice by the 1970s for the IRD to update 

the BBC on papers and programmes of interest to the organisation.1073 For example, in 

1975, the IRD highlighted a newspaper of interest. It was suspected the relatively unknown 

Malaysian Peoples Newspaper had links with communist China.1074 The Peoples Newspaper 

consistently quoted Mao and was of particular interest to the BBC Far Eastern Service.1075 

This suggests that threat perception was an ever-present feature of British foreign policy.  

 

A further example of IRD-BBC cooperation concerned IRD officer, N H Marshall, who 

cultivated three personal contacts at the BBC.1076 Correspondence highlights the positions 

the contacts held. For example, Aubrey Singer, Head of Features was a key contact along 

with Tom Mangold, Current Affairs, and 24 Hours editor, Gordon Carr.1077 A further contact 

of Marshall’s was Robin Warren-Smith, a research assistant at the BBC.1078 Although none 

of the contacts were formal, they all benefitted from access to the FO’s research output. 

Warren-Smith was granted ad-hoc clearance to attend IRD briefings.1079 In November 1971, 

Temple-Roberts visited Bangkok where she met with Peter Moss who shared IRD material 

with the reporter.1080 During a meeting in Marshall was advised, in strict confidentiality, that 

the BBC’s Central Research Unit was to close in April 1971.1081 IRD officers, who caught 

wind of the departments foreseeable closure, bemoaned the development as the unit had 

been a great source for IRD output.1082 It was reported in 1975 that the Vietnamese listened 

to BBC services dedicated to the news. Due to the ‘vast gulf’ in cultural difference, however, 
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all other programmes dedicated to British life and politics lacked popularity.1083 This suggests 

there were limitations in using the BBC as a soft power platform. 

 

The BBC formed an integral part of Britain’s soft power platform in Indonesia. Increased 

cooperation between the BBC and IRD benefited national security planners. The BBC 

provided the IRD with a vessel to disseminate propaganda whilst maintaining its perceived 

impartiality. Moreover, the BBC provided national security planners with a soft power option.  

In the wider context of DPT, this would suggest that Britain was willing to engage in covert 

action if a state was perceived to pose a communist threat against a former colony. The next 

section outlines how Britain’s human rights proposals at Tehran. This will allow the chapter 

to expose contradictions in British foreign policy.  

 

f. Britain’s Human Rights Proposals at the Tehran Conference 

 
Little scholarly attention has been granted to British attitudes towards the 1968 Tehran 

Conference. This section, therefore, seeks to address this neglect whilst exposing 

contradictions in British foreign policy. This will be achieved through an examination of 

London’s proposals at the 1968 Tehran Conference. The aim of the conference was to 

intensify national and international undertakings in the field of human rights.1084 The 

conference resulted in the Tehran Proclamation reaffirming the principles set out under 

international law. 1085 Unlike the Helsinki Accords, zonal foreign policy did not play a major 

role in decision making at Tehran as Britain acted without considering the implications for 

Southeast Asia. Despite proposing a series of human rights bills at the conference Britain 

had been complicit in destabilising Indonesia. This is evident through the incitement of 

violence towards suspected communists.1086 Britain’s behaviour at Tehran, therefore, strikes 

as insincere. Moreover, some of the language used by diplomats sounded defeatist in tone 

leaving questions hanging over the true nature of British intentions at the conference. 

Britain’s intelligence activities prior to the conference suggest that its proposals at Tehran 

were merely symbolic. 
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This amounted to the interference in the internal affairs of another state, which violated 

democratic norms. During the conference British diplomats proposed a new ‘Rights of the 

Detained Persons’ bill.1087 This highlights a contradiction in British foreign policy, whereby it 

bought attention to human rights abuses whilst contravening international norms. This would 

suggest that Britain was not serious about stronger human rights standards. The inclusion of 

authoritarian states, such as Spain and Greece supports this theory further. 

 

To prepare for the conference, national security planners proposed a series of meetings, 

to be held in New York, comprising of Western countries between February 1968 and the 

beginning of the conference in April.1088 These PrepCom meetings allowed Britain to 

influence other like-minded states attending the conference. Britain included Spain and 

Greece in the PrepCom, however, other members questioned their participation due to their 

poor human rights record.1089 Austria, Denmark, and Sweden, had dealt with Greek human 

rights violations through the Council of Europe, and decided to withdraw from the 

meetings.1090 London hoped to coordinate policies and the agenda for Tehran before 

circulating draft resolutions.1091 During the PrepCom Western delegations opted for two 

committees. Nigeria and Pakistan, however, pushed for three.1092 By the conclusion of the 

PrepCom, the Nigerian delegation conceded, and the committee proceeded with two. 

Committee I dealt with apartheid, colonialism, and slavery and Committee II considered 

wider human rights issues.1093 British documents pertaining to the conference reveal that 

none of the objectives were met.1094 Committee II was, according to the analysis, the 

principal disappointment for the British delegation. 

 

One of the main contradictions of British foreign policy was its support for Suharto’s 

Indonesia despite the democratic decay and treatment of political prisoners. Eighty-five 

states, more than a quarter from the west, attended the conference, with several NGOs and 

inter-governmental agencies also in attendance.1095 Britain was part of the seventeen-strong 

Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) attending five sessions before the conference. When the 
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final report was issued, however, it lacked a consensus and highlighted the contrasting 

policies of the committee members.1096 Britain played a key role in the PrepCom meetings. 

In the context of DPT, national security planners would be more likely to engage in covert 

action against Suharto as he was authoritarian. However, Britain pivoted to soft power. It 

was not in Britain’s national interest to interfere as Jakarta had locked up potential 

communists who could harm British interests in Malaysia. This again would suggest that 

Britain’s proposals lacked sincerity. 

 

Meanwhile, plans were drawn up by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), 

following an application by Jamaica, to bring human rights to the forefront of international 

attention.1097 The Human Rights Commission would gather to develop and guarantee the 

progression of political, economic, and civil rights.1098 Public diplomacy focused on 

maintaining Britain’s identity as a western liberal democracy who championed human rights 

causes. For example, Harold Wilson sent a note to the conference stating that Tehran 

provided ‘an appropriate moment for the nations of the world to reaffirm, through their 

representatives assembled in Teheran [sic], the principles of tolerance, non-discrimination, 

individual freedom and dignity.’1099 Britain sat as vice-president for the West European and 

Others Group.1100 Notably, only one Southeast Asian country, the Philippines, held the role 

of vice-president for the conference.1101 The British delegation composed of Evan Luard, 

Goronwy Roberts, Samuel Hoare and two other diplomats.1102 British delegates proposed 

Resolution VI of Committee II titled The Rights of Detained Persons. Likewise, Resolution X, 

the Model Rules of Procedure for Bodies Dealing with Violations of Human Rights, was a 

further British initiative.1103 The delegation believed their resolution on detained persons was 

of particular importance.  

 

British delegates were concerned that political differences between states would inhibit 

the progress of the conference. It was, therefore, of paramount importance to London that 

political conflict did not cloud the progress of the conference. Britain’s resolution on the 
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Rights of the Detained Persons required states to review their laws with the aim of avoiding 

prolonged periods of detention without trial. London lobbied like-minded delegations, namely 

Argentina, Austria, Venezuela, and Chile to co-sponsor the resolution.1104 The Greek 

delegation approached the British with an amendment to the resolution namely that 

derogation may occur during a state of emergency. However, the British did not agree with 

the proposal and the Greeks did not pursue the amendment.1105 A report by Luard following 

the conference struck a conciliatory tone. Committee I, which was expected to prove difficult 

for the British, went better than expected. According to the final report, the British were not 

directly attacked, and the question of Rhodesia was not bought up on as many occasions as 

first expected.1106 Committee II was not as successful, however.  

 

Progress was slow during the first week of the conference as Arab-Israeli exchanges 

appeared antagonistic and unconstructive.1107 Furthermore, no substantive work on human 

rights was undertaken. Over the following two weeks, the Proclamation of Tehran, alongside 

the twenty-five resolutions, was drafted and adopted by acclamation.1108 Committee I 

adopted seven resolutions designed to combat colonialism, apartheid, and slavery. 

Committee II adopted a further seventeen resolutions based on wider human rights 

questions. Both sets of resolutions were adopted by the Plenary without debate.1109 

Meanwhile, deliberations amongst members of the MPRS, the Indonesian parliament, were 

held to assess the deposition of Sukarno and the possibility and implications of him standing 

trial for his past indiscretions against the state.1110 Nasution was removed from his position 

inside the MPRS following criticism of the government. This signalled further democratic 

decay in Indonesia. Indonesia, however, was subject to the same laws under the principle of 

uti possidetis juris whereby a newly independent state is still under the same obligations 

when it was under colonial rule.1111 This meant that Indonesia was obligated under the same 

provisions. The text of the proclamation stated the ‘international community fulfil their solemn 

obligations to promote and encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 

for all without distinctions of any kind.’1112 Sir Samuel Hoare reiterated Britain’s commitment 

to international norms when he spoke at the conclusion of the conference. Hoare stated 
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Britain believed it had a moral obligation to uphold principles of human rights law.1113 

Although the declaration was not legally binding, Hoare reiterated that Britain supported the 

advancement of human rights.1114  

 
The Tehran Proclamation, although a reaffirmation of human rights development, 

provides an important juncture in assessing British foreign policy. For example, national 

security planners proposed a detained persons bill at the conference. This would suggest 

London sought to portray itself as a liberal democracy. Despite this Britain still engaged in 

counter subversion activities in Indonesia. Although it is not possible to directly attribute the 

illegal detention of political prisoners to British intelligence operations, the interreference in 

the internal affairs of Indonesia did undermine the government. Findings of the International 

People’s Tribunal support this argument.1115 Although Tehran was not as high profile as the 

Helsinki Accords, it reinforced the principles of international law. Meanwhile, the CSC were 

containing communist influence in Indonesia. Tehran provides a lens through which we can 

examine British foreign policy. Tehran occurred at a political juncture in Indonesia’s Cold 

War history as Suharto assumed power. As the previous section suggested, Indonesia 

ceased to be an Asian-style democracy under Suharto. Despite this, Britain supported the 

authoritarian.  

 

g. Evidence of Human Rights Abuses in the 1960s & 1970s 

 
This section will demonstrate that Britain ignored human rights abuses in Indonesia 

despite the Tehran proposals and democratic backsliding throughout Indonesia. Advocates 

of selectorate theory would argue that a breakdown of democratic norms and a weakening 

of the state would increase the probability of Britain engaging in covert action. As Indonesia 

experienced democratic backsliding, Britain would be exposed to fewer hypocrisy and 

legitimacy costs if it intervened. For example, Britain could claim that any intervention was 

justified along humanitarian lines. Despite evidence of democratic decay, however, Britain 

pivoted towards soft power. This would suggest that DPT does not provide an adequate 

explanation for British foreign policy in Indonesia. Although state sanctioned violence 

occurred under Sukarno, it increased following the coup.1116 Evidence of democratic decay 
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existed in Indonesian elections. Even though legislative elections were held, they were mired 

by press censorship.1117 A senior editor of Indonesia’s largest newspaper claimed that the 

government would call the paper if it crossed the government line.1118 This would suggest 

that although elections were held, they were influenced by Suharto. This is supported by 

Joseph Wright and Escribà Folch who suggest that ‘legislative institutions can help sustain 

the dictator in power.’1119 Despite democratic decay in Indonesia, Britain explored closer 

bilateral economic and political ties.1120 A pivot towards positive relations is also evident 

here. Positive engagement was a clever policy which carried fewer hypocrisy and legitimacy 

costs.  

 

Throughout the late 1960s anti-communist sentiment grew in Indonesia. This was 

compounded by the public nature of the coup and the death of one of the general’s infant 

daughters.1121 Both Sukarno and Suharto took punitive measures against the PKI. When 

power transferred to Suharto, he spoke of his desire to bring harmony to Indonesia.1122 

However, Suharto inherited sweeping powers providing him with unprecedented authority. 

This allowed Suharto to exercise greater control over Indonesia resulting in democratic 

backsliding. One of the first major symptoms of democratic decay was the establishment of 

Operational Command for the Restoration of Security and Order (KOPKAMTIB). 

KOPKAMTIB officers had the power to arrest and detain any person suspected of 

harbouring communist sympathies.1123 By 1968, however, it became a tool to crush wider 

dissent in Indonesia. Throughout the late 1960s, signs of an increasingly authoritarian rule 

being imposed by Suharto began to emerge. To assist with KOPKAMTIB operations, 

Washington provided Jakarta with lists of suspected communists.1124 Following the coup, 

suspected communists were imprisoned without trial.1125 According to Polomka, ca. 120,000 

political prisoners were detained throughout 350 prisons across Indonesia.1126 KOPKAMTIB 
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sources, moreover, estimated that there were ca. 300,000 PKI cadres still operating inside 

Indonesia.1127 Suspected communists were categorised into four groups, Categories A 

through D. Category A prisoners were regarded by Jakarta as prominent communists based 

on the severity of their crimes. Category D prisoners suspected involvement or guilty of 

subversive behaviour against the state.1128 Twenty-five years after the coup suspected 

communists were still exposed to harsh treatment in employment, politics, and other 

fields.1129  

 

PKI leadership faced punitive measures under Suharto.1130 For example, in July 1967, 

Sudisman, PKI general secretary, stood trial at the Extraordinary Military Tribunal. During 

Sudisman’s trial, he stated that the PKI would not die with him, and that the PKI would rise 

again in Indonesia.1131 Sudisman was executed by a military court in October 1968.1132 In the 

same year, a network of communists was discovered operating in Central and Eastern 

Java.1133 Suharto used this as excuse to extend the power of the state, signalling further 

democratic decay. National security planners in Britain welcomed this move1134 suggesting 

that perceptions of security superseded democratic norms. According to Polomka it was 

difficult to ascertain the real threat level posed by the communists in 1968.1135 Despite this, 

fear and intimidation by Indonesian security forces was an ever-present feature in Suharto’s 

Indonesia. For example, The Times reported in June 1978 that one of Indonesia’s foremost 

poets, Mr W. S. Rendra, had been arrested and unlawfully detained.1136 Although this was 

ten years on from Suharto coming to power, it still highlights how illegal detention was part of 

Jakarta’s domestic policy. Admiral Sudomo, commander of KOPKAMTIB, stated that 

Rendra’s poetry had incited dissent against the government.1137 Reports emanating from 

Jakarta suggested that security forces had thrown ammonia bombs into the crowd attending 

the poetry recital.1138 This is a further sign of democratic decay under Suharto. Despite this, 

Britain did not seek regime change despite DPT suggesting that Britain would be more 
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inclined to. An argument can be made that this was due to his hard-line stance on 

communist activity. 

 

Reprisals for the attempted coup took different forms across Indonesia. For example, in 

Java the ‘black shirted youth’, otherwise known as Ansor, of the Moslem Teachers’ Party, 

the Nahdatul Ulama, were ordered by the TNI to attack members of the PKI in the name of 

jihad.1139 Consequently, the Nahdatul Ulama issued a fatwah against the PKI.1140 According 

to Helen Fein, Chinese Indonesians, moreover, became a target of these movements.1141 

This is supported by CSC material which suggested Chinese subversion was prevalent in 

Indonesia.1142 Some nationalists believed the Chinese Embassy had supported the killings of 

the six generals.1143 Government figures suggest that one in two PKI members were slain, 

although the PKI suggested that one in three was a more accurate figure which is still an 

extraordinary number.1144 Jakarta’s actions were condemned at the 1977 UN Sub-

Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.1145 Meanwhile, 

Indonesia received a complaint, otherwise known as a “communication”, from Amnesty 

International.1146 The UN and Amnesty International reports suggest Indonesia was in a state 

of democratic decay. Despite this, Britain continued to support Suharto. 

 

Throughout the 1960s stories began to emanate from prison camps of human rights 

abuses.1147 In 1965, allegations of torture and violence at the Central Javanese prison, 

located near the town of Purwodadi, began to percolate British newspapers.1148 Moreover, a 

penal colony was established by Jakarta on Buru Island in the Moluccas. The move drew a 

virulent response from the Indonesian press which drew comparisons with similar tactics 
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employed by Dutch colonists in the 1930s.1149 Buru Island was hidden from the international 

community. However, investigative journalists uncovered the detention centre and by 1972, 

news of Buru began to filter through western newspapers as investigative journalist, Dom 

Moraes, reported from the island.1150 Buru was home to prominent TAPOLs including Ananta 

Toer, a novelist, and the law professor Dr Surapto.1151 Moraes claimed that the conditions 

were tantamount to psychological torture.1152 Moreover, labour conditions coupled with the 

lack of communication with family and friends led to serious mental health conditions. 

Alongside mental health implications, the conditions inhibited the ability for TAPOLs to form 

individual thought. After 1971, except for a brief visit by a Dutch reporter in 1976, no foreign 

visitors were permitted to visit Buru. In 1973, however, the Dutch section of Amnesty 

International produced a thirty-one-page report on the conditions at Buru Island.1153 Officials 

in Jakarta were unable to diffuse the controversy surrounding the island, leading to 

increased media speculation. A Times report in 1977 likened the detention centre on Buru to 

a tropical Siberia.1154  

 

In late August 1970, The Times reported that ca. five thousand communists were 

transported from Java to Buru Island.1155 According to the report, there were around two and 

a half thousand inmates already present on the penal colony.1156 A further ten thousand 

category B suspected communists were awaiting transportation to the colony. ‘Category B’ 

inmates were believed to be ardent communists, but the state lacked evidence for a trial.1157 

Those inmates on Buru were given around eight months’ worth of food and were expected to 

become self-sufficient.1158 By 1970, five thousand ‘category A’ prisoners were awaiting trial 

in Indonesia’s overwhelmed justice system. Five years following the coup only twenty-five of 

the five thousand had been processed through the justice system. 1159 Buru Island became 

the centre of the forced labour debate with numerous accounts of TAPOLs subjected to the 

practice emanating from the island.1160 By 1973, the practice of forced labour was under 
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scrutiny. However, a British report suggested Jakarta still planned to utilise prisoners for 

labour purposes in 1974.1161 Jakarta justified forced labour under the principle of Pancasila 

which stated that all Indonesian citizens were obliged to work to the best of their abilities to 

build a prosperous society regardless of their status.1162 According to an Indonesian report 

submitted to the UN, the ability of TAPOL detainees to obtain work would allow them to 

uphold their integrity as human beings.1163 London was concerned that the profits earnt 

under forced labour were not being meted out to the prisoners. Moreover, working conditions 

differed significantly from place to place. For example, in some areas, TAPOLs worked 

under armed guard.1164 Prisoners were employed in a variety of roles, from menial labour to 

professional work.  

 

By late the 1970s Indonesia began releasing political prisoners.1165 Ministry of Overseas 

Development documents suggest pressure from London and other western nations 

facilitated the release of TAPOL prisoners.1166  A report dated October 1977, suggested that 

Jakarta was taking the release of prisoners seriously.1167 The report followed a tour of 

prisons in Kalimantan and Java by British diplomats.1168 However, by 1977 Jakarta’s 

transmigration programme was under scrutiny. FO officials were seeking reassurances from 

Indonesian officials that the migration policy would not lead to the forced displacement of 

TAPOL prisoners to outlying regions of Indonesia.1169 Any British aid provided to Indonesia, 

therefore, would not be available for developing a programme of migration that was 

repugnant to British opinion.1170 British diplomatic efforts formed part of Britain’s pivot to soft 

power. 

 

British documents reason that Western democratic intervention was a key component in 

the release of TAPOLs.1171 Interest in London had been maintained by a former detainee, 

Mrs Carmel Budiardjo, who had been incarcerated during the 1960s.1172 Budiardjo, 
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moreover, was also the wife of detained communist. Budiardjo, who held dual British-

Indonesian citizenship, had renounced her British citizenship but successfully re-acquired it 

facilitating her return to the UK. Following twelve years imprisonment, her husband had 

secured release and fled to Britain.1173 Following his release Budiardjo set up an NGO 

named TAPOL deriving from Indonesian word Tahanan Politik. By 1979, between 2,000-

4,000 detainees were still in prison throughout Indonesia. A report by the Southeast Asian 

Department revealed that during a meeting a high-ranking police officer let slip that seventy-

nine of the ‘diehard’ fanatics would not be released from prison.1174 According to, an 

Amnesty International report concerning the slow release of TAPOLs had embarrassed 

Indonesian officials.1175 Jakarta scrambled to reassure London that TAPOL detainees would 

be released at the rate agreed.1176  

 

Further examples of forced labour were uncovered by Amnesty International.1177 Some 

TAPOLs worked for TNI officers as housekeepers and assistants.1178 For example, a local 

TNI officer in Sulawesi used 168 TAPOLs to help build and maintain the roads without any 

payment.1179 A further TNI officer used skilled TAPOLs to provide home improvements 

without payment.1180 TAPOLs being held in Salemba Prison in Jakarta were forced to grow 

vegetables to feed themselves. Working conditions inside Indonesian prisons were 

incompatible with life. According to a FO report, it would take a month for a TAPOL to raise 

the equivalent of one US Dollar.1181 In Malang Prison, East Java, TAPOLs were caught in a 

vicious cycle of poverty and imprisonment. Malang’s prison warden used the profits from 

forced labour to fortify the security throughout the prison.1182 According to a report in the 

military-sponsored newspaper, Suara Karya, TAPOLs were mobilised to work on the 

Meraramptih Project in South Sulawesi. The work included forced agricultural labour. 

Policymakers in London were concerned that numerous projects were being set up 

throughout Indonesia without local or international knowledge.1183 TAPOLs detained on Buru 

Island were expected to wake at 05:30 and work through the heat to 16:00. The military 
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command provided just 40 kilograms of cassava for 200 persons plus the prison guards.1184 

Cigarette money was allocated to each prisoner instead of a salary.  

 

Buru Island was not the only penal colony in Indonesia. Nusakembangan, an island 

located off the south coast of Central Java, became the feature of an Amnesty International 

report. According to the report, 2,052 TAPOLs had been sent to the island. Conditions on 

the island were poor. TAPOLs were given a small plot of land, usually surrounded by tropical 

jungle to live and work on. Le Monde reported that forced labour was part of island life, 

directly benefitting those in charge of the camps.1185 Women TAPOLs were subjected to 

similar treatment. A prison camp named Plantungan, located in Java, saw an influx of 550 

‘Category B’ inmates between May and November 1971. Dutch film crews captured footage 

of the female inmates in Plantungan with a further news team visiting in 1977.1186  

 

Prisoners hoping to escape from the prison system had several obstacles to clear. 

Firstly, prisoners had to renounce any association with the PKI and pledge loyalty to 

Suharto. Secondly, prisoners had to demonstrate they could adhere to the approved 

Indonesian doctrine of Pancasila, the state ideology under Sukarno.1187 Lastly, prisoners had 

to gain consent from their families to receive them back in their towns and villages. 

According to The Times, up to ninety-five per cent of families refused to accept their 

relatives’ home, citing security fears.1188 Families who accepted their relatives back would 

have to seek permission from their neighbours.1189 Prisoners, moreover, would require 

guaranteed employment and remain under house arrest for the first six months of their 

release. Following their house arrest, they would still face restrictions on their movements 

and would be required to report to four government departments per week.1190 Families who 

had lost relatives in the mass killings were far more likely to experience financial uncertainty. 

Moreover, the children of suspected communists were not able to obtain school education 

led many officials in Jakarta believing they would form a bitter and rebellious faction in 

society.1191 TAPOL treatment is a key indicator of democratic decay. 

 

By the mid 1970s, Jakarta’s punitive policies towards TAPOLs succumbed to 

international pressure. Indonesian officials announced that by 1979 no TAPOL detainee 
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would be incarcerated without trial, meaning some prisoners were held for fourteen years 

without trial.1192 Moreover, Jakarta, in return for financial aid, had assured London that 

TAPOL detainees would be free to migrate around Indonesia upon release.1193 For those 

who met the onerous tests, they had the option of being received at state run resettlement 

centres. Resettlement centres were concentrated on the islands of Sumatra, Sulawesi, and 

Kalimantan.1194 Colonel R Sardjono, an officer of the Jakarta Military Command, believed 

that all emancipated TAPOLs posed a fundamental risk to Indonesia. Upon the release of 

8,000 prisoners, he stated that the risk of communist subversion ran high, and the prisoners 

would always create disorder in society.1195 High profile celebrities also faced detention 

throughout Indonesia. For example, Pramudya Ananta Tur, a prolific Indonesian novelist, 

was being held in the prison system without trial.1196 FO files reveal the extent of democratic 

decay under Suharto. Despite this, Britain engaged with Jakarta on several fronts and did 

not pursue regime change. 

 

By April 1977, London and Jakarta had signed an understanding for a grant of up to ten 

million pounds sterling, for mutually determined development projects.1197 Adam Malik, 

Indonesian minister for foreign affairs, signed the understanding in Jakarta.1198 FO officials 

instructed the Indonesian government to open a bank account solely for the use of 

transferring the funds along with a list of those authorised to access the account.1199 

According to FO reports, British projects targeted the poorest in Indonesia and provided 

employment for urban and rural communities.1200 The geopolitical positioning of Indonesia 

provided a potential lucrative market for foreign investment. Direct foreign investment in 

Indonesia also increased. However, certain stipulations proposed by Jakarta deterred 

potential investors. By the mid-1970s, forty foreign companies had invested in Indonesian oil 

and other natural resources.1201 Meanwhile, by the 1980s, Indonesia was in receipt of British 

military assistance through the UKMTAS.1202 Between 1974 and 1980, 653 members of 
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Indonesia’s armed forces received training in MOD establishments. Arms exports to 

Indonesia, moreover, amounted to ca. £25 million. 

 

A visit by Suharto to London in 1979 provided a timely opportunity for officials in London 

to confront the atrocities. CO documents reveal that Margaret Thatcher planned to avoid 

discussing the mass atrocities to preserve bilateral relations.1203 This may signal a policy 

shift in Thatcher’s approach to human rights abuses. Despite the mass atrocities, Suharto 

was afforded full state visit privileges in 1979.1204 During the state visit it was recorded that 

many of 650,000 suspected communists, detained following the coup, had been 

released.1205 Indeed, only two years prior to the visit of Suharto to London there were 1,925 

category A TAPOLs awaiting trial in Indonesian prison system.1206 Many of those released 

from their unlawful detention, were released due to pressure from the West.1207 TAPOLs 

released from detention, however, did not enjoy the full political and social civil liberties. 

Moreover, released detainees were not eligible for employment. Under Suharto there was 

clearly democratic decay in the form of election fraud, illegal detention, and corruption. 

British policymakers, however, decided not to pin Suharto on the violations to avoid a 

potential diplomatic embarrassment. Policymakers concluded that enhancing bi-lateral trade 

was paramount.1208  

 

By the mid-1980s, human rights abuses were still being recorded by the FO.1209 In 1984, 

correspondence revealed the plight of a married couple, caught in the Indonesian prison 

system.1210 Gatot Lestario and his wife, Pudji Aswaiti had been arrested in 1966 on suspicion 

of conspiring against the government. Lestario, after spending nine years on remand, was 

sentenced to death. Aswaiti was sentenced to twenty years imprisonment, not including time 

spent on remand.1211 Lestario had exhausted all legal avenues before directly appealing to 

Suharto. No decision had been made on his fate by 1984. Tim Rathbone MP wrote to the 

FO asking representation to be made to Jakarta over the fate of the detainees. Rathbone 
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stated that the conditions the pair were detained in were intolerably cruel.1212 Rathbone had 

approached the Indonesian Embassy in London for comment but had not received a 

response from the authorities concerned. Further human rights abuses carried out by the 

Suharto regime occurred in East Timor. Meanwhile, London sold BAE Hawk aircraft to the 

Suharto government which were used throughout East Timor despite several UK based 

NGOs calling for an arms embargo.1213 Anglo-Indonesian relations were not disrupted by this 

development, however. This section has outlined human rights abuses in Suharto’s 

Indonesia. Moreover, it demonstrated significant democratic decay. Human rights abuses 

occurred throughout Indonesia during the late 1960s and 1970s. This section was primarily 

concerned by the treatment of TAPOLs. Despite evidence of democratic decay, Britain 

continued to pivot towards soft power policies. This would suggest national security planners 

were not principally concerned by human rights abuses despite diplomats proposing series 

of acts at Tehran.  

 

h. Conclusion 

 

Even if one were to argue that Indonesia was not an emerging democracy or lacked 

democratic credentials, there was clear democratic backsliding under Suharto. Moreover, 

Indonesia had been weakened by the coup. If selectorate theory held true, then Britain 

would be emboldened to engage in covert action. If DPT provided a framework for British 

foreign policy, then national security planners would be more inclined to engage in covert 

action under selectorate theory. Under Suharto, however, Britain pivoted to soft power. Soft 

power could still be used to undermine an enemy, and amounted to interference and 

demonstrates that Britain’s perceptions of security outweighed its obligations to democratic 

norms and international law. There was also a marked shift towards positive engagement 

with Suharto. Selectorate theory, therefore, does not provide a rationale for British foreign 

policy in Indonesia. Zonal foreign policy, underpinned by perceptions of security, does, 

however. 

 

 Two aims were stated in the introduction. Firstly, that the chapter would outline the 

limitations of DPT by demonstrating that Suharto was more authoritarian than his 

predecessor. Democratic decay is demonstrated through the illegal detention of TAPOLs, 

press censorship, corruption, and electoral fraud. If selectorate theory provided a model for 
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British foreign policy, then national security planners would be more inclined to engage in 

covert action. Moreover, if Britain was concerned by democratic decay, it would not support 

a more authoritarian leader. Although Indonesia experienced democratic decay, it is worth 

noting that under Suharto, Indonesia normalised its relations with the UN. The second aim of 

the chapter was to demonstrate that zonal foreign policy provides an explanation for British 

foreign policy in Suharto’s Indonesia. The chapter reasoned that Indonesia, as an AAT, 

assumed temporary importance for national security planners. This is demonstrated through 

a reduction in intelligence operations and pivot to soft power. The reopening of the British 

Council in Jakarta is testament to this policy. This would suggest that when an authoritarian 

leader denounced communism, they presented a favourable option over a democratically 

elected leader who entertained Marxist-Leninist ideology. This pattern of behaviour is 

symptomatic of zonal foreign policy and provides a rationale for British intelligence activities 

in Indonesia. 

 

This chapter has provided evidence of democratic decay and a pivot to soft power. If 

selectorate theory provided a model for British foreign policy then under Suharto, national 

security planners would be more inclined to use covert action against an authoritarian 

government. The pivot to soft power does not discount other factors including America’s 

withdrawal from Vietnam nor rising violence in Northern Ireland. National security planners 

were concerned by AATs pivoting towards communism. Isolating Anglophile states from 

communism, therefore, was a priority for British policymakers. Counter subversion 

operations allowed London to bypass its commitments to international norms and intervene 

in the internal affairs of Indonesia. In line with covert action counter-subversion activities 

were multi-faceted and were designed to maintain plausible deniability. By 1968 the IRD 

began to explore options involving the Indonesians disseminating anti-communist 

propaganda.1214 Moreover, protecting Indonesia from Chinese communist subversion was a 

priority for British policymakers. This would suggest that throughout the 1960s Indonesia 

was still an ideological battleground. 

 

Meanwhile, Britain sat as vice-president for Western Europe at the 1968 Tehran 

Conference. British values and aims at Tehran contradicted the practices of covert action. 

For example, Resolution VI of Committee II titled The Rights of Detained Persons was a 

British initiative. Likewise, Resolution X was a further British initiative.1215 The Rights of a 
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Detained Persons could have aided TAPOLs in Indonesia. Meanwhile in 1968, IRD officers 

explored the possibility of using the Antara News Agency to disseminate anti-communist and 

anti-Maoist propaganda.1216 This meant that whilst Britain sat on the Preparatory Committee 

for the 1968 Tehran Conference whilst drawing up plans to destabilise the archipelago. This 

would suggest that once the influence of the PKI and Sukarno had been curtailed, London 

used Indonesia as a base for disseminating propaganda whilst attending conferences 

condoning human rights abuses. The newly reopened British Council library provided IRD 

officers a chance to plant its own books amongst its shelves. 

 

TAPOLs were kept in deplorable conditions, often exploited by Jakarta with examples of 

forced labour with little or no renumeration.1217 British politicians, Amnesty International and 

TAPOL pressed for the release of political prisoners in Indonesia. London would not provide 

aid to Indonesia if the detainees were forced to resettle in the outer regions of Indonesia.1218 

London worked with its international partners and NGOs to secure the release of all TAPOL 

prisoners, who were not due to be tried, by 1979.1219 Seventy-nine of the suspected 

communists would never be released from detention in Indonesia. Despite this, British 

policymakers did not want to jeopardise economic links with Jakarta.1220 British national 

security planners posited that western diplomatic pressure was a key component in securing 

the release of the political detainees.1221 However, economic necessities began to outweigh 

human rights violations as demonstrated by Suharto’s state in 1979. Despite mass atrocities 

being committed by Indonesia, Suharto was afforded lavish treatment when he arrived. 

Moreover, London provided Jakarta with a grant of up to ten million pounds sterling for 

mutually determined development projects.1222 Britain, moreover, was engaged in aid 

programmes during the 1970s including the expansion of a major spinning mill in Semarang, 

Central Java.1223 This would suggest that Britain would support a more authoritarian figure if 

they denounced communism. Although the IRD was disbanded in 1977 a familiar pattern of 

covert action including military training and propaganda developed in Cambodia - this 

continued under Thatcher’s government. Let us now, therefore, shift focus to Cambodia. 
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Chapter VI 
 

Sailing Between Scylla and Charybdis  
 

Covert Action in Pre-Revolutionary Cambodia  
 

a. Framing  

 

This chapter introduces an underdeveloped area of research, namely British covert 

action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia. The chapter has two aims. The first aim is to 

demonstrate that Britain used covert action against pre-revolutionary Cambodia despite it 

being an emerging democracy. Supporting the notion of zonal foreign policy, national 

security planners perceived there to be fewer credibility and hypocrisy costs associated with 

Cambodia. The second aim is to outline similarities between Indonesia and Cambodia. 

Despite not being the colonial power in Cambodia, Britain shaped developments in the 

country through covert action. This will be achieved by demonstrating that once Lon Nol 

came to power in 1970, Britain once again pivoted to soft power drawing parallels with 

Suharto’s Indonesia. This is demonstrated, in part, through a planned expansion of BBC 

services in the country.1224 Moreover, under Lon Nol Cambodia experienced democratic 

decay. Selectorate and democratic peace theory (DPT) would suggest Britain would seek 

regime change. Lon Nol despite displaying autocratic traits, was supported by Britain, 

however.  

 

This chapter will argue that this was due to Britain’s perception that Lon Nol was less 

susceptible to communism. Previous intelligence research on Cambodia has been limited to 

the 1980s. Even then, the research is insufficient. For example, in Disrupt and Deny, 

Cambodia is only afforded two pages. Furthermore, there is no mention of the United 

Kingdom Military Training Assistance Scheme – which is covered in the following chapter. 

Research in this chapter will help unpack further British intelligence activities in Cambodia 

and establish why Cambodia is classed as an Anglophile Adjacent Territory (AAT). 

 

Although intelligence scholars such as Rory Cormac have researched covert action in 

1980s Cambodia 1225, the research does not cover the pre-revolutionary period nor the 
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implications for international law or democratic norms. Following regime change in 1970, 

Cambodia was consumed by civil war pitting pro-western government forces against a 

communist insurrection. The communist insurrection in Cambodia had profound 

consequences for Cambodian society and regional stability. To understand how Cambodia 

reached this point, it is important to understand the role of covert action. It is important to 

note, however, that the chapter is not suggesting British covert action was a factor in the 

communist revolution, although it is an area of potential further study. Unlike Indonesia, 

Cambodia did not pose a direct threat to a former British colony. This is reflected in the 

modest output of the IRD compared to Indonesia. Cambodia was an AAT, however, and 

national security planners responded accordingly when it was perceived communist 

elements gained ground politically. In the context of zonal foreign policy, Cambodia gained 

temporary importance when it was perceived to be susceptible to communist subversion.  

 

In the years preceding the communist revolution, Britain was engaged in propaganda 

operations through the Information Research Department (IRD) and British Broadcasting 

Corporation (BBC). As in Indonesia, London viewed a possibility of furthering its foreign 

policy objectives through covert action in Cambodia. Once Sukarno was removed from 

power in Indonesia and Washington decoupled itself from Vietnam, Cambodia became less 

of a security concern for Britain. Perceptions of Cambodia’s state trajectory under Sihanouk, 

however, were scrutinised by national security planners in London and Singapore. Despite 

international norms of non-interference and international law conferences denouncing such 

behaviour, such as Tehran, Britain continued to engage in covert action. British perceptions 

of state trajectory, therefore, were key. Ultimately, once the perceived communist threat had 

subsided in Cambodia, intelligence activities began to decrease. As in Indonesia, zonal 

foreign policy was a feature of Britain’s regional objectives as Cambodia gained temporary 

importance to national security planners. In a similar pattern to events in Indonesia, once the 

perceived threat had been neutralised, it pivoted to soft power and positive relations despite 

the ascension of a more authoritarian leader. 

 

As a former French colony, there was communication between Paris and London over 

events in Cambodia.1226 Due to space limitations, however, the thesis did not engage with 

those materials. A further area of research could consider the interplay between French and 

British intelligence agencies in former French colonies and discern whether French foreign 

policy followed a similar pattern to its British counterparts. The chapter contains research 

 
1226 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Activities of Prince Sihanouk in Exile. FCO 15/1750," ed. 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1973). 
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obtained under a Freedom of Information (FOI) request. The request, submitted in February 

2022, pertains to Cambodian hill tribes who were perceived to be vulnerable to communist 

subversion.1227 Multiple FOI requests were rejected by the Foreign Office (FO) on several 

grounds, posing a series of methodological challenges.1228 The main methodological issues 

concerned access to documents held under Section 40(2) of the Public Records Act. 

Notably, this section prohibits the release of any materials that may contain the personal 

details of anyone who may still be alive. It was hoped the rejected files may have contained 

further planned intelligence operations in Cambodia. For example, further IRD country 

assessment briefs would have aided the research. The chapter will begin by outlining how 

Sihanouk transformed Cambodia into an Asian-style democracy. 

 

b. Evidence of Democracy & British Covert Action 

 
In pre-revolutionary Cambodia Sihanouk established a national assembly and 

parliamentary democracy in the 1950s.1229 Indeed, Norodom Sihanouk proposed a series of 

electoral reforms before abdicating in March 1955 and entering politics.1230 These reforms 

were designed to promote democratic elections. The 1950s saw the beginning of direct 

involvement of Cambodian citizens in the political life of the country.1231 Sihanouk 

established “direct democracy”, though this did not stop his attempts at discrediting the anti-

monarchy Democrat Party.1232 According to a FO report on Cambodian elections, the 

inclusion of Pracheachun, the legal front of the Communist Party of Kampuchea, in the 1955 

election signalled a pivot towards democracy.1233 Moreover, the report claimed that there 

was ‘great electioneering’ in Cambodia before the election.1234 All political parties, for 

example, were able to outline their manifesto pledges in newspapers. The thesis, therefore, 

argues that pre-revolutionary Cambodia was as an emerging democracy. This chapter will 

 
1227 Office, "Information Research Department: 'Countering Communist Subversion of Backward 
Ethnic Minorities in South East Asia', paper by Captain Dick Noone, Anthropologist and Adviser on 
Aborigines in Malaya (Malaysia). FCO 168/608." 
1228 Section 40 (2) was often cited by the Foreign Office to retain requested material. 
1229 Serge Thion, "The Pattern of Cambodian Politics," International Journal of Politics Vol.16, 
No.3(Fall 1986). p.115 
1230 House of Commons Commons Papers, "Cambodia No.2 (1955) Second Progress Reports of the 
International Commission for Supervision and Control in Cambodia for the period Jan 1st to March 
31st: Appendix J Cambodian Government Communique," ed. Parliamentary Papers (London: 
Hansards, March 15th 1955). 
1231 Smith, "Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia."  
1232 Ibid. 
1233 House of Commons Sessional Papers, "Cambodia No.1 (1956) Fourth interim report of the 
International Commission for Supervision and Control in Cambodia for the period April 1 to 
September 30, 1955," ed. House of Commons (London: Hansards Parliamentary Papers, 1955). 
1234 Ibid. 
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also argue that universal principles of democracy also underpinned Cambodia’s transition 

towards democracy. 

 

Although Sihanouk launched numerous initiatives to increase Cambodian participation in 

politics, national security planners still perceived there to a pivot towards communism and, 

therefore, a risk of communist expansion in Cambodia.1235 To avoid this spilling over into a 

former colony, British intelligence engaged in covert action. British covert action in pre-

revolutionary Cambodia began in the early 1960s. According to a paper obtained under a 

FOI request, the IRD were eager to understand the hill tribes located in Cambodia, Laos, 

Thailand, and Vietnam.1236 In early 1962, the anthropologist, Dick Noone, published a paper 

on hill tribes in Southeast Asia. J Spears sent the paper to his counterpart in the IRD, D. 

Rivett-Carnac, in May 1962.1237 Correspondence between the pair branded the hill tribes 

‘primitive’ and ‘culturally backward’.1238 Noone outlined the languages, major produce, and 

locations of the hill tribes throughout Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand.1239 Many hill tribes were 

reliant on opium production for their income.1240  Known colloquially as the Golden Triangle, 

the region is synonymous with opium production. According to Noone, approximately forty 

per cent of the hill tribes had no contact with local officials.1241 This created problems for 

central government. The report suggests Noone was working directly with the IRD as he was 

asked for his opinion on similar American papers.1242 

 

Sihanouk, according to the IRD, had been politically successful, however economically, 

his policies had been disastrous.1243 Attempts to channel imports and exports through state 

enterprises had reduced agricultural output and increased inflation.1244 Only Sihanouk’s 

semi-divine status, according to the IRD, maintained his power.1245 The only threat to 

Sihanouk came in the form of the upper right-wing classes.1246 By 1969, distribution had 

dried up and the IRD awaited further opportunities to exploit the small but politically 

 
1235 Information Research Department, "Cambodia. Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 168/3639," ed. 
IRD (London1969). 
1236 Office, "Information Research Department: 'Countering Communist Subversion of Backward 
Ethnic Minorities in South East Asia', paper by Captain Dick Noone, Anthropologist and Adviser on 
Aborigines in Malaya (Malaysia). FCO 168/608." 
1237 Ibid. 
1238 Ibid. 
1239 Ibid. 
1240 Ibid. 
1241 Ibid. 
1242 Ibid. 
1243 ———, "Information Research Department: Cambodia; Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 
168/3639." 
1244 Department, "Cambodia. Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 168/3639." 
1245 Ibid. 
1246 Ibid. 
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influential country.1247 Meanwhile, in North-eastern Cambodia, hill tribes lacked contact with 

local and central government. Isolated from local government officials, hill tribes provided 

communist factions with an opportunity to recruit from their ranks. This phenomenon 

transcended Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and Burma. Alongside the hill tribes, several armed 

insurgencies, not controlled by any state, roamed the border regions between Thailand and 

Burma.1248 These consisted of the Shan, Karen, and Red Lahu factions.1249 Noone 

suggested that the insurgencies were working with communist elements outside of the 

region.1250 To combat communist subversion, Noone suggested information pamphlets be 

disseminated throughout the region. Due to low literacy rates amongst the hill tribes, the 

pamphlets would display images and slogans.1251 Alongside the pamphlets, Noone believed 

a series of brightly coloured posters displayed around hill tribe villages would be equally 

effective.1252 This signalled early attempts by the British to curtail communist influence in 

Cambodia suggesting that DPT does not provide an adequate explanation for Cold War 

British foreign policy.  

 

Meanwhile, Cambodia was targeted by the British Council to enhance British prestige in 

the region and counter the perceived communist threat. A British Council report stated that 

Cambodia was a country of major significance to London.1253 Following the cessation of 

Colombo Plan technical aid assistance in Cambodia, all non-diplomatic activity was limited 

to English language teaching. Phnom Penh renounced economic aid from Washington in 

November 1963.1254 This was followed by major economic reforms in Cambodia. Throughout 

this transitionary period Phnom Penh nationalised its banks, insurance systems and foreign 

trade to negate the influence of external interference.1255 The report suggested that the work 

of the British Council may be built on by the Information Departments.  

 

 
1247 Ibid. 
1248 Office, "Information Research Department: 'Countering Communist Subversion of Backward 
Ethnic Minorities in South East Asia', paper by Captain Dick Noone, Anthropologist and Adviser on 
Aborigines in Malaya (Malaysia). FCO 168/608." 
1249 Ibid. 
1250 Ibid. 
1251 Ibid. 
1252 Ibid.  
1253 Council, "Indonesia: British Council Operations, FCO 13/98." 
1254 UK Parliamentary Papers, "The Colombo Plan for co-operative economic development in South 
and South-East Asia. Cmnd.3521," ed. Foreign Affairs Committee (London & Rangoon: 20th Century 
House of Commons Sessional Papers, 1967). 
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Throughout the 1950s, British foreign policy in Cambodia revolved around maintaining its 

neutrality.1256 On the face of it, neutrality would ensure Cambodia would not pivot towards 

communism. By 1964, Sihanouk had approached London to secure a further conference on 

Cambodian neutrality. Cambodian neutrality was welcomed by British policymakers who 

believed it provided stability to the region.1257 Sihanouk’s threats to abandon neutrality and 

align itself with China was perceived to be a security risk by national security planners. A 

conference was a priority for London, therefore. By the Second Indochina War the issue had 

not dissipated, however. Cambodian foreign policy was officially unaligned and maintained 

de facto neutrality. Sihanouk, however, vacillated between forces on both the left and right. 

His party, Sangkum, was left leaning but members of his entourage espoused anti-

communist views.1258 Moreover it contained elements of conservatism despite the party’s 

name.1259 By the late 1960s, a resurgent nationalist and right leaning movement inside 

Cambodia pushed the state’s foreign policy towards Washington. An IRD report from 1969 

stated that 

 

Cambodia observes strict neutrality, but accepts military assistance from 

Russia, China, and France. In 1960 she [Cambodia] signed a Treaty of 

Friendship and Mutual Non-aggression with China1260 

 

As early as 1967 South Vietnamese forces violated Cambodian territory as units 

engaged in cross border attacks.1261 Sihanouk, therefore, sought assurances from the UN 

over Cambodia’s neutrality. According to a Cabinet Office reports, London wished to 

reassert Cambodian neutrality.1262 In parliament, Christopher Mayhew suggested that any 

delay to a conference on Cambodian neutrality would harm Sihanouk’s trust in the British 

government.1263 Under international law, a neutral power must abstain from participation in 

 
1256 Command Papers, "Recent Diplomatic Exchanges Concerning the Proposal for an International 
Conference on the Neutrality and Integrity of Cambodia. CMND 2678," ed. House of Commons 
Parliamentary Papers (London: Hansards, 1965). 
1257 Office, "Political Relations: Cambodian Declaration of Neutrality and Request to Convene a 
Conference. FO 371/175442." 
1258 Weatherbee, International Relations in Southeast Asia: The Struggle for Autonomy. p.81 
1259 Smith, "Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia." p. Sihanouk’s party was called Sangkum Reastr 
Niyum, which translates into English as People’s Socialist Community 
1260 Office, "Information Research Department: Cambodia; Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 
168/3639." 
1261 Cabinet Office, "Conclusions of Cabinet Meetings. CAB 128/45/19," ed. Cabinet Office (London: 
National Archives, 30th April 1970). 
1262 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, "Laos and the Role of Neutral European Countries. FCO 
15/1963," ed. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (London: National Archives, 1974). 
1263 House of Commons Sessional Paper, "Cambodia," ed. Twentieth Century Papers (London: 
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an armed conflict. There is no evidence to suggest Britain engaged in covert action to halt 

Vietnamese encroachments. However, to appease the Americans, Britain did support the 

war effort with intelligence activities.1264 According to British report, in the Spring of 1965, 

London had exerted its diplomatic clout swaying the governments of America, Thailand and 

South Vietnam to agree to an international conference on the neutrality of Cambodia.1265 

Following a research sabbatical in Southeast Asia, the former foreign secretary Patrick 

Gordon Walker, was instrumental in the formulation of the British response. Walker, 

moreover, had toured Southeast Asia as the special representative of the Foreign Secretary 

and British government.1266 British policymakers, therefore, believed an international 

conference was the only way to safeguard Cambodia from violations of international law. FO 

mandarins were concerned that Sihanouk was sceptical of the benefits an international 

conference. According to cabinet office papers Harold Wilson had been in personal contact 

with Sihanouk to espouse the cause.1267  

 

 In 1969 a ‘Country Assessment Sheet’ produced by the IRD, suggested that the primary 

aim of the IRD was to disseminate propaganda that exposed a communist disregard towards 

Cambodian independence and integrity.1268 This would agitate Cambodian nationalists who 

feared communist intervention in Cambodian affairs. Secondary aims of the IRD in 

Cambodia involved the dissemination of propaganda which would expose North Vietnamese 

ambitions in Cambodia.1269 IRD officials would also distribute material espousing the virtues 

of wider Asian peace processes in contrast with communist obstructiveness.1270 The 

distribution of IRD material in Cambodia, however, was disrupted due to security risks posed 

by Sihanouk.1271 Security risk revolved around perceptions of communist activity. National 

security planners were concerned by Cambodian behaviour at the UN. Although Cambodia 

had no intention of withdrawing from the UN or helping establish a competitor like Sukarno, 

Phnom Penh did believe reform was necessary.1272 Moreover, Sihanouk sought to curtail 
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1270 Department, "Cambodia. Country Assessment Sheet. FCO 168/3639." 
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1272 Foreign Office, "Press and Propaganda. FO 371/180503," ed. Foreign Office (London: National 
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American influence and focus on Afro-Asian priorities.1273 Cambodia espoused China’s 

admittance to the UN causing agitation in the West. Copies of Sihanouk’s correspondence 

over the matter was sent to IRD officers and the UK mission to the UN.1274  

 

As the war in Vietnam intensified, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

commissioned a report into British involvement in the Indo-China conflict. The document 

stated that British foreign policy in Indochina revolved around three distinct policies.1275 

Firstly, to promote peaceful settlements in Indochina. Secondly, to support and assist British 

allies in the region and lastly, to promote peace and support paths to independence and 

prosperity.1276 Covert action in Cambodia did not support these policy goals, however. 

National security planners perceived Cambodia to pose little threat to regional or 

international security.1277 This did not dissuade the intelligence services from engaging in 

covert action, however. British foreign policy in Cambodia revolved around the suppression 

of communist activity. The historian can observe similarities between Sihanouk and 

Sukarno. Both, for example, displayed narcissistic tendencies and engaged in dialogue with 

communist factions. Moreover, Cambodia, like Indonesia, was perceived to be susceptible to 

communist subversion.1278 The IRD used intelligence reports to gather information on 

developments throughout the country.1279  

 

In 1969, the British had seven UK based diplomatic staff dealing with Cambodian 

affairs.1280 According to FO files, London had little interest in Cambodia’s quarrels with its 

neighbours.1281 However, this did not stop national security planners from engaging in covert 

action when they perceived communism posed a risk to an AAT. Meanwhile, anti-Chinese 

sentiment was increasing throughout Cambodia as Sino-Khmer merchant classes 

prospered.1282 Moreover, Chinese subversion was thought to be rife in Cambodia, sparking 
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concern in London.1283 London’s anxiety was well-founded. Sihanouk’s behaviour, for 

example, had become erratic. After visiting Moscow and Beijing, despite the deteriorating 

situation in Phnom Penh, he made an uncharacteristic rant in which he stated he would jail 

and execute officials back in Cambodia. Sihanouk’s attacks caused unrest amongst his 

officials when it was broadcast back in Phnom Penh. On March 11th, 1970, major protests in 

Phnom Penh occurred. The peaceful demonstrations deteriorated into a violence leading to 

the ransacking of the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese embassies.1284 This led to Lon Nol 

seizing power in a bloodless coup. Drawing comparisons with Indonesia in 1966, the events 

would suggest Cambodia was in a state of democratic decay. 

 

Geographically, Cambodia’s flat plains and fluid borders with Vietnam allowed Viet Cong 

and North Vietnamese forces to cross without resistance. This increased the risk of 

communist subversion. Sihanouk’s foreign policy exacerbated the situation further as he 

granted safe refuge to communist forces.1285 Britain had a vested interest in maintaining the 

status quo in the region and defending its former colonies. Consequently, anti-communist 

IRD material targeted Vietnamese communists throughout South Vietnam destabilising the 

region further.1286 By early 1970, Cambodia became an American vassal state. The full 

extent of Washington’s involvement in the coup is unknown. Through testimonies of Lon Nol 

officials, however, it is clear the CIA aided the nascent government. Meanwhile, Washington 

maintained plausible deniability.1287 According to a FO report, Phnom Penh’s prestige was 

dented as it was heavily reliant on Washington’s approval for any operation.1288 Alongside 

London’s diplomatic and economic efforts, Washington also provided aid to Cambodia. 

Indeed, by 1974 almost ninety per cent of Cambodia’s imports were financed through the 

American Commodity Import programme.1289 Washington was the first capital to recognise 

the new leadership of Cambodia.1290 As the chapter will demonstrate, Britain decreased its 

intelligence activities once Lon Nol was in power. Throughout the 1950s Sihanouk bought 

democracy to Cambodia. This transformed the country into an Asian-style democracy. 

According to DPT, this would suggest Britain would not engage in covert action against a 
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fellow democracy. However, hill tribes, for example, provided national security planners with 

a platform to counter communism. Due to their geographic location and lack of contact with 

central government, there was low credibility and hypocrisy costs. The next section 

examines the role of the IRD, BBC and British Council in Cambodia. 

 

c. Demonstration of BBC, IRD and British Council Collusion 

 

Previous research on British covert action in Cambodia was limited to the military training 

assistance scheme in the 1980s.1291 Under Sihanouk, however, Cambodia provided British 

intelligence with an opportunity to counter communism and disseminate propaganda. 

National security planners perceived Sihanouk to be susceptible to communism and used 

myriad organisations, including the IRD, BBC and British Council, to intervene. Drawing 

similarities to Indonesia, the Counter-Subversion Committee (CSC) were active in 

Cambodia. Although Cambodia was not considered a priority by British intelligence, it still 

provided a platform to counter communism.1292 It was thought a trivial amount of British 

assistance in Cambodia would protect London’s large investments in the region.1293 In 1969, 

the Information Research Department stated that  

 

Cambodia is a small country, but one whose political orientation to some 

extent governs the degree of communist penetration in Indo China. Our 

own direct interests are minimal but in the general interests of peace and 

stability in the area, our political influence can be useful in helping 

Cambodia maintain her independence1294 

 

IRD reports included material on Cambodian propaganda including publications by 

Sihanouk. In April 1965, for example, Sihanouk launched a new periodical, “Kambuja”.1295 

The material inter alia, pertained to Sihanouk’s enmity towards Washington.1296 The British 
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embassy in Phnom Penh corresponded with Washington over the publications.1297 According 

to Leslie Fielding, a diplomat in Phnom Penh, the Americans took everything Sihanouk said, 

“rather literally”.1298 Fielding, moreover, labelled Sihanouk the most sensitive Head of State 

in the world.1299 This presented an opportunity for British intelligence to meddle in the 

internal affairs of Cambodia. In 1964, an American book, titled “Sihanouk Speaks”, was 

published in New York.1300 John Armstrong produced the material mainly from quotations 

and speeches contained within Réalités Cambodgiennes.1301 A copy of the publication was 

ordered for the Chancery Library.1302 British reports in 1965 indicated that Sihanouk was 

particularly sensitive to critical articles published in the international press.1303 Sihanouk’s 

bête noire revolved around references to Cambodia’s small geographical size and lack of 

influence on the world stage.1304 For instance, in 1964, he lashed out at several American 

journals for referring to Cambodia as a small country.1305 Sihanouk’s personal assistant 

would provide him with weekly press clippings from around the world on Cambodia. 

Sihanouk would scrutinise every article.1306 IRD reports also covered Sihanouk’s speech at 

the Faculté de Droit in 1964, which was considered his political testament.1307 Sihanouk’s 

publications provided British intelligence with an insight into Cambodia’s state trajectory and 

political alignment. 

 

 By August 1965, Sihanouk possessed a further propaganda tool in the form of Le 

Sangkum, Revue Politique Illustrée.1308 The periodical had been compiled under the direct 

supervision of Sihanouk. Le Sangkum was exclusively political and based around 

Sihanouk’s political party.1309 According to FO reports, Cambodian propaganda primarily 

targeted South Vietnamese instability and portrayed an anti-American sentiment.1310 Le 

Sangkum, Revue Politique Illustrée provided the IRD and FO with Cambodian views on 

Britain, America, and Vietnam.1311 Sihanouk’s inability to protect Cambodia’s borders 

provided the IRD with further scope to target him. Throughout the mid-1960s IRD officers 
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were keen to establish the true nature of Viet Cong activity in Cambodia.1312 In keeping with 

zonal foreign policy, an enlargement of Vietnamese influence or intervention in an AAT was 

unacceptable for national security planners. Increasing Viet Cong activity was perceived as 

inimical to British interests and warranted intervention. As noted in the next chapter, 

Vietnamese expansion and hegemonic ambition were the catalysts for further British 

intervention in the 1980s. A report on communist activity was shared amongst numerous 

departments including the South East Asian Department.1313 It was important for British 

intelligence to understand how susceptible Cambodia was from communist advances.  

 

Unlike Indonesia, however, the IRD did not have a newspaper in circulation throughout 

Cambodia. To increase cooperation and to start circulating IRD material, Tony Ashworth, an 

IRD officer, visited Burma and Cambodia in 1968.1314 Ashworth, following a successful 

meeting with the official responsible for information, reported that his one-week trip did not 

raise suspicion with the Cambodian government who were particularly concerned by threats 

to internal security.1315 Ashworth believed that communism would not be able to flourish in 

Cambodia and there was no significant communist activity in political or social life.1316 All 

information media in Cambodia was controlled by the Under Secretary of State for Press 

Affairs, Tep Chhieu Kheng. Sihanouk, however, controlled the Cambodian press. Although 

Sihanouk was supposedly anti-communist, Cambodian press outlets struck a non-aligned 

tone.1317 Moreover, the IRD perceived Sihanouk to be untrustworthy and began to feed 

material to trusted news outlets.1318 For example, Ashworth held meetings with Tep Chhieu 

Kheng and Vann Vikramuditt, the editor of the Agence Khmer Presse, the official 

government news agency.1319 Following Ashworth’s meetings with Tep Chhieu Kheng it was 

decided that IRD material would be shared with the Cambodian government, specifically 

Kheng.1320 IRD material would focus predominantly on “China Topics” and “Asian 

Analysis”.1321 According to Ashworth, no special news agency existed for the ca. 400,000 

ethnic Chinese living in Cambodia.1322 IRD material would target ethnic Chinese citizens. 

This provided the IRD with an opportunity to counter communism and influence the 
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Cambodian press. This is evidence of further British covert action in an Asian-style 

democracy.  

 

Ashworth’s report dated 16th October 1968, stated that Phnom Penh was sensitive to 

internal security threats and that ‘communism would not be allowed to develop 

unopposed.'1323 Fears of communist activity were still prevalent, however. For example, Tep 

Chhieu Kheng informed Ashworth that he for certain ‘that a Cambodian shadow Government 

has been formed in Hanoi in readiness for “der Tag”.’1324 Without substantive evidence, it is 

difficult to confirm these claims. However, it is evident a Vietnamese backed government in 

Phnom Penh would undermine British security and former colonies.  

 

By the late 1960s regional instability forced London to review its foreign policy objectives 

in Cambodia. Interestingly, it was thought a reorganisation of the Thai Army’s counter 

subversion unit would stabilise not only Thailand against its separatist insurgency, but also 

Cambodia against communism.1325 According to correspondence between Alec Douglas-

Home and Robert Thomas, it was thought London should offer to help reorganise the 

unit.1326 This would represent a trivial amount of aid in the wider context of protecting British 

investments in the region.1327 For example, London looked at appointing civilian advisers to 

the Thai government’s Communist Suppression Operations Command.1328 Bangkok’s 

inability to contain the insurgency was inimical to British interests and countering 

communism in Cambodia. Thailand, an AAT, and Asian-style democracy, provides another 

example of Britain intervention designed support its foreign policy objectives.  

 

Meanwhile, Khmer Rouge activity intensified near the Vietnamese border.1329 According 

to a local French national, the Cambodian Army had installed a series of fortifications, 

including barbed wire fences, to stop Khmer Rouge forces from entering the region.1330 By 

the late 1960s Max McCann and the Regional Information Office in Singapore, sought 

regular intelligence reports on Cambodia.1331 Intelligence reports were gathered by the 

military attaché to Cambodia. To facilitate this, in early 1969, the British military attaché 
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toured Cambodia.1332 During his tour, rice smuggling was noted by the delegation. According 

to the report, low-income villagers would smuggle rice to Vietnamese communist forces in 

exchange for money.1333 This led to an IRD report titled ‘Intelligence Gathering Visits within 

Cambodia’ being published by the department. This is evidence of covert action in pre-

revolutionary Cambodia. Meanwhile violence in Vietnam intensified considerably, signalled 

by the Tet Offensive in 1968. IRD files pertaining to the era paint a bleak picture for 

Sihanouk. In October 1973, for example, IRD publications discussed clashes between 

Vietnamese and Cambodian communists.1334 Sihanouk distrusted the Khmer Rouge who he 

branded too Stalinist.1335 IRD used extracts from Phnom Penh Radio to gather intelligence 

on the communist insurgency. According to intelligence reports, a rice shortage was driving 

intra party fighting amongst communist forces.1336 London was aware of the growing 

communist threat in Cambodia. As in Indonesia, the BBC was used to spread British 

influence, especially through English language training. 

 

d. BBC & British Council 

 
The BBC provided the IRD with a soft power asset in Lon Nol’s Cambodia. One key 

attribute of the BBC, according to its representatives, was the organisations inferred 

independence from the British government.1337 This legitimised the BBC’s output and 

garnered trust amongst its listeners. According to Douglas-Home, ‘this asset is unique to the 

BBC and one which in times of crisis has proved valuable to Her Majesty’s Government.’1338 

Throughout the early 1970s, FO officials posited the establishment of a BBC Khmer Service 

to aid the Khmer Republic in their war effort against the Khmer Rouge.1339 According to FO 

reports, assisting the Khmer Republic was a ‘political objective of strategic importance.’ 1340 

BBC Khmer would be based upon the Vietnamese Service which was popular and viewed 

as an impartial service especially when the Voice of America (VOA) was viewed with 

suspicion.1341  In Cambodia, however, the situation was different. VOA commanded respect 
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and benefitted from a medium range transmitter based in Manila.1342 Some officials inside 

the FO believed, therefore, that a BBC Khmer Service may not be in the interest of 

London.1343 Moreover, Britain only had access to a short-wave radio, which was felt too 

small to reach many Cambodians.1344 It was believed Cambodians would only tune into 

short-wave radio to listen to VOA and announcements from Sihanouk, who was now 

residing in Beijing following the coup.1345 The BBC representative to the Khmer Republic was 

called Brian Denney.1346 Denney spent time questioning local Cambodians about their radio 

equipment. To his surprise some Cambodians did own short-wave sets. This, however, was 

seen as a status symbol rather than an attempt to listen to radio broadcasts.1347 
 

It was believed Lon Nol was losing his grip on Cambodia as early as 1972 and that a 

BBC Khmer Service would “do wonders” for the morale of the country.1348 Moreover, FO 

officials believed that the Khmers were “pathetically grateful” for any external assistance.1349 

According to the report, the annual cost associated with a daily fifteen-minute broadcast was 

ca. £30,000.1350 Denney suggested that the BBC Asian Service or British Council might 

provide a better platform than a dedicated BBC Khmer Service or whether an English BBC 

service in Cambodia would provide better opportunities for the FO.1351 A further thought 

involved English language teachers in Cambodia playing the BBC Overseas Service during 

their classes.1352 Moreover, the Information Administration Department suggested that 

contemporary services should be strengthened, and additional specialist material provided 

for the programmes.1353  

 

Edward Heath and Douglas-Home did not support the introduction of a dedicated BBC 

Khmer Service citing economic concerns.1354 There would, moreover, be a detrimental effect 

on “marginal” languages such as Burmese, Persian, Greek, and Somali due to a lack of 

funds.1355 The FO, therefore, looked to increase the level of English language broadcasts. 

According to correspondence, the balance between English language broadcasts and 
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vernacular ones was very fine. In 1972, the BBC had a far higher percentage of English 

language. Meanwhile, it was proposed, if the BBC service was not tenable, that the British 

Council step up its operations.1356 As in Indonesia, the British Council was an important tool 

for increasing British influence.1357 There was, according to correspondence between IRD 

officers Wilford and Squire, a desire for English language teaching throughout Cambodia. 

There was, moreover, a growing number of young Cambodians who sought emancipation 

from French influence. This provided British intelligence with a platform to espouse the 

virtues of the English language and British culture. In 1972, the percentage of the BBC’s 

output of English language broadcasts was considerably higher than their competitors. The 

figure stood at 28% compared to VOA (12%) and Soviet broadcasts (9%).1358 BBC output in 

terms of hours stood at 200 per week compared to the VOA’s (228).1359 In a valedictory 

dispatch, Harold Brown, British Ambassador to Cambodia, noted the enthusiasm of local 

Cambodians in learning English.1360 According to the report, local Cambodian women, 

mainly married to high-ranking Cambodian officials would attend coffee mornings to learn 

English. Brown suggested this was the old Cambodia preparing for the new one.1361 As the 

situation in Vietnam began to deteriorate further, politicians in London were concerned about 

the capacity of Lon Nol to stave off communist attacks.1362 Britain’s pivot to soft power 

enabled it to support this endeavour. 

 

Plans for a BBC Khmer Service were dropped by 1975.1363 Despite the dropping of the 

planned service, the BBC’s mission in Cambodia did evaporate nor did it solely encompass 

language training. It also provided charitable services. On November 1st, 1979, for example, 

the children’s television show, Blue Peter, launched an appeal raising one hundred and fifty 

thousand pounds for Cambodian refugees.1364 Within two days the amount had doubled and 

by December increased to ca. two million pounds.1365 By early 1985 a designated 

Cambodian service was back on the FO/BBC agenda.1366 It was thought London was under 

pressure from Lee Kuan-yew, the Singaporean Prime Minister, to establish the service.1367 
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Cambodia would be covered by the new Hong Kong Relay Station.1368 [see Appendix 1] 

Only English or Khmer would be used, any third language, such as French, would not be 

viable.1369 A Khmer service would complement the military training provided to anti-

Vietnamese coalition forces. Issues arose, however, over the viability of the service. Finding 

native Khmer speakers who also spoke English would prove difficult.1370 Moreover, there 

was little to no audience research on Cambodia. A daily thirty-minute service to Cambodia 

would cost ca. £175,000 p.a.1371 This section has demonstrated that the BBC was involved 

in overt action throughout pre-revolutionary Cambodia. Despite Lon Nol proving to be a 

more authoritarian figure, Britain pivoted towards overt action in Cambodia post 1970. This 

would suggest the DPT does not provide an adequate explanation for British foreign policy. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

e. Soft Power Pivot 

 

This section will demonstrate that once Lon Nol established his anti-communist 

government in Cambodia, Britain decreased its covert operations despite democratic decay. 

There is a marked difference in the source material available after Lon Nol established 

power. For example, there are currently only eight files held at the National Archives relating 

to the Khmer Republic. One of those concerned financial aid and another concerned the 

wider treaties the Khmer Republic was party to. In fact, the national archives hold more 

records pertaining to Sihanouk’s activities in exile.1372 This would suggest that once the 

perceived threat of communism had subsided, national security planners began to pivot 

towards overt action including aid donations. Although other factors, such as budgetary 

constraints and the closure of the IRD in 1977 could have hastened the decline in activity, 

there is a marked difference. Moreover, geopolitical factors such as the American withdrawal 

from Vietnam and escalating violence in Northern Ireland would have shifted priorities for 

policymakers in London. DPT and specifically selectorate theory suggests that Britain should 

have perceived communist advances in Cambodia as a sign of democratic decay and seek 

regime change.1373 However, Lon Nol was supported by Britain through soft power methods 

noting a significant decline in intelligence activities once Lon Nol asserted control.  
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Lon Nol attempted to persuade Sihanouk to adopt a more aggressive policy towards 

Vietnam, and pivot away from China.1374 Throughout the last six months of Sihanouk’s rule, 

Cambodia experienced political unrest. For example, Lon Nol organised anti-Vietnamese 

rallies in Eastern Cambodia whilst Sihanouk told Parisian officials that Hanoi-Phnom Penh 

relations were improving.1375 In March 1970, Prince Sihanouk was overthrown by Lon Nol 

and Sihanouk’s cousin Prince Sirik Matak in a bloodless coup.1376 Lon Nol immediately 

pulled his forces out of North-eastern Cambodia effectively surrendering the area to the 

Khmer Rouge. According to a valedictory by Powell Jones, Britain’s last Ambassador to 

Cambodia before 1975, the events did not amount to a revolution except in a palace 

sense.1377 Those who assumed power, he argued, were not new figures in Cambodian 

society, having enjoyed service in Sihanouk’s government.1378 Following the coup Sihanouk 

established a rival government in exile. According to Cabinet Office papers, however, 

London was conducting day-to-day business with Lon Nol.1379 Cabinet Office reports, 

moreover, stated that the Cambodian government’s main aim was to expel communism from 

the country.1380 London welcomed the development and supported Cambodia’s return to the 

International Control Commission.1381 Meanwhile, Britain pivoted to soft power to support 

Lon Nol whilst he engaged in a propaganda campaign against Sihanouk. Once Sihanouk 

arrived in Beijing, he forged alliances with former foes including the Khmer Rouge and 

formed the National United Front of Kampuchea which finally obtained a figure head who 

possessed international recognition.1382 Sihanouk, moreover, accepted the leadership of the 

Cambodian Communist Party (CPK).1383 Britain’s security perceptions of Sihanouk were 

vindicated.  

 

Britain’s pivot to soft power was exemplified by loans and investment. For example, by 

the early 1970s London had donated £200,000 to the Khmer Exchange Stabilisation 

Fund.1384 British officials in Phnom Penh, moreover, sought a soft loan for Cambodia to 
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important British goods through the Aid Framework.1385 Throughout the early 1970s, 

moreover, Britain invested in Cambodia infrastructure projects. For example, Britain had 

invested $1 million in a multinational dam project in Cambodia at Prek Thnot.1386  According 

to an IRD report, however, the situation in Cambodia by early 1973 was amongst the highest 

priorities for Soviet-American bilateral talks.1387 It was likely, moreover, that during 

Kissinger’s visit to Moscow the issue was discussed. IRD officials believed that the 

Cambodian issue would have to be addressed if Brezhnev’s visit to Washington was to be 

fruitful.1388 Documents pertaining to the troubled Khmer Republic suggest that American-

Soviet policy on the matter was not too far apart. Both states believed the legitimate 

government in Cambodia to be that of Lon Nol which created a paradoxical situation for the 

Soviet regime.1389 Soviet policy towards Sihanouk’s Chinese-backed government was 

simple, it refused to have anything to do with it, however, its close ally, North Vietnam, was 

directly assisting Khmer Rouge forces in its fight with Phnom Penh.1390 It appeared to the 

IRD at this stage, a negotiated ceasefire and the withdrawal of all Vietnamese forces was 

the only viable option left for Washington and Moscow to pursue.  

 

Following the removal of Sihanouk, Cambodia experienced political turmoil. Yem 

Sambaur, the new Cambodian Foreign Minister, was appointed once Sihanouk was 

deposed.1391 According to Brown, he had fallen out of favour with the prince.1392 Yem set 

about his task as he quickly established his government’s policies and held diplomatic 

meetings with his counterparts.1393 Lon Nol’s administration, however, was plagued by 

confusion and corruption signalling democratic decay in Cambodia. For example, in April 

1971, Nol resigned citing health concerns only to be asked to form a new government the 

following day.1394 According to a report in The Times, the situation in Cambodia was so 

perilous, that Lon Nol was the only leader who could save the Cambodian state from 

collapse.1395 Meanwhile, Cambodia’s economic performance became untenable leading to 
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British fears that communist forces would sweep to victory.1396 According to the annual 

report for Cambodia, hyper-inflation and the continual erosion of real income severely 

weakened the government.1397 Hyper-inflation stood at around three hundred per cent in 

1974.1398 Meanwhile, Lon Nol displayed authoritarian characteristics. This is supported 

through the annual dispatch from the British Embassy in Phnom Penh which stated that ‘Lon 

Nol’s extreme conservatism played a role in the ‘narrowing of the Republic’s political 

base.’1399 Despite this, Britain pivoted towards soft power demonstrated by a reduction in 

intelligence operations.  

 

Meanwhile, America began to intervene in Cambodia. On June 1st, 1973, the US Senate 

suspended White House funds for its bombing campaign in Cambodia and Laos.1400 

Following political and public pressure Nixon stopped the bombing campaign.  In the 

fourteen months following the end of Washington’s bombing campaign, Kissinger made no 

attempts to formulate a peace plan.1401 Many in Washington feared that the US could 

become embroiled in a similar quagmire like Vietnam. The initial justification for the military 

campaign inside Cambodian territory was the protection of American servicemen in Vietnam. 

1402 However, the Moose-Lowenstein Report for the Foreign Affairs Committee, declared 

Washington’s bombing campaign in Cambodia illegal.1403  

 

By late 1973 the Paris Peace Accords had been ratified. Although forces under the 

command of Lon Nol upheld the ceasefire, Khmer Rouge forces did not reciprocate.1404 

Article 20 of the Peace Accords stipulated that all foreign forces should return to their 

country of origin. By mid 1973, it was estimated ca. 40,000 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 

soldiers were still active in Cambodia.1405 According to the IRD, the Vietnamese soldiers 

were supporting the fragmented Khmer Rouge throughout this period.1406 The US used the 

breaching of Article 20 as justification for intervention in Cambodia.1407 Rogers stated that 
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due to the presence of North Vietnamese servicemen in Cambodia, it threatened the self-

determination of the South Vietnamese. However, the justification ignored the fact that 

Cambodia was not party to the agreement and therefore did not fall under its jurisdiction.1408 

Cambodia’s foreign ministry sought an international guarantee of its neutrality and territorial 

integrity akin to guarantee afforded to Laos in 1962.1409 This would protect it from external 

forces. 

 

Meanwhile, peace talks became a component of Cambodian foreign policy as a 

combination of internal and external crises threatened the Lon Nol administration. Lon Nol’s 

entire diplomatic effort, according to the FO, was to retain its seat at the UN.1410 Lon Nol, 

therefore, put forward unconditional peace offer to the warring factions. Nol looked towards 

the UN Secretary General, ASEAN states and the West for assistance,1411 In 1973, the Non-

Aligned Movement met in Algiers. According to report in The Times, fighting in Cambodia 

intensified as the conference drew nearer with rebel factions hoping to take Kompong Cham 

and establish it as Cambodia’s new capital as leverage.1412 Despite evidence of democratic 

decay and a deterioration of the security situation, Britain continued to support Lon Nol. 

 

In 1974, Sino-Cambodian relations deteriorated after Beijing attempted to block Lon 

Nol’s government from attending the UN.1413 Chinese delegates argued that Lon Nol’s 

government was an American puppet and Sihanouk controlled ninety per cent of Cambodian 

territory despite being in exile.1414 Cambodia’s neighbours, such as Thailand and Indonesia 

urged the international community to respect the democratic right of Cambodians to self-

determination.1415 At the UNGA British diplomats called for a peaceful solution to the 

situation in Cambodia.1416 According to a report in The Times, British diplomat, Ivor Richard, 

claimed it would set a bad precedent for the UN to admit a country with a leader in exile. 

Moreover, Richard claimed, “it would be a gross interference in Cambodian affairs”.1417 

British diplomats were quick to raise issues of non-intervention when it feared Chinese 
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diplomats were encroaching on Cambodian internal affairs despite engaging in similar 

behaviour. Denouncing Beijing for meddling in the internal affairs of Cambodia exposes 

contradictions in British foreign policy. 

 

By 1974, communist forces had captured vast swathes of land including the eastern 

regions of Cambodia, inhabited by the hill tribes Dick Noone contacted.1418 The power base 

for the Khmer Rouge centred around the north-east region where the revolution had 

begun.1419 Due to the precarious position of the Khmer Republic, British diplomats kept a 

close eye on developments and drew up contingency plans for a potential evacuation.1420 

The evacuation plans stated civilian aircraft might not be suitable for such an undertaking. 

Under British plans Air Support Command would be tasked with evacuating up to 200 

people, mainly British and Australian nationals.1421 Those evacuated would be taken to 

Singapore and then able to return to their countries of origin.  

 

According to a 1974 FO report, North Vietnam viewed the Lon Nol government as a 

puppet of American foreign policy. Moreover, the Khmer Rouge were too independent of 

Vietnam and aligned to Beijing.1422 During a speech on July 4th, 1974, Lon Nol offered 

‘unconditional negotiations’ to the Khmer Rouge who dismissed them accordingly.1423 

Sihanouk, from his Beijing residence, likewise dismissed the offer from Lon Nol.1424 FO 

reports reveal that communist propaganda targeted the corruption of Lon Nol’s government 

offering a different vision of Cambodia’s future.1425 The propaganda claimed that the Khmer 

Rouge occupied territories that boasted enhanced irrigation systems and an abundance of 

food.1426 It was thought, however, that most Cambodians were wary of these claims. As early 

as 1972, it was thought that Lon Nol was losing his grip on reality as he faced threats to his 

presidency through internal power struggles and disenfranchisement of his policies.1427 For 

example, in June 1974, a group of students kidnapped and murdered the Minister for 
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Education Keo Sangkim and the President’s Adviser for Youth, Thach Chia.1428 To counter 

communist subversion, Britain engaged in soft power including BBC services and British 

Council activities. This was supplemented by charity donations and education campaigns. 

This section has demonstrated that covert action in Cambodia subsided upon the 

establishment of a right leaning government under Lon Nol.  

 

f. Conclusion 

 

Two aims were identified in the introduction. Firstly, that the chapter would demonstrate 

that despite being an Asian-style democracy, Britain engaged in covert action in Cambodia 

when it perceived its security was at risk. This suggests that perceptions outweighed 

international norms, specifically the principle of non-intervention. Moreover, this allows the 

chapter to critique DPT. State trajectory was central to British foreign policy. Perceptions of 

poor security led to the IRD compiling intelligence reports from within Cambodia.1429 IRD 

officers visited Cambodia meeting with senior members of Sihanouk’s entourage and 

publicists. The IRD provided material to Cambodian newspapers to counter communist 

advances in the country. Moreover, the IRD published reports on Sihanouk’s propaganda 

campaigns and traits. The chapter used a mixture of archival materials, newspapers reports 

and parliamentary debates to draw inferences pertaining to British covert action in pre-

revolutionary Cambodia. Britain began assessing communist activity throughout Cambodia 

in the early 1960s with a paper on hill tribes published by Dick Noone.1430 Noone’s report 

indicated that hill tribes were susceptible to communism. To counter this, Noone suggested 

that the IRD disseminate posters around the tribal areas. 

 

The second aim was to demonstrate that once Lon Nol was in power, national security 

planners pivoted to soft power to achieve policy goals. For example, it was thought a 

dedicated BBC Khmer Service would bolster Cambodian morale against the communist 

advances in the East.1431 The BBC enjoyed a superb reputation for impartiality and 

independence from the government which the IRD and FO exploited. This was especially 

true when compared to its competitors, the VOA and Soviet radio stations.1432 The BBC 
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provided the intelligence services with a vessel for propaganda and counter subversion 

activities. As in Indonesia, the BBC was perceived to be an impartial voice. However, as 

Cambodia was regarded by national security planners as less of a threat, the BBC Khmer 

service was shelved. Communist revolutionaries in Cambodia used hill tribes to fill their 

ranks. According to research by the anthropologist, Dick Noone, hill tribes had limited or no 

contact with either local or national government1433 and formed the bedrock of Khmer Rouge 

support. British intelligence services explored ways to counter communist subversion. This 

would be achieved through a propaganda campaign targeting illiterate members of the 

tribes. 

 

There was a marked drop in intelligence activities in Cambodia following the 

establishment of the Lon Nol government. Moreover, Lon Nol was more authoritarian in 

nature than his predecessor. This would suggest that threat perception outweighed 

democratic decay, norms, and obligations to international law. By the time the Khmer Rouge 

seized power in 1975, British foreign policy objectives had changed. America, for example, 

had withdrawn from Vietnam and domestically, the threat of the Irish Republican Army had 

grown. Although Britain had not committed conventional forces to Vietnam, it engaged in 

intelligence activities.1434 The imminent closure of the IRD affected British foreign policy.  

Cambodia, therefore, lost importance in Britain’s strategic framework in the region. However, 

if national security planners perceived Cambodia was vulnerable to communist influence, it 

reverted to covert action. Covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia carried had fewer 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs than riskier operations inside Europe, supporting the notion 

of zonal foreign policy. National security planners were quick to raise issue of Chinese 

intervention in Cambodian affairs despite their own interference.1435 Cambodia, after all, was 

an AAT although it was not perceived to be as detrimental to British foreign policy.   

 

Previous intelligence research addressed covert action in Vietnamese occupied 

Cambodia.1436 As this chapter has demonstrated, however, covert action was not limited to 

this period. Cambodia and specifically Sihanouk became a target of intelligence operations 

throughout the 1960s. This was mainly characterised by propaganda. BBC, IRD and 

Counter Subversion were all key facets of covert action. The BBC, who enjoyed an envious 
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reputation, acted as a vessel for IRD material. Moreover, BBC funded programmes such as 

Blue Peter raised millions of pounds for refugees.1437 Meanwhile, Britain engaged in covert 

action in Cambodia whilst attending PrepCom meetings within the CSCE.1438 This would 

suggest that national security planners were not concerned by international developments in 

law or norm building. Early 1979 saw Vietnamese forces successfully occupy Cambodia. 

Despite ending the mass atrocities in Cambodia, the Vietnamese occupation was viewed by 

the West as detrimental to regional peace. Britain, therefore, engaged in covert action to 

remove the Vietnamese backed regime. This is explored in the next chapter. Neither 

democratic norms or international law provided a barrier for covert action to flourish in pre-

revolutionary Cambodia nor did not signal the end of British interference in Cambodian 

affairs. The next chapter will demonstrate that covert action intensified in Cambodia despite 

the signing of the Helsinki Accords suggesting that security concerns outweighed 

international norms and law. This will enable the thesis to ascertain whether there was a 

pivot in British foreign policy away from covert action in the 1980s.  
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Chapter VII 
 

United Kingdom Military Training Assistance Scheme 
 

Cambodia & the Vietnamese Occupation 
 

a. Framing 

 
As the rains began to re-inherit the Cambodian skyline in spring 1979, Vietnamese 

forces, who invaded Cambodia in late 1978, had forced the Khmer Rouge leadership into 

exile throughout Thailand. Following four years of mass atrocity with limited international 

attention, Cambodia was subjected to further regime change, this time in the form of 

Vietnamese occupation. Developments in Cambodia altered Britain’s foreign policy agenda. 

The reasons are twofold. Firstly, National security planners viewed the invasion as 

expansionist.1439 Moreover, Cambodia was still an Anglophile Adjacent Territory (AAT) and 

its occupation by Vietnamese forces posed a risk to former colonies. Secondly, due to 

increasing hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe, Vietnam’s invasion provided an 

opportunity for Britain to undermine one of the Soviet Union’s closest allies. Furthermore, 

following Washington’s unsuccessful intervention in Vietnam, it provided a platform to 

degrade Hanoi’s ambitions. 

 

This chapter has two aims. Firstly, it will demonstrate that the Vietnamese occupation of 

Cambodia provided national security planners with an opportunity to discredit a close ally of 

the Soviet Union demonstrating that Vietnamese foreign policy posed a threat to Britain’s 

interests. The decreased hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Cambodia enabled Britain to 

engage in covert action supporting the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy. As demonstrated 

in previous chapters, zonal foreign policy suggests Cambodia assumed temporary 

importance when there was a perceived threat. Zonal foreign policy, therefore, provides a 

model for British foreign policy into the 1980s.  

 

The second aim is to demonstrate that international law did not induce a pivot in British 

foreign policy away from covert action if it perceived its security was endangered by 

communism. In this instance, the critique of democratic peace theory (DPT) and selectorate 

theory does not apply as Cambodia had been ruled by an authoritarian regime and 

 
1439 Mr Stan Thorne, "Cambodia," ed. Twentieth Century House of Commons Sessional Papers 
(London: Hansards, 3rd April 1980). 
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subsequently occupied by a foreign power.1440 What this chapter does demonstrate, 

however, is that despite advancements in international law, Britain used covert action to 

instigate regime change in Cambodia and oust the Vietnamese backed government. 

Meanwhile, Britain attended international law conferences designed to restore peace in 

Cambodia. For example, Britain was party to the International Conference of Kampuchea 

(ICK) and Jakarta Informal Meeting (JIM). This again raises questions around Britain’s self-

perception. 

 

During the mass atrocities, British foreign policy revolved around assisting Cambodian 

refugees in Thailand.1441 Ironically, this is when the international community would hold 

legitimacy to intervene directly. Between 1975-1979 Cambodian foreign policy did not 

threaten British security nor did it threaten a former colony. Khmer Rouge expansionist 

desires were limited to Vietnam or border incursions into Thailand. Following the 

Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia London pivoted towards covert action. Meanwhile, Britain 

attended several international law conferences. International norms had been codified by the 

International Law Commission (ILC). One of the ten finalised articles at Helsinki, for 

example, espoused the virtues of non-intervention in the internal affairs of another state.1442 

However, by the mid-1980s, a decade after signing the declaration, Britain was engaged in 

intelligence operations in Cambodia. Covert action in Cambodia centred around the United 

Kingdom Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS) which provided military training to 

pro-Sihanouk forces.1443 As mentioned in the previous chapter, this is the first research on 

the role of the UKMTAS in supporting British foreign policy in Cambodia. The chapter will 

begin by examining British soft power in Cambodia during the mass atrocities, including its 

charitable efforts to support refugees in Thailand and Vietnam, before outlining the pivot 

towards the use of covert action through the UKMTAS.  

 

b. Use of Soft Power during Genocide 

 

The previous chapter outlined how zonal foreign policy provides a rationale for Britain’s 

behaviour in Cambodia and how that state assumed temporary importance during the latter 

stages of Sihanouk’s premiership. The research in this chapter is no different, suggesting 

 
1440 Shore, "Cambodia." The Vietnamese occupation followed the Cambodian genocide following a 
series of border incursions. 
1441 From Our Correspondent, "Humanitarian and other aid towards liberation," The Times May 5th 
1977. Genocide was only proven towards minorities, including the Cham population for example.  
1442 (OSCE), "Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe Final Act." 
1443 Office, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289." 
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that by the mid-1980s, Cambodia again became a target of British intelligence activities. 

Despite its communist ideology the Khmer Rouge did not pose a threat to British interests. 

During the mass atrocities Britain used soft power and positive engagement to assist 

Cambodian refugees. In keeping with the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy, therefore, this 

section will demonstrate that when an AAT did not pose a security threat to Britain, national 

security planners pivoted away from covert action. 

 

British reports on Khmer Rouge atrocities relied on refugee testimonies with eye-witness 

accounts generally collaborating the information.1444 When pressed by Anthony Royle on the 

action taken in response to the reports of mass murder in Cambodia, Luard claimed that the 

British government could not ‘divulge the details of the methods we [the government] 

use.’1445 Luard, moreover, claimed that although there was no diplomatic representation in 

Cambodia, the government had found alternative avenues to express concerns.1446 British 

aid efforts targeted refugees and those effected by famine. According to Wain, a higher 

percentage of the population died from poor living conditions than state sanctioned 

murder.1447 To remedy this, Britain supported Cambodia through a collective group called the 

Exchange Support Fund.1448 Meanwhile, Britain approached the UN Human Rights 

Commission over events in Cambodia.1449 Alongside appeals to the UN, London lobbied 

Southeast Asian countries to open their borders to refugees. London commended Bangkok 

for opening its borders to Cambodian refugees.1450 According to British MP, David Ennals, 

Bangkok were preparing tented accommodation for up to ca. 650,000 refugees.1451 

According to a FO report, Britain contributed £750,000 per annum to the refugee program. 

Britain’s use of soft power demonstrates that when a state did not pose a threat to a former 

colony, it pivoted away from the use of covert action. 

 

In a Commons session on December 6th, 1975, Peter Shore argued that it had been 

Conservative backbenchers pursuing the topic of Cambodia as he argued Labour had let the 

topic slip from the national consciousness.1452 Shore, however, lambasted the Conservative 

 
1444 ———, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229." 
1445 Mr Philip Goodhart, "Cambodia," ed. Twentieth Century House of Commons Hansards Sessional 
Papers (London: Hansards, October 20th 1976). 
1446 Ibid. Luard did not online them in the Commons. 
1447 Hurst Hannum, "International Law and Cambodian Genocide: The Sounds of Silence," Human 
Rights Quarterly. The John Hopkins University Press Volume 11, No. 1(February 1989). p.91 
1448 Office, "Diplomatic Despatches 1974-1975 (Described at Item Level). FCO 160/166." 
1449 From Our Correspondent, "'Barbarous British' told not to interfere in the affairs of Cambodia," The 
Times May 16th, 1978. 
1450 Shore, "Cambodia." 
1451 Office, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229." £750,000 by 1977. 
1452 Hansards Sessional Papers, "Address in Reply to Majesty's Most Gracious Speech," ed. 
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Party for insinuating that Britain had become an increasingly in-ward looking country under 

the party.1453 In response, the Labour Party published a report on July 14th,1978 stating that 

it would raise its concerns to the UNHRC. Labour politicians welcomed the government’s 

new policy as it demonstrated a pivot away from the untenable position of supporting the 

Khmer Rouge.1454 Some UN member states believed Cambodia should be excluded from 

the organisation. London, however, pursued a pluralist policy whereby Britain opposed the 

expulsion of member states.1455 Simons, a British diplomat within SEAD, stated that Britain 

had gone further than other countries, but there was only a limited amount of work London 

could do to assist Cambodians externally. Dr Alan Glyn MP, claimed during an evening 

session of the House of Commons in late 1979 that the British record in Cambodia was 

good.1456 Glyn’s farcical comments do not reflect the true number of those murdered by the 

Khmer Rouge. London, moreover, had been reluctant to supply financial assistance to the 

victims. Officials in Washington, meanwhile, released a public statement. It read, ‘it is time 

that some of us stood up to be counted and condemned those who played a disgraceful part 

in the matter.’1457 It was not until the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia that Britain and 

America began to reengage meaningfully, and that was on security grounds. 

 

During a Commons debate on July 7th,1976, Ted Rowlands, a junior FO minister, 

answered questions from Patrick Wall. Wall asked if the British government had any 

intelligence on the events occurring in Cambodia to which Rowlands stated that due to the 

expulsion of foreign nationals, it was impossible to collect intelligence.1458 Mr Rowlands also 

confirmed that Britain had approached the Cambodian regime to establish representation in 

Phnom Penh.1459 This would have enabled Britain to monitor the situation and provide a 

clearer intelligence picture.1460 The British request did not receive a reply, however. Of note, 

the Labour party believed that if Britain could not muster enough support from the UN, it 

would be unwise for the British to pursue a course of unilateral action in Cambodia. 

Unilateral action, they argued, may prove to have a deleterious effect on Britain’s 

international standing and invite criticism from hostile powers.1461 Moreover, Britain’s 
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intervention may have drawn criticism from non-aligned states. This demonstrates that 

British politicians were keen to avoid hypocrisy and legitimacy costs associated with 

intervention.  

 

Britain used soft power to collect evidence of mass atrocities in Cambodia which allowed 

it to raise concerns to the UN. As early as May 1976, HM Ambassador in Vientiane, Donald 

Cape, raised Cambodia’s human rights record with his Cambodian counterpart but received 

no reply.1462 Policymakers in London, moreover, were concerned the regulatory Genocide 

Convention would not deter the perpetrators.1463 Officials in London collected and collated 

evidence of mass atrocities in Cambodia. Without evidence, the document suggested the 

UNHRC would not permit intervention and was powerless to intervene.1464 By 1977, no other 

government had supported London or raised concerns to the UN. Moreover, previous 

attempts to bring up human rights abuses in Cambodia were hindered by other events at the 

UNHRC. The Cambodian Foreign Ministry failed to send a delegation to the Commission as 

they were “tied up” carrying out official business for the government.1465 Britain had little 

choice but to increase its aid contributions to refugees in Thailand.  

 

Meanwhile, British politicians were pressured by Cambodian refugees for support. On 

December 18th, 1977, David Owen received a letter from a group of Cambodian refugees 

residing in Britain.1466 The letter stated that Cambodia belonged to all Cambodians and not 

to a ‘group of bandits’ who had placed a bayonet behind the backs of the Cambodian 

people.1467 The refugees praised Owen for his article in The Times which stated London was 

seeking to bring the fragrant violation of human rights to the UNHCR.1468 By early 1978, 

London, against the advice of SEAD, raised Cambodian human rights violations with the 

UNHCR.1469 The British delegation asked for an inquiry into allegations of human rights 

abuse in Cambodia.1470 Britain’s actions at the UN did not attract international acclamation, 

however. For example, although the Soviet Union publicly denounced the Khmer Rouge and 

its rule over Cambodia it vetoed the British proposal.1471 Labour politician, Ted Leadbitter, 

raised several questions viz. Cambodia inquiring as to why there was no condemnation from 
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the UN. Moreover, the UN’s recognition of the Khmer Rouge as the legitimate leaders of 

Cambodia was a barrier to the distribution of aid.1472 According to a Commons sitting, the 

ICRC and UNICEF had applied for access to Cambodia in February 1979, which was 

eventually accepted in July.1473 Only one representative from each organisation was 

permitted to enter Cambodia.1474 By August, six relief agency workers were allowed to 

operate in Phnom Penh. They were, however, confined to the city as they did not possess 

authorisation to travel to other regions of Cambodia.1475  

 

British diplomatic relations with Cambodia were also fraught. When pressed by the MP 

for Beckenham, Philip Goodhart, about the restoration of a British diplomatic mission in 

Cambodia, Evan Luard claimed that Britain had approached Phnom Penh for permission to 

base a non-resident ambassador to the country.1476 Three months later, according to 

Hansards parliamentary records, there had been no change.1477 Only once the country had 

transitioned from UN control to full independence did London re-establish full diplomatic 

relations.1478 According to a British report, all other major powers had destabilised the region 

including the Soviets, Americans, Chinese and French.1479 The report stated that the natural 

leader in restoring peace and supplying aid should be the British.1480 The report does not 

account for British covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia, however.1481  

 

Throughout the Khmer Rouge regime, Britain explored methods designed to exert 

political pressure on Cambodia. For example, in late 1977, Lord Goronwy Jones pledged to 

the House of Lords that Britain would expose Cambodian atrocities at the UN Human Rights 

Commission.1482 Moreover, Britain would accept asylum applications from Cambodian 

refugees with previous connections to the country.1483 London’s move, however, drew 

criticism from Phnom Penh. Cambodian representatives declared that the only human rights 

British people possessed were ‘those to be slaves, thieves, prostitutes or jobless [sic].’1484 
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Moreover, the Cambodian Ministry of Foreign Affairs condemned the move with the ‘utmost 

vigour’. The Cambodian government claimed that  

 

the odious interferences of the British government which has assailed 

honour and dignity of the people of Kampuchea and the sovereignty of 

Democratic Kampuchea1485 

 

In December 1979, as famine crippled Cambodia, British politicians discussed the events 

during a Commons debate.1486 Stan Thorne MP, stated that the famine was engineered by 

Khmer Rouge cadres who did not represent communism or socialism.1487 In response, FO 

minister, Peter Blaker, stated that he had visited Thailand in January 1980 reporting that ca. 

250,000 Cambodian refugees were living in tented villages along the border.1488 Blaker 

stated that for peace to be brought to Cambodia, the Vietnamese occupation had to end.1489 

The Lord Privy Seal vouched for Britain’s support of universal suffrage and free elections 

following a Vietnamese withdrawal.1490 Blaker finished his response by stating that one of 

Britain’s priorities in Southeast Asia would be to secure peace in Cambodia. National 

security planners used covert action to support its foreign policy objectives in Cambodia. 

This was primarily to check communist expansion in a region associated with fewer 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. 

 

In parliament David Ennals claimed that the BBC and Daily Mirror should be praised for 

raising awareness of the events occurring inside Cambodia.1491 Ennals stated that Britain’s 

withdrawal of recognition for Pol Pot was a sensible move.1492 Not recognising Samrin’s 

government, moreover, was an equally sensible measure. By recognising Samrin, it had the 

potential to harm Sihanouk. In 1979, the Cambodian government called for a UNSC meeting 

to discuss the Vietnamese invasion.1493 Chinese and Russian delegations were opposed to 
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any UN meeting. Norway, Portugal, and the US all advocated the move. Meanwhile, the 

French were unsure any benefits arising from a meeting. London instructed its diplomats to 

 

encourage the President of the Council to pursue his consultations with all 

Council members about a meeting. And to lend our support for calling a 

Council meeting if other Western members of the Council agree to seek 

one.1494 

Following the end of the Second Indochina War, Britain distributed aid to Vietnam.1495 By 

1978, however, Thatcher’s government ceased distribution until the ongoing situation in 

Cambodia had resolved itself1496 demonstrating the early signs of zonal foreign policy. 

During a Cabinet Office meeting on December 6th ,1979, Douglas-Home stated that London 

was to rescind its recognition of the Khmer Rouge regime.1497 Douglas-Home described the 

regime as ‘unsavoury’.1498 A Foreign Affairs Committee (FAC) Report on Southeast Asia 

stated that the motivations of the Vietnamese occupation were unknown, but it was clear 

Vietnam’s previous policy was to extend Vietnamese and communist hegemony over 

Cambodia and Laos.1499 This posed a security risk to Britain and provided an opportunity for 

Britain to use covert action against Vietnam.  

 

Intelligence was difficult to gather during the Khmer Rouge era. According to Chandler, 

there was little documentary evidence of life inside Cambodia during the genocidal years.1500 

This is supported by James Lamond who was the only British politician to have visited 

Cambodia and witness the conditions.1501 However, there is sufficient government 

documentation in Britain pertaining to the era.1502 Intelligence, moreover, was gathered 

through the pro-western Thai government.1503 When questioned in parliament as to how 

Britain could respond to the ongoing atrocities in Cambodia, the government responded that 

although Britain did not have diplomatic representation with the Khmer Rouge, it had 

attempted to open dialogue. London, moreover, did not have defence facilities or military 
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treaties with Cambodia.1504 Intelligence, therefore, was mainly gathered through refugee 

testimonies and the activities of the Cambodian leadership.1505 This demonstrates that there 

was a lack of desire to gather intelligence in a meaningful way when an AAT did not pose a 

direct threat to Britain’s security. 

 

Although there was little knowledge in Britain about the mass atrocities in Cambodia, 

parliamentarians were questioned by their constituents regarding the government’s 

response.  There was also differing views on whether the mass atrocities constituted a 

genocide. For example, during a Commons debate on December 6th, 1979, David Ennals 

was the only member to use the term ‘genocide’; it was only mentioned once throughout the 

entire session.1506 Meanwhile, Mr Humfrey, a diplomat on secondment to SEAD, requested a 

report on the atrocities being committed in Cambodia arguing that sporadic newspaper 

reports in Le Monde would not suffice.1507 Meanwhile, Evan Luard was approached by the 

government to undertake an examination of British policy in Cambodia.1508 Numerous 

constituents wrote to their MPs about the atrocities in Cambodia. The government provided 

a uniformed response to public concerns. This comprised of informing constituents that MPs 

had frequently stated their opposition to the genocide and that Britain had no diplomatic 

representation in Cambodia.1509 Britain, moreover, had pledged £250,000 to UN High 

Commissioner for Human Refugees.1510 Alongside constituent’s concerns, parish Churches, 

lobbied their local MPs over the events unfolding in Cambodia.1511  

 

Alongside aid, Britain offered asylum to Cambodians. During a House of Lords sitting, 

Lord Elton claimed that 142,000 people had been displaced since 1975.1512 By 12th 

November 1977, the British government had granted asylum to 153 Cambodian 

refugees.1513 The UN Refugee Commission reported that camps across the Thai border 

were not fit for purpose and were overwhelmed with refugees. According to Lord Elton, the 
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British government had responded by providing £1 million worth of aid.1514 A significant 

refugee camp had been constructed in the Thai town of Aranyaprathet, four kilometres from 

the Brévié demarcation line, in the border province of Sa Kaeo.1515 By late 1977, the camp 

had ca. 7,000 refugees residing in tented accommodation. The official capacity of the camp 

was just 4,000.1516 Lord Elton, had visited the camp in 1977 along with other refugee camps 

in the province of Prachinburi.1517 Although Britain had only accepted a marginal number of 

refugees, it signalled that London was concerned about its perception and utilised soft power 

to influence events in Cambodia when it did not pose a threat to national security. 

 

Following the visit of Queen Elizabeth II to Indonesia in 1974, Suharto visited London in 

1979.1518 During the trip he held top-level diplomatic meetings with the Margaret 

Thatcher.1519 Thatcher explained to Suharto that HMG were under increasing pressure to 

withdraw its recognition of Pol Pot as ‘many of his actions in the past had been 

intolerable.’1520 Suharto expressed that he was shocked by the Vietnamese invasion of 

Cambodia.1521 Moreover, during the meeting, it transpired that Vietnam would not withdraw 

its forces from Cambodia because they were concerned that Pol Pot seize power.1522 

Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia posed a security risk to British interests in the region and 

provided an opportunity to check communist expansion. 

 

The former Lord Privy Seal, Ian Gilmour, blamed Vietnamese foreign policy for the 

deterioration in regional relations, branding the Vietnamese as occupiers not liberators.1523 

Furthermore, Gilmour stressed that although the Khmer Rouge regime was abhorrent, the 

Vietnamese invasion had exacerbated the civilian populations suffering.1524 Some 

parliamentarians, however, believed that the Vietnamese had liberated Cambodia but were 

not treating the population with respect and dignity.1525 National security planners perceived 

Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia as a security threat. 
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In December 1986, the FAC published a report on Southeast Asia to examine the 

development of Britain’s bilateral relations with the six nations which comprised ASEAN in 

1986.1526 By 1986 Britain still lacked diplomatic representation in Cambodia and therefore a 

delegation could not visit the country. However, the delegation did hold meetings with two 

prominent Cambodian resistance groups who found sanctuary in Thailand.1527 Vietnam was 

supported by Moscow who provided financial assistance to Hanoi. Hanoi’s relationship with 

Moscow created tension along the Sino-Vietnamese border. A government report stated that 

Britain’s main links with the region were mainly economic and historical.1528 The report, 

moreover, stated that Britain was not a major aid donor to Vietnam and relied on expertise in 

technology and education for soft power. The report does not include intelligence operations. 

Peter Shore addressed the treatment of Cambodian citizens in parliament. According to 

Shore, there were no judicial hearings, no courts, no defence, and complete suppression of 

the Buddhist religion of which, he suggested, eighty-five per cent of the population 

subscribed to.1529 British foreign policy aimed to curtail communist expansion and check 

Vietnamese hegemony over mainland Southeast Asia. This was achieved through the 

UKMTAS. 

 

By November 1989 Britain had distanced itself from any association with the Khmer 

Rouge and was an active member of the United Nations Resolution of Southeast Asian 

Nations on Cambodia, which London had co-sponsored.1530 In effect, Britain was pursuing a 

humanitarian and peaceful transition of power in Cambodia. A further Cabinet Office report 

from November 1989, reported that the British government’s policy towards Cambodia had 

been reviewed considering a series of cosmetic constitutional changes inside Cambodia.1531 

These alterations introduced by Hun Sen included a change to Cambodia’s name to the 

State of Cambodia. Meanwhile, Britain would increase its foreign aid package to Cambodia, 

which would be channelled through a series of non-governmental organisations. For 

example, London pledged £250,000 to UNICEF to avoid financially backing the regime in 

Phnom Penh directly.1532 This again demonstrates that when the security threat had been 

negated, Britain pivoted to soft power. 
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Britain perceived Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia as expansionist and posed a risk to its 

security interests. To counter this, it engaged in a military training scheme. Although London 

espoused the virtues of non-interference in Cambodian affairs and attended several 

international conferences designed to stabilise the country, it engaged in covert action 

throughout the Vietnamese occupation. Aid allowed Britain to maintain its soft power 

credentials and reduce hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. The next section addresses the 

UKMTAS mission to Cambodia. 

 

c. UKMTAS in Cambodia 

 
In December 1977, Phnom Penh broke off diplomatic relations with Hanoi following a 

series of border incursions by Cambodian forces, leading to a full-scale invasion in late 

1978. The invasion proved a significant blow to the regional peace and reconciliation 

process.1533 Hanoi’s actions, moreover, had the unintentional effect of agitating national 

security planners in Britain, who perceived the invasion as expansionist leading to an 

intensification in intelligence activities during the mid-1980s.1534 This section will outline the 

role of UKMTAS in Cambodia demonstrating that when national security planners perceived 

there to be threat to its security it reverted to covert action. The Vietnamese invasion of 

Cambodia provided national security planners with an opportunity to check communism in 

Southeast Asia and discredit the Soviet Union which was unable to protect its ally.  

 

During the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia, numerous factions fought for control 

over the country. Western states, including Britain, backed pro-Sihanouk forces.1535 Although 

Britain provided military training to pro-Sihanouk forces, British diplomats were quick to 

stress that the assistance did not stretch to weaponry.1536 As stated in the introduction, 

covert action usually revolves around three types of activity.1537 In this instance, Britain 

engaged in military training to pro-Sihanouk forces in Cambodia during the Vietnamese 

occupation. According to a Cabinet Office report, in 1990, a documentary by the film maker 

John Pilger titled ‘Cambodia – The Betrayal’ claimed the British special forces had trained 
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elements of the Khmer Rouge.1538 National security planners strenuously denied the report 

and claimed that British Armed Forces were not involved in training Khmer Rouge 

cadres.1539 The research conducted for this thesis revealed that British forces did train ANS 

forces through the UKMTAS.1540 

 

Military support provided by London operated under the codeword ‘PRIPER’.1541 

According to a policy paper, UKMTAS provided London with a platform to counter 

communism demonstrating that when Britain perceived the threat of communism had 

increased it engaged in covert action. 1542 In Cambodia, this became the preferred tool to 

combat Vietnam. Officials believed the scheme benefitted British foreign policy. For 

example, Lord Carrington stated that ‘pound for pound I can think of no other form of 

assistance which stands us in such good stead with countries in the third world.’1543 There 

was a financial aspect to the UKMTAS. For example. Margaret Thatcher commented that 

Britain was not exporting enough military equipment overseas arguing that exporting 

armaments would help fund further UKMTAS missions.1544 Thatcher was, according to 

Cormac, an advocate of covert action.1545 Exposing as many foreign personnel as possible 

to British equipment was a priority for the MOD. This, the report argued, would lead to an 

increase in arms exports.1546 This would suggest that Britain prioritised finances over its 

obligations to international law and norms. According to FO correspondence, however, 

Cambodia was not offered armaments.1547 Alongside Cambodia, the Middle East and 

Caribbean were areas that could be exploited through the UKMTAS. Omand attached tables 

to the correspondence outlining the progress of UKTMAS including sales and training. 

Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand all received assistance.1548 No European states received 

training from the UKMTAS reinforcing the notion that hypocrisy and legitimacy costs were 

too high in Europe. 
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Military training assistance schemes were viewed as a cost-effective measure against 

planned defence cuts.1549 Unlike financial aid, military training sits within one of the three 

broad definitions of covert action. 1980 saw a squeeze on Britain’s defence budget.1550 

According to prime ministerial papers, the MOD were tasked with saving £250 million over 

the financial year.1551 In 1980, the UKMTAS’ budget stood at £7.2 million.1552 Military training 

was a relatively inexpensive option and acted as a force multiplier. For example, a team of 

58 trainers over a six-month period cost the government £750,000.1553 By 1980, the 

UKMTAS had provided military training and equipment to 56 countries.1554 According to 

correspondence between MOD officials Michael Alexander and David Omand, most service 

personnel had received training at British establishments. In the case of Cambodia, 

however, the training was provided in country.1555 This would suggest that national security 

planners wished to avoid domestic and international scrutiny. 

 

On February 8th, 1981, Prince Sihanouk offered to cooperate with the Khmer Rouge to 

oust the Vietnamese occupation.1556 Under Samrin’s Vietnamese-backed government, 

Cambodia, now known as the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK), was not recognised 

by the UN.1557 PRK representatives lost the Cambodian seat at the UNGA following a vote of 

91 to 21 opposing its admittance.1558 Furthermore, opposed to the creation of the PRK, was 

a three strong coalition formed by the Khmer Rouge, Sihanouk’s National United Front and 

the Khmer People’s National Liberation Front.1559 The three factions formed the Coalition 

Government of Democratic Kampuchea (CGDK) which had international recognition but a 

limited impact in Cambodia itself.1560 Against Vietnamese and Soviet bloc opposition, an 

international conference was convened to stabilise Cambodia.1561 The International 

Conference of Kampuchea (ICK) was held in July 19811562 with Hanoi seeking to bring 

stability to the border region through bi-lateral talks with Bangkok. Vietnamese officials 
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originally proposed a de-militarised zone along the Thai-Cambodian border.1563 However, it 

was then proposed that in return for Thailand moving Khmer Rouge camps away from 

border regions, Vietnam would implement a gradual withdrawal of its soldiers from 

Cambodia.1564 Hanoi was concerned that the Khmer Rouge’s main supporter, Beijing, would 

use any withdrawal to help the faction back to power, however.1565 

 

Outside of international efforts, British policymakers relied on covert action throughout 

the mid-1980s to shape events in the country. London, alongside other western powers, was 

unable to pursue a policy of conventional force to dislodge the Vietnamese so began training 

pro-Sihanoukist rebels.1566 An FAC report stated that ‘the Vietnamese occupation of 

Cambodia must be resisted because it threatens both the independence of Cambodia itself 

and the security of Thailand.’1567 Committee reports also suggested that Britain would gain 

very little from a resumption of direct rule of the Khmer Rouge.1568 Any negotiations on 

Cambodia in 1986 were unviable due to a lack of agreement on a framework. Britain was to 

support pro-Sihanouk forces in their fight against Vietnamese occupation. SAS soldiers 

would train Thai special forces, who in turn, would train anti-Vietnamese forces. The policy 

was quickly reversed due to the increasing expenditure and potential public exposure. This 

led British forces to directly train the forces themselves. There is little documentary evidence 

to suggest the SAS directly trained Khmer Rouge soldiers. According to Cormac, however, 

the Khmer Rouge did benefit from British training.1569 Cormac’s research contributed to our 

understanding of British intelligence activities in Cambodia but was limited in scope. In 

Cormac’s defence, he never set out to provide a detailed history of Anglo-Cambodian 

relations nor is he a Southeast Asian expert.  

 

London had previously used special forces in Southeast Asia to support counter-

insurgency operations. In March 1985 forty-eight pro-Sihanoukist rebel soldiers began 

training with the SAS.1570 Britain adopted a train the trainer approach. Between 1985-1989 

ca. 250 soldiers were trained by SAS forces and infiltrated back across the border into 

Cambodia to fight the Vietnamese led government.1571 Thatcher’s government was keen to 
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avoid any association with the Khmer Rouge, however, pro-Sihanoukist forces did pass their 

expertise onto communist factions leading to increased Khmer Rouge activity. Members of 

the Khmer Rouge had taken western hostages throughout Cambodia during the 1980s.1572 

This highlights the potential negative effects of covert action. Moreover, it demonstrates that 

that Britain could control the effects of its policymaking. Further research into this could be 

fruitful. 

 

Parliamentary debates in the late 1980s called on the British government to alter its 

policy towards Cambodia.1573 Labour politician, Gerald Kaufman, likened the mass atrocities 

in Cambodia to the Holocaust claiming that the British government was assisting pro-

Sihanoukist armies dominated by the Khmer Rouge.1574 Kaufman, moreover, suggested that 

western foreign policy towards Cambodia was driven by anti-Vietnamese sentiments and 

that it clouded policymakers decisions.1575 In 1986, the FAC deduced that the Vietnamese 

occupation of Cambodia was the principal threat to regional stability.1576 According to the 

FAC report, Khmer Rouge forces formed the largest component of the three resistance 

groups.1577 It is plausible that those responsible for committing the genocide in Cambodia 

received indirect support from the British government. This also highlights the threat 

perception of national security planners. 

 

By 1983, the CGDK began to fracture. London decided to support Sihanouk over the 

Khmer Rouge.1578 A strong ANS, SEAD argued, would dispel the Chinese argument that the 

Khmer Rouge were the only force capable of retaining power in Cambodia.1579 Discussions, 

moreover, were held amongst FO staff as to whether London could provide training to a 

bodyguard unit for Prince Sihanouk.1580 In March 1988, the FO Finance Department 

explored the modalities of providing training to a bodyguard unit for Prince Sihanouk.1581 

According to the documents, training costs were not expected to exceed £25,000.1582  

Meanwhile, Sihanouk had pressed the French for increased military assistance.1583 On 

October 25th 1988, Sihanouk met with Thatcher where he expressed his gratitude for the 
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military training assistance London had provided his forces.1584 Whilst staying at the Hyde 

Park Hotel, Sihanouk disclosed to Geoffrey Howe that the Americans were aiding the 

ANS.1585 This would suggest that Britain and American were acting in concert. Howe 

approached members of the British press to stop the publication of Sihanouk’s claims.1586 

This would allow London to maintain plausible deniability and avoid hypocrisy and legitimacy 

costs. 

 

According to the 1986 FAC report, British government representatives had been 

approached by pro-Sihanoukist factions for enhanced military and economic aid.1587 Citing 

humanitarian causes and the diminished ability to negotiate a peace settlement in the 

eventuality of becoming embroiled in a military campaign, London turned the pleas down.1588 

Only increased levels of humanitarian aid channelled through the United Nations Border 

Relief Operation (UNBRO) was considered by British policymakers.1589 It is not possible from 

archival materials to ascertain whether the FAC was aware of the military assistance being 

afforded to rebel factions through the UKMTAS. According to a parliamentary debate, the 

‘pitiful’ amounts of international aid channelled through NGOs was not adequate to support 

the swollen refugee population along the Thai-Cambodia border.1590 Thailand, meanwhile, 

was harbouring anti-government factions whilst supporting ca. 230,000 refugees along its 

border with Cambodia. According to correspondence British officials did not approach Thai 

authorities over their links with the Khmer Rouge because they were also complicit in the 

civil war.1591 By the mid-1980s, policymakers in Washington grew concerned that Thai 

resolve was beginning to wane. The removal of the Vietnamese backed government of 

Cambodia, therefore, was vital.1592 This was a view shared by national security planners in 

Britain.  

 

During Sihanouk’s trip to Europe in 1988, the prince made similar comments whilst 

transiting through a Parisian Airport.1593 Sihanouk claimed that British military officers were 

providing the ANS with artillery training.1594 British officials warned Sihanouk that further 
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comments would jeopardise future training missions.1595 Furthermore, upon Sihanouk’s 

departure, he met with ASEAN ambassadors where he joked about the military assistance 

that was being provided by the West and other ASEAN states. Sihanouk informed the 

ambassadors that he was not allowed to discuss the assistance publicly.1596 Fortunately for 

British policymakers, there was little reaction in the French press about Sihanouk’s 

comments. If Sihanouk repeated the claims, the MOD had been briefed to distance itself 

from him.1597 Moreover, FO documents reveal that policymakers had prepared a defensive 

response if Sihanouk repeated his claims of British assistance.1598 Interestingly, 

correspondence reveal that the Foreign Secretary asked the press to keep Sihanouk’s 

accusations out of their publications.1599 An editorial in The Independent suggested that 

during a trip to Cambodia in 1988, Margaret Thatcher expressed strong support for 

Sihanouk and informed reporters that Britain did not wish to see the return of the Pol Pot 

regime.1600 However, whilst Thatcher was visiting, it was also reported that Khmer Rouge 

forces were strengthening their positions in Cambodia.1601 Although London supported 

Cambodian resistance movements it was not their ‘practice to comment on speculation 

concerning the nature of our relations with the Cambodian resistance.’1602  

 

M Claude Martin, Director for Asia, and the Pacific, held meetings with his French and 

Australian counterparts in July 1988 to discuss the political stalemate in Cambodia.1603 

During the meeting Martin informed the group that he had held talks with Chinese and Thai 

officials. He told them that they would have to make a choice between Sihanouk and the 

Khmer Rouge as they could no longer work together.1604 Yves Bertin, of the Quai D’Orsay’s 

Asia and Pacific Directorate, informed Claude that France did not wish to arm one faction of 

the CGDK to fight another.1605 Claude agreed and informed Bertin that Britain had not armed 

any faction in Cambodia.1606 Francois Martin, whilst serving in the French Embassy in 

Bangkok, reported that Paris was exploring both covert and overt military assistance to the 

ANS. According to Martin, both had their advantages.1607 FO documents reveal that Prince 

Norodom Ranariddh, the second son of Sihanouk, had improved the effectiveness of the 
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ANS.1608 ANS strength in 1988 was estimated to be ca. 17,000 strong but the actual fighting 

force was probably closer to 10,000.1609 Moreover, a well-supplied ANS would also provide 

the West with an opportunity to persuade Beijing to stop supplying Khmer Rouge forces.1610 

In May 1980 Francis Pym, the defence secretary, discussed the use of UKMTAS to provide 

subsidised military equipment in an emergency.1611 However, as of late July 1988, London 

had not provided the ANS with weaponry. If London were to assist Sihanouk further, it would 

be important to place him in a position to implement a settlement rather than escalate the 

civil war.1612 This would also suggest London worked in unison with like-minded states. 

 

Derek Tonkin, British Ambassador to Thailand, wrote to London in July 1988 concerning 

the geopolitical situation in Cambodia. Throughout July 1988, Tonkin held meetings with his 

Cambodian contacts including Sihanouk and Ranariddh.1613 According to Tonkin, the 

common thread from his interactions were fears that the supply lines to the ANS were 

insufficient.1614 Moreover, ANS soldiers had been under sustained pressure from the ‘wilder’ 

elements of the Khmer Rouge under the command of Pol Pot and Ta Mok.1615 Tonkin, 

therefore, was in favour of arming the ANS.1616 Tonkin believed it would assist the ANS in 

defeating the Vietnamese occupation and increase the ability of the ANS to defend 

themselves from Khmer Rouge attack arguing that if London wished a future Cambodian 

government to be non-aligned and neutral, it had to support non-communist factions.1617 

Meanwhile Ranariddh lobbied London to support the ANS with arms. This supports the 

notion that national security planners perceived communism to pose the greatest threat to 

regional stability. 

 

Thailand was a further concern for national security planners. British parliamentary 

papers suggest Bangkok struggled to control its military. According to the documents, the 

military often acted unilaterally undermining the national government.1618 Officials in 

Bangkok, moreover, were keen to clear the Thai-Cambodian border of the Khmer Rouge. 

The Thai military, however, deviated from the policy. For example, some officials in the Thai 
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military believed a strong Khmer Rouge would provide a buffer zone between Thailand and 

Vietnam.1619 Thep Devakul, Political Director at the Thai Ministry of Foreign Affairs, met with 

Tonkin to discuss the situation in Cambodia.1620 Tonkin informed Thep that Sihanouk was 

instrumental in shaping the future of Cambodia. Without Sihanouk, Tonkin argued, progress 

would be difficult.1621 Thai military intervention was also inhibiting arms supplies from 

reaching the ANS.1622 Devakul acknowledged that Thai military were supressing the 

weapons supplies. According to Devakul, the natural inclination of the Thai military was to 

allow the weapons to fall into the hands of the Khmer Rouge who were a more efficient 

fighting force.1623 MFA policymakers struggled to control the Thai military, who Tonkin 

argued, had suspect motives. Thai officials understood the aversion to arming the Khmer 

Rouge but were sceptical about the proliferation of arms in the border areas.1624 This 

suggests Britain had to work with regional partners to stabilise Cambodia, despite potential 

security implications. 

 

Meanwhile, ASEAN states sought to establish an international peace-keeping force to 

disarm Cambodian factions.1625 Thai foreign policy distrusted Samrin’s government. 

Policymakers in London and Paris, therefore, sought to augment their policies and seek an 

understanding with Bangkok in backing non-communist resistance.1626 An exclusion zone 

stretched as far as the Mekong, would protect the Thai against Vietnamese aggression. 

Tonkin suggested that London provide a small quantity of weaponry to non-communist 

resistance forces, especially the ANS, to ensure regional stability.1627 If London 

demonstrated its resolve in backing Sihanouk, it would weaken the Khmer Rouge. Tonkin, 

moreover, spoke of the importance of restricting power to the Khmer Rouge and reaffirming 

Thailand’s responsibility in controlling the wilder elements of the group.1628  

 

This section has demonstrated that when Britain perceived its security was threatened, it 

reverted to covert action. The UKMTAS was a cost-effective method of intervening in 

Cambodian affairs without the hypocrisy and legitimacy costs associated with Europe. By 

targeting Vietnam, Britain was able to counter communist expansion against one of the 
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Soviet Union’s closest allies. There were implications to this policy, however. Elements of 

the Khmer Rouge benefitted from the UKMTAS and engaged in sporadic acts of violence. 

This raises several ramifications for international norms and international, which the next 

section will address.  

 

d. International Norms & International Law  

 
Summer 1975 saw the conclusion of the Helsinki Accords.1629 International law 

conferences are designed to be authoritative. The Helsinki Conference, however, was 

limited to establishing European norms. Helsinki provides an opportunity to discern whether 

there was a pivot in British foreign policy away from covert action following the Accords. 

Britain’s intervention in Vietnamese occupied Cambodia raises several queries around 

international norms and international law. These queries are predominantly around the 

principle of non-intervention. This section will demonstrate that security perceptions 

outweighed obligations to international norms and international law and that the Helsinki 

Accords reinforced the perception that hypocrisy and legitimacy costs in Europe were too 

high whilst highlighting contradictions in Britain’s foreign policy in Cambodia. Whilst Britain 

engaged in covert action, it used international legal mechanisms to oust the Vietnamese 

backed government. Despite the mass atrocities, the Khmer Rouge posed little threat to 

Britain’s regional security as most cross-border violence occurred with Vietnam and 

Thailand. This activity did not concern national security planners as it did not threaten British 

interests. The Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia, however, altered Britain’s threat 

perception and provided an opportunity to check the advances of a close Soviet ally.  

 

Meanwhile, Britain attended the Helsinki conference. Although state behaviour is codified 

in most international treaties, Helsinki is important due to its limited geographic scope. In 

terms of zonal foreign policy, the Helsinki Accords reinforced the idea that hypocrisy and 

legitimacy costs in Europe were too high. Amongst the declarations of Basket One, were the 

principles of non-interference in the internal affairs of another state and principle of 

sovereign equality.1630 It is clear, however, that the UKMTAS in Cambodia was an 

intervention in the internal affairs of another state. Britain bound itself to principles of non-

intervention with limited compliance, especially outside of Europe. Even though Helsinki 
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marked a high point in Cold War relations, Britain sought to countervail communism through 

the UKMTAS.  

 

Meanwhile, Britain attended two international conferences designed to stabilise 

Cambodia, the International Committee on Kampuchea (ICK) and the Jakarta Informal 

Meeting (JIM)1631. By mid-1988 officials in Jakarta had negotiated a series of informal 

meetings with Hanoi that Cambodian political factions would attend. According to 

Weatherbee, the aim of if the JIM was for all foreign forces to withdraw from Cambodia and 

for free elections to be held. 1632 This would allow Cambodians to exercise the right to self-

determination. The JIM would sit twice, once in July 1988 and in February 1989.1633 

Sihanouk boycotted the talks and rejected the proposed Vietnamese peace plan.1634 Khmer 

Rouge leaders also boycotted the first meeting, slowing the peace process further.1635 The 

second JIM failed to produce any meaningful resolution to the conflict. Consequently, the 

Khmer Rouge abandoned a brokered five-week ceasefire.1636  

 

Even though London supported the pluralist notion of an international community 

whereby states were admitted to the UN, the events following Helsinki would suggest 

otherwise. This would suggest that the trend of post-war pluralism began to fail. Moreover, 

Britain came under attack from Phnom Penh over its own record with a Cambodian report 

branded the British government “imperialists” who had engaged in illegal detention, 

massacres and resorted to perfidious measures.1637 The Ministry for Foreign Affairs argued 

that Britain had built its fortune through “savage brute force” and not on humanitarian 

grounds. Therefore, according to the publication, the British could not lecture any country on 

human rights.1638 Despite this, Britain continued to engage in covert action as hypocrisy 

costs were lower in Cambodia than checking the Soviets in Europe.  

 

The UK mission to the UN stressed that although Cambodia had been subjected to mass 

atrocities and had raised ‘grave concern at the inhumanities taking place in Cambodia’ it did 
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not excuse the Vietnamese invasion nor the violation of Cambodian sovereignty.1639 In 

response, London suspended all aid to Vietnam until the occupation ceased, excluding 

humanitarian and disaster assistance.1640 A FO report labelled the Vietnamese invasion of 

Cambodia as reminiscent of the Blitzkrieg style attack developed by Nazi Germany.1641  

Although the UN was designed to maintain international peace and security, it lacked the 

determination to address the issue of mass atrocities in Cambodia. 

 

When faced with similar mass atrocities in South Africa, Britain raised its concerns at the 

UNSC. Luard, however, suggested that a similar move was not acceptable in the case of 

Cambodia.1642 Luard implied that the policy pursued by the South African government 

alongside its increasing armaments posed a threat to international law and security, whereas 

the atrocities in Cambodia, did not. Moreover, South Africa was a former British colony and 

national security planners were unable to engage in covert action. The plight of the 

Cambodians did not threaten international stability and consequently did not receive the 

scrutiny it deserved.1643 The Vietnamese invasion did, however. As Cambodia emerged from 

the Vietnamese occupation it transitioned to UN control under the Transitional Authority in 

Cambodia which held elections and attempted to normalise Cambodian society. By 1987, 

dialogue over Cambodia’s future had begun between Hun Sen and Sihanouk.1644 Hostilities 

were officially ended in October 1991 following the Paris International Conference on 

Cambodia.1645 This section had demonstrated that British perceptions of national security 

outweighed its obligations to international norms and law. Helsinki reinforced the idea that 

Europe was effectively out of bounds for covert action. Cambodia, therefore, provided an 

opportunity for Britain to dent Soviet prestige in Southeast Asia.   

 

e. Conclusion 

 
This chapter had two aims. Firstly, to demonstrate that the Vietnamese occupation of 

Cambodia provided Britain with an opportunity to counter the Soviet Union with reduced 

hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. This was, in part, due to the reinforcement of high costs by 
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the Final Act. The chapter also demonstrated that Britain did not pivot away from covert 

action despite signing the Helsinki Accords. National security planners in London viewed 

Helsinki and CSCE as a pan-European phenomenon. No European state was in receipt of 

UKMTAS training, reinforcing the point further. The second aim of the chapter was to 

demonstrate that international law did not induce a pivot in British foreign policy away from 

covert action. Britain used covert action to achieve its policy goals in Cambodia. As with 

zonal foreign policy in pre-genocidal Cambodia, national security planners attached greater 

importance to security perception than international law or norms. British foreign policy 

pivoted to soft power when the perceived risk of communist expansion into AATs was 

negated. For example, even though the Khmer Rouge were a communist force, their foreign 

policy did not threaten a former British colony.  

 

Previous research on covert action focused on the role of special forces who trained 

ANS soldiers through the UKMATS, under the codename PRIPER. This chapter built on the 

research by incorporating zonal foreign policy. Following the success of the Helsinki Accords 

in 1975, Britain engaged in covert action in Cambodia. Although the Accords did not hold 

treaty status, it codified how states should interact and had universal characteristics. 

London’s actions, therefore, contravened its obligations to refrain from interfering in the 

internal affairs of another state. In the context of international relations, it is evident that non-

European States were not afforded the rights as their Western counterparts. It is evident that 

although the Helsinki Accords were primarily intended for European peace and security, 

Britain’s perceived its actions in Cambodia as legal. Moreover, London did not want non-

aligned states to intervene in the PrepCom meetings.1646 In the context of zonal foreign 

policy, this demonstrates that states outside of Europe were not considered part of the 

negotiations.  

 

This would suggest that London used international law to mask its covert activities. 

Meanwhile, London was using covert action to train the ANS.1647 This allowed London to 

espouse the virtues of its charitable nature whilst engaging in military training. At the same 

time Paris and Washington considered overt and covert measures in Cambodia.1648 

According to FO reports, it would require trivial amounts of effort to reorganise the Thai 

counter subversion unit.1649 If London could help reorganise the unit, it would allow Bangkok 
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to counter communism in Cambodia and within its borders.1650 Moreover, London sought to 

insert a civilian adviser to the Thai government’s Communist Suppression Operations 

Command.1651 This is a further example of British intervention in an emerging democracy. 

British policymakers perceived the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia as an attempt to 

establish communist hegemony in the region.1652 This provided Britain with an opportunity to 

check communism and counter one of the Soviet Union’s closest allies, without the 

associated hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. Although London trained pro-Sihanouk forces, it 

did not provide armaments through the UKMTAS. This point was clarified during multilateral 

talks between Britain, France, and Australia.1653 The axiom that London was focused on the 

removal of the Vietnamese occupation over human rights abuses in Cambodia is challenged 

by the research. Indeed, Britain provided training to pro Sihanouk forces, aiding the Khmer 

Rouge, whilst attending international conferences designed to stabilise Cambodia.1654  

 

Documents from the National Archives, however, suggest otherwise. The research 

establishes that national security planners in London brought the issue of human rights 

abuses to the UNHRC.1655 The research suggests that the British government had a firm 

grasp on the events that unfolded in Cambodia but did not act because the prevailing 

attitude in international law that a State should interfere in the internal affairs of another 

State. By the mid 1980s, however, Britain had engaged in military training in Cambodia 

despite contravening international law. Although it is difficult to assess the true impact of 

covert action on Cambodian internal affairs it can be argued that British foreign policy had a 

deleterious effect on society as loyal government troops who may have received, or 

benefitted, from British military training used their expertise against civilians and their 

property.1656  

 

Britain was instrumental in its aid efforts. For example, £750,000 per annum was 

donated by Britain to aid Cambodian refugees who found sanctuary in Thailand.1657 Although 

London provided humanitarian assistance, it engaged in covert action in Cambodia in the 

1980s despite signing the Helsinki Accords. Moreover, whilst engaged in covert operations 

in Cambodia, Britain sent delegates to the Jakarta Informal Meeting and International 

Committee on Kampuchea. Both conferences were designed to bring peace and stability to 

 
1650 ———, "Proposal for a BBC Service in Khmer Republic. FCO 15/1565." 
1651 Ibid. 
1652 ———, "Conclusions of Cabinet Meetings (1-26). CAB 128/66/24." 
1653 ———, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289." 
1654 Watts, "Vietnam Offers Plan to Ease Kampuchea Border Tension." 
1655 Office, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229." 
1656 Neil Kelly, "Cambodians Flee as Troops Rampage Through Port," The Times February 9th 1990. 
1657 Office, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229." 
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Cambodia. IRD officials approached Cambodians who were interested in using IRD material 

on China and wider Asian analysis. Meanwhile, London used the platform of the UN to 

denounce Chinese interference in Cambodian affairs whilst engaging in covert operations 

inside Cambodia. British diplomats at the UN denounced Beijing for meddling in the internal 

affairs of Cambodia despite the presence of the IRD, BBC and British Council.1658 Moreover, 

Britain interfered in Cambodian affairs during the Vietnamese Occupation through military 

training.1659 The UN invested ca. three billion dollars into Cambodia to build a democratic 

infrastructure. London, for example, had donated £200,000 to the Khmer Exchange 

Stabilisation Fund.1660 However, Hun Sen made a mockery of the system and retained 

power through voter intimidation and vote buying.1661 This concludes the case studies of 

British covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia. The following chapter concludes the thesis.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1658 Strafford, "China Fails to have Lon Nol Regime in Cambodia Expelled From UN Assembly." 
1659 Office, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289." 
1660 ———, "Proposal for a BBC Service in Khmer Republic. FCO 15/1565." 
1661 Scott Luftglass, "Crossroads in Cambodia: The United Nation's Responsibility to Withdraw from 
the Establishment of a Cambodian Tribunal to Prosecute the Khmer Rouge," Virginia Law Review 
Volume 90(May 2004). p.942. 
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Chapter VIII 
  

Conclusion 
  

  

a. Contribution to Theory & Practice 

  

This chapter will outline the contribution the thesis has made to historical theory and 

practice. Based upon a combination of archival research, historiography, and analysis of 

democratic peace theory (DPT), specifically selectorate theory, the thesis has demonstrated 

that DPT does not provide a rationale for British foreign policy in the context of Indonesia or 

Cambodia between 1965-1985. Four research questions were posed in the introduction –  

 

• Why did Britain support more authoritarian leaders over their democratically 

elected counterparts? 

• Did national security planners consider international law or democratic norms as 

a barrier to covert action and did the principle of non-intervention apply? 

• What was the role of the Information Research Department in shaping 

developments in Indonesia and Cambodia? 

 

The thesis has answered the research questions outlined in the introduction through an 

exposition of archival research and secondary readings. Britain offers a unique case study 

enabling the thesis to provide a nuanced approach to the study of covert action and its 

relationship with DPT. Democratic peace theorists argue that democratic norms would 

prevent Britain from engaging in covert action against either state. However, the thesis has 

demonstrated that Britain engaged in covert action against two elected governments in Cold 

War Southeast Asia contravening international law and democratic norms. The thesis 

highlighted an area of under researched history, namely how Britain shaped developments 

in countries it did not colonise, termed here as Anglophile Adjacent Territories (AATs), 

through covert action and soft power. The research introduced the hypothesis of zonal 

foreign policy as a model for British foreign policy in Indonesia and Cambodia. Zonal foreign 

policy contributes to our understanding of British foreign policy and its relationship with 

intelligence activities in the non-European context.  
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The thesis contributed to our understanding of British foreign policy, intelligence, and 

international law through two case studies of covert action in Southeast Asia. One of the 

principal contributions concerned how Britain supported authoritarian leaders over their 

democratically elected counterparts if they espoused anti-communist rhetoric. This support 

is demonstrated by Britain’s pivot to soft power and reduction in covert action when the 

authoritarian leader assumes power. This suggests that DPT does not provide a rationale for 

British foreign policy during the Cold War. Alongside the research, the thesis introduced the 

concept of zonal foreign policy. Retaining close connections with former colonies was a 

priority for national security planners. This was especially true in countries that were 

perceived to be geopolitically important. Zonal foreign policy is linked to hypocrisy and 

legitimacy costs. Arguably Britain’s national security planners were particularly sensitive to 

high hypocrisy and legitimacy costs due its colonial past. These costs were perceived to be 

too high to use covert action in Europe. Moreover, Britain had prohibited covert action in its 

colonies adding a further layer of complexity.1662 International law conferences such as the 

Helsinki Accords reinforced this perception further. Zonal foreign policy suggests that AATs 

gained temporary importance when national security planners perceived there to be 

communist threat. Once that threat had been negated, Britain pivoted towards soft power. 

National security planners supported Suharto and Lon Nol despite exhibiting autocratic 

behaviour. This suggests the DPT does not provide a framework for British foreign policy. A 

further area of research would be to deduce whether British practices altered in different 

regions of the world or if the hypothesis is transferrable for another great power, for example 

France, which shared a similar decolonisation process and engaged in covert action.  

 

 The research demonstrated that despite being obligated by international law, specifically 

the principle of non-intervention, Britain continued to interfere in Indonesia and Cambodia 

when it perceived its national security was threatened by communism. Perceptions of 

security, therefore, underpinned British foreign policy rather than democratic norms or 

international law. Although Indonesia and Cambodia experienced regime change in the Cold 

War, it is important to note that the thesis does not suggest Britain was responsible for 

regime change in either state. Nor did the thesis assess the “success” of covert action. 

Myriad considerations, including local factor and non-state actors may have had a profound 

effect on the outcomes. Britain, however, was found to be complicit by the International 

People’s Tribunal to be complicit in intervening in Indonesia1663 demonstrating its complicity 

in destabilising Indonesia. That Britain was complicit in destabilising both states is clear. This 

 
1662 Committee, "Counter Subversion. DEFE 11/371.." 
1663 Klinken, "Genocide Finally Enters Public Discourse: The International People's Tribunal 1965." 
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viewpoint, supported by academics such as Paul Lashmar1664, suggests Britain has to 

reconcile with its past colonial endeavours. Research presented in this thesis has dealt with 

the morality of IRD operations and their consequences. It is up to future historians to hold 

the security services to account for their actions. 

 

 A secondary finding of the research concerns Britain’s role in world affairs since 

decolonisation. An Information Research Department (IRD) document inferred that Britain 

had been confronting communism in each geographic region throughout the 1960s.1665 

Although the pace and scope of covert action may have dissipated throughout the 1970s, 

the IRD believed Britain would continue to shape events in countries in the global south.1666 

Britain’s actions in Cambodia during the 1980s supports this argument countering the 

orthodox notion that Britain forfeited its global ambitions during the 1960s. Further research 

based upon this IRD material could bolster revisionist accounts of British foreign policy. 

 

Mass atrocities in Indonesia and Cambodia provide a lens through which the historian 

can discern how national security planners engaged in intelligence activities in AATs. Both 

mass atrocities shared a geographic and temporal scope. Moreover, in both states, national 

security planners perceived that communism posed a direct threat to its former colonies. 

DPT argues that democratic states are less likely to engage in covert action against each 

other. Britain’s use of covert action in Indonesia and Cambodia demonstrated that London 

was willing to contravene democratic norms and international law. The research has 

demonstrated that national security planners believed the Helsinki Accords and CSCE were 

a pan-European mechanism designed reduce cultural and political barriers in Europe. This 

did not reinforce cultural and democratic norms outside of Europe, however. This is 

evidenced through Britain’s foreign policy in Cambodia throughout the 1980s. The research 

also suggests that Britain pursued an anti-pluralist international system despite espousing 

the values of political pluralism in CSCE memorandums.1667  

    

This thesis has been privy to archival material previously unseen by historians adding to 

the collective weight of intelligence history. Methodological issues concerning the availability 

of Secret Intelligence Service and IRD materials has been a persistent feature of the 

research, however. Multiple Freedom of Information (FOI) requests were sent to the Foreign 

 
1664 Lashmar, Gilby, and Oliver, "Slaughter in Indonesia: Britain's secret propaganda war." 
1665 Department, "Future of the Information Research Department. FCO 79/183.." 
1666 Ibid. 
1667 Office, "Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE): Proposals regarding the 
rule of law. FCO 28/10225." 
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Office and National Archives. Although achieving some success, there were archival 

materials not disclosed by the government. One prime ministerial paper from 1979, for 

example, remained closed under section 27 (2) of the 2000 FOI Act as the information held 

within the document was from another state. A further methodological issue concerned the 

plausibility of the intelligence operations outlined in the archival material. For example, it is 

not known whether the planned dissemination of propaganda from a Royal Navy submarine 

occurred as the archival trail ran cold. It is possible, however, to understand British foreign 

policy through these papers, as it often exposes national security planner’s machinations. 

Even if IRD operations did not materialise, it is possible to deduce that Britain was 

attempting to undermine security in AATs and neutralise any communist threat. What follows 

is a thematic conclusion highlighting intelligence operations which Britain undertook in 

Indonesia and Cambodia and the original contribution to knowledge.  

 

b. Evidence of Zonal Foreign Policy in Indonesia 

 
Indonesia provided the first example of zonal foreign policy in an emerging democratic 

state. Indonesia was perceived by British intelligence as susceptible to communism as early 

as 1948 when Soviet literature became readily available throughout the country.1668  Britain 

perceived Indonesia as a potential hot bed of communist activity, especially with the growing 

influence of the Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI). To stymie communist gains across 

Indonesia and to end the Konfrontasi, British intelligence engaged in covert action. 

Countering Indonesian subversion in Malaysia was a fundamental policy of the British 

intelligence apparatus.1669 Removing Malaysia as a catalyst for PKI and TNI cohesion, 

therefore, was paramount. Once the Konfrontasi was resolved, British intelligence could 

begin a propaganda campaign against the PKI and exploit divisions between the two 

organisations. This supports the notion of zonal foreign policy whereby a state gains 

temporary importance when there is a perceived security threat. 

 

Propaganda produced by the IRD, through Indonesian translators, began to target the 

intellectual elite and those who resided outside of Java to question the effect of the 

‘confrontation’ on Indonesia’s international status and economic development.1670 National 

security planners argued that contrasting the lifestyle of those in the free world against those 

in communist countries would sow further division. Moreover, British plans included the 

 
1668 ———, "Communist Propaganda in Indonesia. Code 962 PFE 1208. FO 953/335." 
1669 ———, "Counter Subversion Fund: Malaysia; Police Training Programme. FCO 95/465." 
1670 ———, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1645." 
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dissemination of black propaganda to exploit internal embarrassments.1671 By December 

1965, IRD files indicate that black propaganda had been used against Jakarta alongside 

personal attacks on Sukarno, Subandrio and Suharto.1672 All three politicians were perceived 

by national security planners to pose a risk to British interests. Countering communist 

expansion was central to intelligence operations in Indonesia.  

 

The retention of close connections with former colonies was a pillar of Britain’s Cold War 

policy. For example, Malaysia was classed as a Category I country which Britain perceived 

as vital to its interests in Southeast Asia.1673 Communist advances in Indonesia threatened 

Malaysian security. To add a further layer of complexity, as a former colony Britain was 

unable to use covert action in Malaysia. National security planners, therefore, responded by 

engaging in covert action in Indonesia. For example, Ed Wynne and the South East Asia 

Monitoring Unit (SEAMU) were instrumental in disseminating propaganda throughout 

Indonesia. SEAMU was responsible for several initiatives targeting Sukarno the PKI 

including the publication Kenjataan.1674 The role of the publication was to highlight corruption 

and scandal within the government.1675 Copies of the publication were distributed to eleven 

SIS stations in the region and infiltrated back into Indonesia to maintain the appearance that 

the paper was written by expatriates. This demonstrates Britain’s interference in the internal 

affairs of an AAT to protect its interests.  

 

The 1965 coup provided SIS and the IRD with further opportunities to exploit perceived 

weaknesses in Indonesian politics. For example, the IRD discussed the use of submarines 

and long-range transmitters to disseminate propaganda throughout coastal areas of 

Indonesia.1676 One successful operation involved a radio broadcast designed to decrease 

the morale of Indonesian insurgents.1677 According to the IRD, insurgents listened to 

Malaysian radio stations began to question the policy of confrontation. Captured Indonesian 

soldiers were encouraged to read out pre-scripted material denouncing Sukarno’s 

policies.1678 This proved to be one of the more successful intelligence operations in 

Indonesia with tangible results. Further propaganda campaigns targeted Indonesian soldiers 

fighting in Malaysia. IRD publications reported on conditions facing Indonesian soldiers and 

 
1671 Ibid. 
1672 Department, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; 'Voice from the Well', Propaganda 
Tapes. FCO 168/1673." 
1673 Committee, "Counter Subversion. DEFE 11/371.." 
1674 Office, "Propaganda Warfare Against Indonesia. FO 1101/4.." 
1675 Ibid. 
1676 ———, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1642." 
1677 Ibid. 
1678 Ibid. 
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their families at home.1679 For example, one extract reported that the partners of serving 

personnel were forced into prostitution to afford food.1680 Operation Scrabble was a further 

attempt by the IRD to plant propaganda into a Perwarta-Surabaia1681 allowing the IRD to 

subvert Indonesian personnel and damage the Jakarta’s confrontation with Malaysia. 

Undermining Indonesian morale was paramount for London. For example, Andrew Gilchrist, 

alongside the IRD, incited violence against Indonesian army officers whilst offering them 

protection.1682 This allowed British diplomats to maintain plausible deniability and violate 

international law.  

 

According to an IRD report, throughout the 1960s, corruption plagued Sukarno’s 

government.1683 The IRD also exploited national scandal and embarrassments throughout 

Indonesia. For example, in 1965 a worker at a minting factory stole a series of banknotes.1684 

Officials in Jakarta attempted to cover up the story fearing the saga would be perceived as a 

sign of ineptitude. British intelligence services were quick to exploit the episode, however. 

IRD propaganda suggested that subversive elements in society were behind the 

disappearance of the bank notes.1685 Meanwhile, the IRD disseminated easy to decrypt 

messages in Malaysian radio shows to confuse the Indonesian intelligence services. IRD 

officers also exploited Jakarta’s derisory response to a volcanic eruption which had caused 

widespread damage in Bali.1686 A mixture of corruption and lack of resources plagued rescue 

efforts. The IRD sought to exploit this through propaganda campaigns targeting the local 

population to sow dissent.1687  

 

Meanwhile, individuals became the target of covert action. For example, Subandrio was 

a target of a concerted British propaganda campaign through the ‘voice from the well’.1688 

Subandrio was sentenced to death by an Indonesian court in October 1966 for his role in the 

coup.1689 Despite the intelligence community’s vilification of Subandrio, his life was spared 

 
1679 Ibid. 
1680 ———, "Propaganda Warfare Against Indonesia. FO 1101/4.." 
1681 Ibid. 
1682 ———, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1645." 
1683 Department, "Indonesia - FCO 168 1148." 
1684 Office, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1645." 
1685 ———, "Malaysia: IRD Output, BBC Coverage, Threat to Malaysia Borneo Territories, 
Psychological and Information Operations and Indonesian Publication 'The Problem of Malaysia'. FO 
1110/1693." 
1686 ———, "Propaganda Against General Nasution of Indonesia. FO 1101/8.." 
1687 ———, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; Propaganda. FCO 168/1642." 
1688 Department, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; 'Voice from the Well', Propaganda 
Tapes. FCO 168/1673." 
1689 Correspondent, "Death Sentence on Dr Subandrio." 
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thanks to a personal request from Queen Elizabeth.1690 This exposes the historian to several 

juxtapositions in British foreign policy supporting the notion that once the perceived threat of 

communism had subsided, it used soft power to influence events abroad.1691 National 

security planners did not limit the scope of intelligence operations to the leaders of 

Indonesia. For example, Subandrio’s spouse became a target of British intelligence following 

a personal attack on a British diplomat in the Indonesian press.1692 British intelligence, 

therefore, did not limit their remit. Security was paramount. 

 

This thesis has contributed to our understanding an area of undeveloped research, 

namely the Tehran Conference. Previous research into international law had not accounted 

for the norms established at the conference. The findings of the research suggest the 

conference had little influence British foreign policy. Covert action provided London with an 

opportunity to pursue its aims of containing communism in Indonesia, securing the 

independence of Malaysia, and supporting its international partners whilst maintaining the 

perception it abided by democratic norms and international law. Britain’s support of Suharto 

suggests that democratic decay was not a consideration for national security planners. 

Security, therefore, underpinned Britain’s foreign policy and was not constrained by 

democratic norms in AATs. Moreover, covert action was used to provide a platform for soft 

power opportunities. A pivot towards soft power once an authoritarian leader established 

power diminishes the role of DPT. 

 

c. Evidence of Zonal Foreign Policy in Cambodia 

 
Cambodia provided the second case study of zonal foreign policy in an emerging 

democracy. Following an examination of secondary materials, a lacuna in our understanding 

of British covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia was discovered. This thesis provided 

new insights into intelligence activities of the IRD and SIS in Cambodia. Moreover, research 

on Sihanouk was underdeveloped. Cambodia underwent a democratic shift under Sihanouk 

during the 1950s as he attempted to assimilate with the western world.1693 These attempts to 

democratise did not stop British intelligence activities, however. Covert action in Cambodia 

 
1690 Ibid. 
1691 For further research on the relationship between the Royal Family and the intelligence community 
vide Richard J. Aldrich and Rory Cormac, The Secret Royals: Spying and the Crown. from Victoria to 
Diana, First Edition ed. (Ormond House, London: Atlantic Books ltd., 2021). 
1692 Department, "Information Research Department: Indonesia; 'Voice from the Well', Propaganda 
Tapes. FCO 168/1673." 
1693 Correspondent, "Cambodia Elections in September." 
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was far more ambiguous than Indonesia. IRD reports from 1968 suggest Cambodia was a 

peaceful country but susceptible to communism.1694 To negate communist influence Britain 

engaged in covert action. Drawing comparisons with Indonesia, Cambodia assumed 

temporary importance whilst national security planners targeted security threats. Sihanouk, 

for example, used articles from favourable publicists to promote Cambodia globally and was 

known to be sensitive about how Cambodia was portrayed in foreign press outlets.1695  IRD 

material revealed that Sihanouk was particularly susceptible to attacks on Cambodia’s 

relatively small size and poor economic performance in the press - something the IRD 

sought to exploit.1696  

 

A lack of secondary material on covert action in pre-revolutionary Cambodia posed a 

methodological issue. To atone for this several FOI requests were made to the National 

Archives for material relating to Cambodia with some success. This included a paper by an 

IRD contact Dick Noone.1697 Noone’s paper revealed the main source of income for 

Cambodian hill tribes and outlined how they were often reliant on the opium trade to finance 

their livelihoods.1698 Furthermore, most hill tribes had little or no contact with central 

government1699 allowing communist forces to subvert the tribes. This was compounded by 

the Second Indochina War which spilled across the borders into Cambodia. Hill tribes, 

especially in Eastern Cambodia, provided the Khmer Rouge with personnel to attack 

government forces throughout the early 1970s. Developments in Cambodia did not pose a 

threat to former colonies, however. As events in Vietnam and Northern Ireland shifted British 

priorities, national security planners pivoted towards soft power. 

 

Although Cambodia did not pose a great risk to British security, the IRD routinely visited 

the country. For example, Mr Ashworth visited Cambodia in 1968.1700 Whilst in Cambodia, 

Ashworth held meetings with Tep Chhieu Kheng, the minister for information and editor of 

Depêche du Cambodge and Vann Vikramuditt, the editor of the Agence Khmer Presse, the 

official government news agency.1701 Following Ashworth’s meetings with Tep Chhieu Kheng 

 
1694 Office, "Indonesia: Visit of Stanley Budd, IRD Kuala Lumpur, and Miscellaneous Information 
Requests. FCO 95/146." 
1695 Ibid. 
1696 Ibid. 
1697 ———, "Information Research Department: 'Countering Communist Subversion of Backward 
Ethnic Minorities in South East Asia', paper by Captain Dick Noone, Anthropologist and Adviser on 
Aborigines in Malaya (Malaysia). FCO 168/608." 
1698 Ibid. 
1699 Ibid. 
1700 ———, "Visits by Mr Ashworth, IRD Hong Kong, to Burma and Cambodia, 2-9 October 1968. 
FCO 95/447." 
1701 Ibid. 
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it was decided that IRD material would be shared with the Cambodian government, 

specifically Kheng and Sihanouk.1702 This demonstrates that Britain attempted to shape 

events in pre-revolutionary Cambodia despite a shift towards democracy.  

 

When Lon Nol succeeded Sihanouk national security planners pivoted to soft power. For 

example, Britain was a leading aid donor to Cambodian refugees.1703 By 1977, £750,000 p.a. 

was provided to Cambodian refugees.1704 Charitable efforts were not limited to central 

government, however. For example, Blue Peter also raised money for Cambodian 

refugees.1705 The BBC formed an essential component in Britain’s soft power arsenal 

throughout Southeast Asia. Similarly, to Indonesia, the BBC was used to spread influence 

throughout Cambodia. For example, a dedicated BBC Khmer Service was proposed in 1972 

by the IRD.1706 It was believed the service would provide the IRD with direct access to 

Cambodians who were susceptible to communism. Although the plan was scrapped due to 

budget constraints1707, it is evident that national security planners used soft power to 

influence events in Cambodia. This pivot to soft power, despite Lon Nol’s autocratic 

leadership, suggests that there are limitations in DPT.   

 

The thesis demonstrated that covert action extended into Vietnamese occupied 

Cambodia. Drawing similarities with other examples of zonal foreign policy, Cambodia 

assumed temporary importance during the mid-1980s when Vietnam invaded. Hanoi’s 

occupation of Cambodia provided Britain with an opportunity to contain communist advances 

without the associated costs of confronting communism in Europe. Although Sihanouk was 

not trusted, it was perceived his forces provided the best possible chance of undermining the 

Vietnamese occupation.1708 Military training was provided through the United Kingdom 

Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS)1709 providing an effective tool for national 

security planners. It provided Britain with a platform to counter communism in Southeast 

Asia without the hypocrisy and legitimacy costs. Britain’s mistrust of Sihanouk was well 

placed. For example, whilst touring Europe, Sihanouk made comments to journalists whilst 

transiting through a Parisian airport regarding the military training his forces were receiving 

from Britain.1710 British diplomats scrambled to negate the potential inflammatory response in 

 
1702 Ibid. 
1703 ———, "Atrocities by Khmer Rouge in Democratic Kampuchea. FCO 15/2229." 
1704 Ibid. 
1705 Shore, "Cambodia." 
1706 Office, "Proposal for a BBC Service in Khmer Republic. FCO 15/1565." 
1707 Ibid. A daily thirty-minute service to Cambodia would cost ca. £175,000 p.a. 
1708 ———, "Cambodia: UK Military Training Assistance Scheme (UKMTAS). FCO 15/5289." 
1709 Ibid. 
1710 Ibid. France and the US also supported his forces. 
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the press.1711 This would suggest national security planners were concerned by legitimacy 

costs posed by Sihanouk’s claims. One of the more controversial aspects of the military 

training concerned the Khmer Rouge. Although London maintained the military training did 

not extend to Khmer Rouge forces, they inevitably benefitted due to the incestuous nature of 

the resistance movements. This presents a further layer of complexity and a potential 

avenue of inquiry.  

 

Although regional security in Southeast Asia has stabilised since the Cold War, it still 

faces many challenges. As Britain “tilted” its foreign policy toward the Indo-Pacific in the 

2021 integrated review1712 it has found itself in a familiar position of countering a communist 

state whilst attempting to safeguard regional allies. As Britain continues to compete for 

influence in the post-Brexit world, covert action will remain a potent tool in its arsenal. In an 

increasingly polarised world Britain will be forced to adapt to threats from cyber security to 

confronting nefarious state and non-state actors whilst operating in the so-called “grey 

zone”. The international community, therefore, will require new laws to protect the rules-

based international system. How far international law and democratic norms can shape 

future foreign policy is yet to be determined, however. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1711 Ibid. 
1712 Government, "Global Britain in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, 
Development and Foreign Policy." 
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Agenda & Further Research 
 

This has been an enjoyable project that has provided an opportunity to view archival 

papers previously unseen by historians. It is hoped this will provide a spring board into future 

research into British intelligence, zonal foreign policy, and international law. As stated in the 

conclusion, further areas of research include using the hypothesis of zonal foreign policy as 

a template for British foreign policy in other regions of the world including Africa and the 

Middle East. This could also be widened to include French and American case studies. 

France provides a similar case study as a former colonial power attempting to maintain 

power in its former colonies in Africa and the Far East. Researching post-war France 

presents further layers of complexity and it strove to repair its reputation following the 

collaboration of Vichy France. America provides a nuanced case study to zonal foreign 

policy as it was an emerging super power engaged in conflict with the Soviet Union for 

global supremacy. American intelligence was also involved in high-profile attempts at regime 

change in Central and South America. Does DPT, therefore, provide a rationale for 

American foreign policy? Moreover, without the imperial hangover, did zonal foreign policy 

provide a strategic tool for Washington? 

 

Further areas of interest would be a comparative study of British actions in Indonesia 

and American intervention in Vietnam. Where Washington was unsuccessful in its 

campaign, Britain managed to avoid a conventional conflict with Indonesia. This comparison 

could be fruitful. Other research interests include publishing journal articles based around 

diplomatic histories of Britain’s foreign policy. The objective is to become an expert in the 

field. This process has already begun with a paper on British zonal foreign policy in the 

Global South and collaborating with other academics in the faculty on British intelligence 

activities in Northern Ireland during The Troubles.
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